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Editorʼs Preface

Kikuo Okuyama, Editor-in-Chief
Hiroshima University, Japan

As the Editor-in-Chief, I am pleased to introduce the KONA Powder & Particle Journal, Issue No.35. Continuing 
the years’ tradition, this issue contains high quality reviews and original research articles focusing on the industry- 
oriented powder and particle technology. It is clear that continuous improvement has always been one of the spirits 
of this Journal to meet the demand of the powder and particle technology society. Three years ago, this journal was 
introduced to the J-STAGE (Japan Science and Technology Information Aggregator Electronic) to support better 
transmission to the readers, continued with the introduction of the Open Access policy last year. 

The Editorial Committee, consisting of three editorial boards located in Europe, America, and Asia/Oceania, re-
ceived more than 50 high-quality articles this year and anticipate to receive  more in the future. To accommodate 
this trend, the Editorial Manager® (EM) system was used to facilitate easy manuscript submission, reviewing, and 
tracking. The EM system allows the submitted articles to be immediately assessed by the Editorial Committee 
members, thereby allowing the contributors to receive the decisions at their earliest opportunity and have sufficient 
time to improve their manuscripts. 

The increasing number of articles received by the editorial office reflects the growing research efforts concerning 
powder and particle technology. The interest ranges from the fields of basic sciences of physics, chemistry, and biol-
ogy, to the applied fields such as chemical and process engineering. This is in conjunction with the vast-growing 
applications of powder and particle technology, such as heat-resistant materials, memory and recording media, 
photo functional materials, and energy-supplying devices. The demand for high performance materials is escalating 
even more with the emerge of artificial intelligence and the Internet of Things. This is something that needs to be 
anticipated and further explored by the powder and particle technology community. Researchers and engineers in 
this field need to continuously develop efficient, scalable, and environmentally friendly manufacturing processes 
for high performance materials. This also includes post-processing handling technology to realize fully functional-
ized materials with high purity. This is the message that we tried to convey through this year’s issue.

Our aim is to introduce high quality research throughout the world. In-line with the rapid advancement of the 
powder and particle technology, we attempt to increase the publication frequency of this journal in the near future 
while keeping the quality of the published articles. In the meantime, I hope this issue would be a valuable platform 
for the discourse of powder and particle technology advancement. 

Finally, I would like to thank Dr. Jusuke Hidaka, emeritus professor of Doshisha University, Japan, for his con-
tinuous dedication as the former Editor-in-Chief of KONA Powder and Particle Journal.
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Reviewer Appreciation

I express our gratitude to the reviewers for the publication of this KONA Powder and Particle Journal. Thanks to 
the generous contributions of the volunteer reviewers as well as the interest of researchers in our journal, the num-
ber of submission to this journal is increasing after the registration on the major international journal platforms and 
its level is further improving. Because of the limited space of this annual journal, the number of papers published 
there is regrettably rather restricted. Therefore the papers of good quality need to be selected for the journal and 
further improved and refined by the reviewing.

The editorial team of KONA Journal would like to take this opportunity to gratefully acknowledge the reviewers 
here and deeply appreciate their valuable time and professional contributions to the KONA Journal. We apologize 
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Complexity in Pharmaceutical Powders for Inhalation:  
A perspective †

Anthony J. Hickey
1 RTI International, USA

Abstract
Pharmaceutical aerosol powders intended for inhalation are required to have unique performance characteristics 
that are highly dependent on their physico-chemical properties. A wide range of analytical methods have been 
applied to study particle structure, size distribution, surface properties and subsequent behaviour of powders with 
the intention of predicting their performance. However, particle interactions are dictated by complex fundamental 
forces that impact on the efficiency and reproducibility of delivery and thereby the quality, efficacy and safety of 
the final product. This manuscript reviews the interplay of physico-chemical properties of powder and the 
complex process and analytical variables that must be monitored and controlled to effectively predict powder 
performance.

Keywords: powder, particle, drug, inhalation, characterization

1. Introduction

Understanding the role of powder properties in their 
performance can be likened to the aphorism of the blind 
men and the elephant (Shah I., 1993). All methods, ap-
plied correctly, describe a specific feature of the particle 
or powder. However, without knowledge of all of the fea-
tures that define the whole object or population of objects 
the conclusions about it/them may be misleading. The 
challenge to the pharmaceutical research and development 
community has been to collect sufficient information on 
powder properties to allow prediction of behavior.

Interest in powder properties with respect to ensuring 
efficient and reproducible performance in delivering 
drugs from inhalers has driven an enormous research ef-
fort over a period of more than 50 years. The complex in-
teraction of fundamental aspects of physical chemistry, 
mechanical engineering, aerosol physics and the ability to 
identify and consider all relevant variables has limited the 
development of comprehensive predictive models of prod-
uct behavior (Hickey A., 2003). The current capacity to 
use the knowledge of key parameters to guide product op-
timization appears to involve systematic consideration of 
the most important factors but requires iteration with re-
spect to unidentified variables or confounding of known 

variables that lead to sub-optimal performance (Hickey A. 
and Xu Z., 2013).

It is important to recognize that dry powders are 
non-equilibrium systems (although time scales can be 
long) at all dimensional scales of scrutiny. The historical 
view of individual particles as essentially unchanging ob-
jects has to be revised to reflect their ability to respond to 
manufacturing, storage and general environmental condi-
tions. This has implications for their interaction with each 
other and the container or conveyor which influences bulk 
powder properties.

The intent of this review is to describe the factors 
known to contribute to dry powder inhaler product per-
formance and then to discuss approaches to characteriza-
tion that might account for interactions of these variables 
or for unknown variables to contribution.

2. Methods of manufacture and particle 
morphology

2.1 Milling

Milling has a history that can be traced through centu-
ries for the processing of raw materials for food and phar-
maceutical products. The desired particles size for aerosol 
delivery of drugs to the lungs requires a high-energy 
method to overcome the forces of attraction between mol-
ecules usually in the crystalline solid state to create a 
large surface area (Hickey A. and Ganderton D., 2001; 
Shur J. et al., 2012). The method, as depicted in Fig. 1, 

† Received 21 December 2016; Accepted 15 February 2017 
J-STAGE Advance published online 8 April 2017

1 3040 Cornwallis Road, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709, USA
 E-mail: ahickey@unc.edu
 TEL: +1-919-541-6771 FAX: +1-919-541-6936
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employed throughout modern times is air jet milling in 
which particles are carried on high a velocity gas stream 
(usually air or nitrogen) into an opposing high velocity 
gas stream such that particles impinge on each other and 
the walls of the mill shattering ultimately into respirable 
sizes (1–5 μm) (Fig. 1a). These respirable particles are 
collected by elutriation, in the figure passing into the 
plane of the image through a central tube and entering a 
cyclone separator as shown in Fig. 1b (Hickey A., 1993). 
In the example shown air then passes to a bag filter and 
exits while powder under the influence of impaction and 
sedimentation forces is collected in a vessel directly be-
low the filter. This process can be continued for as long as 
necessary to the capacity of the collection vessel and with 
attention to occlusion of the filter.

The production of particles by milling can be controlled 
in terms of the processing variables of gas flow and tem-
perature but cannot readily be controlled at the level of 
the individual particle production and the outcome of the 
process is highly dependent on the starting material in 
terms of both composition and state which makes it a dif-
ficult process from which to extract general principles. 
Each drug treated in this manner requires full characteri-
zation in order to guarantee quality and performance in 
the final product.

2.2 Spray drying

Spray drying has been of increasing interest since over 
the last 20 years as it became evident that the technique 
resulted in particles and powders with unique physico- 
chemical and performance properties (Vehring R., 2008; 
Van Oort M. and Sacchetti M., 2007). The ability to cre-
ate low-density particles promoted the ability to effi-
ciently disperse particles. Since most spray dried material 
is amorphous in nature the influence on stability needs to 
be addressed. For proteins and peptides this is a desirable 

solid-state form and is likely to be stable on storage. For 
small molecular weight drugs the amorphous form is un-
likely to be the most stable with respect to fluctuations in 
moisture and temperature (Carstensen J., 1990). Conse-
quently, since most drugs are of small molecular weight, 
packaging considerations are required to ensure the sta-
bility of the final product most notably the use of moisture 
impermeable wrapping, e.g. aluminum, or inclusion of 
desiccant where the response to equilibrium moisture 
content and fluctuations are more modest (Atkins P. and 
Crowder T., 2004).

Fig. 2 illustrates the key components of a spray drier 
including the liquid feed to the atomization nozzle, drying 
gas supply, the drying tower, cyclone separator and col-
lection vessels for coarse and fine particles. This is a sim-
plified image as it does not show condensers, heater/
cooler, recycling and feedback electronics that are integral 
parts of this equipment.

Fig. 2 Schematic of a spray drier illustrating the key elements 
of solution feed, gas supply, temperature control and 
monitoring and collection vessels before and after the 
size selective cyclone separator.

Fig. 1 Schematics of (a) front view of an air jet mill and (b) side view showing the filter and collection vessel 
separated by the cyclone behind the mill.
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2.3 Supercritical fluid manufacture

Supercritical fluid manufacture showed great promise 
as a means of accurately and reproducibly controlling 
particle size and morphology when it first appeared as an 
approach to the manufacture of drug particles in the 
1990s (Van Oort M. and Sacchetti M., 2007). Several 
methods were developed each of which had its merits but 
all of which required multiple small batch production cy-
cles to achieve pilot or production scale quantities of pro-
cessed drug. Rapid expansion supercritical solutions or 
antisolvent techniques are the most prominent methods 
using supercritical gases such as carbon dioxide.

2.4 Mixing/Blending

The modern history of dry powder inhalers can be 
traced back to the 1960s in particular to the Cromolyn 
Sodium product delivered from a Spinhaler (Pfisons) 
(Sanders M., 2011). From the outset mixing/blending was 
a central element of the powder formulation and the con-
cept of attaching milled respirable particles to the surface 
of lactose carrier particles became the standard, which re-
mains most common to this day. The importance of the 
mixing process cannot be understated as it dictates both 
the ability to fill the dosing containment unit (e.g. capsule, 
blister or reservoir) and the efficiency with which the drug 
particles can be detached and enter the entraining air sup-
ply (Stewart P., 1986; Young P. et al., 2007).

3. Physico-chemical properties

3.1 Primary particle size and distribution

Primary particle size and distribution is an important 
property to measure for aerosol products. The aerody-

namic performance of aerosols depends on the ability to 
input energy usually from the patient’s inspiratory airflow 
to move the powder and disperse it into particles that can 
enter the lungs. This non-equilibrium phenomenon rarely 
disperses drug completely into primary particle sizes. 
However, by measuring the primary particle size and dis-
tribution an important metric for underlying quality as 
well as a target for complete dispersion is established. 
Primary particle size can be evaluated by two comple-
mentary methods an indirect population measurement. 
Laser diffraction measurement can be conducted to assess 
particles in liquid suspension or dry powders at high- 
pressure drop, to allow sufficient shear to break the pow-
ders in individual particles (Behara S. et al., 2012; Jaffari 
S. et al., 2013; 2014). Scanning electron microscopy al-
lows imaging on a scale to visualize particles in respirable 
size ranges (Hickey A. and Xu Z., 2013). Individual parti-
cles can be distinguished from aggregates. However, mi-
croscopy generally does not allow sufficient numbers of 
particles to be measured for quantitative statistical repre-
sentation of the population of particles (Allen T., 1990).

3.2 Shape and density

Particle shape is an important property dictating their 
behavior. Fig. 3 illustrates schematically important features 
of particle surfaces. While the ideal particle is spherical 
(Fig. 3a(i)) and is the basis for most measures of particle 
size (equivalent spheres) most drug particles deviate from 
sphericity and exhibit some form of surface rugosity 
(Fig. 3a(ii)) (Chew N. and Chan H-K., 2001). In the ex-
treme the shape of the particle can be significantly dis-
torted in one (needle or fiber, Fig. 3a(iii)) or two (plate or 
flake) dimensions (Mullin J., 1993). The latter usually oc-
curs because of restriction of crystal growth in one (plate 
or flake) or two (needle or fiber) dimensions. The shape of 
the particle and surface functionality are inextricably 

Fig. 3 Schematics illustrating (a) (i) spherical, (ii) rugose or (iii) elongated Particle morphology and (b) Forces 
of interaction at the interface between two particle surfaces.
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linked since the surface may exhibit specific features 
based on the action of impurities during crystallization or 
the presence of different polymorphs or moisture at the 
surface. Fig. 3b illustrates a variety of surface phenom-
ena resulting from the presence of moisture, crystallinity, 
electrostatics, discontinuities and, impurities. These sur-
face functions increase the interaction of particles beyond 
that resulting from the innate van der Waals forces.

Once features exist the way in which they border 
three-dimensional space with edges or corners creates 
both a physical and energetic differential that impacts on 
the likelihood of interaction with other surfaces.

Some mathematical approaches have been taken to de-
picting irregularly shaped particles with a view to correlat-
ing the numerical descriptor with subsequent behavior. 
Fig. 4 shows two methods that have been applied. The 
first is to inscribe the image of the particle periphery with 
radii from a central point that can then be described in 
polar co-ordinates, distance from the origin for desig-
nated angles, from which Fourier coefficients can be de-
rived that are correlated with a variety of shapes (Tian Y. 
et al., 1994; Hickey A. and Concessio N., 1997). First, 
second, third, etc. Fourier coefficients are considered to 
represent roundness, squareness, triangularity, and so on.

Fractal analysis has been applied to the shape of parti-
cles as a means of expanding shape considerations beyond 
conventional simple shape factors more descriptive terms 
such as Fourier coefficients based on polar co-ordinates 
(Hickey A. and Concessio N., 1997). The Fractal dimen-
sion introduced for the first time the notion of non-integer 
dimensions < 3D to convey greater information about the 
particle than the usual one or two dimensional descriptors 
obtained from imaging individual particles and subse-

quently statistically aggregated into particle population 
data represented by the number of particles observed and 
then described in terms of average and distribution.

The aerodynamic behavior of aerosol particles is dic-
tated by the particle size and other physical properties 
including shape and density as described by Stokes’ equa-
tion. The importance of these properties was overlooked 
until relatively recently when the potential to modify 
them to enhance aerosol performance was realized 
(Crowder T. et al., 2002).

Spray drying may be employed to produce low-density 
particles. The method involves the spraying of hollow 
shell or highly porous particles (whiffle ball) that present 
delicate membrane-like surfaces in various geometric 
structures permeated by air (Vehring R., 2008; Van Oort 
M. and Sacchetti M., 2007). These particles due to their 
low density (somewhere between the true density of a 
solid particle and the density of air) may be quite large but 
have a small aerodynamic diameter as described by 
Stokes’ Law. In addition, the distance between the mole-
cules of drug in the particle and those in adjacent particles 
means that the van der Waals forces are much lower than 
a solid particle due to the reduced Lennard Jones potential 
(Telko M. and Hickey A., 2005; Dunbar C. et al., 1998). 
Consequently, these particles require very little energy to 
disperse as an aerosol. Indeed, if placed on a flat surface 
in room air the local convective air movement may be 
sufficient to generate the aerosol.

Elongated particles are known to orientate longitudi-
nally into the direction of the airflow (Davies C., 1979; 
Gonda I. and el Khalik A., 1988; Fults K. et al., 1997). 
Consequently, for specific length, cross-sectional area di-
ameter and aspect ratio they have the capacity to move in 
air predominantly as a function of their cross-sectional 
area diameter suggesting a limited radius of gyration 
while in motion in the two dimensions represented by the 
cross section (Lippmann M., 1990).

Most dry powder inhaler products employ blends of 
drug with lactose. The surface properties of the drug and 
the lactose play a significant role in their interaction and, 
thereby, in the energy required to separate and disperse 
them into primary drug and lactose particles (Xu Z. et al. 
2011). The use of ∝-lactose monohydrate a monoclinic 
crystal presents proportionately large flat surfaces to the 
smaller drug particles (Hickey A. et al., 2007a and 
2007b). These surfaces are deceptive in their apparent 
uniformity in that they can become discontinuous through 
the presence of impurities (Crowder T. et al., 2003). The 
presence of impurities, moisture, amorphous lactose or 
β-lactose monohydrate at the surface creates variable 
surface energy densities for interaction with the drug 
(Fig. 3b) (Hickey A. et al., 2007a). The potential for vari-
ation in nature and extent of drug binding gives rise to 
non-uniformity in performance, which has implications 

Fig. 4 Depiction of (a) Polar co-ordinate image and the data 
derived for analysis that would be fit to a Fourier series 
to obtain coefficients and (b) The use of different 
scales, top, to measure the surface by connecting 
chords around the periphery, middle, to allow estimates 
of the perimeter length to be plotted against the stride 
length on a log-log scale, bottom, from which the Frac-
tal Dimension, δ, is measured.
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for both quality and therapy (Telko M. and Hickey A., 
2005; Dunbar C. et al., 1998).

A variety of methods of analysis have been evaluated 
for their utility in characterizing surface forces including 
thermal analysis (bulk polymorphic forms) inverse gas 
chromatography (surface polar and non-polar forces, 
(Telko M. and Hickey A., 2007)), atomic force micros-
copy (surface free energy, (Begat P. et al., 2004)), static 
(Carstensen J., 1993) and dynamic (Hickey A. and 
Concessio N., 1996) angle of repose (bulk flow properties 
as a measure of particle interaction), Faraday cage (stand-
ing electrostatic charge, (Smyth H. et al., 2004)), elec-
tronic samplers for charge determination as a function of 
aerodynamic particle size (Telko M. et al. 2007; Telko M. 
and Hickey A., 2014; Wong J. et al., 2015).

4. Complexity

The ability to predict powder performance has clear 
implications for ensuring the quality and efficacy of a 
pharmaceutical aerosol formulation. In addition, accurate 
prediction would allow efficient and cost-effective prod-
uct development with a high probability of meeting with 
regulatory approval by accommodating the desire for 
quality by design.

It would be scientifically elegant to approach the desire 
to predict powder performance from the perspective of 
the fundamental underlying forces of interaction between 
particles discussed earlier. However, the inability to sepa-
rate these forces in the heterogeneous systems of which 
pharmaceutical formulations are composed has con-
founded efforts to reduce the problem to basic principles. 
Various groups have chosen to examine the problem from 
the perspective of probing powder systems experimen-
tally to derive data on performance that can inform mod-
els that allow prediction of behavior (Hickey A. and Xu 
Z., 2013; Steckel H. and Bolzen N., 2004; Jones M. and 
Price R., 2006; Grasmeijer F. et al., 2013, 2014).

The powders employed for inhalation consist predomi-
nantly of blends with lactose or as spray-dried particles. It 
is important in considering the dispersion properties of a 
powder to consider it as a function of quantifiable de-
scriptors of the energy imparted by the airflow such as 
Reynolds’ number, resistance or shear stress. These terms 
can easily be described for most devices but it should be 
noted that all devices include design features intended to 
aid in deaggregation such as baffles, tortuous channels or 
other impaction surfaces (Telko M. and Hickey A., 2005). 
Consequently, when considering terms such as pressure 
drop (at a fixed airflow rate) or airflow rate (at the de-
fined device pressure drop) across or through the device 
as a reference term for the energy imparted the design 
features may make the data deviate from quantitative 

generalizable relationships while giving qualitative infor-
mation about formulation performance.

Fig. 5 illustrates a model of the proposed interactions 
between drug and lactose assuming regions of different 
surface energy density exist to which drug particles ex-
hibit a range of binding properties. When subject to shear 
and turbulence in air, in the mouthpiece or when passing 
through or around a tortuous air path feature, impacting 
on device surfaces and with other particles drug is liber-
ated from the surface of lactose by the action of airflow 
and constraints of the air path. Incomplete dispersion may 
be explained by the heterogeneity of the surface energy 
density.

Fig. 6 illustrates a second model proposed for interac-
tions between drug and lactose assuming that not only is 
drug associated directly with lactose but through cohesion 
and incomplete mixing aggregates exist at the surface of 
lactose that because of their larger size are stripped more 
readily from the surface and then deaggregated by the 
shear, turbulence and impaction described earlier. This 
model is not mutually exclusive with respect to the first 
model but adds a layer of additional information that 
might help in formulation that being the cohesive or adhe-
sive nature of the component particles.

Fig. 5 Schematic of small drug particles at the surface of large 
lactose carrier particle depicting their liberation as a 
function of airflow and air path features.

Fig. 6 Schematic of small drug particles at the surface of large 
lactose carrier particles some in the form of aggregates 
depicting their liberation initially as a deaggregation 
phenomenon in response to airflow.
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4.1 Powder flow

The movement of most pharmaceutical powders is ir-
regular but almost all processes in which powders play a 
role would be better served by uniform flow and behavior 
including aerosol generation. Since the nature of powder 
movement can vary it can be inferred that knowledge of 
this phenomenon would be useful in predicting a variety 
of powder properties such as dilation followed by genera-
tion for aerosol formulations.

There are several methods for evaluating powder flow 
properties and their underlying physics including rotating 
drum (Hickey A. and Concessio N., 1996; Crowder T. et 
al., 1999, Crowder, T. and Hickey A., 1999), vibrating 
spatula (Hickey A. and Concessio N., 1994; Crowder T. 
and Hickey A., 1999) and critical orifice (Flodex, (Taylor 
M. et al., 2000)). When oscillations in the motion of pow-
der in a rotating drum or delivery from a vibrating spat-
ula, as depicted in Fig. 7, are plotted in phase space a 
typical attractor is observed that can be characterized by 
a Fractal Dimension (δ) or Lyupanov Exponent reflecting 
the divergence of each successive data point from the pre-
vious one. This single dimension, which can be viewed as 
a measure of irregularity in microflow can then be cor-
related with the ability to disperse powders as aerosols 
(Concessio N. et al., 1999; Crowder T. and Hickey A., 
2006). The predictive nature of this approach renders it a 
potentially useful tool for the characterization of powder 
blends. Formulation optimization might be performed by 
ranking powders in terms of flow (powders with small δ 
flow better than those with large δ) as a predictor of their 
ability to effectively be disperse as aerosols.

4.2 Cohesive adhesive balance

The cohesive adhesive balance (CAB) model refers to 
the interaction between drug and lactose in the blend that 
influence the energy required for detachment of particles 

from each other and surfaces during the aerosolization 
process (Begat P. et al., 2004; Behara S. et al., 2011a; 
2011b; 2011c). Drug entrainment onto the inspiratory flow 
of the patient is influenced by these interactions and con-
sequently may result in variable efficacy (Grasmeijer F. et 
al., 2013; Behara S. et al., 2011d).

4.3 Powder aerosol dispersion equation

Collecting experimental data and developing a working 
model, rather than a physical model might circumvent the 
physical complexity of the models of interaction between 
particles in a blend. One approach to measuring the inter-
action of particles and data collection is to investigate the 
energy required to separate them in a standardized airflow 
using an entrainment tube (Fig. 8a) and inertial impactor 
for aerodynamic particle size measurement (Fig. 8b). 
This approach has been explored for several drugs in lac-
tose blends (Mansour H. et al., 2010; Xu Z. et al., 2010a, 
2010b, 2010c). The detachment in response to applied 
shear stress was considered analogous to desorption phe-
nomena in which particles are removed from low energy 
binding sites and increasing quantities are removed at 
high shear as higher energy binding sites are evacuated 
(Xu Z. et al., 2010c). These experiments resulted in the 
proposal of a powder aerosol dispersion equation (PADE) 
(Xu Z. et al., 2010c).

Fig. 8 Illustrations of (a) a standardized entrainment tube and; 
(b) its position with respect to a stacked, cascade im-
pactor for aerodynamic particle size determination.

Fig. 7 Diagrams of (a) the rotating drum dynamic angle of repose measurement technique and (b) vibrating 
spatula with mass detection.
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5. Aerosol performance

5.1 Laser diffraction volume diameter 
determination

Laser diffraction instruments are used routinely for 
measurement of particle size distribution of aerosol pow-
ders. When used with powder dispersion systems operat-
ing at different pressure drops or when dispersed in 
suspending liquid particles may be separated into primary 
sizes to establish the limit of efficient dispersion possible 
with an effective dry powder inhaler (Young P. et al., 
2007; Behara S. et al., 2012). The particle size obtained at 
different dispersing pressure drops may be used to char-
acterize the ease of deaggregation (resistance to deaggre-
gation due to particle interactions).

5.2 Aerodynamic particle size distribution

The aerodynamic particle size distribution (APSD) is 
generally measured by inertial impaction (Tougas T. et 
al., 2013). Inertial impactors size segregate powders using 
a series of jets of decreasing orifice size through which air 
is drawn, at a fixed rate by a vacuum. An increasing lin-
ear velocity at each successive collection stage is thereby 
established. The combination of the mass of particles in 
the distribution and range of linear velocities results in 
samples of decreasing particle size being sampled as an 
aerosol passes through each successive stage of the im-
pactor.

5.3 Delivered dose

The dose delivered from the inhaler is that which leaves 
the mouthpiece of the device for which a proportion, the 
fine particle dose, is considered in a size that is relevant to 
pulmonary delivery (USP, 2011). The fine particle dose 
should not be confused with the respirable dose. The fine 
particle dose is designated as the entire dose below a spe-
cific particle size, usually 5mm unless otherwise stated, 
that is thought to be broadly relevant for pulmonary drugs 
as a quality measure (Hickey A., 2004). The respirable 
dose is derived from theoretical and experimental data on 
lung deposition and considers the probability of particles 
over a range of sizes to penetrate to the lungs. Various 
public and occupational health agencies have specific 
definitions for respirable dose (Hinds W., 1999). The fact 
that a single fine particle doses is equivalent to a range of 
respirable doses based on the particle size distribution has 
been considered elsewhere (Martonen T. et al., 1992) It is 
important to note that caution must be exercised in inter-
preting fine particle dose, a quality measure, as a predic-
tor of lung delivery.

5.4 Aerosol delivery rate

In evaluating the performance of DPIs the importance 
of aerosol delivery rate (ADR) is often overlooked. The 
APSD and delivered dose uniformity (DDU) are clearly 
important quality measures for the product performance 
but the relevance of ADR may not be as evident. The rele-
vance of ADR only becomes obvious when the purpose of 
a DPI is considered. Drug delivered as an aerosol from a 
DPI is intended, within reasonable limits, to be controlled 
with respect to the characteristics that may be important 
in lung delivery and, therefore, in therapeutic effect. The 
portion of the inspiratory flow on which the aerosol is de-
livered is critical to its site of deposition and the ADR, or 
mass of aerosol powder delivered at different times with 
respect to initiation of airflow is an important indicator of 
performance in patients (Ziffels S. et al., 2015). Fig. 9 il-
lustrates this point by adopting an approach of following 
obscuration of a light source placed perpendicularly to the 
direction of aerosol delivery as sampling into an inertial 
impactor is performed (Fig. 9a). For illustration the aero-
sol dispersion is separated into three periods initially vi-
sualizing increasing mass, followed by peak mass and 
terminating in declining mass delivery (Fig. 9b). This is 
measured by a detector in which obscuration is the recip-
rocal of light detected. Differences in the shape of the ob-
scuration curve indicate differences in ADR (Fig. 9c).

The complexity of dry powder inhalers can only be 
fully grasped when the need for control at all scales spa-
tial and temporal scrutiny is considered. Fig. 10 summa-
rizes the dimensions, the properties, the processes and the 
control variables that can be employed to influence each 
of the systems. There are points in the preparation of dry 
powders for inhalation where certain properties are 
known to positively influence the aerosol performance of 
the powder. Arguably, great progress has been made with 
regard to qualitative understanding of which factors may 
be important in supporting product development and by 
iteration performance can be optimized sufficiently to 
meet regulatory requirements.

Particle surface treatments such as smoothing (Young 
P. et al., 2002), mechanical coating (Zhou Q. et al., 2013), 
corrugation (Chew N. and Chan K-K., 2001) and the use 
of fines to obscure high surface energy density sites 
(Jones M. and Price R., 2006) are among the promising 
strategies to limit the influence of formulation variables 
on performance. The use of standardized techniques to 
evaluate the formulation independently of the device al-
lows initial optimization (Louey M. et al., 2006) and the 
use of inspiratory flow profiles in sampling may be more 
sensitive to performance variation than constant flow 
rates currently used (Dunbar C. et al., 2000). Ultimately, 
the device and formulation combination must be evalu-
ated (Behara S. et al., 2011d; Adams W. et al., 2012) to 
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meet the regulatory requirements (US FDA, 1998). The 
US Food and Drug Administration Guidance on a specific 
dry powder product (combined fluticasone propionate and 
salmeterol xinofoate) dry powder inhaler intended to lead 
to in vitro and in vivo bioequivalence (Apiou-Sbirlea G. et 
al., 2013) serves to emphasize the importance of under-
standing and controlling all phenomena described above 
(US FDA 2013). Greater progress is required in linking 
the spectrum of known properties to defined process vari-
ables if sufficient knowledge and understanding is to be 
gained to predict and efficiently control performance.

6. Conclusion

The complexity of powder behavior in DPIs can be 
considered at several levels. The first is the composition 
and structure of individual particles. The second is the 
composition and structure of populations of particles at 
rest. The third is the motion of particles as a partially di-
lated flowing mass. The fourth is the motion of particles 
as fully dilated dispersed aerosols. Each of these elements 
is intricately woven into the overall performance of the 
product dictating the delivered dose and its aerodynamic 
particle size distribution. These performance measures in 
conjunction with pulmonary function, anatomy and phys-

Fig. 9 (a) Arrangement of apparatus to follow light obscuration at the inlet to an inertial impactor; (b) Depiction 
of the density of particles in air (dictating light obscuration) at three intervals after (top to bottom) initia-
tion of aerosol delivery during aerosol delivery; (c) The real-time measurement of obscuration at the de-
tector corresponding with (b), initial, middle and end (top to bottom).

Fig. 10 Properties with respect to scale of scrutiny of a pharmaceutical dry powder aerosol formulation and the 
processes and variables that must be controlled to optimize desired performance characteristics with 
respect to quality, safety and efficacy.
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iology dictate efficacy and bioavailability of deposited 
drug.

Acknowledging that complexity at all levels of scrutiny 
in powder properties and behavior emphasizes the diffi-
culty of attempting to control static variables and expect-
ing controlled product performance. A comprehensive 
understanding of the dynamics is central to managing 
performance within acceptable limits.
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Abstract
Environmental remediation and energy production are currently listed among the priority tasks by administration 
bodies, stakeholders and market competition. In this context, nanomaterials present competitive advantages in 
terms of performance and production costs. In the present critical review, the current state of the art of 
nanomaterials used in environmentally benign technologies exploiting solar irradiation such as H2 production, 
water-splitting and photocatalysis are discussed. Factors determining the overall efficiency are articulated in a 
single “photophysical efficiency” equation. The physical meaning, limits and constraints of each factor are 
analyzed, updated and examples are discussed. The article highlights the main structure-function relationships in 
tandem with the limitations posed by the particle’s physicochemical properties, production method, and the 
prerequisites posed by regulatory bodies and market needs. Several misconceptions are highlighted with regard to 
performance and yields that ultimately impact the end use of the nanomaterials. Current targets/limitations posed 
by the US Department of Energy are discussed as case studies. For context-coherence reasons, the present review 
focuses on metal and metal-oxide nanoparticles, i.e. carbon nanomaterials are not covered herein.

Keywords: nanomaterials, semiconductor, H2, O2, photocatalysis, heterojunction

1. Introduction

The interconversion of different forms of energy ulti-
mately determines environmentally benign technologies 
that are quantifiable in a product/byproduct/cost balance 
(Chen X. et al., 2010; Froschl T. et al., 2012; Holdren J.P., 
2007; Kamat P.V, 2010). Research on interactions of solar 
photons at particle interfaces or electrode surfaces boosts 
technology, the economy, as well as environmental policy 
interests. The energy content of the earth’s sunlight is 0.9 
to 3.2 electron volts (eV) photon, i.e. 87 to 308 kilojoules 
per einstein, i.e. “mole” of photons. On average, this 
makes a total maximum ~120.000 TW of solar radiation 
arriving on the earth’s surface (Lewis N.S. and Nocera 
D.G., 2006). Today, the world’s energy consumption is 15 
TW, which is estimated to rise to 30 TW by 2050 (Lewis 
N.S. and Nocera D.G., 2006). In this context, if properly 
exploited, solar energy input could provide a significant 
contribution to our energy needs. This requires efficient/
low-cost/environmentally sustainable technologies utiliz-
ing readily available materials for the solar-conversion 

process. Hydrogen (H2) combustion emits only water va-
por without carbon emissions, thus it is an ideal fuel. H2 
has the highest energy density of all fuels (143 kJ kg–1), 
i.e. ideally 1 kg of H2 can replace 2.6 kg of gasoline 
(Holdren J.P., 2007; Lewis N.S. and Nocera D.G., 2006). 
Today, however, 96 % of the global demand for H2 is pro-
duced from fossil fuels (gasoline, coal). In this context, 
nanophotocatalytic materials emerge as being among the 
most promising solutions for photonic-energy storage in 
the form of H2. As we discuss herein, the same photo-
physical machinery can be used to catalyze the degrada-
tion/transformation of environmental pollutants such as 
toxic organics of high-valency metals (Dong S. et al., 2015; 
Fagan R. et al., 2016).

In the present critical review, the current state of the art 
of nanomaterials used in environmentally benign tech-
nologies exploiting solar irradiation via H2 production, 
water-splitting and photocatalysis are discussed, using a 
unified nanomaterials-technology view as originally en-
visaged by A. Bard (Bard A.J., 1980). Solar photoelectro-
chemical (PEC) hydrogen production, since its original 
conception in 1972 (Fujishima and Honda, 1972), sur-
passed the limit of 12 % efficiency in 1998 (Khaselev O. 
and Turner J.A., 1998). Today, photocatalysis is envisaged 
as a technology that can potentially provide a clean, cost- 
effective, domestically produced energy vector using so-
lar energy (Lewis N.S and Nocera D.G., 2006; ENERGY.
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GOV, 2015). It should be underlined, however, that cur-
rently (2016), low-temperature (< 80 °C) H2 production 
experiences strong research interest aimed at setting up 
standards and parameters in parallel with cost reduction 
and factory- scale economy. In the 2015 report of the US De-
partment of Energy on hydrogen production technologies 
(ENERGY.GOV, 2015), it is stated that photoelectrochem-
ical H2 production based on semiconductor photoelectrodes 
or photocatalysts is at an early stage of development. Thus 
it requires advances in materials development and reactor 
concept development. The progress on these fronts is en-
visaged through priority-ranked tasks: (a) in an initial 
stage, the study/development of high- efficiency, probably 
high-cost, materials to establish performance parameters, 
(b) attain a fundamental understanding of PEC hydrogen 
production vs. corrosion mechanisms, (c) then, in a later 
stage, the study of durable, low-cost, probably lower- 
performance materials to improve efficiency by mitigat-
ing loss mechanisms, (d) finally, development of complex 
multicomponent devices capable of achieving water split-
ting via optimization [light absorption]–[electron-hole 
transport]–[interfacial catalysis]. In this context, the fabri-
cation of artificial photosynthetic systems can be directed 
towards two targets: [a] direct conversion of abundant 
materials, e.g. H2O and CO2 to fuels (H2, HCOOH, 
CH3OH), (Chen Z. et al., 2010; Lianos P., 2011; Miller E.L. 
et. al., 2010), or [b] production of electricity. Moreover, 
photochemical reactions could be employed to replace 
other energy-consuming chemical processes, for example, 
for pollution abatement or in chemical synthesis.

The present article is a review on the current status of 
photoactive nanomaterials used in such environmental 
technologies. The aim is to highlight the common (nano)
photophysical properties that determine their performance, 
limitations and potential in technological applications. 
Emphasis is focused on the materials’ physicochemical 
properties in an effort to highlight the main factors that de-
termine nanomaterials’ production targets and limitations. 
A detailed tabulation of the literature data per material is 
beyond the scope of the present review. The interested 
reader is encouraged to consult pertinent reviews on pho-
tocatalysis (Teo W.Y. et al., 2012), heterogeneous photo-
catalytic water treatment using visible light- responsive 
photocatalysts (Dong S. et al., 2015), solar and visible- 
light-active TiO2 photocatalysis for treating biocontami-
nants (Fagan R. et al., 2016), N-TiO2 for green energy 
applications under UV/visible light (Devi L.G. and Kavitha 
R., 2014), as well as alternative photocatalysts to TiO2 
(Hernandez-Alonso et al., 2012). Moreover, the interested 
reader is encouraged to visit a virtual issue published by 
the American Chemical Society (JPCCSVI, 2016) where 
a comprehensive set of review articles—up to 2013—is 
available.

2. The general photo-nano-technology concept

Solar electromagnetic radiation is consistent with that 
of a black body at T = 5800 K with a radiation spectrum 
peak at 0.8 eV. A significant part of this spectrum is in the 
visible range of the spectrum (400–700 nm). The fraction 
of solar light which reaches the earth’s surface has a max-
imum power density of ~100 mW/cm2 (Holdren J.P., 2007; 
Lewis N.S. and Nocera D.G., 2006). However, only pho-
tons with hν exceeding the semiconductors band gap (Eg), 
generate electron-hole (e–/h+) pairs. The overall power- 
conversion efficiency of single crystalline p-n solar cells 
ranges from 10 to 30 %, yielding 10 to 30 mW/cm2. On 
the other hand, when pursuing visible-light photocata-
lysts, Maeda and Domen (2007) have proposed that, be-
fore commercial development, photocatalysts must reach 
a quantum yield of 30 % at 600 nm. This seems a bold 
challenge at present, however, as we discuss herein, this is 
exactly the driving-force for science and technology in 
this field (ENERGY.GOV, 2015).

There are three main technology/research approaches 
for the exploitation of solar photons. The common basis 
of these was originally conceptualized by Bard A. (1980), 
as depicted schematically in Fig. 1.

Photoelectrochemical cells (PEC): In this general 
scheme, Fig. 1, the archetypical Fujishima-Honda photo-
electrochemical cell (PEC) (Fujishima and Honda, 1972) 
is the combination of the n-type semiconductor as the an-
ode and an inert electrode as the cathode immersed in the 
electrolyte solution, see Fig. 1(A). PEC provides both the 
required field for e–/h+ separation as well as considerable 
spatial separation of the products to minimize recombina-
tion hurdles or unwanted product reaction. Until today, 
the nanophotoelectrodes used are of n-type. Fewer exam-
ples of p-type nanophotoelectrodes exist, i.e. CuO, 
Co-phosphates, IrO2, that will be discussed hereafter. The 
definitions on efficiency for PEC devices are aligned with 
those used for photovoltaics (PV) because the two fields 
share many common characteristics, and they are in 
agreement with previous analyses of efficiencies for PEC 
water splitting (Chen Z. et al., 2010; Rocheleau R. and 
Miller E., 1997). In energy terms, in a PEC it is light that 
pumps the electrons “uphill” and provides the required 
energy. Note that the PEC provides both the required field 
for e–/h+ separation as well as the considerable spatial 
separation of the reaction products to minimize unwanted 
back-reactions.

The concept of PEC for H2O splitting for H2 production 
has been discussed for decades since its first demonstra-
tion in 1972 (Fujishima and Honda, 1972), but the world- 
record solar-to-hydrogen (STH) efficiency of 12.4 % was 
achieved almost two decades ago in 1998 (Khaselev O. 
and Turner J.A., 1998). This technology combines the 
harvesting of solar energy and the electrolysis of water 
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into a single device. When a semiconductor—with the 
right set of properties—is immersed in an aqueous elec-
trolyte and irradiated with sunlight, the photon energy is 
converted to electrical energy which is directly used to 
split water into hydrogen and oxygen (chemical energy), 
Fig. 1B. Thus, intermittent energy from sunlight is con-
verted into an inherently more storable form of energy, i.e. 
that of chemical bonds. An excellent account on the phys-
icochemical, technical and economical issues of PECs is 
given by Chen et al. (2010).

For the direct PEC decomposition of water to occur, 
several key criteria must be met simultaneously: (i) the 
semiconductor system must generate sufficient voltage 
upon photo-excitation to split H2O; (ii) the bulk band gap, 
Eg, must match the energy of solar photons, preferably in 
the visible spectrum, i.e. 2.0–3.0 eV; (iii) the band-edge 
potentials at the surfaces must encompass the H+/H2 and 
H2O/O2 redox potentials; (iv) the system must exhibit 
physicochemical resilience in aqueous electrolytes; (v) for 
H2O splitting, the charge transfer from the surface of the 
semiconductor to the solution must avoid corrosion and be 
energetically/kinetically facile enough to reduce energy 

losses due to kinetic overpotential. So far, no cost- effective 
material satisfies all of these technical requirements (Chen 
Z. et al., 2010). Here, we present a survey on some of the 
key factors that may influence the efficiency.

Overal quantum yield vs. efficiency in PECs: Photo- 
induced e-transfer reactions are now well understood. 
High quantum yields for photochemical e–/h+ separation 
are very often reported. When these systems are coupled 
to sacrificial electron donors, such as methanol, or accep-
tors, such as persulfate, then H2 or O2 can be produced 
from H2O (Chen Z. et al., 2010; Harriman A. et al., 1988).

When practical energy conversion is considered in real 
systems, the use of sacrificial systems gives a simplistic 
“efficiency” that should be revised when taking into ac-
count electrolyte redox-couple cycling. However, such 
sacrificial donors are useful in mechanistic studies be-
cause [a] they minimize e–/h+ recombination and [b] they 
permit the examination of a light-driven half-cell reac-
tion, i.e. oxidation or reduction, separately. Thus, from the 
practical point of view, estimating separately the quantum 
yield of H2 or O2 evolution in sacrificial half-cycles is also 
an effective method for rapidly screening new catalysts 

Fig. 1 Schematic description of the fundamental photoactive nanocatalytic systems. A fundamental difference 
is the positioning of the energy levels of the redox couples vs. the photo-induced electrons’ and holes’ 
energy levels. For simplicity, external bias voltage is not included in these schemes. External bias, de-
pending on polarity and voltage, will shift upwards or downwards the energy levels of e- and h+.
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(Chen Z. et al., 2010; Goldsmith J. et al., 2005).
Achieving high quantum yields in sacrificial half- 

cycles implies the use of efficient key components (cata-
lytic material/redox mediators/photosensitisers) that allow 
a proof-of-concept level for overall water splitting. The 
problem is to combine them in such a way that diminishes 
e–/h+ and H2/O2 recombination. Control of e–/h+ recombi-
nation is a complex process, even in the simplest of such 
systems, such as a Pt0-loaded n-semiconductor particle 
coupled to an O2-evolving catalyst, see Fig. 1B. A high 
quantum yield can be achieved only if the forward elec-
tron transfer rate (solid arrows in Fig. 1B) at each branch 
in the chain is faster than the sum of all the reverse rates. 
For example, in Fig. 1B, the forward electron transfer 
from the semiconductor to the H2-evolving catalyst must 
compete effectively with e–/h+ recombination and also 
with e-transfer to the H2O-oxidation catalyst. Here, a key 
hurdle is that the reverse reactions are fast because the re-
verse pathways have much higher driving forces than the 
forward ones. However, because e–/h+ recombination rates 
are also strongly distance-dependent, it should be possible 
to arrange the components in space in such a way that the 
forward pathway becomes kinetically competitive or even 
dominant. Photosynthesis is living proof of this principle. 
On this front, the use of heterostructural nanoparticles con-
taining all components (O2-evolving particle, main photo-
excitable semiconductor, and e- accumulating particle) is a 
very attractive technology that we discuss hereafter.

Photocatalysis: The concept of photocatalysis for envi-
ronmental remediation, depicted in Fig. 1C, implies that 
photons are converted in a first step to chemical interme-
diates that are highly energetic, thus very reactive. Typi-
cally, these are hydroxyl radicals (●OH) or superoxide 
radicals (●OO) and, in more rare cases, singlet-oxygen 
radicals (●O) that are generated at the particle-solution in-
terface (Teo W.Y. et al., 2012; Linsebigler A.L. et al., 
1995), see Fig. 2.

When a semiconductor surface is irradiated by light 
(hν ≥ Eg), there is a generation of electron/hole pairs (e−/
h+) via the promotion of an e- from the valence band 
(lower energy level) to the conduction band (higher en-
ergy level). The surface water molecules and/or hydroxyl 
ions react with the holes on the valence band to generate 
hydroxyl radicals (●OH), which are a powerful oxidizing 
agent (+ 2.80 V). In Fig. 1(C), this shows that a strong 
ΔG gradient has to be overcomed for the degradation of 
persistent organic pollutants: notice the energy level- 
positioning differences in Figs. 1A, B, C.

3. Basic photophysical principles-
characteristics of photocatalytic 
nanomaterials

In the context of photocatalysis, a reference solar spec-
trum (atmospheric mass, AM1.5) is commonly considered. 
1.5 atmosphere thickness corresponds to a solar zenith 
angle of z = 48.2°. Therefore, AM1.5 is useful to represent 
the overall yearly average for mid-latitudes on Earth. The 
solar intensity versus air mass (AM) is given by

I = 1.1 × I0 × 0.7 (0.678AM)

where solar intensity external to the earth’s atmosphere, 
I0 = 1.353 kW/m2, and the factor 1.1 is derived assuming 
that the diffuse component of sunlight is 10 % of the di-
rect component. For AM1.5 this results in a solar power 
density ~930 W/m2 (Würfel P., 2005)

In the fundamental Shockley-Queisser model, it is as-
sumed that photons with energy below the band gap 
(hν < Eg) are not absorbed at all, while photons with en-
ergy far above the band gap (hν > Eg) are absorbed, but all 
that excess energy is wasted as thermal energy (Shockley 
W. and Queisser H. J., 1961).

Here, we notice that for (hν >> Eg), electrons are ex-
cited to an energy-level far above the conduction-band 
minimum, and holes far below the valence-band maxi-
mum. After such an excitation, e– and h+ relax to the band 
edges very rapidly (t < ns). If this relaxation could be 
stopped, then the highly energetic “hot” h+/e– pair effi-
ciency can theoretically considerably exceed the existing 
theoretical limits posed by Shockley and Queisser for p-n 
junction photovoltaics (Shockley W. and Queisser H.J., 
1961). In practice, this is very difficult; thus far, even a 
proof-of-principle laboratory demonstration of a complete 
hot-electron device is lacking.

Fig. 2 Photo-induced reactions and radical transient species 
produced arising from the excitation of a photocatalyst 
particle in aqueous solution. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. (Teo W.Y. et al., 2012). Copyright: (2012) 
American Chemical Society.
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3.1 Formulation of the Photophysical Efficiency 
Concept

In their report, Chen et al. (2010) make clear that solar- 
to-hydrogen (STH) efficiency should be used as a com-
mon reference benchmark reporting. Other efficiency 
parameters can also be used, providing insight into the 
functionality and limitations of a device; definitions are 
reviewed in (Chen Z. et al., 2010; ENERGY.GOV, 2015; 
Lianos P., 2011). In all technological applications of pho-
tocatalysts, the photophysical efficiency of a given mate-
rial is the core parameter that will determine its ultimate 
eligibility. Then, scalability, cost and life-cycle issues 
have to be taken into account to permit an industrial-scale 
consideration. The two main parameters are:

•  Quantum efficiency = molecules of product pro-
duced per photon absorbed;

•  Solar efficiency = molecules of product produced 
per incident solar photon.

Focusing on the h+/e– production efficiency of a given 
material, without reference to the subsequent interfacial 
or liquid-phase reactions, we may use a ‘photophysical ef-
ficiency parameter’. The photophysical efficiency of a 
photocatalyst concerns all processes inside the particle 
that include the photon absorption until migration of the 
electron and the hole to their first interfacial acceptors.

As detailed by Bolton (1978, 1985), the photophysical 
efficiency parameter can provide a common base of dis-
cussion for all photodevices described in Fig. 1 (Bard A.J., 
1980). In this context, the overall catalytic efficiency of a 
given photocatalyst can be formulated as follows:

Photophysical Efficiency = fparticle · ELP (1)

where the two factors fparticle and ELP are defined as fol-
lows:

• fparticle = efficiency of electron-hole photoproduction
•  ELP = energy level positioning of the e–/h+ relative 

to their interfacial electron-acceptor and hole- 
acceptor, respectively.

The ELP factor takes into account the efficiency of energy- 
level alignment for the elementary-step, for example from 
a TiO2 nanoparticle to Pt0, in the TiO2-Pt0 system. Equation 
(1) can be further expanded by considering that fparticle 
consists of two factors:

fparticle = fstructural · Rkinetic (2a)

where the two factors fstructural and Rkinetic are defined as 
follows

fstructural = ([α]/[SSA] [catalyst mass]) (2b)

Rkinetic = ([Me][Mh]/[RR]) (2c)

with
α = solar-light absorbance efficiency

RR = h+/e– recombination rate

Me, Mh = mobilities of the electrons and the holes

and SSA=specific surface area of the catlyst.

3.2 Direct vs. Indirect Band-Gap Semiconductors:

[A]-Direct band-gap semiconductor: For a direct band-
gap semiconductor, α is related to the frequency of the 
light, ν, according to the following formula:

*
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where α is the light-absorption coefficient, v = light fre-
quency, h = Plank’s constant, Eg is the semiconductor’s 
band-gap energy, Α* is a frequency-independent constant, 
with formula (Würfel P., 2005)
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is the reduced mass, based on the effective masses me* 
and mh* of the hole and the electron, respectively. n is the 
real part of the refraction index of the material, χυc is a 
crystal-matrix parameter usually taken equal to the lattice 
constant for each material. q and ε0 are the electron 
charge and vacuum permittivity, respectively. This for-
mula is valid only for light with photon energy larger, but 
not too much larger, than the band gap (more specifically, 
this formula assumes the bands are approximately para-
bolic), and ignores all other sources of absorption other 
than the band-to-band absorption in question, as well as 
the electrical attraction between the newly created elec-
tron and hole.

[B]-Indirect band-gap semiconductor: On the other 
hand, for an indirect band gap, the formula is:
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where Εp the energy of the phonon i.e. a lattice vibrational 
state, that assists in the transition; kT is the Boltzmann 
thermal factor. This differentiates a so-called direct from 
an indirect semiconductor.

A direct band-gap semiconductor is formed when the 
minimum energy of the conduction band is at the same 
k-position in the Brillouin zone to the maximum of the 
valence-band, see Fig. 3. The notion of direct vs. indirect 
band gap has profound impact on the e–/h+ lifetime and 
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recombination dynamics: when the excited electrons 
come back from the conduction band to the valence band 
due to recombination of photogenerated e–/h+, they will 
release their extra energy as photons of frequency v, i.e.

hν = Εg (5a)

Moreover, the excited electrons must meet the transition 
selection rule of momentum conservation,

ħke(conduction band) – ħke(valence band) = ħqphonon (5b)
 (indirect band gap e–/h+ recombination)

where ħ is the reduced Planck constant, ke(conduction band), 
ke(valence band) are the electron wave vectors at the conduc-
tion band and valence band, respectively, q is the wave 
vector of the assisted phonon (Zhang J. et al., 2014). Using 
this formulation, for a direct band-gap semiconductor:

ħke(conduction band) = ħke(valence band) => ħqphonon = 0 (5c)
 (direct band gap e–/h+ recombination)

i.e. only a photon without phonon is involved in e–/h+ re-
combination (Zhang J. et al., 2014). Examples are rutile and 
brookite: an electron only emits a photon following recom-
bination of photogenerated e–/h+. However, the recombina-
tion of photoexcited electron and hole in anatase is assisted 
by a phonon, because ħke(conduction band) ≠ ħke(valence band) for 
this indirect band-gap semiconductor (Zhang J. et al., 
2014). Thus, the excited electrons cannot recombine di-
rectly with holes, resulting in an increase of the photo-
generated electron–hole lifetime in anatase, relative to 
that of rutile and brookite. As a result, the diffusion 
length and reaction time of the electron and hole excited 
in anatase also increase.

In this context, in general, direct band-gap semicon-
ductors are expected to have higher h+/e- recombination 
rates (shorter e–/h+ lifetimes) than indirect band-gap 
semiconductors. Examples of common direct band-gap 
semiconductors include ZnO and GaAs, while crystalline 
Si forms indirect band-gap semiconductors. All quantum 

dots are direct band-gap materials.
The direct or indirect band-gap character of BiVO4 has 

been a matter of debate (Cooper J.K. et al. 2015; Walsh A. 
et al., 2009). In an earlier report, Walsh et al. (2009) re-
ported BiVO4 to be a direct-band-gap material, with a di-
rect band-gap Eg = 2.4 eV, however recent data by Cooper 
et al. (2015) suggest that BiVO4 is an indirect band-gap 
semiconductor with a transition located at 0.2 eV below 
the direct one at 2.4 eV. This very small energy- 
positioning difference dictates the difficulty for its detec-
tion (Cooper J.K. et al., 2015; Walsh A. et al., 2009). 
Experimentally, the direct and indirect band gaps can re-
sult in resolvable differences in UV-vis transitions. Thus 
direct and indirect band gaps can be estimated by the 
so-called Tauc analyis (Tauc et al. 1970) as follows: using 
the UV-vis data for a given semiconducting material, we 
typically plot (αhν)n versus (hv) where α is the measured 
absorption coefficient in the UV-vis spectrum. To do this, 
we have to convert the x-axis from wavelength (λ) to eV 
using the relation

hv(eV) = 1240/λ in nm (6)

This method can determine the optical bulk band gap (Eg) 
and, ideally, can distinguish between allowed direct 
(n = 2) and allowed indirect (n = 1/2) transitions (Tauc et 
al 1970; Elliott R.J., 1957).

3.3 Effective mass-effect on e–/h+ transfer rates

The quantum efficiency of a photocatalyst is also af-
fected by the transfer rate of photogenerated electrons and 
holes (Linsebigler A.L. et al., 1995). The transfer rate of 
h+/e– can be indirectly assessed by the effective mass (m*) 
of electrons and holes (Linsebigler A.L. et al., 1995). In 
general, the transfer rate of photogenerated h+/e– is in-
versely proportional to their effective masses, i.e. the 
larger the effective mass of photogenerated carriers, the 
slower their transfer rate. Thus the small effective mass 
can promote the migration of charge carriers and inhibit 
their recombination. For example, the effective mass of 
photogenerated electrons and holes in CaZrTi2O7 have 
been estimated to be me* = 1.35m0 and mh* = 1.23m0, re-
spectively (Liu J.J. et al., 2012). In NaBiO3, effective 
masses of me* = 0.14m0 and mh* = 1.1m0 have been esti-
mated, respectively (Liu J.J. et al., 2012; Zhang J., 2014). 
For anatase TiO2, effective masses of me* = 0.0948 and 
mh* = 0.1995 have been calculated (Zhang J., 2014). This 
correlates with the fact that anatase TiO2 has a higher 
photocatalytic activity than CaZrTi2O7 and NaBiO3 (Liu 
J.J. et al., 2012, 2013; Zhang J., 2014).

Mobility-diffusion is intimately related with the e–/h+ 
separation efficiency or the recombination rate RR in 
equation (2b). The case of Fe2O3 is very instructive: This 
material has a great advantage in that it absorbs visible 

Fig. 3 Indirect (Anatase TiO2) and direct (Rutile TiO2) band-
gap semiconductors. Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. (Zhang J. et al., 2014). Copyright: (2014) Royal 
Society of Chemistry.
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light Eg = 2.2 eV (Miyauchi M. et al., 2002), but it suffers 
from a short hole-diffusion length (2–4 nm) (Formal F.L. 
et al., 2010).

In summary, formulas (1–2) entail that the overall pho-
tophysical efficiency (PPE) is determined by three main 
terms:
– fstructural is determined by the energetic and solid-state 

properties of a given photocatalyst. These are physical 
properties determined by the solid-state characteristics of 
a given particle.
– Rkinetic is determined by the dynamic, kinetic charac-

teristics of photogenerated e–/h+ in the photocatalyst. 
These are determined by the crystal structure and also by 
the defects, dopings, etc.
– the energy level positioning (ELP) factor describes the 

efficiency of the electron/hole transfer from the particle to 
the first interfacial acceptor. These factors are often de-
scribed in texts and visualized in pertinent reaction 
schemes such as in Fig. 4.

Thus, equations (1, 2) offer a simple, compact form al-
lowing an overview of the e–/h+ photogeneration effi-
ciency. They indicate that in a given nanoparticle type, 
the factors fparticle = fstructural · Rkinetic are determined 
uniquely by its structure. Then, when in contact with an 
exogenous agent, electron level positioning will have to 
be determined for each type of application, since the 
types of acceptors will be different in different experi-
ments.

4. Practical Issues: Examples of common 
limitations in data acquisition and analysis

4.1 Efficiency estimates

The energy levels of the conduction and valence bands, 
as determined form their ideal structures and compiled by 
Li and Wu (2015), are displayed in Fig. 5. Bolton et al. 
(1985) considered the thermodynamics of photochemical 
water splitting in detail and concluded that it is possible to 
store about 12 % of the incident solar energy in the form 

of hydrogen, allowing for reasonable losses (a total of 
1.0 eV) in the electron transfer steps and the catalytic re-
actions of water splitting. In practice, there have been 
very few reports of photocatalytic water splitting using 
visible light (Hernandez-Alonso M.D. et al., 2009; Maeda 
K. et al., 2006; Zou Z. et.al., 2001), and the best reported 
quantum yield is so far about 6 % (Maeda K. and Domen 
K., 2008).

The solar power conversion based on semiconductor 
p-n junctions and semiconductor-liquid junctions can be 
quite efficient. In such p-n junctions, charge recombination 
is inhibited by the electric field that separates the light- 
generated minority and majority carriers (Hernandez- 
Alonso M.D., et al., 2009).

Photon-to-electron quantum yields approaching unity 
and power conversion efficiencies up to 18 % have been 
reported with single-crystal photoelectrodes (Khaselev O. 
et al., 1998). As noted above, if charge recombination re-
actions could be suppressed, then photocatalytic water 
splitting could become similarly efficient. On this front, 
significant advances have been made towards understand-
ing photo-induced charge separation and interfacial 

Fig. 4 Efficiency determining reactions in a photo-induced e–/h+ 
generation on a semiconductor nanoparticle. Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. (Kudo A. et al., 2009). 
Copyright: (2009) Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 5 Conduction-band and valence-band edge positions (in 
eV units) for selected semiconductors at pH 0.Left 
Y-axes provide energies vs. the vacuum energy level. 
Right Y-axes provide energies vs. the NHE energy 
level. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Li and Wu, 
2015). Copyright: (2015) Royal Society of Chemistry.
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charge-transfer processes in semiconductor photocatalyst 
assemblies (Tang J.W. et al., 2011). Thermodynamic and 
kinetic limitations determine the efficiency of electron 
and hole transfer in semiconductor systems. The existence 
of shallow surface traps may enhance the overall efficiency 
by increasing the e–/h+ lifetime. In any case, it is worth 
emphasizing that as much as 90 % of the electron–hole 
pairs recombine in less than 10 ns and consequently, pho-
togenerated carriers available for surface reactions are 
quite limited. Values of quantum yield vary broadly with 
the process considered.

As an example, for TiO2 reactions in solution, quantum 
yields are typically around 1 % (Wang C. et al., 2002) 
but they can exceed 5 % for some gas-phase reactions 
(Coronado J.M. et al., 2008). These values depend, as dic-
tated by relations (1) and (2), on e–/h+ transfer at the particle 
interface and the surface characteristics, but considering 
exclusively the photoactivation process, TiO2 shows a 
limited performance. Thus in contrast to silicon, which 
presents an internal quantum efficiency (IQE) close to 
100 % under illumination at 600 nm (Svrcek V., 2004), in 
TiO2, the absorbed photon-to-current efficiency is about 
30 % at 360 nm (Lindgren T. et al., 2004).

4.2 Experimental Issues

Using diffuse-reflectance UV-vis spectroscopy, we typi-
cally measure the optical bulk band gap Eg of the semicon-
ducting particles. One has to discriminate between a direct 
or indirect band gap, allowed or forbidden transition.

As described in Section 3.2, UV-vis data are routinely 
analyzed using Tauc plots (Tauc J. et al., 1970), i.e. (αhv)n 
versus (hv) and fitting the data with the appropriate 
n-value, we can decide if we have allowed direct (n = 2), 
forbidden direct (n = 2/3), allowed indirect (n = 1/2), and 
forbidden indirect (n = 1/3) transitions. An example is 
given in Fig. 6 where absorption data for a Cu2O material 
are analyzed in the form of Tauc plots (Tauc J. et al., 
1970). By plotting the (αhv)2 versus (hv), the band gap for 
the allowed direct transitions is determined to be Eg

direct 
= 2.4 eV, Fig. 6.

By plotting (αhv)1/2 versus (hv), the indirect optical 
band gap is determined Eg

indirect = 2.0 eV, Fig. 6c. Atten-
tion should be paid to the fact that in nanoparticles, a 
UV-vis-derived band gap for the bulk is not necessarily 
valid for the surface. Moreover, the slope of the tangent to 
the data is prone to subjective error and should be treated 
with caution.

Typical error-prone cases are the verification of ‘visible 
light absorbance’. In cases where a semiconducting parti-
cle is just covered or intermixed with a colored substance, 
this will give a change in the UV-vis profile. If this spec-
trum is analyzed by a typical Tauc plot, then this will re-
sult in the erroneous conclusion that the band gap of TiO2 

has been narrowed, whereas it is just an overlap of two 
UV-vis spectra.

This can be a common mistake even for the common 
TiO2-Pt0 particle characterization where Pt0 particles are 
deposited on the TiO2 surface for H2-generation applica-
tions. The color of Pt0 particles causes a shift of the TiO2 
UV-vis, however this should not be interpreted as band-
gap narrowing (Giannakas A. et al., 2016). Similarly, in 
dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCC), the dye-covered parti-
cles give a visible-light absorbance band, however this is 
not due to band-gap narrowing, see the example in Fig. 7. 
As explained by Grätzel M. (2005), the basic mechanism 
of DSSC involves photoexcitation of the dye, donation of 
electrons by the dye on the conduction band of the semi-
conductor, and filling of the dye-hole via the counter- 
electrode/electrolyte circuit.

Fig. 6 (a) (αhν)2 versus (hv) for Cu2O sample. (b) The band 
gap for the allowed direct transitions is determined to 
be Eg

direct = 2.4 eV. (c) By plotting (αhν)1/2 versus (hν), 
the indirect optical band gap is determined Eg

indirect 
= 2.0 eV. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Chen, 
Z. et al, 2010). Copyright: (2010) Cambridge University 
Press.
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As a general guideline, the most interesting materials 
will exhibit a band gap, Eg, of between 1.5 and 3.5 V, be-
cause it needs to be large enough to account for the ther-
modynamic energy requirements of water splitting (1.23 V). 
In addition, conduction and valence-band potentials should 
encompass the hydrogen and oxygen evolution reactions, 
both the reduction of protons (ENHE(H/H2) = 0.0 eV) and the 
oxidation of water (ENHE(O2/H2O) = 1.2 eV) (Kamat P.V., 
2010).

Open-circuit potential is the maximum potential that a 
PEC can provide under zero current flow. This is the sim-
plest commonly used method to measure conductivity and 
flat-band potential VFB. In practical terms, to obtain mea-
surable VFB data for a photoactive material, one has to use 
high illumination intensities. However, depending on the 
type of material, high photon flux may cause photocorro-
sion or surface alteration of the material. This is evi-
denced as a non-linear change in the measured mVolts at 
increased photon flux. Chen et al. (2010) exemplified this 
effect for a p-GaAsPN material using a tungsten 150-W 
lamp, where for illumination intensities from 100 mW/cm2 
to 600 mW/cm2, the measured potential changed from 
~430 mV to 600 mV (Chen X. et al., 2010).

H2/O2 ratios are used in standard test protocols to prove 
that H2O splitting occurs. This requires perfect gas- 
shielding of the reactor components and thermal stability 
of the reaction set-up, particularly the illumination set-up. 

Stability tests often take days of repetitive use (Kudo A. 
and Miseki Y., 2009). In water splitting, both H2 and O2 
should form with a stoichiometric amount, 2:1, in the ab-
sence of a sacrificial agent. Often H2 is observed with a 
lack of O2 evolution. In this case, the amount of H2 evo-
lution is usually small compared with the amount of a 
photocatalyst. It is not clear if such a reaction is photocat-
alytic water splitting, and it is important to clarify that it 
is not a sacrificial reaction (Froschl T. et al., 2012; Kudo 
A. and Miseki Y., 2009). Because the photocatalytic ac-
tivity depends on the experimental conditions such as the 
light source and type of reaction cell, the activities cannot 
be compared with each other if the reaction conditions are 
different from each other. Therefore, determination of a 
quantum yield is important. The number of incident pho-
tons can be measured using a solid-state photodiode under 
non-saturating light-flux conditions. In a particle disper-
sion/slurry system, the real flux of photons absorbed by a 
photocatalyst will be lower than the incident photons be-
cause of scattering. So the obtained quantum yield is an 
apparent quantum yield (Kudo A. and Miseki Y., 2009). 
The apparent quantum yield is estimated to be smaller 
than the real quantum yield because the number of ab-
sorbed photons is usually smaller than that of incident 
light (Lewis N.S. and Nocera D.G., 2006).

In many cases, the most common test protocols in pho-
tocatalysis involve comparison versus the commercial 
Degussa-P25-TiO2 for the degradation of dyes. However, 
extracting meaningful conclusions by such studies re-
quires a complete data set that assesses the solid-state, in-
terface and solution parameters. Ryu and Choi (2008) 
have compared the photocatalytic performance of 8 com-
mercial types of TiO2 for 19 different substrates. They 
concluded that not one of the tested TiO2 is best for all the 
substrate types. As suggested (Ryu and Choi, 2008), mul-
tivariant statistical analysis, taking into account the key 
physicochemical properties of the photocatalyst in rela-
tion to the photocatalytic mechanistics, may provide a 
meaningful insight into the real performance of a photo-
catalyst. Useful details of experimental design for general 
photocatalysis can be found in Ohtani B. (2008).

Deactivation of surface sites. Deactivation of surface 
sites may occur in photocatalytic materials due to various 
reasons such as surface (photo) corrosion or surface foul-
ing, or due to adsorption of reaction products on the sur-
face. This phenomenon, however small it may be, has to 
be considered carefully (Dong S. et al., 2015).

Both these events result in deactivation of surface sites. 
As an example, if we have a loss of L % in each catalytic 
cycle, then, after k cycles, the remaining active sites are 
given by equation (7)

Nremaining = Nintial(1 – L)k (7)

Fig. 8 reveals that after just 100 cycles, a L = 0.01 % will 

Fig. 7 The UV-vis spectrum of a Ru-based dye entails strong 
absorbance bands at visible wave lengths, with no TiO2 
band gap narrowing. Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. (Grätzel M., 2005). Copyright: (2005) American 
Chemical Society.
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result in more than 40 % loss of active surface sites.

4.3 Dispersed Powders vs. Electrodes

In nanosized materials, the ability to manipulate the 
particle size permits the chemical properties in nanoparti-
cles to be tuned. Thus, size control has tremendously ex-
tended the potential of nanomaterials. It is well known 
that in its simplest form, water-splitting is the transforma-
tion of the energy of photons in electrons and holes and 
ultimately to H2 and O2. Thus it is easy to anticipate that 
if 100 % of input electrons (e-) can be successfully put to 
work and not lost, then a maximum amount of photons is 
transferred and stored in H2 molecules. Ideally, maximiz-
ing the surface of the cathode and anode materials, a 
maximum conversion of photons to e–/h+ pairs and ulti-
mately to H2/O2 is feasible. Thus, using nanoparticles in-
stead of bulk materials should boost the fundamental e–/h+ 
transfer efficiency and therefore, in water splitting, see 

Fig. 9 (Teo W.Y., 2012). In this context, the know-how 
gained from studies of PEC cells with bulk semiconductor 
electrodes can be applied to the design of systems in 
which semiconductor nanoparticles are used (Chen X. et 
al., 2010; Getoff N., 1990; Kudo A. and Miseki Y., 2009). 
For example, using powders of TiO2 with platinum dis-
persed on the TiO2-surface, each particle can be pictured 
as a “short-circuited” PEC cell (Bard A.J., 1980; Chen X. 
et al., 2010; Teo W.Y et al., 2012), where the TiO2- 
electrode and Pt-counter electrode are in physical contact 
(Chen X., et al., 2010; Bard A.J., 1980; Teo W.Y et al., 
2012). Irradiation of such nanoparticulate systems still in-
volves the e–/h+ pair formation and surface oxidation/re-
duction reactions, found in the cells but without external 
current flow.

Although nanopowders are obviously much simpler to 
use, the advantage of the large spatial separation between 
the oxidation and reduction sites that occurs in bulk elec-
trodes used in PEC, remains a weak point of the nano-
powders (Teo W.Y. et. al., 2012). However, at a molecular 
scale, the distance between oxidation and reduction sites 
on large-enough particles is still probably large compared 
to those found in solution-phase photochemical redox re-
actions (Teo W.Y. et al., 2012) where the redox products 
are in close proximity within the same solvent cage. 
Keeping this in mind, the know-how of PEC electrodes 
can serve as a useful guide to the design of the particle- 
based catalytic devices.

5. Choice of photocatalyst material

So far, nanocrystalline TiO2 is the most commonly 
used photoactive material to build a photoanode. How-
ever, other oxides and other n-type semiconductors have 
been studied as well. Man I. et al. (2011) have explored 
trends in electrocatalytic activity of the oxygen evolution 

Fig. 9 Conceptualization of the equivalence of a suspended nanoparticle system as a miniaturized PEC. Re-
printed with permission from Ref. (Teo W.Y. et al., 2012). Copyright: (2012) American Chemical Society.

Fig. 8 Total loss of surface sites, for a [loss/per cycle] factor L, 
after N reaction cycles, estimated from equation (7). 
After just 100 cycles, L = 0.01 % will result in the loss 
of ~ 40 % of the active surface sites.
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reaction (OER) investigated on the basis of a large data-
base of HO• and HOO• adsorption energies on oxide sur-
faces. Based on theoretically calculated overpotentials 
(Man I. et al. 2011), they have derived a universal scaling 
relation between the adsorption energies of HOO• vs. HO. 
Then, based on this, they have analyzed the reaction-free 
energy diagrams, ΔG, of many oxides and derived an 
“activity volcano”, see Fig. 10. This plot can provide a 
universal descriptor for the oxygen evolution activity.

Fig. 10 suggests a fundamental limitation on the maxi-
mum oxygen evolution activity of oxide catalysts. For ex-
ample, Fig. 10 suggests that Mn-oxide and Co-oxide, i.e. 
much cheaper oxides than RuO2 or IrO2, should be prom-
ising co-catalysts for the O2 production reactions in 
water-splitting heterostructures.

A similar “volcano activity” plot has been derived by 
Morales-Guio C.G. et al. (2014), see Fig. 11, for the elec-
tron-accepting particles. This shows that the—expensive—
Pt0, Pd0, Rh0 particles are the most efficient for H2 
production technologies. Cu0, Ni0, Co0—as low-cost alter-
natives—are worth exploiting; however, avoiding their sur-
face oxidation is a great limitation at present. Non- oxide 
chalcogenide n-type semiconductors such as ZnS, CdS, 
CdSe, etc. have been extensively studied for application 
in the photocatalytic (Kakuta N. et al., 1985) and photo-
electrochemical (Hodes G. et al., 1976) production of H2.

The reason is that, with the exception of ZnS, they ab-
sorb visible light. However, these substances are vulnera-
ble to oxidation (for example, CdS + 2H+ → Cd2+ + H2S), 
which dissolves the material and destroys it. In the pres-
ence of a sacrificial agent, it is possible to harvest h+, thus 
restricting the particle degradation in solution. Also, chal-
cogenide materials can be synthesized in the form of 
core-shell nanostructures (Amirav L. and Alivisatos A.P., 

2010) which have greater stability. ZnS—in spite of its 
highest Eg among all halcogenides—has been a popular 
research target since its CB and VB levels are favorably 
placed, as can be seen in Fig. 5. Thus, ZnS possesses 
strong oxidant and reductant power. It combines with 
CdS, so that, by changing their proportions, the overall 
light-absorbance can be tuned within a wide range. In the 
most advanced Z-scheme concept, the combination of two 
semiconductors assists electron–hole separation anyway 
(see Section 4.1.5).

5.1 Bi-Vanadate-Based Nanostructures

Monoclinic sheelite BiVO4 is an n-type semiconductor 
with a direct band gap of 2.4 eV, thus it absorbs visible 
light, λ = 420–530 nm, and is stable in neutral electrolyte, 
non-toxic and relatively cheap (Kudo A. et al., 1999).

BiVO4 has an optical penetration depth of lp = 100–
500 nm at λ = 420–530 nm. Compared to other common 
O2-evolving photocatalysts such as WO3 or Fe2O3, BiVO4 
has a relatively high CB edge (+ 0.02 eV) (Kudo A. and 
Miseki Y., 2009; Park Y., et al., 2013) and, as a conse-
quence, requires less bias potential to raise the potential 
of photoelectrons above the H+/H2 reduction potential 
(0.0 V). BiVO4 is thermodynamically favorable for the 
half-reaction of H2O oxidation, but requires an externally 
applied bias (Kudo A. and Miseki Y., 2009; Park Y. et al., 
2013) for the water reduction half-reaction. The theoreti-
cal maximum STH efficiency is 9.1 % and the theoretical 
maximum photocurrent is 7.4 A/cm2 (Park Y. et al., 2013). 
In the last decade, BiVO4 has arisen among the main ma-
terials for visible-light photocatalysis, despite its short-
comings, i.e. low e-conductivity and poor H2O-oxidation 
kinetics. These undesired properties may be improved by 
modifications, including the formation of heterostructures 
with another semiconductor, charge mediator, or use of a 
co-catalyst (Kudo A. et al., 1999; Kudo A. and Miseki Y., 
2009). So far, the theoretical maximum STH efficiency 

Fig. 10 Oxygen evolution efficiency plot for various metal ox-
ides. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Man I. et 
al., 2011). Copyright: (2011) Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 11 H2 evolution efficiency plot for various metal co- 
catalysts. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
(Morales- Guio C. G. et al., 2014). Copyright: (2014) 
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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9.1 % cannot be achieved due to serious charge recombi-
nation and low water oxidation kinetics. BiVO4 has an 
electron-diffusion length of only ~10 nm and a hole- 
diffusion length of ~100–200 nm (Hong S.J., et al., 2011; 
Li Z., et al., 2013). This causes excessive consumption of 
electrons by charge recombination. Doping BiVO4 with 
Mo and W can significantly increase its electron- diffu-
sion length to ~300 nm (Kudo A. et al., 1999). Poor kinet-
ics for O2 evolution at the BiVO4 surface constrains its 
efficiency. This can be improved by co-catalyst loading 
on BiVO4.

In an innovative approach, Amal’s and Kudo’s groups 
(Ng Y.H., et al., 2010) demonstrated that a reduced 
graphene oxide RGO/BiVO4 nanocomposite, see Fig. 12, 
can achieve almost an 80-fold [i-V] enhancement in the 
photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction. In the same 
work (Ng Y.H. et al., 2010), BiVO4 was used successfully 
as a visible-light-photocatalyst to photocatalytically re-
duce GO to reduced graphene oxide. Recently, Kim et al. 
(2014) demonstrated that a nanoporous BiVO4 (SSA = 
31.8 m2/g) effectively suppresses bulk carrier recombina-
tion of BiVO4 without additional doping, manifesting an 
electron-hole separation yield of 0.90 at 1.23 V. Use of two 

different oxygen evolution catalyst (OEC) layers, FeOOH 
and NiOOH, resulted in a BiVO4/FeOOH/NiOOH photo-
anode that achieved a photocurrent density of 2.73 mA/cm2 
at a potential as low as 0.6 V. The use of FeOOH and 
NiOOH reduces interface recombination at the BiVO4/
OEC junction, while creating a more favorable Helmholtz 
layer potential drop at the OEC/electrolyte junction, Kim 
et al. (2014).

5.2 Z-Scheme Nano Photo Structures

A “Z-scheme” (Sasakia Y. et al., 2008) can be consid-
ered a special type of PEC-PEC tandem cell that imitates 
the architecture of the two natural photo systems of green 
plants, i.e. photosystem I and photosystem II. In the nano-
Z-scheme approach, see Fig. 13, two semiconductors, I 
and II, are bridged with a redox particle or a liquid-redox 
couple mediator. Energetic considerations of the photode-
composition of water by semiconductor systems using 
sunlight suggest that a single light-absorbing system ne-
cessitates the use of a semiconductor with a rather large 
band gap of 2.5 to 3.0 eV (Chen X. et al., 2010; Kubacka 
A. et al., 2012; Sasakia Y. et al., 2008). This stems from 
the fact that the requisite energy and driving forces must 
suffice to overcome the redox barrier of 1.23 eV for water 
splitting, see Fig. 13.

Alternatively, efficient utilization of solar energy for 
water splitting may imitate the successful strategy of 
green plants, that is, the use of two photo systems with 
the absorption of two photons of lower energy per elec-
tron transferred. So far, several Z-schemes with two- 
heterostructured photocatalysts have been investigated in 
H2 and O2 production from water using solar energy 
(Chen X. et al., 2010; Kubacka A. et al., 2012; Sasakia Y. 
et al., 2008).

These works have established that overall water split-
ting can be achieved by constructing a Z-scheme photo-
catalytic system using photocatalysts, each one being 
active only for one of the half-reactions of water splitting 
(H2 or O2 evolution reactions) in the absence of sacrificial 

Fig. 12 Reduced graphene oxide on a visible-light BiVO4 
photocatalyst for enhanced photoelectrochemical 
water splitting. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
(Ng Y.H., et al., 2010). (Copyright: (2010) American 
Chemical Society.

Fig. 13 An all-solid-state Z-scheme heterostructure.
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reagents. In general, a redox mediator is required to cou-
ple with two photosystems. In a further leap forward, to 
eliminate undesirable backward reactions caused by re-
dox mediators (such as Fe3+/Fe2+), a Z-scheme system 
without an electron mediator, i.e. an all-solid-state 
Z-scheme photocatalyst, has attracted much attention, see 
Fig. 13. This advanced Z-scheme retards back-reactions 
and increases the reaction efficiency. A number of all- 
solid-state Z-scheme photocatalysts (Chen X. et al., 2010; 
Kubacka A. et al., 2012) such as CdS-Au-TiO2 (Tada H. et 
al., 2006) have been demonstrated to exhibit high photocat-
alytic activity, far exceeding that of the single-component 
systems. In all these multi-component Z-scheme photocat-
alyst systems without exception, the separation of e–/h+ 
pairs is promoted within the two semiconductors and fur-
ther improved by the coupled metal particle that acts as 
the electron-transfer mediator, Fig. 13.

5.3 Visible-Light Energy Production

Visible light water splitting is a long-standing challenge 
in photochemistry (Chen X., 2010; Grätzel M., 2001; 
Youngblood W.J. et al., 2009). As shown in Fig. 14, the 
band structure of the particle determines the spectral 
range of light absorption and the theoretical maximum 
STH efficiency (Chen Z., 2010; Li J. and Wu N., 2015). 
For example, the theoretical maximum STH efficiency is 
only 0.22 % for SrTiO3 (Eg = 3.7 eV) and 1.3 % for anatase 
TiO2 (Eg = 3.2 eV) (Li J. and Wu N., 2015; Miller E.L. et 
al., 2010; Youngblood W.J. et al., 2009).

TiO2 is a benchmark semiconductor, but it has a wide 
band gap (3.2 eV for anatase). Hence it can only absorb 
UV light, which accounts for less than 5 % of total solar 
radiation (Grätzel M., 2001; Miller E.L. et al., 2010). The 
most effective approach to increase the STH efficiency is 

to decrease the Eg in order to extend the light absorption 
spectral range into the visible-light region (~43 % of total 
solar radiation) and even the near-infrared light region 
(~80 % of total solar radiation). However, the band gap 
must be large enough to meet the thermodynamic and 
kinetic requirements for water splitting. Thermodynamics 
dictate the minimum energy required to overcome the 
standard Gibbs free energy change (1.23 eV) for water 
splitting. Thermodynamic losses (0.3–0.5 eV) should be 
added to this value. Thus an overpotential of 0.4–0.6 eV 
is required to enable a fast reaction (Asashi R. et al., 2001; 
Liu G. et al., 2012). Therefore, an ideal band gap is 1.9–
2.3 eV.

Nitrogen-doping of TiO2 (Asashi R. et al., 2001) has 
boosted research in visible-light photocatalysis. Other ex-
amples of innovative visible-light structures involve the 
following:

i) “Red anatase” TiO2, which has been prepared by 
heating anatase TiO2 microspheres with a pre-doped in-
terstitial boron shell to between 580 and 620 °C in a gas-
eous NH3 atmosphere.

This material has achieved a high photoelectrochemical 
water splitting activity (Liu G., et al., 2012). The UV-vis 
absorption spectrum of red anatase TiO2 shows an ex-
tended absorption edge up to 700 nm, covering the full 
visible-light spectrum due to a band-gap gradient which 
varies from 1.94 eV on the surface to 3.22 eV in the core 
by gradually elevating the VB maximum, Fig. 15. The 
approach for producing this red-TiO2 involved a predop-
ing step, i.e. introduction of an interstitial boron gradient 
(Liu G. et al., 2012). This in turn improved the incorpora-
tion of substitutional N in the TiO2 bulk without introduc-
ing Ti3+ impurity levels (Liu G. et al., 2012). Structurally, 
the interstitial boron dopant effectively weakened the sur-
rounding Ti-O bonds to facilitate easier N-substitution 
and increased the chemical stability of B-N co-doped 

Fig. 14 Solar-to-hydrogen (STH) efficiency and maximum 
photocurrent trends vs. the band gap for photoactive 
semiconductors. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
(Li J. and Wu N., 2015).Copyright: (2015) Royal Soci-
ety of Chemistry.

Fig. 15 Structural characteristics of red anatase, prepared by 
N-B-TiO2 sequential doping of TiO2. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. (Liu G. et al., 2012). Copyright: 
(2012) Royal Society of Chemistry.
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TiO2. Moreover, the extra electrons from B-atoms com-
pensated for the charge difference between the lattice 
oxygen and a substituted ion to maintain charge neutrality.

ii) “Black TiO2” can be produced by two different tech-
nologies: treatment of TiO2 particles under H2 at high 
pressures and temperatures (Chen X. et al., 2011), which 
results in the formation of a Ti3+ shell by reduction of the 
Ti4+. This Ti3+ shell has a distorted structure, which in 
turn creates additional interband states. This results in 
light absorbance in the visible wavelengths (Chen X. et 
al., 2011).

Recently, we have discovered that a black TiO2 can be 
produced by a scalable flame spray pyrolysis process in 
one step (Fujiwara K. et al., 2014), Fig. 16. Reductant 
combustion intermediates present during flame synthesis 
of these materials partially induce strong TiO2 metal sup-
port interactions (SMSI), resulting in crystalline Ti- 
suboxides (Ti3O5, Ti4O7). The growth of such suboxides 
can be controlled via control of the flame spray pyrolysis 
conditions, allowing the light absorption intensity in the 
visible spectrum to be tuned.

6. The notion of “renewable H2” production

Currently, industrial electrolysis uses clean water in 
order to prevent the fouling of system components. How-
ever, the need for clean water prevents the exploitation of 
large-body sources such as seawater, industrial waste and 
municipal waste as water feed. This poses the challenge 
that the use of cheaper, alternative sources of water in-
stead of purified distilled water should be envisioned as 
the next target for truly unlimited production of “renew-

able H2”. At the consumer scale, H2 can be either produced 
centrally or on-site. The market for on-site generation 
systems is growing due to certain advantages associated 
with not needing transportation and delivery. Currently, 
most of industrial-use H2 is produced by the steam re-
forming of natural gas or CH4 (Conway, B.E, and Tilak, 
B.V. 2002; Holdren J.P., 2007) due to the availability and 
low prices of natural gas at present. Next, after the steam 
reforming of natural gas, the partial oxidation of petro-
leum oil is second in H2 production capacity.

So far, with regard to biofuels, most researchers choose 
to study methanol, ethanol or glycerol as model fuels 
(Chen X. et al., 2010; Lianos P., 2011). There are three 
main reasons for this: (1) methanol, ethanol or glycerol 
give the highest yield; (2) they have been extensively 
studied, so a lot of data and know-how on their use exists; 
and (3) they can be cost-efficient products of biomass. 
Thus in a mature biomass-based market, methanol, etha-
nol or glycerol should be available and renewable. As an 
example, glycerol, a waste byproduct material of biodiesel 
production (Lianos P., 2011), is available in mass- produced 
quantities. In addition to small alcohols, other organics 
such as sugars and organic acids have also been a popular 
choice for photocatalytic H2 production (Chen X. et al., 
2010; Lianos P., 2011).

Thus truly “renewable H2” production can be achieved 
if the photocatalytic technology can exploit seawater or 
wastewater feed or via the use of small organics produced 
via a sustainable process.

7. Next-decade targets

Currently, the long-term objective aimed at by the US 
Department of Energy is the photocatalytic H2 production 
based on a durable, semiconductor-based, solar-driven 
water-splitting device with the following specifications:
(1) solar-to-hydrogen (STH) efficiency > 20 %,
(2) that can operate under at least 10–15 times solar con-

centration, and generate renewable hydrogen for < $2/
kg .(ENERGY.GOV, 2015)

In the same context, the US-DoE near-future objectives 
specify the nanomaterials’ physicochemical standards as 
follows: development of surface modifications that will 
make the materials viable at high current densities. This 
is related to the need for highly efficient, durable materi-
als for PEC water splitting using concentrated solar energy. 
This is important since in order to minimise H2-production 
costs, operation under high photon and electron flows 
is identified as the most significant driver. Mechanical 
surface durability can be improved through the crystal 
structure and surface engineering. To this end, surface 
defects should be engineered in a balanced way, since 
surface defects might be desirable for enhanced reactiv-

Fig. 16 Black TiO2 suboxide produced via flame spray pyroly-
sis. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Fujiwara K., 
et al., 2014). Copyright: (2014) Elsevier.
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ity; however, at the same time, too many surface defects 
might decrease the durability of a nanocrystal.

In parallel, the optimization of existing materials or the 
discovery of novel materials should incorporate the pre-
dictive power of theory and modeling. The target of 20 % 
STH efficiency targeted by the US-DoE is a feasible goal. 
As a reference, a 10-fold solar light concentration with a 
20 % STH gives approximately 160 mA/cm2 (Conway, 
B.E and Tilak, B.V., 2002; Lewis N.S. and Nocera D.G., 
2006). However, although the current H2 oxidation reac-
tion rates in fuel cells achieve this range, i.e. 100–
1000 mA/cm2, a severe rate-limiting step is imposed by 
the very slow O2 reduction reaction that typically imposes 
low rates, i.e. as low as 10–6–10–11 A/cm2 (Conway, B.E 
and Tilak, B.V., 2002; Lewis N.S. and Nocera D.G., 2006). 
Thus intensive research on novel or improved O2-reduction 
materials is in high demand.

The US-DoE targeted (by 2018) an increase in chemi-
cal conversion process efficiency for PEC from 4 % to 
12 % (ENERGY.GOV, 2015; Miller E.L., et al., 2010). 
This will require significant breakthroughs in the devel-
opment of new materials. The challenge can be seen 
through Fig. 14, which allows an estimate of the funda-
mental solar absorption limitations in H2 production in 
PEC for a number of the tested metal-oxide semiconduc-
tors (Li J. and Wu N., 2015; Miller E.L. et al., 2010). In 
Fig. 14, the potentially achievable photocurrent levels and 
STH conversion efficiencies of a given semiconductor/
electrolyte interface are related to the semiconductor band 
gap. This is based on an idealized case where 100 % of 
the photons in the solar spectrum with energies exceeding 
the band gap are absorbed and converted. It must be 
strongly emphasized that the STH efficiencies, as shown 
in Fig. 14, are only defined in stand-alone material sys-
tems with sufficient photo-induced potential to thermody-
namically split water. To date, only very high-band-gap 
materials have exhibited stand-alone water-splitting in 
single junction configurations, as seen in Fig. 14. It is 
seen that the resulting STH efficiencies of these materials 
is less than 1 % (Li J. and Wu N., 2015; Miller E.L., et al., 
2010; Rocheleau R. and Miller E., 1997). Interestingly, to-
day’s PEC performance status of a STH = 4 % has been 
achieved in multi-junction configurations (Grätzel M., 
2001), not in a single-particle system. Thus, it is important 
to emphasize that Z-scheme, multi-junction configura-
tions are the way forward to create stand-alone water- 
splitting systems. This will allow the use of some of the 
low-Eg materials under a proper “branching” of the CB/
VB levels, see the concept in Fig. 13. If this is the case 
with Z-scheme configurations, the photo-generated cur-
rents and therefore their STH efficiencies will not be con-
strained by the Eg value or e–/h+ transfer rates, but rather 
by the semiconductor/electrolyte interface limitations. 
Even in such Z-scheme configurations, achieving STH 

performance ~15 % will require development of efficient 
and stable semiconductors with the Eg near 2.0 eV. Ulti-
mately, after the lab work, marketing of the most competitive 
materials or devices will require low-cost nanomaterials 
production and device synthesis. On this front, scalable 
one-step particle production technologies such as flame 
spray pyrolysis (Teoh W.Y. et al 2012; Ng, Y. et al., 2010; 
Fujiwara K. et al., 2014), would contribute decisively.

8. Conclusions

Photoactive nanomaterials hold great potential for en-
vironmental technologies. These include the production 
of electricity, energy-fuel production and photocatalytic 
water remediation. Current targets posed by the US De-
partment of Energy are discussed based on a 2015 report. 
In contrast to the case of p-n junction photovoltaics where 
the manufacturing cost of the required high-purity single 
crystals emerges as the main objective (mostly commer-
cial, rather than fundamental research), a key target for 
the field of photoelectrochemical nanotechnology is the 
discovery and development of new materials to advance 
the field. These include:
– raising the solar to hydrogen yields > 15 %,
– manufacturing of all-solid-state Z-scheme photoactive 

materials,
– optmized materials for visible-light absorbance with 

enhanced quantum yields.

Nomenclature

Symbols and units should be listed in alphabetical order with 
their definition and dimensions in SI units.

PEC Photoelectrochemical cell

DoE Department of Energy

NHE Normal hydrogen electrode

RGO Reduced graphene oxide

AM Atmospheric mass
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Abstract
For processes involving particulate materials, mechanical properties of green compacts are of great interest when 
they are final or intermediate products. Optimal quality of green compacts is achieved usually with empirical 
approaches, i.e., unexpected issues in processes or products’ quality are usually mitigated by time and resource 
consuming trial-and-error methods. Issues of the powder compaction are commonly observed when there are 
problems in feed materials or operational conditions even without any substantial change in a formula. Such 
divergent behavior of particulate materials is especially problematic for product developments and reliable 
operations. It has been widely accepted hypothesis that properties of particles are determinants of mechanical 
behavior of powder during compaction and the quality of resulting compacts. With recent developments in nano-
technology, characterization and engineering of individual particles at a microscopic or sub-microscopic scale are 
now feasible. Leveraging recent technological advancements, there has been a good progress in regard to 
quantitative understanding of mechanical relationships between properties of particles, particle system and final 
product. This review highlights the recent developments and gaps in engineering mechanical quality of powder 
compacts in conjunction with the characterization of particle systems and compaction at multiple scales.

Keywords: powder compaction, green compacts, compact quality, powder properties, particle properties

1. Introduction

Compaction is often employed as a terminal process for 
manufacturing consumer goods and it affects the quality 
of final products in the most direct way. Mechanical prop-
erties of compacts are especially important in post- 
production processes such as packaging, transportation, 
and end-use by consumers. For example, medicinal tablets 
should not only maintain its integrity throughout packag-
ing and subsequent handling but also provide appropriate 
disintegration characteristics when administered into hu-
man body. Likewise, biomass pellets should preserve their 
shape and size to ensure desired handling characteristics 
throughout transportation with minimal crumbliness. On 
the other hand, cosmetic compacts need to have desired 
friability for consumer use as well as enough strength so 

that they do not develop aesthetic defects during shipping 
and handling. Therefore, achieving and maintaining de-
sired quality of compact is of great importance as a final 
consumer product. Compaction is also utilized as a criti-
cal intermediate process, whose product’s properties are 
crucial in reliable and efficient downstream processes 
such as sintering of ceramic or compacted metal powders.

Ideally, compaction behavior and quality should be rea-
sonably predicted during product development process, 
e.g., formulation, and novel particulate materials develop-
ment. In reality, producing compact with minimal opera-
tional anomalies and desirable quality metrics is very 
much an art. Manufacturers regularly search for an effi-
cient and sustainable window of operational parameters 
that will reliably produce compacts’ characteristics satis-
fying often conflicting quality metrics. Balances between 
operational maneuver, different mechanical quality met-
rics, and performance characteristics of compacts are 
usually achieved by tedious trial-and-error approaches 
due to the lack of adequate scientific understanding of or 
a systematic approach to the powder compaction. One of 
major reasons why compaction operation remains empiri-
cal, is because the fundamental understanding of powder 
compaction is still elusive and, as a result, experiential 
knowledge plays an essential role. However, the extent, to 
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which such empiricism can be applied, is limited because 
of particulate materials’ innate heterogeneity and vari-
ability. Novel materials or upstream processes require ex-
tended time in identifying optimal process parameters 
from scratch (Bell, 2005; Merrow, 1988). To address this 
issue and enable a systematic approach in compaction 
process and quality control, it is essential to expand our 
knowledge of the fundamental mechanics of powder com-
paction and to develop quantitative relationships between 
feed particulate materials’ properties, densification pro-
cess parameters, and the mechanical quality metrics of 
final products.

In addition to insufficient fundamental knowledge of 
powder compaction, subjective quality metrics of com-
pacts impose challenges to the consideration of the end 
product quality. Many of quality metrics that are em-
ployed by industry have been developed and employed 
reflecting specific usages of particular products. For ex-
ample, to evaluate adequate strengths of compacts for lo-
gistics or end use, one may use a ‘pass or fail’ test, in which 
a product is dropped from a certain height to determine 
breakages. Such tests provide only binary information 
that may provide limited usage as a quantifiable quality 
metrics. Similar tests can be re-designed to measure mass 
and height, at which the product begins to break. Obvi-
ously such a quality measurement requires more effort 
and resources, but it will eventually pay-off when one has 
the means to predict the quality of products based on 
quantitative relationships taking properties of feed mate-
rials and operational parameters into the consideration. 
Ideally, these types of tests can be replaced with a set of 
standardized tests that reflect various scenarios of logisti-
cal events, e.g., durability, friability, hardness, and solu-
bility that may be relevant to a specific powder compact 
product depending on the end use of the compacts.

Another challenge to the powder compaction process is 
the quantitative powder properties characterization. In re-
gard to properties of particulate feed materials, there are 
two categories of properties that are relevant and mean-
ingful in our context, namely physical and mechanical 
properties. Physical properties include bulk density, tap 
density, particle density, particle size distribution, particle 
shape, and so on. Even though these are fundamental 
properties of particulate materials, direct relationships 
between these and the final product’s properties are diffi-
cult to establish because of the stochastic properties of 
particulate materials, insufficient knowledge on the me-
chanics of the powder compaction process, and limited 
understanding of how physical and mechanical properties 
of the powders affect the powder compaction process and 
properties of compacts. Nonetheless, because of the dom-
inant importance of mechanical properties of powder en 
masse in the evolution of mechanical properties of com-
pacts, there have been good amount of studies concerning 

mechanical aspects of powder compaction especially at 
the microscopic scale. Reflecting these, this review at-
tempts to assess the current knowledge and to identify 
subjects, studying which will aid the fundamental under-
standing of the powder compaction process and will en-
able a systematic engineering approach in efficient and 
reliable powder compact production. To that end, this re-
view focuses on the quality metrics’ status quo with 
emphasis on how fundamental approach can help with 
predicting and controlling the quality of compacts.

2. Compaction as a powder processing 
operation

Unit operations involving particulate materials as raw 
materials, have been well known to be prone to issues that 
are difficult to mitigate through quantitative engineering 
approaches (Ennis et al., 1994; Merrow, 1984, 1988). Fur-
thermore, powder compaction is one of less addressed 
powder processes in spite of its critical role in industrial 
manufacturing. Powder compaction is utilized as a final 
production process in various industries including phar-
maceutical and nutraceutical tablets, cosmetic consumer 
goods, biomass pellets, as well as an intermediate process 
in ceramics and powder metallurgy. Compaction of pow-
ders is performed by mechanically pressing powder en 
masse in dies to form a densified powder mass with 
enough mechanical integrity that can withstand external 
loads during expected lifecycle. Green compacts are 
made typically at ambient temperature through following 
stages (Fig. 1): 1) Rearrangement of the particles by fill-
ing large pores accompanied with the increase in number 
of contacts (coordination number); 2) packing of particles 
resulting in decrease in porosity with the formation of lo-
calized agglomeration of particles, namely secondary and 
higher order particle structures; 3) increase in the contact 
area between particles accompanying elastic deformation 
of particles; and 4) contact enlargement through plastic 
deformation of particles (Azami and Khoei, 2006; 
Bortzmeyer, 1992; Castellanos et al., 2005; Cunningham 
et al., 2004; Fayed and Otten, 1984; German, 2014; Yi et 
al., 2001).

Even though these stages of powder compaction have 
been established for decades, quantitative and fundamen-
tal understanding of how these stages contribute to the 
formation of green compacts is yet to be fully elucidated. 
This is mainly due to the multiscale nature of the compac-
tion process, which evolves towards different scales of 
scrutiny, i.e., microscale (single particle, particle-particle 
interactions), mesoscale (secondary and tertiary particle 
structures), and macroscale (bulk powder system). Fur-
thermore, due to powder system’s intrinsic stochasticity 
in particle shapes and sizes in addition to the multiscale 
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and multiphase nature, powder system is considered to be 
an inherently complex system (de Gennes, 1999). As a re-
sult, many investigations of powder compaction are more 
or less of troubleshooting nature. For example, issues of 
powder compaction have been identified by Blumenthal et 
al. (1997) in regards to powder metallurgy, by Alderborn 
and Nystrom (1996) for pharmaceutical powder, and by 
Ennis et al. (1994) for general granular materials.

On the other hand, there are established quantitative 
models describing powder compaction. Some phenome-
nological models include Heckel (Ilkka and Paronen, 
1993), Kawakita (Kawakita and Lüdde, 1971), and 
Cooper- Eaton model (Cooper and Eaton, 1962). More 
physically and mathematically rigorous models describe 
powder compaction as a macroscopic phenomenon. Such a 
constitutive model includes Cam-clay models (Dimaggio 
and Sandler, 1971; Schofield and Wroth, 1968). Unfortu-
nately, existing powder compaction models do not provide 
fundamental understanding on how underlying particle’s 
properties and particle interactions evolves up to macro-
scopic behavior of powder system during compaction. 
Therefore, there exists inevitable limitation when one em-
ploys existing powder compaction models in predicting 
and controlling powder compaction process and compact 
properties.

3. Green compact quality

This review focuses on mechanical aspects of compact 
properties among many quality metrics of powder com-
pacts. This section briefly summarizes which mechanical 
properties of powder compacts are reviewed. A quantified 
and systematic approach in determining the quality of 
green compacts is an important step in engineering pow-
der compaction. Accordingly, studies on powder com-
pacts quality metrics are reviewed. Quality metrics of 
powder compacts include fundamental metrics such as 
density, strength, hardness as well as secondary or phe-
nomenological properties including friability and other 
defects of powder compacts (Fig. 2).

One of the most important mechanical properties of 
compact is strength, i.e., the stress level at which a com-
pact loses its mechanical integrity. Compact strength is 
related to the constitutive structure of a compact originat-
ing from the presence of ingredients, how homogeneously 
different ingredients are mixed, deposited, and com-
pressed. While the measurement of compact strength is 
usually performed at the macroscopic level, the origin of 
defects develop and grow when a compact is subjected to 
a certain level of mechanical loading, which can often be 
predicted by relative density distributions. The observa-
tion that the corresponding mechanical behavior is closely 

Fig. 1 Four stages of powder compaction. In the initial stage (Stage 1) of compaction, rearrangement of the par-
ticles by filling large pores accompanied with the increase in number of contacts (coordination number). 
When the rearrangement of particles completes, volume of powder mass further decreases due to the 
packing of particles with the formation of localized agglomeration of particles (Stage 2). Powder com-
paction advances with the increase in the contact area between particles accompanying elastic deforma-
tion of particles (Stage 3), then particle-particle contacts enlarge through plastic deformations of 
particles (Stage 4). As pressure increases further, the bulk density of powder mass gets close to the true 
density of particles, which leads to the relative density of 1.0. Actual mechanisms of compaction over-
laps in real-world compaction and the relative density, at which each stage initiates, varies depending on 
various particle properties.
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related to the heterogeneous relative density distribution 
of a compact, suggests that the strength of compacts de-
velops in relation to loaded powder system’s characteristic 
stress distribution development pattern inside a powder 
system. Since it is not practical to measure stress distribu-
tion of powder compacts during the compaction process, 
compaction behavior has long been described by change 
in relative density of compact to the true density of parti-
cles. Relative density of a powder compact has been one 
of actively investigated and widely used powder compact 
quality metrics. Therefore, studies on powder compacts’ 
density are reviewed first.

In following sections, studies involving powder com-
pacts’ mechanical strengths from a more rigorous perspec-
tive are reviewed. In regard to quantitative mechanical 
properties of powder compacts, their integrity presents 
two distinctive aspects i.e., development of discontinuity 
of a compact and localized breakage of powders at the 
surface of a compact. The former relates more to defects 
of compacts in a somewhat empirical sense. Considering 
it wide usage, it is important to recognize empirical qual-
ity metrics. For example, mechanical quality metrics of 
compacts are often described or determined by inspecting 
a presence of surface defects such as crack or capping. In 
addition, such mechanical defects of powder compacts of-
ten arise from irregular or undesirable mechanical prop-
erties of compacts meaning that these can be regarded as 
indicators of mechanical strength of powder compacts. 
Moreover, mechanical strength of compacts can be deter-
mined in a more empirical way. For example, one can 
simply conduct a fail or pass test as a result of dropping a 
product from a certain height. This type of test provides a 
binary result under very specific circumstances. Recog-

nizing broad usage of such approaches, studies involving 
mechanical defects of powder compacts are reviewed. 
Subsequently, studies involving mechanical strengths of 
powder compacts involving breakage or quantitative me-
chanical properties, which includes elastic moduli, pa-
rameters of powder compaction models, are reviewed. In 
addition, mechanical strength of a compact’s surface has 
been widely used as an indicator of mechanical properties 
of the entirety of powder compacts. Compacts surface’s 
mechanical characteristic itself is of importance in some 
cases. Therefore, studies involving hardness tests or sur-
face indentation test are also reviewed.

In addition, the properties of end product, i.e., powder 
compacts, are often determined in the secondary or ter-
tiary ways, most notably Rattler methods such as friabil-
ity or durability test. In industry, mechanical strengths of 
products in compressed powder form, are determined in 
such empirical ways. For pharmaceutical products and 
densified biomass, friability or durability test are com-
monly used to determine the level of mechanical integrity 
of products when they are subjected to a predetermined 
sustained mechanical impacts. These type of tests gener-
ate quantitative quality metrics, but it is hard to correlate 
them to fundamental properties of compacts, bulk pow-
der, or particles because those tests represent specific 
mechanical environments. Nonetheless, considering its 
popularity and frequent usage, studies involving Rattler 
tests are reviewed.

3.1 Quality; Density and density distribution

Density is the most basic and fundamental property of 
powder compacts. The term ‘bulk density’ is often used 

Fig. 2 Green compact quality metrics. Right side branches include mechanical quality metrics that are reviewed 
in this study. Quality metrics specific to compacts’ end users, which are in blue and on left branches, are 
not reviewed.
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to clarify that powder compact that inherently includes 
voids between particles. Referring to the densities of in-
gredients, terms like ‘true density’ or ‘solid density’ are 
used. The relative density, i.e., ratio between bulk density 
achieved by compression and ‘true density’ of particles, is 
often used as a parameter indicating the degree of com-
paction or compaction behavior. Measurement of bulk 
density of loose and compressed powders are rather 
straightforward but ASTM D6683-14 (ASTM Standard 
and D18.24 Committee, 2014) and ASTM D7481-09 
(ASTM Standard and D18.24 Committee, 2009) describe 
standardized measurement procedures.

Considering that the density of bulk solid is determined 
by its weight and volume whereas volume of bulk solid 
changes upon compression, density can be an indicator of 
a degree of compaction. Therefore, macroscopic volume 
change of bulk solid has long been used to describe pow-
der compaction or as an indicator of a degree of compac-
tion. Some of most widely used descriptors of powder 
compaction using macroscopic volume change and ap-
plied load includes Heckel, Kawakita, and Cooper-Eaton 
equations (Alderborn and Nystrom, 1996; Fayed and 
Otten, 1984). Compressibility, which is based on the rela-
tive density of powder as described above, is still widely 
used as a straightforward descriptor of mechanical behav-
ior of powder in industry as well as researches. For exam-
ple, Bonaccorsi and Proverbio (2006) measured relative 
density (termed as green density) as an indicator of com-
paction quality for metallic powder compaction. Perez- 
Gandarillas et al. (2015)’s study used relative density 
change to explain tensile strength gain of compacts for 
different granulated pharmaceutical formula. Due to the 
straightforward measurement of relative density, which 
can be determined using Pycnometer and simple weight 
measurement with known volume, in addition to the vol-
ume change during compaction makes this approach at-
tractive especially from the practical point of view. 
Similarly, Yohannes et al. (2015) used relative density 
change in investigating compaction behavior of powders 
with different particle size distributions focusing on the 
role of fines. They report that fines do not affect the com-
pressibility and strength past initial rearrangement state 
and therefore fines can be disregarded in computational 
modeling using discrete particle approach. These recent 
studies show the utility of bulk density of powder com-
paction. However, limitations of macroscopic relative 
density of powder compaction exist as it lacks an ability 
to predict or indicate local defects such as crack or cap-
ping. It is simply because bulk density is a lumped macro-
scopic measurement and does not explain underlying 
mechanism of compaction. This can be complemented by 
measuring density distribution in compacts.

In addition, density or density distribution of compact 
often used as measurement to validate compaction model. 

For example, Huang and Puri (2000) used density in vali-
dation of Adachi-Oka model implemented in a finite ele-
ment approach (Fig. 3), Borowski (2011) Kadiri et al. (2005) 
Michrafy et al. (2002), and Sinka et al. (2003) used den-
sity in validation of Drucker-Prager model solved with fi-
nite element models, and Aydin et al. (1994) and Michrafy 
et al. (2004) used density in validation of non-linear elas-
tic problem with finite element model by successive incre-
mental solution. In addition, Kong and Lannutti (2000) 
used density to validate discrete element model.

To this end, determination of density distribution of 
powder compacts is an important characterization that is 
necessary in fundamental understanding of powder com-
paction. Density of compacts can be measured with in-
strumented compaction unit, which can precisely trace 
the change of height, therefore density can be determined 
using known weight of charge. This approach is used in 
very early studies such as Train (1956) and recent studies 
such as Michrafy et al. (2003). As one of the earliest ef-
forts of using density distribution in powder compaction 
study, Train (1956) demonstrated that density of compact 
is not homogeneous and neighbor of a stationary lower 
punch wall has higher density compared to upper central 
region. This difference of density is more pronounced 
with unlubricated die and attributes to defects of com-
pacts such as capping. Therefore, the relationship between 
density distribution and defects of compact has been 
viewed as a quantitative predictor of compact quality.

One of major contribution to the developing density 
gradient during compaction is die-wall friction. This rela-
tionship was investigated by Michrafy et al. (2003). This 
study shows that friction between wall and die decreases 

Fig. 3 Apparent density distribution measured from cylindri-
cal compacts of microcrystalline cellulose under 
14 MPa when pressed from top. Recreated with the 
permission from Huang and Puri (2000). Copyright: 
(2000) Taylor & Francis, Inc.
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while compaction progressed for different types of micro-
crystalline cellulose powders (PH101, PH102, and PH105) 
by determining the friction coefficient between compact 
and die wall using the transmission ratio (applied pres-
sure/transmitted pressure), the transfer ratio (radial pres-
sure/axial pressure) and the aspect ratio (height/diameter 
of tablet). Small caveat of this measurement is the use of 
published value for the transfer ratio based on the stress 
measured at the upper punch instead of mean axial stress 
at a respective depth. In addition, Michrafy et al. (2003)’s 
study also shows that measured relative densities are 
lower than both the Heckel equation, which is an expo-
nential relation between applied stress by a punch and rel-
ative density, and a predictive model accounting for the 
exponentially decaying mean axial stress inside a com-
pact away from the surface, on which a stress is applied. 
The gap between the measured value and predicted values 
of Heckel equation increases when the depth increases. 
This observation suggests that stress decreases exponen-
tially inside a powder compact during compaction. How-
ever, quantitative contribution of die wall friction to the 
compaction behavior remains to be investigated since rel-
ative densities are experimentally determined only for 
unlubricated case.

Alternatively, a destructive indentation hardness can be 
used in determining compact density. However, indenta-
tion hardness test is prone to breaking brittle compacts 
during experiments. In addition, these methods cannot 
characterize horizontal variability of compact densities, 
which arises from the interactions with a die wall. Due to 
such limitations in regard to the accurate characterization 
of density distributions, research on this particular subject 
has been limited in spite of the importance of quantitative 
measurement of powder compacts’ density distribution as 
fundamental metrics of powder compaction.

Development of non-destructive (or non-invasive) meth-
ods has enabled determining the density of compacts 
without mechanical disruptions of the test subject. X-ray 
tomography (including computed tomography, namely 
CT, or computerized axial tomography, namely CAT), 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (MRI), and Ultrasound are most widely 
accepted methods in non-destructive testing of materials 
(Banhart, 2008).

For example, the development of X-ray tomography has 
been utilized in quantitative density distribution analysis 
of compacts. Density distribution of alumina compact 
was determined using X-ray imaging tracing embedded 
lead balls (Aydin et al., 1994). Finite element model devel-
oped using their measurement demonstrated the contri-
bution of the wall friction to the density distribution. 
However, there were a substantial disagreement between 
predicted and measured higher versus lower density re-
gions that are attributed to assumed non-homogeneous in-

ternal angle of friction throughout the assembly. This 
heterogeneity of internal angle of friction of powder as-
sembly is yet to be substantiated. Kong and Lannutti, 
(2000) utilized X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) to de-
termine variances of density in alumina compacts espe-
cially for early compaction stages. To trace compaction, 
they used tungsten marker, which may have interfered 
during compaction. Richard et al. (2003) utilized X-ray 
micro-tomography to investigate packing and compaction 
of glass beads based on void ratio. Although this is not a 
direct measurement of compact density, it can be useful 
approach applicable to other types of particulate materi-
als, whose density can be determined with about 10 μm 
resolution. Sinka et al. (2004) explored the use of X-ray 
CT scan in measurement of density distribution in micro-
crystalline cellulose compacts and showed spatial density 
distribution can be determined quantitatively. Busignies 
et al. (2006) also measured a density profile in microcrys-
talline cellulose compacts using X-ray tomography to 
study the heterogeneous density of compacts and to inves-
tigate a correlation between mechanical properties of 
compacts and compact densities. However, X-ray tomog-
raphy does not show clear density gradient inside binary 
mixture compacts. However, this study reports preferen-
tial localization of a specific ingredient implying the ori-
gin of difference between mechanical properties of whole 
compact versus mechanical properties of compact sur-
face, such as indentation hardness. It should be noted that 
the root cause of such preferential localization of an in-
gredient is not clarified, which can be a result of less than 
ideal mixing or segregation during deposition of mixture 
in a die. Miguélez-Morán et al. (2009) used X-ray CT to 
characterize roller-compacted ribbons of microcrystalline 
cellulose showing higher compression in the middle than 
edges. In addition, they developed correlation between 
the relative density and localized indentation that follows 
a log-normal relationship.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) also has been used 
in studying density distribution of compacts as shown in 
Djemai and Sinka (2006) but NMR is not as widely used 
in this field. Caveats of NMR and X-ray based tomogra-
phy techniques still exists that they are time-consuming 
and costly. Additional point to X-ray is that the measure-
ment depends on the chemical composition of the test 
subject and a specific calibration for subject material is 
required for different formulations, which can be less than 
straightforward for industries using multi-ingredients. In 
another effort, Garino et al. (1995) utilized MRI to deter-
mine density variations in powder compacts. In addition, 
Glass and Ewsuk (1995) used ultrasound to determine rel-
ative density of alumina compact. Akseli et al. (2011) used 
both ultrasound and X-ray CT to determine density distri-
bution of ribbon compacted microcrystalline cellulose in 
investigation of mechanical properties. They showed that 
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both methods have resolution to distinguish spatially dis-
tributed density in compacts. More interestingly, corre-
lation between ultrasonic measurement and tablet’s 
mechanical strength (tensile strength) was found; which 
was used in other materials whose mechanical properties 
are difficult to measure. It should be noted that the listed 
non-destructive characterization techniques are still con-
fined by limitations regarding resolutions high enough to 
distinguish individual particles.

3.2 Quality: Mechanical defects

Some of major issues of compacts include defects in-
cluding crack, capping, and uneven surface (Fig. 4). 
These defects are more qualitative in nature and often ex-
amined with a binary designation i.e., pass or fail. In many 
cases, local irregularity evolves into defective compacts, 
it is not straightforward to predict or prevent powder com-
pacts’ mechanical defects without fundamental under-
standing of powder compaction taking the stochasticity of 
particulate materials into consideration. This is especially 
problematic during development of products since it is 
hard to know the risk of defective products a priori and 
higher defect rate is found after they are fully formulated. 
Then this situation requires an extensive investigation re-
lying on trial-and-error approach to identify optimal (or 
working) recipe of process parameters even without find-
ing out actual causes. As an effort to mitigate this issue, 
Akseli et al. (2014) presents a relationship between cap-
ping and process parameters including formulations. In 
addition, Kuppuswamy et al. (2001)’s study is an attempt 
to predict the risk of capping by indentation hardness and 
observe crack development. Kuppuswamy et al. (2001) in-
vestigated detection of formula prone to capping using in-
dentation hardness test attributing capping to the residual 
die-wall pressure introducing microscopic cracks, which 
is hypothesized to develop into cracks, therefore capping 
due to insufficient plasticity. This study suggests that the 
plasticity of particles is related to localized defect devel-
opment. This idea is in line with that too much elastic re-
bound after or during unloading may introduce local 

defects or failure of compacts.
There have been studies to understand where these de-

fects originate. In studying a relationship between 
smoothness of surface and mechanical characteristics of 
compacts, Narayan and Hancock (2003) suggests that 
brittle bulk powder may indicate their propensity to be 
vulnerable to cracks or surface defects. It should be noted 
that Narayan and Hancock (2003)’s study seems to refer 
to bulk powder’s brittleness or ductility to their failure 
behavior when compressed. In addition, this study did not 
investigate the underlying mechanism of how brittleness 
of compact can be related to cracks or surface defects. 
However, authors suggest roles of particle size distribu-
tion, shape, and bonding interactions in initial packing. In 
addition, this study also implicitly connects brittleness or 
ductility of compact (or powder mass under compaction) 
to the same properties of particles, which would be inter-
esting to find out how these are correlated. Recent ad-
vancement of experimental methods, which can determine 
mechanical properties of sub-micrometer sized test speci-
men, definitely allow quantitative investigation of parti-
cles (Govedarica et al., 2012; Karamchandani et al., 2016).

Related to this subject, Ashby and Hallam (1986) and 
Ashby and Sammis (1990) report theoretical investigation 
on how microcracks develop and induce failure in solids. 
Since powder compacts usually bear defects including 
microcracks, application of such theories to powder com-
pacts may assist quantitative prediction and control of 
powder compact’s mechanical integrity. More fundamen-
tal origin of compact defects, excessive pores, were re-
ported by Shinohara et al. (1999), in which the voids 
created from the dimples of alumina particles, grain 
boundaries, prominently larger particles are proposed as 
major culprits. Correlation between those major causes 
and defects in the compacts were reported based on ob-
servatory investigation and it is expected that modeling 
approach that can included such information at particle 
scale and simulate larger scale compaction behavior will 
further substantiate this hypothesized origin of defects. In 
addition, considering alumina particle surface being 
smooth and spherical, the effect of asperity of more irreg-
ular particles on defective compact would be interesting.

In a more recent study, Garner et al. (2014) investigated 
the mechanism of crack development during ejection of 
microcrystalline compacts using Druker-Prager model 
implemented with a finite element method. Their study 
suggests that microcracks develop during unloading as a 
mechanism of relieving the radial wall stress. Also sur-
face cracks develops when a compact is exiting die due to 
abrupt decreases of stresses following the elastic expan-
sion whose rate can be controlled by adding tapper at the 
end of die. Recent advancement of nano-technology and 
computational power is expected to allow linking ap-
proaches taken by Garner et al. (2014) with the observa-

Fig. 4 Typical compacts with no or common mechanical de-
fects including capping, delamination, and crack.
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tion of Shinohara et al. (1999), which will elucidate the 
origin and mechanism of defects development during 
powder compaction process.

3.3 Quality: Strength

Mechanical strength of powder compacts is one of 
most widely used quantitative metrics (Bonaccorsi and 
Proverbio, 2006; Hayashi et al., 2013; Krycer et al., 1983a, 
1983b; Mazel et al., 2014; Perez-Gandarillas et al., 2015; 
Russell et al., 2015; Yohannes et al., 2015). Compact’s 
mechanical strength is influenced by many parameters in-
cluding temperature (Rouèche et al., 2006) or properties 
of particle including particle size (Narayan and Hancock, 
2005) in case of tensile strength. Finer particles tend to 
result in stronger compacts owing to higher surface area 
(Alderborn and Nystrom, 1996). However, it is notable 
that the degree of this increase in compact strength varies 
for different materials.

Compact strength is largely determined by compression 
pressure (Fig. 5). A positive correlation between these 
two are empirically known (Sinka et al., 2009), but exact 
relationship is yet to be elucidated as there are many addi-
tional parameters to determine exact compact strength 
such as loading rate, amount of charge (therefore the di-
mension of final compact), etc. A basic approach of deter-
mining mechanical strength of medicinal tablets can be 
found in United States Pharmacopeial Convention (2011). 
Detailed procedure of mechanical tests are reviewed by 
Amorós et al. (2008) and Podczeck, 2012. Mazel et al. 
(2014)’s study is notable since they attempted to link prac-
tical engineering strength test to more rigorous Drucker- 
Prager yield criteria.

Sinka et al. (2009)’s study lists processing parameters 
affecting eventual strength of compact. Notably, they sug-
gested that the compaction behavior and ultimate prop-
erties of compacts originates from particle’s properties. 
However, Sinka et al. (2009)’s have reported such causal 
relations in a qualitative way. It is simply because of the 
daunting numbers of intertwined parameters affecting the 
compaction process. To be quantitative includes identify-
ing dominant parameters and how large their contribution 
is and finding out how compaction is happening including 
the die-wall and loading-rate effects, and possibly me-
chanics at a scale, in which individual particles are scruti-
nized. Some specific aspect of processing parameter, such 
as temperature, has been specifically shown to influence 
mechanical properties of pharmaceutical compacts York 
and Pilpel (1973). Nonetheless, this generally accepted con-
jecture on causal relationship between particle’s properties 
and compacts’ properties have been actively investigated. 
For example, Zhang et al. (2014)’s study demonstrated an 
implicit effects of ingredients on a biomass pellets. Simi-
lar result is shown for binders commonly used by Zhang 
et al. (2003) or major ingredients of pharmaceutical com-
pacts (Akseli, 2009; Pandeya and Puri, 2012).

Furthermore, relationships between surface area of 
particles and medicinal tablet’s tensile strength have been 
studied extensively (Fell and Newton, 1970; Jetzer, 1986; 
Leuenberger, 1982; Riepma et al., 1990, 1991, 1992). 
Particle’s morphology and ductility of compacts has been 
reported by Galen and Zavaliangos (2005). Galen and 
Zavaliangos (2005) examined the anisotropic strength of 
compacts and attributed the anisotropy especially in the 
ductile powder compacts to the microscopic architectural 
structure of deformed particles after the compaction. For 
example, mechanism is different in each case. For ductile 
powders, compaction involves the flattening of particles 
which results in greater strength in the transverse direc-
tion due to increased crack deflection that results from 
greater particle overlap. For the brittle powder, it is pro-
posed that particle fragmentation occurring along the 
compaction direction weakens strength in the transverse 
direction. Actual quantification of such a claim was not 
substantiated but it should be possible now due to the de-
velopment of nano-technology and microscopy. This idea 
is investigated further by Wang (2007).

In addition, particle size or particle size distribution’s 
effect on a compaction process have been actively studied 
(Jiang et al., 2001; Kaerger et al., 2004; Koynov et al., 
2013; Morsi et al., 2006). Effect of particle size on com-
pact strength has been well documented (Khan and Pilpel, 
1986; McKenna and McCafferty, 1982). In addition, effect 
of particle shape on a powder system has been investi-
gated in detail, as well (de Bono and McDowell, 2016; 
Mittal et al., 2001; Yi et al., 2002; Yi et al., 2001). How-
ever, study on the relationship between particle shape and 

Fig. 5 Typical mechanical tests to determine strength of com-
pacts. Loading in the major axis direction is used in 
determining compressive strength of compacts (left), 
whereas loading in the minor (or radial) axis direction 
is used in determining tensile strength (right). The lat-
ter is often referred as a diametral test.
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compact’s properties is scarce, which is thought to be be-
cause of the difficulty in quantification of particle shape. 
Studies on discrete element model require a quantitative 
and direct description of particle morphology and this 
need has prompted recent studies on quantitative descrip-
tions of particles (Amberger et al., 2012; Coetzee, 2016; 
Favier et al., 1999; Garcia et al., 2009; Kruggel-Emden et 
al., 2008; Křupka and Říha, 2015; Li et al., 2015; Rickman 
et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016; Zhao and Wang, 2016).

One of notable properties that has not been studied 
from this perspective include actual mechanical proper-
ties of individual particle and evolution of contacts be-
tween particles during compaction in relation to bulk 
responses of powder en masse during compaction or 
mechanical properties of resulting compacts. Recently, 
there have been attempts to investigate mechanical prop-
erties of particle with powder compaction using nano- 
indentation as a mean to determine particle’s mechanical 
property (Cao et al., 2010; Govedarica et al., 2012). Fur-
thermore Portnikov and Kalman (2015) investigated the 
effect of temperature on elastic properties individual par-
ticles and showed that the effective modulus of elasticity 
decreases while temperature of particles increases. Un-
fortunately, this approach is not widely performed proba-
bly due to the lack of a clear understanding on how one 
can use such information in predicting or controlling 
compaction operations.

In addition, one of the challenges of quantitative 
characterization of mechanical strength of compact is its 
stochastic nature originating from stochasticity of particle 
sizes and shape of powder system. Such distributed nature 
of mechanical strength of compacts can be characterized 
using Weibull distribution as shown in Phani (1987). 
Portnikov and Kalman (2014) established a mathematical 
model describing the distribution of the effective modulus 
of elasticity of individual particles including salt, potash, 
granulated gold nano particles (GNP), zirconium spheres, 
and glass spheres. Russell et al. (2015)’s study demon-
strates how stochastic strength of particle system can be 

quantitatively investigated using synthetic zeolitic gran-
ules whose D50 is 1.75 mm.

There also have been studies on the evolution of coor-
dination number during powder compaction (German, 
2014). Nonetheless, knowledge on how coordination num-
ber and overall interaction between particles contributes 
powder compacts’ mechanical integrity and responses is 
generally lacking. It is expected that efforts to elucidate 
laws governing the evolution of mechanical properties 
powder compacts from particle scale based on individual 
particles and interparticle mechanics will expand leverag-
ing those recent developments.

3.4 Quality: Hardness

The indentation hardness has been very widely used in 
industry as a measure of the mechanical property of pow-
der compacts owing to its straightforward and speedy 
procedure. Accordingly, many studies used the indenta-
tion hardness as a characterization method of mechanical 
properties of compacts (Bonaccorsi and Proverbio, 2006; 
Chtourou et al., 2002; Kuppuswamy et al., 2001; Tehrani 
et al., 2010) as well as an evaluation metrics of a compac-
tion process (Chtourou et al., 2002).

Although the indentation hardness is not a fundamental 
mechanical experiment procedure, relationships between 
indentation hardness and mechanical properties have been 
actively developed and widely accepted. Few examples of 
such studies can be found in Gent (1958), Gubicza et al. 
(1996), Oliver and Pharr (1992), and Pavlina and Tyne 
(2008). It should be noted that, these relationships are 
specific to tip geometry of an indentor (Fig. 6) and sub-
jected compacts especially in relation to the surface 
roughness (Laitinen et al., 2013). Furthermore, it is more 
difficult to establish relationships between hardness mea-
surements and fundamental mechanical properties of ma-
terials with inelastic or stochastic mechanical responses 
(Ma et al., 2009) or when the indentation tip material and 
subject material have comparable mechanical stiffness 

Fig. 6 Commonly used indentation hardness tip shapes shown from the front (top row) and the shape of inden-
tation shown from the top (bottom row). Indentation hardness is measured by the depth of indentation 
when subject surface is indented by a tip with specific geometry with a pre-set force.
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(Skrinjar et al., 2005). In other words, it is required for an 
indentation tip to be much harder than subjected powder 
compacts with large enough dimension compared to the 
indentation to ensure an accurate hardness measurement, 
which is not always straightforward to implement espe-
cially for novel materials or materials with less known 
surface characteristics or mechanical properties.

Indentation hardness has been recognized as a useful 
and promising tool in mechanical characterization of par-
ticles with the recent development in micro-indentation 
tester, especially for the advancement of Atomic Force 
Microscopy (AFM) (Cao et al., 2010; Masterson and Cao, 
2008; Meier et al., 2009; Willems et al., 1993) or nano- 
indenter (Gibson et al., 2015; Govedarica et al., 2012; 
Taylor et al., 2004). In general, a caution should be exer-
cised when fundamental mechanical properties, such as 
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio when the simplest 
elasticity is assumed, are estimated from indentation 
hardness test results. For example, Govedarica et al. 
(2012) used Sneddon (1965)’s equations which assumes 
semi-infinite half-space of subject material compared to 
the indentor geometry. Taylor et al. (2004) used Duncan- 
Hewitt and Weatherly (1989)’s study based on a semi- 
empirical fracture mechanics to estimate brittleness based 
on the ratio of the hardness and elastic modulus based on 
the indentation geometry of a conventional Vickers Hard-
ness test. Gibson et al. (2015) used a finite element model-
ing to estimate Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio using 
a nanoindentation tests on micron-sized silica (SiO2) par-
ticles. It should be noted that Gibson et al. (2015) assumed 
non-slip contact, which should be further substantiated as 
assumptions on contact may have a significant effect es-
pecially at the microscopic scales (Briscoe and Adams, 
1987; Skrinjar et al., 2005; Thornton and Ning, 1998).

Despite above mentioned caveats, there have been ef-
forts focused on the development of relationship between 
particle’s properties and powder system’s behavior during 
compaction or properties of compact. Most notably, Cao 
et al. (2010) performed AFM nanoindentation on individ-
ual pharmaceutical particles, e.g., acetaminophen crystal-
lites, ibuprofen crystallites, sodium acetate trihydrate, 
microcrystalline cellulose, ascorbic acid, tartaric acid and 
the hydropropyl methylcellulose. They used film sample 
for hydropropyl methylcellulose whereas other materials 
were tested as crystalline particles. Elastic modulus was 
determined based on the measured stiffness and contact 
area following the Hertzian contact law. Correlating par-
ticle hardness and powder compact hardness, which is 
also determined by AFM nanoindentation, a quantitative 
relationship between particle hardness with powder com-
paction performance is obtained. It should be noted that 
the powder compaction performance has been determined 
based on quantitative metrics of mechanical properties of 
compacts. It is clear that there exist apparent cluster of in-

gredients resulting compacts with poor or good mechani-
cal quality in relation to the hardness of particles. Cao et 
al. (2010) study is notable as the first attempt to correlate 
individual particle’s mechanical properties with the mac-
roscopic powder compacts’ properties. There are plentiful 
opportunities for further investigation such as appropriate 
contact mechanics theory for AFM nanoindentation on 
crystalline particles. For example, due to AFM nano- 
indentor’s small geometry and unknown asperity of contact 
surfaces of subject materials, Hertzian contact mechanics 
may not be appropriate to estimate mechanical properties 
of particles (Carrillo and Dobrynin, 2012; Johnson, 1987; 
Kendall, 1987). In addition, degree of crystallinity and ef-
fects of crystallographic properties, as Cao et al. (2010) 
and Willems et al. (1993) assumed for the dominant face 
of the crystal to play a major role on powder compaction, 
are yet to be fully understood as actively investigated 
for cellulose (Pinto, 1999; French and Johnson, 2009; 
Glasser et al., 2012). Further studies will produce quanti-
tative correlation between macroscopic powder compacts 
mechanical performance and individual particle’s proper-
ties.

Development of AFM also opened other in situ charac-
terization of powder compacts as shown in Miguélez- 
Morán et al. (2009). In addition, it should be noted that 
particle interactions have been widely studied using AFM 
(Cleaver and Looi, 2007; Dobryden et al., 2013; M. 
Götzinger and Peukert, 2004; Martin Götzinger and 
Peukert, 2003; Jones et al., 2003; Kani et al., 2007; Tanaka 
et al., 2008; Tsukada et al., 2004) but mechanical proper-
ties of a single particle has not been studied as actively. 
This is probably due to the mechanism of AFM’s mea-
surement, which relies on the interactive force between 
AFM cantilever tip and subject surface including me-
chanical contact force, van der Waals force, chemical 
bonding, electrostatic force, magnetic forces, and so forth.

3.5 Quality: Rattler test

Rattler test is originally used to test paving bricks. It 
was adopted to determine strength of metallurgic powder 
compacts (Blumenthal et al., 1997). Typical rattler test 
designates number and size of compacts to be tumbled in-
side a chamber of predetermined dimension. After a spe-
cific number of revolutions at a specified speed, the loss 
of weight including samples, which are broken during the 
procedure, is recorded and compared to the original 
weight of intact samples. Similar approach is used to 
measure of how green compact maintains its mechanical 
integrity. Such methods include friability test for pharma-
ceutical tablets, which is described in (USP29, 2016) and 
durability test for biomass compacts (Fig. 7), which is de-
scribed in ASABE Standard S269.4 (2002).

Some studies used durability to control or predict the 
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quality of biomass compacts (Kaliyan and Morey, 2009; 
Karamchandani, 2013; Wilson, 2010). Similar approaches 
were used for pharmaceutical compacts (Vinogradov and 
Komarova, 1962) using the fundamental idea of friability 
and not the standardized friability test (Krycer et al., 
1983a; Sinka et al., 2009).

Since the friability test procedure’s simple concept and 
its ability to mimic conditions of handling of compacts, 
durability or friability provide good quantitative measures 
of mechanical property of compacts. However, the ter-
tiary nature of the test procedure makes this test to be 
highly dependent on the dimension of the test device, 
speed of the rotation, and the size of compacts in one test. 
Furthermore, the accuracy of this test method is not fully 
examined. The procedure of durability or friability test is 
well established and the number of samples and repetition 
is as well defined. Such dependency of test procedures 
and equipment for biomass compacts are studied by 
Temmerman et al. (2006). No similar study is reported for 
friability of smaller and lighter powder compacts. Fur-
thermore, establishing correlative relationship between 
friability and other mechanical properties may be of in-
terest to overcome the caveat of this type of test.

4. Summary

As reviewed in this article, studies on powder mechanics 
research have shown the feasibility of developing predictive 
relationships between mechanical properties and quality 
metrics of few types of powders. For example, pharma-
ceutical tablets are formed using powder ingredients such 
as filler, binder, disintegrant, and active pharmaceutical 
ingredient, either by dry blending the ingredients or wet 
granulation of the powder mix followed by compaction. 
Pandeya and Puri (2012)’s study reports that a set of me-
chanical properties of powder en masse, such as spring-
back index, compression index, and bulk modulus, were 
found most suitable for predicting diametral strength, in-

dentation hardness, and friability of compacts. This was 
found by developing predictive correlations for tablet 
quality vs. dry and granulated powder’s mechanical prop-
erties that were determined using a medium pressure 
flexible boundary cubical triaxial tester and mechanical 
quality metrics of compacts.

In another study, similar approach was applied to bio-
mass pelleting: Karamchandani et al. (2015) demonstrated 
that ground biomass pellet’s quality can be related to me-
chanical properties of ground biomass. Especially, this 
study showed that the fundamental mechanical properties 
at low pressure range of compaction is capable of predict-
ing properties of compacts produced at much higher pres-
sure, which is thought to be due to the importance of early 
stage of compaction including rearrangement and elastic 
responses. This informs the significant importance of 
measuring fundamental mechanical properties at low 
pressure range as it is much more practical in industrial 
laboratory than the measurement at higher pressure range, 
i.e., over 1 MPa.

5. Looking ahead: The role of microscale 
interactions

The above-mentioned two studies demonstrate that the 
quality of compacts can be rationally predicted based on 
the characterization of feed materials’ mechanical proper-
ties. The key to these studies is employing quantitative 
approaches both in the measurements of quality metrics 
and characterization of feed materials. This quantitative 
approach is the first step toward systematically establish-
ing optimal compaction processes to produce compacts 
with optimal quality; avoiding overshooting production 
operation parameters as can be the case when using trial- 
and-error. To achieve this ultimate goal, one needs to un-
derstand particle properties’ role in and contribution to 
the mechanical behavior of powder during densification. 
The ability to predict behavior of powder during compac-
tion based on mechanical characteristics of individual 
particles and their interactions will provide a means to 
implement quality control by design that takes the charac-
teristics of the feedstock into account.

An analytical model, which describes how macroscopic 
compaction mechanics evolves from mechanics of the un-
derlying scales, is absent largely because of the lack of an 
adequate method to examine mechanics at the scale where 
individual particles can be scrutinized. The compaction 
process evolves towards different scales of scrutiny, i.e., 
microscale (single particle, particle-particle interactions), 
mesoscale (secondary and tertiary particle structures), 
and macroscale (bulk powder system). Accordingly, a 
research question can be posed as how do a single parti-
cle’s properties and particle-particle interactions govern 

Fig. 7 Durability tester (left) fabricated in accordance with 
the ASABE Standard S269.4 (2002) and a friability 
tester (right) fabricated in accordance with US Pharma-
copia standard.
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the evolution of compaction in powders (and powder mix-
tures) at different scales? For example, the change in for-
mulation with similar (or same) base material is shown to 
result in different characteristics of compacts (Souriou et 
al., 2009). Overall, recent advances in nano-technology, 
computational capacity and modeling approach, such as a 
discrete element modeling (DEM), have been actively ex-
plored in studies of many aspects of powder processing. 
We believe that similar multi-scale approaches can be 
successfully employed in addressing this question on the 
powder compaction. In a multi-scale framework, proper-
ties of single particle and particle-particle interaction 
characterized using Nano or MicroElectroMechanical 
Systems (NEMS/MEMS) devices form the foundation of 
a mesoscopic and macroscopic governing principles of 
powder compaction. Ultimately, such characterization are 
hypothesized to be linked to fundamental mechanical 
properties of bulk particulate materials during compac-
tion. This can be done using a fundamental tester such as 
a true Cubical Triaxial Tester (CTT) that is free of the 
confounding effect of samples’ boundary conditions. 
Through this approach, we believe that it is possible to 
formulate rational principles of compaction of powder en 
masse based on the governing laws at multiple scales em-
ploying the mechanical properties of underlying scales, 
and to develop and validate a multi-scale and multi- 
physics computational model of the evolution of compacts. 
We envision that this approach will enable systematically 
engineering the optimization of powder compaction pro-
cesses so that one can quantitatively predict and control a 
compact’s mechanical quality properties through the de-
sign and characterization of the powders that are used as 
raw materials of powder processing.
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Direct Permeation of Nanoparticles  
Across Cell Membrane: A Review †
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Abstract
Nanoparticles have attracted much attention as a key material for new biomedical and pharmaceutical 
applications. For success in these applications, the nanoparticles are required to translocate across the cell 
membrane and to reach to inside of the cell. Among several translocation pathways of nanoparticles, the direct 
permeation pathway has a great advantage due to its high delivery efficacy. However, despite many research 
efforts, key properties and factors for driving the direct permeation of nanoparticle and its underlying 
mechanisms are far from being understood. In this article, experimental and computational studies regarding the 
direct permeation of nanoparticles across a cell membrane will be reviewed. Firstly, experimental studies on the 
nanoparticle-cell interactions, where spontaneous direct permeation of nanoparticles was observed, are reviewed. 
From the experimental studies, potential key physico-chemical properties of nanoparticles for their direct 
permeation are discussed. Secondly, physical methods such as electroporation and sonoporation for delivering 
nanoparticles into cells are reviewed. Current status of technologies for facilitating the direct permeation of 
nanoparticle is presented. Finally, we review molecular dynamics simulation studies and present the latest 
findings on the underlying molecular mechanisms of the direct permeation of nanoparticle.

Keywords: nanoparticle, direct permeation, cell membrane, non-endocytosis, physical delivery, computer 
simulation

1. Introduction

With recent advances in nanoscience and nanotechnol-
ogy, nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted much attention as 
a key material for the new biomedical and pharmaceutical 
applications. The NPs, defined as materials with at least 
one dimension in the size range smaller than 100 nm, ex-
hibit significant unique properties that can be useful for 
the biomedical and pharmaceutical applications. The 
highly tunable size, structure, and surface properties of 
NPs at a nanometer scale can be exploited as carrier plat-
forms for drug-, gene-, macromolecule-deliveries (Rana 
et al., 2012; Shao et al., 2015; Wilczewska et al., 2012). 
The fluorescence properties of semiconductor NPs can be 
used for bioimaging (Ekimov et al., 1985; Luo et al., 2012; 
Weller et al., 1986; Yuan et al., 2013). The unique plas-
monic properties of metal NPs can be exploited for simul-
taneous imaging and photothermal therapies (Dreaden et 
al., 2011; Huang et al., 2006; Jaque et al., 2014; Kennedy 

et al., 2011; Périgo et al., 2015; Xiong et al., 2014). The 
magnetic properties of metal and metal-oxide NPs can be 
utilized for magnetic resonance imaging and magnetic 
fluid hyperthermia treatment for cancer therapy (Fortin et 
al., 2007; Veiseh et al., 2011). Meanwhile, many experi-
mental investigations suggest that use of NPs can cause 
harmful effects: concerns about nanotoxicity have been 
elicited. It has been reported that NPs can cause cell 
membrane disruptions and significant increase in cell 
death at cellular level (Kahru and Ivask, 2013; Pietroiusti, 
2012). NPs can also cause negative physiological effects 
such as inflammatory and immunological responses, re-
sulting in adverse effects even at in vivo levels (Kim et 
al., 2013).

For success in the biomedical and pharmaceutical ap-
plications (i.e., for maximizing the NPs’ beneficial effects 
and minimizing their potential adverse effects), the NPs 
are required to be transported into the cell and localized 
at targeted cellular component without any damage to the 
cell. When the NPs are transported into the cell, the most 
critical barrier is the cell membrane. The cell membrane 
is a fundamental biological barrier and mainly composed 
of a lipid bilayer with membrane proteins. Transport of 
extracellular matters into a cell is selectively regulated by 
the cell membrane. Therefore, a key issue to realize the 
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potential applications of NPs is development of a technol-
ogy that can control the NP translocation across the cell 
membrane. To develop such a technology, understanding 
of mechanisms of the NP translocation across a cell mem-
brane is necessary.

Through many research efforts up to now, it has been 
found that translocation of NPs across a cell membrane 
can be classified into two major pathways: endocytosis 
and direct permeation (Beddoes et al., 2015; Ding and 
Ma, 2015; Qu et al., 2013). Fig. 1 shows a schematic illus-
tration of the NP translocation pathways. Endocytosis is 
an intrinsic cellular function to take up extracellular sub-
stances into the cell. In the endocytosis, a small portion of 
the cell membrane deforms and wraps extracellular NPs. 
Subsequently, the cell membrane pinches off and an endo-
cytic vesicle which encloses the NPs is formed. The NPs 
enclosed by the endocytic vesicle are finally transported 
into the cell, leading to the NP translocation across the 
cell membrane. The direct permeation is defined as a 
non-endocytic translocation pathway. In this pathway, 
NPs permeates across the cell membrane without confine-
ment of the NPs by the endocytic vesicles, leading to di-
rect delivery of the NPs into the cell.

According to the reviews of experimental investiga-
tions (Beddoes et al., 2015; Qu et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 
2013), it has been recognized that the endocytosis is a ma-
jor translocation pathway when NPs interact with the 
cells, while the direct permeation is a minor one. How-
ever, the endocytosis possesses a significant drawback for 
the biomedical and pharmaceutical applications. The en-
docytosed NPs cannot often escape from the endocytic 
vesicles and cannot reach to the targeted cellular compo-
nent even after translocating across the cell membrane 
(Ding and Ma, 2015). This leads to low delivery efficacy 
that is a critical issue for the biomedical and pharmaceuti-
cal applications. By contrast, in the direct permeation, 

NPs reach to inside of the cell without entrapment of NPs 
by vesicles, resulting in high delivery efficacy. This is a 
great advantage over the endocytosis, while the direct 
permeation is a rare event as compared to the endocyto-
sis. To overcome this issue and facilitate the direct perme-
ation, some physical methods, where external forces such 
as electric field or ultrasound are applied to the cell, are 
promising (Al-Dosari and Gao, 2009; Mehierhumbert and 
Guy, 2005). The physical methods were originally devel-
oped for gene transfer into cells. Recently, these are ex-
ploited for the direct delivery of NPs (Carrasco et al., 
2016; Huang et al., 2014; Kawano et al., 2006; Kim et al., 
2011; Lin et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2011; 
Zu et al., 2014).

Understanding of the mechanism of the direct perme-
ation of NPs across the cell membrane with or without 
external forces can greatly contribute to realize an ideal 
NP delivery method with both high delivery efficacy and 
less damage to the cell. The direct permeation of NPs can 
be controlled by two potential key factors: physico- 
chemical properties of the NPs; nature and conditions of 
the external forces. However, despite many research ef-
forts, it is still very challenging to control the direct 
permeation of NPs across a cell membrane. The key 
properties and factors for controlling the NP direct per-
meation and its underlying mechanisms are far from 
being understood. This lack of understanding hinders the 
development of new technology which can control the NP 
direct permeation, and also hinders the design of NPs 
with suitable properties for their applications.

In this article, the existing studies regarding the direct 
permeation of NPs across the cell membrane will be re-
viewed. Our aim is to present (i) potential key physico- 
chemical properties of NPs for their direct permeation; (ii) 
potential physical methods for facilitating the NP direct 
permeation; (iii) current understanding of the molecular 

Fig. 1 Translocation pathways of nanoparticles across cell membrane. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Qu 
et al., 2013). Copyright: (2013) Future Science Group.
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mechanisms of the NP direct permeation. Firstly, experi-
mental studies on the nanoparticle-cell interactions, 
where the direct permeation of NPs without applying ex-
ternal forces were reported, will be reviewed. From this 
review, we will extract insights into key physico-chemical 
properties of NPs for their direct permeation. Subse-
quently, potential physical methods such as electropora-
tion and sonoporation for facilitating the NP direct 
permeation are reviewed. Finally, computational studies 
will also be reviewed, and the latest findings on the un-
derlying molecular mechanisms of the NP direct perme-
ation will be presented.

2. Key physico-chemical properties of NPs for 
their direct permeation: insights from 
experimental studies

There are many factors that can affect the NP-cell 
membrane interactions. Among the potential key factors, 
physico-chemical properties of the NPs (e.g., size, shape, 
charge, hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, surface chemistry, 
and others) can highly influence the NP-cell membrane 
interactions. Although there are some reviews on the key 
NP properties for the NP-cell membrane interactions in-
cluding adhesion, endocytosis, and membrane disruption 
(Beddoes et al., 2015; Qu et al., 2013; Verma and Stellacci, 
2010; Zhu et al., 2013), the potential key properties for the 
NP direct permeation have not been reviewed. Herein, we 
have surveyed numerous experimental studies and will dis-
cuss the potential key physico-chemical properties for their 
direct permeation across cell membranes. In this section, 
we will only focus on the NP direct permeation without 
applying external forces, i.e., passive permeation of NPs.

Table 1 shows a summary of experimental studies in 
which the direct permeation of NPs across a cell mem-
brane was observed. First of all, size of the NPs can be an 
important factor. In general, for NPs in the size range 
from several tens to hundreds of nanometers, endocytosis 
is a major mode of NPs’ translocation across a cell mem-
brane. However, for very small NPs, it can be considered 
that the endocytosis may be unfavorable. Yi et al. (2011) 
calculated an energy change resulting from the membrane 
wrapping of a single NP using a thermodynamic theory 
proposed by Helfrich (1973). Their results exhibited that a 
higher energy cost was required for the membrane wrap-
ping of a smaller NP, while the membrane wrapping of a 
larger NP was energetically favorable. Thus, it is expected 
that for the smaller NPs the direct permeation can be fa-
vorable (Ding and Ma, 2015). In fact, as seen in Table 1, 
the size of NPs that exhibited the direct permeation is 
mostly less than 20 nm. Van Lehn et al. (2013) showed 
that even with very tiny decrease in the NP size from 
5.8 nm to 2.4 nm, amount of NPs entering into cells by 

the direct permeation significantly increased. Jiang et al. 
(2015) also reported that the uptake amount of NPs 
through the direct permeation showed significant depen-
dence on the NP size within a small range of 2 to 6 nm. 
Although there is no general consensus yet, the experi-
mental results imply that for delivering NPs into cells by 
the direct permeation mode, size of the NPs seems to be 
desired to be smaller than 50 nm at least. NPs smaller 
than 10 nm are more preferred.

The surface charge of NPs can also affect the NP-cell 
membrane interactions. Many studies regarding NP-cell 
interactions have pointed out that positively charged NPs 
are more likely to provide significant influence on the cell 
as compared to neutral or negatively charged NPs due to 
attractive electrostatic interactions with the negatively 
charged cell membranes (Beddoes et al., 2015; Cho et al., 
2009; Verma and Stellacci, 2010). However, as shown in 
Table 1, the direct permeation of NPs has been observed 
regardless of the surface charge of the NPs: i.e., the NPs’ 
surface charge may not be determinant for the direct per-
meation. As seen in Table 1, a positively charged NP ex-
hibited higher uptake through the direct penetration 
pathway than neutral and negatively charged NPs (Arvizo 
et al., 2010; Cho et al., 2009), while a negatively charged 
NP exhibited the direct permeation (Jewell et al., 2011; 
Lund et al., 2011; Van Lehn et al., 2013; Verma et al., 
2008). Van Lehn et al. (2013) reported that the negatively 
charged gold NP directly penetrates into the synthetic 
vesicle without disruption of the vesicle membrane, while 
other studies reported that positively charged NPs can in-
duce disruption of cell membranes, leading to cell death 
(Hong et al., 2004, 2006). Jiang et al. (2015) observed that 
the zwitterionic NP was primarily uptaken by the direct 
permeation, while the positively and negatively charged 
NPs were primarily uptaken by endocytic pathways. In 
summary, from the current experimental findings it can 
be considered that the NPs’ surface charge is not likely to 
be a determinant of the NP direct permeation.

Hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the NPs can be an 
important property, because the cell membranes are com-
posed of amphiphilic phospholipid molecules. Goda et al. 
(2010) found that their synthesized NP composed of am-
phiphilic random copolymer exhibited the direct perme-
ation, while another NP composed of solely hydrophilic 
polymer failed to penetrate into the cell. Liu et al. (2013) 
reported that temperature sensitive pNIPAM particles 
with a size of 3 μm, which is much larger size, can di-
rectly penetrate into phospholipid vesicles and Hela cells. 
They considered that this is due to phase transition of the 
pNIPAM from hydrophilic to hydrophobic at an elevated 
temperature above its phase transition criterion. From 
these studies, amphiphilic nature seems to be favorable 
for the direct permeation, although further investigations 
are necessary.
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Table 1 Summary of experimental studies in which direct permeation of nanoparticles across cell membrane was observed.

Reference

Nanoparticle properties

Types of cell/
membranea

Culture/
dispersion 

mediumb and 
presence/absence 

of serumc

Comments
Material

Size 
(nm)

Surface modification
Surface 
charge/

potential

Arvizo et al. 
(2010)

Gold 10

Ligand terminals 
with:
(i) cationic
(ii) neutral
(iii) anionic
(iv) zwitterionic

(i) 24 mV
(ii) –1 mV
(iii) –38 mV
(iv) –2 mV

• CP70 and 
A2780
• BEC
• ASM

• Serum-free 
DMEM
• Serum-free 
BEGM

• (i) showed higher cellular uptake
• (i) directly penetrated into cells 
without endosomal trap

Cho et al. 
(2009)

Gold 18
(i) PAA
(ii) Citrate
(iii) PVA

(i) 20 mV
(ii) –10 mV
(iii) –4 mV

SK-BR-3
• McCoy’s 5a 
with FBS

(i) showed direct permeation

Geiser et al. 
(2005)

Gold 25 — ―
• Porcine lung 
macrophage
• Human RBC

RPMI1640 with 
FBS

NP directly penetrated into both of 
cells

Goda et al. 
(2010)

Amphiphilic 
co-polymer

10–12 ― 2 to 4 mV HepG2 DMEM with FBS NP showed direct permeation

Hong et al. 
(2004, 2006)

Cationic 
dendrimers

10–100
Amine terminated 
surface

Positively 
charged

• Supported 
DMPC bilayer
• KB and Rat2

• NaCl aq.
• RPMI1640 and 
DMEM with FBS

NP formed holes on membranes, 
followed by direct permeation

Jewell et al. 
(2011)

Gold 5
(i) Structured anionic 
and neutral ligands
(ii) Neutral ligands

Negatively 
charged (both)

B16-F0
Serum-free 
DMEM

(i) was uptaken by direct permeation, 
whereas (ii) was uptaken by endocy-
tosis

Jiang et al. 
(2015)

Gold 2–6

Ligand terminals 
with:
(i) cationic
(ii) zwitterionic
(iii) anionic

(i) 18 mV
(ii) –7 mV
(iii) –43 mV

Hela cell
Serum-free 
DMEM

• NP uptake decreased in larger NP 
size at (i) and (iii), whereas the uptake 
increased in larger NP at (ii)
• (ii) was uptaken by direct perme-
ation, while (i) and (iii) were uptaken 
by endocytosis

Leroueil et 
al. 
(2008)

Gold 5 Alkylamine
Positively 
charged

Supported 
DMPC bilayer

NaCl aq.
NP formed holes on membrane, 
followed by direct permeation

Leroueil et 
al. 
(2008)

SiO2 50
Amine terminated 
surface

Positively 
charged

Supported 
DMPC bilayer

NaCl aq.
NP formed holes on membrane, 
followed by direct permeation

Liu et al. 
(2013)

pNIPAM 2700 ― ―
• DOPC and 
DOTAP GUV
• Hela cell

• Sucrose buffer 
solution
• DMEM

Direct permeation was observed at an 
elevated temperature, inducing phase 
transition of NP from hydrophilic to 
hydrophobic

Lund et al. 
(2011)

Gold 4
(i) Glucose ligands
(ii) Glucose-glutathi-
one mixed ligands

(i) Neutral
(ii) Negatively 
charged

HCT-116, HT 
29, LS154T, 
and SW640

DMEM NPs directly penetrated into cell

Mu et al. 
(2012)

SiO2 14 ― ― A549 DMEM with FBS NP directly penetrated into cell

Nativo et al. 
(2008)

Gold 16
Coated with cell 
penetrating peptides

― Hela cell DMEM with FBS NP directly penetrated into cell

Rothen- 
Rutishauser 
et al. 
(2006)

Gold 25
(i) BSA coated
(ii) Cationic ligand

― Human RBC
RPMI1640 with 
human serum

Both of NPs directly penetrated 
into cell

Rothen- 
Rutishauser 
et al. 
(2006)

TiO2 
(anatase)

20–30 ― ― Human RBC
RPMI1640 with 
human serum NP directly penetrated into cell
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Surface modification of NPs is effective to control the 
NP direct permeation. As seen in Table 1, variety of 
functional groups, ligands, biomolecules, polymers have 
been investigated as surface modifiers to facilitate the NP 
direct penetration. It has also been found that not only 
types of modifiers but also their structural arrangement 
can be a key factor for the NP direct permeation. Verma 
et al. (2008) synthesized two kinds of gold nanoparticles 
coated by anionic and neutral ligands with same size, 
same surface charge, and same ligand composition. One 
particle was coated in an ordered striped arrangement of 
anionic and neutral ligands, while the another particle 
was coated with the same two ligands in a random ar-
rangement. They found that the former particle with the 
ordered arrangement can directly permeate across the cell 
membrane without the membrane disruption, whereas the 
latter particle with the random arrangement was mostly 
trapped in endosomes by the endocytosis. A similar result 
has been observed in Jewell et al. (2011). A possible ex-
planation on this effect is that the ligand pattern in the 

ordered arrangement may be assumed to be more rigid, 
resulting in the direct permeation across the cell mem-
brane (a more fluid layer) without the membrane disrup-
tion, which is similar mechanism for cell penetrating 
peptides (Verma et al., 2008).

With regard to material of the NPs, it seems that gold is 
likely to exhibit the direct permeation across cell mem-
branes as compared to other materials (Table 1). How-
ever, we are speculating that this is not attributed to the 
material but to the size requirement for the direct perme-
ation. Size of the gold NPs is generally highly tunable. 
Synthesis of gold NPs smaller than 10 nm is facile as 
compared to other materials. This may be a possible rea-
son behind the specificity of gold shown in Table 1.

The membrane properties can be important factors for 
the NP direct permeation. Moreover, external environ-
mental conditions such as pH, osmotic pressure, ionic 
strength, and presence of serum proteins can also be im-
portant factors. However, influences of these factors on 
the NP direct permeation have not been investigated.

Table 1  Summary of experimental studies in which direct permeation of nanoparticles across cell membrane was observed (contd.).

Reference

Nanoparticle properties

Types of cell/
membranea

Culture/
dispersion 

mediumb and 
presence/absence 

of serumc

Comments
Material

Size 
(nm)

Surface modification
Surface 
charge/

potential

Van Lehn 
et al. 
(2013)

Gold
2.4–
5.8

Anionic ligand
Negatively 
charged

Hela cell ―

• NPs directly penetrated into cell 
regardless of the size
• NPs smaller than 3 nm showed 
significant increase in uptake 
amount

Van Lehn 
et al. 
(2013)

Gold 2.2
Anionic and neutral 
ligands

Negatively 
charged

DOPC vesicle Sucrose aq.
• NPs directly penetrated into 
vesicles without disruption of 
bilayers

Veiseh et al. 
(2011)

Iron oxide 54
Coated with PEG 
and poly-arginine

―
• C6
• MCF7

DMEM with FBS • NP directly penetrated into cell

Verma et al. 
(2008)

Gold 5

(i) Structured or 
(ii) unstructured 
anionic and neutral 
ligands

(i) –30 mV
(ii) –30 mV

DC2.4
Serum-free 
RPMI640

(i) directly penetrated into cells 
without membrane disruption, 
whereas (ii) was trapped in 
endosomes

Wang et al. 
(2012)

CdSe/ZnS 
quantum 
dots

8 Zwitterionic ligand ― Human RBC Serum-free PBS NP directly penetrated into cell

Yu et al. 
(2007)

Silver ― Designed peptide ― NIH 3T3
Serum-free 
DMEM NP directly penetrated into cell

a CP70 and A2780: human ovarian cancer cell lines. BEC: human bronchial epithelial cell line. ASM: human airway smooth muscle cell line. 
SK-BR-3: human breast cancer cell line. RBC: red blood cell. HepG2: human hepatocyte carcinoma cell line. KB: human epithelial cell line. Rat2: 
rat fibroblasts cell line. B16-F0: mouse melanoma cell line. Hela cell: human cervical cancer cell line. DMPC: 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3- 
phosphocholine. DOPC: 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine. DOTAP: 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane. GUV: giant unilamellar 
vesicle. HCT-116, HT 29, LS154T, and SW640: human colorectal cell lines. A549: human lung epithelial cell line. C6: rat glioma cell line. MCF7: 
human adenocarcinoma cell line. DC2.4: mouse dendritic cell line. NIH 3T3: mouse embryonic fibroblasts cell line.
b DMEM: Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium. BEGM: bronchial epithelial growth medium. RPMI1640: Roswell Park Memorial Institute 1640 
medium. PBS: phosphate buffered saline.
c FBS: fetal bovine serum.
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3. Physical methods for NP direct delivery

For direct delivery of extracellular objects into the cell, 
some physical methods have been developed. The physi-
cal methods here refer to physical manipulations to im-
prove the efficacy (rate and extent) of the delivery of 
extracellular objects. Over the past two decades, the fol-
lowing physical methods have been developed for the 
gene delivery into cells: electroporation; sonoporation; 
laser irradiation; magnetofection; etc. (Al-Dosari and 
Gao, 2009; Mehierhumbert and Guy, 2005). In these 
methods, the cells are exposed to each type of external 
force fields, forming transient defects and pores in the cell 
membrane. This results in temporal enhancement of per-
meability of the cell membrane, leading to direct perme-
ation of extracellular objects in the surrounding medium 
across the cell membrane. Meanwhile, an increase in cel-
lular mortality can often be a great concern in these phys-
ical methods, if cells are subjected to the excess stress 
derived from the applied external forces. With regard to 
the direct delivery of NPs, the electroporation (Huang et 
al., 2014; Kawano et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2011; Lin et al., 
2009; Zu et al., 2014) and sonoporation (Carrasco et al., 
2016; Wang et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2011) have been uti-
lized in recent. In the following, these studies will be re-
viewed.

Electroporation is a technique where an electric field (a 
high intensity electric pulse) is applied to cells. The elec-
tric pulse can cause local destabilization of the cell mem-
branes followed by electric field-induced transient pores, 
resulting in the direct delivery of extracellular objects 
into the cell. More details of fundamental physics of the 
electroporation can be found in many literatures (e.g., 
Al-Dosari and Gao, 2009; Gehl, 2003; Kotnik et al., 2015; 
Mehierhumbert and Guy, 2005). The electroporation 
treatment is able to be applied to cells adhered on a cul-
ture dish as well as cells suspended in a culture media. 
Several types of electrodes for both types of cells have 
been developed and commercially available.

Recently, the electroporation has been utilized for 
delivery of NPs into cells. These NPs include DNA- 
conjugated gold NPs with 100 to 200 nm diameter (Huang 
et al., 2014; Kawano et al., 2006; Zu et al., 2014), silver 
NPs with 80 nm diameter (Lin et al., 2009), and hollow 
metal NPs coated with mesoporous silica layer with 
65 nm diameter (Kim et al., 2011). These experimental 
studies demonstrated significant enhancement of delivery 
efficacy of NPs with the electroporation treatment. Huang 
et al. (2014) and Zu et al. (2014) showed that with the elec-
troporation treatment the dominant NP delivery pathway 
into cells shifted from the endocytosis to the direct per-
meation. It should be noted that even NPs with relatively 
large particle size (ca. 100 nm) can be directly delivered 
into cells through the direct permeation pathway using 

the electroporation. However, negative impacts on cellular 
functions such as viability and cell differentiation were 
somewhat found after the electroporation (Huang et al., 
2014; Kim et al., 2011). To overcome this disadvantage, 
some efforts have been reported. Zu et al. (2014) found 
that both of high delivery efficacy of DNA-conjugated 
NPs and low cell mortality can be achieved by adding 
pristine gold NPs as an additive. They considered that this 
is due to decreasing the electric resistance of the medium 
with highly conducting gold NPs, resulting in much lower 
applied intensity required for the delivery. A new electro-
poration system integrated with microfluidic devices has 
also been proposed (Geng and Lu, 2013; Wang et al., 
2010). In the microfluidic electroporation system, a single 
cell can be manipulated and be exposed to uniform elec-
tric field, as compared to conventional batch electropora-
tion where electric pulse is applied to a bulk cell 
suspension. This can provide a precise control of electric 
field per single cell, leading to improvement on the deliv-
ery efficacy and less cellular damage.

In order to realize an ideal electroporation-assisted NP 
delivery with high delivery efficacy and less cellular dam-
age, it is necessary to understand the mechanism underly-
ing the NP permeation in an electric field. In particular, 
role of NPs’ physico-chemical properties on the mecha-
nism of the NP permeation remains subject of investiga-
tion. Elucidation of this mechanism can greatly contribute 
to optimize design of the NPs and operating conditions of 
the electroporation (e.g., strength and frequency of the 
electric current, number of electric pulses, and so on).

Sonoporation is a technique where an ultrasound is ap-
plied to a suspension of cells and microbubbles. It has 
been considered that an acoustic cavitation is a central 
cause of enhancement of the permeability of the cell 
membranes. Acoustic cavitation generated by the ultra-
sound irradiation can cause generation, oscillation, and 
collapse of active bubbles. This results in a release of as-
sociated mechanical stresses such as radiation force, 
micro-streaming, micro-jets, or shock waves, leading to the 
transient pore formation across adjacent cell membranes. 
According to this mechanism, the ultrasound-mediated 
bubbles are necessary for the sonoporation. In clinical ap-
plications, ultrasound contrast agents consisting of micro-
bubbles stabilized by surface active molecules such as 
proteins, polymers, and lipids have often been used for 
the sonoporation-assisting agents. More details of funda-
mentals and historical development of the sonoporation 
can be found in many literatures (e.g., Al-Dosari and Gao, 
2009; Kodama et al., 2006; Mehierhumbert and Guy, 
2005; Zhou et al., 2014).

Recently, sonoporation-assisted NP deliveries have 
been investigated. Carrasco et al. (2016) employed a 
shock wave irradiation for delivery of mesoporous silica 
NPs into human embryo kidney cells. Although no micro-
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bubble additives were used, they verified that the shock 
wave irradiation significantly enhanced the delivery of 
the mesoporous silica NPs with 200 nm diameter. An-
other approach in which NPs/microbubble composites are 
synthesized and utilized for better delivery of NPs has 
also been investigated. Wang et al. (2014) synthesized a 
gold nanorod (AuNR)-microbubble composite, in which 
AuNRs were encapsulated in perfluorocarbon gas filled 
microbubbles (3 to 5 μm diameter) covered with a protein/
antibody shell. Amount of the AuNRs delivered into tu-
mor cells showed significant increase when the AuNR/
microbubble composite was used with a sonoporation 
treatment as compared to the control condition (without 
encapsulation of AuNRs in microbubbles). This study 
suggests that encapsulation of NPs in microbubbles can 
enhance the delivery performance of NPs in the sonopo-
ration treatment. Yang et al. (2011) synthesized NP- 
embedded microbubbles composite in which Fe3O4 
nanoparticles (12 nm diameter) were embedded in a poly-
mer layer covering microbubble (3 to 5 μm diameter). 
They showed that amount of Fe3O4 nanoparticles delivered 
into tumor cells significantly increased by the ultrasound 
irradiation. They also found that the Fe3O4-embedded mi-
crobubbles exhibited higher cell viability as compared to 
a control condition under the same ultra sound intensity. 
This suggests that NPs/microbubble composites can reduce 
damage to the cells associated with the sonoporation.

Many questions and issues still remain unsolved in the 
sonoporation-assisted NP permeation. Operating condi-
tions of the sonoporation treatment (e.g., intensity, fre-
quency, duration of the ultrasound irradiation) can be key 
factors. Wang et al. (2014) and Yang et al. (2011) sug-
gested that NP delivery rate can be controlled by the 
intensity and number of the ultrasound irradiation. 
Physico- chemical properties of NPs can also be important 
factors. Carrasco et al. (2016) found that a surface coating 
of NP with cationic lipid molecules attenuate the decrease 
in the cell viability after the sonoporation treatment. In-
teraction between NPs and microbubble is also important 
subject of investigation, when NPs/microbubble compos-
ites will be employed. Role of these potential key factors 
should be investigated to optimize the sonoporation- 
assisted NP permeation.

4. Molecular mechanisms of the NP direct 
permeation: insights from molecular 
dynamics simulations

Understanding of the mechanism of the direct perme-
ation of NPs across a cell membrane can greatly contrib-
ute to synthesizing new NPs and to developing a new NP 
delivery technique with high delivery efficacy and less 
cellular damage. However, the molecular mechanism un-

derlying the NP direct permeation is poorly understood. 
Although a lot of experimental studies on the NP–cell 
membrane interactions have been conducted, it is still 
difficult to investigate the molecular mechanism using 
current experimental techniques. One of the potential 
ways to investigate the NP–cell membrane interactions is 
a computational modeling. In particular, molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations can be a powerful approach. In 
the MD simulations, trajectories of individual atom can 
be calculated so that dynamic evolution of the system 
consisting of the NP, lipid molecules, and solvents can be 
simulated at the molecular scale. This can provide deep 
insights into the understanding of the NP-cell membrane 
interactions. Coarse-grained MD methods have often 
been adapted for the NP-cell membrane interactions. In 
the coarse-grained MD methods, small groups of atoms 
are represented by a single interaction sites as coarse-
grained sites. This can greatly reduce the computational 
load and enables to simulate the NP-cell membrane inter-
actions with appropriate system size (larger than ten 
nanometers) and length of time (longer than a few hun-
dred nanoseconds). More details of the MD simulation 
methods for the NP-cell membrane interactions can be 
found in the literatures (Ding and Ma, 2015; Qu et al., 
2013; Rossi and Monticelli, 2016).

We surveyed MD simulation studies reported so far, 
and simulated final fates of NPs after interacting with a 
lipid bilayer (model cell membrane) will be reviewed. 
Fig. 2 shows summary of the final fates of NPs reported 
in previous studies. The MD simulation studies suggest 
that the final fates of the NPs will become either adhe-
sion, penetration, or wrapping (Fig. 2(a)). Here, it should 
be noted that the further permeation of the NPs across the 
membrane cannot be observed unless applying external 
force on the NP (Fig. 2(b)) or adopting some additional 
settings (Fig. 2(c)). This review is focusing on the direct 
permeation, thus, we will review the MD simulation stud-
ies which can be classified into groups of Fig. 2(b) and (c). 
We here define the terms to distinguish between these 
two groups: “biased” and “unbiased” MD simulations. 
The biased MD simulations correspond to Fig. 2(b), 
where a NP was artificially forced to permeate across the 
membrane. Although this is far from a reality, the biased 
MD simulations can provide insights into that how the 
NPs can be designed to achieve high permeability and 
low cellular damage. On the other hand, the unbiased MD 
simulations correspond to Fig. 2(c), where any external 
forces are not exerted on the NP, but other additional set-
tings are adopted. The unbiased MD simulations can pro-
vide insight into physical requirements for the direct 
permeation of NPs across a lipid bilayer. In the following 
sections, the biased and unbiased MD simulation studies 
will be reviewed, respectively.
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4.1 Biased MD simulation studies

As mentioned above, the biased MD simulations, where 
the NP is forced to permeate across the membrane by ap-
plying an external force to the NP, have been conducted 
for investigating potential key NP properties for the NP 
direct permeation across a cell membrane. The perme-
ation process has been characterized by physical and 
thermodynamic properties such as the minimal driving 
force required for the NPs to permeate lipid bilayers and 
the potential of mean force (i.e., the free energy change) 
along the NP permeation across the cell membrane.

Song et al. (2011) investigated influence of NP size on 
the direct permeation across a phospholipid bilayer by 
means of the biased MD simulation. They used gold NPs 
in the range of 0.8 to 2.5 nm diameter and with nearly 
spherical shape. They calculated the minimum driving 
force required to permeate a DPPC bilayer at various NP 
sizes. With a decrease in the size of gold NP, the driving 
force was smaller. This result is similar with an experi-
mental observation presented in Section 2: the smaller the 
nanoparticle, the easier it is for the direct permeation. The 
minimum force for permeating whole bilayer (both first 
and second monolayers) was ca. 100 to 500 pN in the 
range of the size of 0.8 to 2.5 nm. Song et al. (2011) also 
reported that the minimum force calculated from their 
unbiased MD simulations showed an agreement with an 

experimental result obtained from an atomic force mi-
croscopy (Vakarelski et al., 2007), although further inves-
tigations seem to be needed. They also calculated the 
minimum driving pressure, which was defined by the 
minimum force per cross-sectional area of the NP. They 
found that the pressure required to permeate whole bi-
layer deceased with an increase in the nanoparticle size.

Shape of the NP is another key property. Some compu-
tational modeling studies on the role of particle shape in 
the NP permeation have been performed. From the previ-
ous studies, a consensus has been addressed: the sharp 
shape can be advantageous for the NP direct permeation. 
Yang and Ma (2010) performed a MD simulation of the 
NP permeation across a lipid bilayer (Fig. 3(a)). They cal-
culated the minimum driving force of NPs with various 
shapes (Fig. 3(b)) by means of the biased MD simulation. 
Their result (Fig. 3(c)) revealed that the higher minimum 
driving force was required at larger radius r (i.e., larger 
contact area between particle and bilayer), while the min-
imum driving force was less sensitive to the particle 
height h. Interestingly, the minimum driving force signifi-
cantly decreased even at higher particle height in the case 
of the V-shaped particle (the green circle plot in Fig. 3(c)), 
where the local curvature at the contact surface between 
the NP and bilayer was much higher and the disruption 
area due to the particle permeation gradually increased as 
the NP permeated into the membrane. The authors con-

Fig. 2 Summary of final fates of nanoparticles after interacting with lipid bilayer reported in MD simulation 
studies.
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cluded that the permeability of nanoparticles with aniso-
tropic shapes can be determined by the contact area and 
the local curvature: i.e., the direct permeation can be 
more likely to occur at the smaller contact area and the 
higher local curvature. They also demonstrated that the 
initial orientation of the NP toward the lipid bilayer 
strongly relates to the capability of the NP direct perme-
ation across the lipid bilayer. Shi et al. (2008) investigated 
permeation behavior of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with 
different tube diameters. Their simulation result showed 
the tube diameter can be a determinant of the permeation 
mode of the CNTs: a CNT with smaller tube diameter 
(single-walled CNT) can directly permeate the bilayer via 
a piercing mode, while a CNT with larger tube diameter 
(multi-walled CNT) is likely to translocate the lipid bi-
layer via a wrapping mode. Moreover, they proposed the-
oretical models for the piercing and wrapping modes 
based on a vacancy diffusion theory and a fluid mechanics 
theory for an imcompressible viscous fluid. As a result, 
they successfully explained that the dominant permeation 

mode can switch from the piercing to the wrapping at a 
critical radius as the tube radius increases.

In most of the biomedical and pharmaceutical applica-
tions utilizing NPs, surface modifications of the NPs have 
been frequently conducted to modify surface properties 
such as surface charge, hydrophilicity/ hydrophobicity, 
and specific interactions with cells. This can control the 
NP translocation across the cell membrane. Some biased 
MD simulation studies have investigated that how surface 
modifications of NP affect its permeation across a lipid 
bilayer. Song et al. (2012a) performed a MD simulation of 
permeation behavior of ligand-coated nanoparticles 
across a DPPC bilayer. They used alkanethiol-coated gold 
nanoparticles with different alkyl chain lengths. By 
means of a biased MD simulation, influence of the ligand 
length on the minimum driving force to permeate the bi-
layer was investigated. With an increase in the ligand 
length, the minimum driving force for permeating the 
first layer of the lipid bilayer was reduced, while the 
higher driving force was required to permeate the second 

Fig. 3 (a) Permeation behavior of elongated nanoparticle in biased MD simulation. (b) Various particle shapes 
and (c) minimum driving force for their direct permeation across lipid bilayer. Reprinted with permis-
sion from Ref. (Yang and Ma, 2010). Copyright: (2010) Nature Publishing Group.
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layer and whole lipid bilayer. This is due to the favorable 
interactions between the hydrophobic lipid tails and hy-
drophobic ligands on the NP. This hydrophobic interac-
tion becomes higher at longer ligand length, resulting in 
reducing the minimum force for permeating the first layer 
(from hydrophilic to hydrophobic) and increasing the 
minimum force for permeating the second layer (from hy-
drophobic to hydrophilic). As presented in Section 2, 
some experimental studies exhibited that the NP direct 
permeation can be enhanced by surface modifications 
with orderly arranged ligand structural pattern (Jewell et 
al., 2011; Verma et al., 2008), while its mechanism is still 
unknown. This issue has been investigated by MD simu-
lation studies. Li et al. (2012) investigated the direct per-
meation of ligand-coated NPs with two different types of 
ligand structural patterns: striated pattern with orderly 
arranged hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains (“St” in 
Fig. 4(a)), and randomly arranged pattern at the same ra-
tio of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic ligands (“Rand” in 
Fig. 4(a)). The simulation results demonstrated that the li-
gand structural pattern significantly affects the critical 
force for permeation of NPs across the lipid bilayer, and 
the striated ligand pattern results in the lowest critical 
force (Fig. 4(b)). They also investigated the free energy 
change associated with the permeation of NPs across the 
lipid bilayer, (Fig. 4(c)). The NP with random ligand pat-
tern encountered substantial energy minimum at the cen-
ter of bilayer, while the NP with striated ligand pattern 
flattened the energy minimum. This means that NP with 
striated ligand pattern is likely to permeate the lipid bi-
layer as compared to the NP with random ligand pattern, 
which can be trapped in the hydrophobic region of the 
bilayer. The similar free energy change induced by 
switching from random ligand structure to ordered ligand 
structure has been also reported by Gkeka et al. (2013). Li 
et al. (2012) conducted further analysis for understanding 
why the NP with striated ligand pattern exhibited the 
higher permeability. They indicated that the shallow en-
ergy minimum of the striated NP is attributed to lower 
degree of freedom for rotation of the striated NP in the 
hydrophobic region of the bilayer. The rotation of the stri-
ated NP during permeation across the bilayer was found 
to be constrained as compared to the NP with random li-
gand pattern due to the anisotropic ligand pattern. This 
prevented the NP from further fitting with the hydropho-
bic tails of lipid molecules, avoiding to be trapped into a 
deeper energy minimum when the NP passes across the 
hydrophobic region of the lipid bilayer.

Although biased MD simulations reported so far have 
provided deep insights into the molecular mechanism of 
the NP direct permeation across cell membranes, many 
aspects of the mechanism are still unknown. For example, 
role of physicochemical properties of the NPs such as sur-
face charge and mechanical properties (soft/rigid) on the 

direct permeation across a cell membrane should be fur-
ther investigated. Although many MD simulation studies 
regarding these properties have been reported, most of the 
previous studies have not focused on the permeation, 
while they have focused on adhesion or penetration into a 
lipid bilayer. Impact of the membrane properties such as 
composition of lipid molecules, bilayer phase, charge 
property, membrane surface tension should also be ana-
lyzed using a biased MD simulation. Moreover, not only 
the permeability of NPs but also changes of the lipid bi-
layer’s properties are important subjects to be investi-

Fig. 4 (a) Ligand-coated nanoparticles with different surface 
structural patterns. (b) Critical force for permeating 
lipid bilayer at each nanoparticle with different surface 
ligand patterns. (c) Free energy change associated with 
permeation of various nanoparticles with different sur-
face ligand patterns. Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. (Li et al., 2012). Copyright: (2012) The Royal So-
ciety of Chemistry.
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gated. From biased MD simulations, it has been observed 
that significant structural changes of the lipid bilayer such 
as pore formation and lipid flip-flop were induced by the 
NP permeation, followed by excessive leakage of waters 
and ions across the lipid bilayer (Oroskar et al., 2015; 
Song et al., 2012b). Such membrane disruption induced by 
the NP permeation should be analyzed further, providing 
important insights into the cellular damage and toxicity 
caused by the NP permeation.

4.2 Unbiased MD simulation studies

As mentioned before, the MD simulation studies sug-
gest that NPs cannot permeate across a lipid bilayer un-
less exerting an external force to the NP. However, 
experimental studies demonstrated that NPs can directly 
permeate across a cell membrane without exerting external 
force on the NP. Thus, a fundamental question remains 
unsolved: what are the physico-chemical requirements 
leading to the NP direct permeation? A few unbiased MD 
simulation studies have investigated to solve this issue. 
These unbiased MD simulations demonstrated that when 
some additional settings are adopted, an NP can directly 
permeate across a lipid bilayer. So far, the following spe-
cial settings have been found to induce the NP direct per-
meation: the reversible reaction between NP and ligands 
(Ding et al., 2012), multiple NPs (Li et al., 2013), applica-
tion of an external electric field (Shimizu et al., 2016).

Ding et al. (2012) proposed a new type of ligand-coated 
NP and demonstrated that their NP can directly permeate 
across a lipid bilayer (Fig. 5). Their ligand-coated NP 
consists of hydrophilic rigid core and amphiphilic ligands. 
As their uniqueness, they adopted a reversible reaction 
between the core particle and the ligands. In an aqueous 
environment, the hydrophilic head of the ligand binds 
onto the surface of the core particle. This results in the 
hydrophobic surface of the ligand-coated NP before inter-
acting with a lipid bilayer. Due to this hydrophobic na-

ture, the NP can spontaneously penetrate into the 
hydrophobic region of the membrane at first. Meanwhile, 
the ligand starts to break off in the hydrophobic region of 
the membrane due to reversible reaction responding the 
hydrophobic environment surrounding NP. Once the li-
gands leave from surface of the core particle, the hydro-
philic surface of the core particle is exposed. Since the 
hydrophilic nature is unfavorable to stay in the hydropho-
bic region of the membrane, the NP is spontaneously 
pushed away and finally permeates across whole lipid bi-
layer. Although it is actually hard to synthesize such type 
of ligand-coated NPs, this study provides deep insight 
into a strategy of the particle design for the NP direct per-
meation pathway.

In reality, number of NPs interacting with a cell mem-
brane is huge. Moreover, the NPs may form an aggrega-
tion, and this aggregation may interact with a cell. This 
situation can be very different from a situation when the 
single primary NP interacts with a cell membrane. Thus, 
understanding of the NP-cell membrane interactions 

Fig. 6 Interaction of multiple peptide-conjugated nanoparticles with a lipid bilayer. Core of the nanoparticle is 
in red. The peptides are in yellow and pink. For the clarity, the peptides are not displayed at 130 ns, 1500 
ns, and 2400 ns. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Li et al., 2013). Copyright: (2013) The Royal So-
ciety of Chemistry.

Fig. 5 Direct permeation behavior of ligand-coated nanoparti-
cle by adopting a reversible reaction between nanopar-
ticle and ligands. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
(Ding et al., 2012). Copyright: (2012) American Chem-
ical Society.
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when there are multiple NPs is an important issue. Li et 
al., (2013) performed an unbiased MD simulation study 
on the interactions of peptide-conjugated NPs with a lipid 
bilayer (Fig. 6). The simulation result showed that when 
the NP interacted with a bilayer as a single particle any 
permeation of the NP was not observed. However, they 
found that when multiple NPs interact with a bilayer some 
NPs can permeate across the bilayer (Fig. 6). This NP 
permeation was induced by a pore-mediated process: i.e., 

multiple NPs cooperatively interact with a membrane and 
form a transmembrane pore. This is the similar mecha-
nism of the transmembrane pore formation induced by 
multiple antimicrobial peptides (Leontiadou et al., 2006). 
Such cooperative interaction can be one of the potential 
mechanisms of the NP direct permeation.

As reviewed in Section 3, application of external force 
fields can be an effective way to directly deliver NPs into 
a cell, although its mechanism is largely unknown. We 

Fig. 7. (a) Nanoparticle behavior without both external force on particle and electric field. (b) Nanoparticle be-
havior with external force on particle but without external electric field. (c) Nanoparticle behavior with 
external electric field but without external force on particle. Membrane potential that lower than the 
membrane breakdown intensity was applied (V = 0.8Vc). (d) Nanoparticle behavior under excessive ap-
plied membrane potential that is equal to the membrane breakdown intensity (V = Vc). Waters were not 
shown for clarity in (a) to (d). Ions were not shown in (a) and (b). Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
(Shimizu et al., 2016). Copyright: (2016) The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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focused on the electroporation-assisted NP delivery and 
investigated for the first time the NP permeation across a 
lipid bilayer under an external electric field by means of 
an unbiased MD simulation (Shimizu et al., 2016). We 
used an alkanethiol-coated cationic gold nanoparticle 
with 4 nm diameter for the simulation. This is a typical 
NP for the biomedical and the pharmaceutical applica-
tions, and the direct permeation of this type of NP across 
a cell membrane have been observed (Table 1). Our study 
will be introduced in the following.

First of all, we investigated the NP behavior without 
the external electric field. The final fate of the NP was ad-
hesion on the hydrophilic surface of the lipid bilayer, and 
the NP permeation across the bilayer was not observed 
(Fig. 7(a)). We also performed a biased MD simulation, 
i.e., the NP was forced to move downward across the bi-
layer by applying external force, while the electric field 
was not applied. Even in this case, the NP did not perme-
ate across the bilayer, and partial wrapping of the NP by 
the bilayer was observed (Fig. 7(b)). Consequently, it was 
confirmed that the NP cannot permeate across a lipid bi-
layer without an external electric field. However, a drastic 
change of the NP behavior was observed when an exter-
nal electric field was applied: the NP directly permeated 
across the lipid bilayer (Fig. 7(c) and (d)). Detail of this 
permeation process was as follows: (i) the NP adhered 
onto the hydrophilic surface of the bilayer; (ii) the NP 
penetrated into the bilayer while forming a hydrophilic 
pore in the membrane around the periphery of the NP; (iii) 
the NP finally permeated across the whole bilayer through 
the hydrophilic pore without membrane wrapping and 
pulling out of lipid molecules. Interestingly, as shown in 
Fig. 7(c), this NP direct permeation can be induced even 
under a lower applied membrane potential than the mem-
brane breakdown potential. This implies that prior appli-
cation of excessive electric field to form transmembrane 
pores before delivering NPs may not be necessary. More-
over, under a lower membrane potential than the mem-
brane breakdown intensity (Fig. 7(c)) the transmembrane 
pore generated by the NP permeation immediately re-
sealed after the NP permeation, while the persistent trans-
membrane pore was formed under an excessive membrane 
potential that is equal to the membrane breakdown poten-
tial (Fig. 7(d)). We also evaluated degree of the membrane 
disruption caused by the NP permeation by analyzing the 
lipid flip-flop and permeation amount of waters and ions 
across the membrane. The degree of the membrane dis-
ruption in the direct permeation pathway with self-resealing 
of the membrane (Fig. 7(c)) was significantly less and 
negligible as compare to the direct permeation with per-
sistent transmembrane poration (Fig. 7(d)).

To investigate a key factor in the direct permeation of 
the NP, combined effects of the intensity of applied mem-
brane potential and affinity of the NP for the membrane 

surface were investigated. Unbiased MD simulations us-
ing three different lipid bilayers (LB-1, LB-2, and LB-3 in 
Fig. 8) were conducted. Through the potential-of-mean-
force analysis, we confirmed that the NP used in our 
study has a strong affinity with surface of the LB-3 
(DPPC/DPPG leaflet), while less affinity with surfaces of 
the LB-1 and LB-2 (DPPC leaflet). We then conducted 
systematic unbiased MD simulations in each lipid bilayer 
under various applied membrane potentials. Fig. 8 shows 
a summary of the results. Following four modes of the NP 
behaviors were observed: (a) no adhesion; (b) adhesion on 
the membrane surface; (c) direct permeation with self- 
resealing of membrane; (d) direct permeation with per-
sistent transmembrane poration. As shown in the result, 
occurrence probability of these four modes can strongly 
depend on affinity of the NP with membrane as well as 
applied membrane potential intensity. In particular, when 
we focused on the direct permeation pathway with self- 
resealing of membrane (the blue bar in Fig. 8), this ideal 
pathway is likely to occur in the LB-3: i.e., the case in 
which there is a strong affinity between the NP and sur-
face of the membrane. The strong affinity can result in 
exclusion of the water and ions at the interface between 
the NP and the hydrophilic head group of the membrane. 
This leads to less remaining water and ions in the trans-
membrane pore during the NP permeation, preventing 
nucleation of the persistent hydrophobic pore and enhanc-
ing the self-resealing of the membrane after the NP per-
meation. In summary, our finding from the unbiased MD 
simulation with external electric field suggests that by 
controlling the external electric field as well as the NP 
surface properties in a suitable range, an ideal NP deliv-
ery pathway, where the NP can be directly delivered into 
the cell with high delivery efficacy and less cellular dam-
age, can be achieved.

Our study can also provide insights into the issue of 
what the physico-chemical requirements can lead to the 
NP direct permeation. One of the key requirements may 
be “gradient” across the cell membrane. In actual NP-cell 
system, many intrinsic gradients such as pH difference, 
osmotic pressure, ionic concentration, resting transmem-
brane potential can be observed between outside and in-
side of the cell. These gradients can be a key for the NP 
direct permeation. Lin and Alexander-Katz (2013) demon-
strated that a NP can directly permeate across a lipid bi-
layer under a transmembrane potential induced by the 
ionic imbalance across the bilayer. It is also well known 
that lipid composition of the two leaflets of the biological 
cell membrane is highly asymmetric. This asymmetric 
lipid composition can be a potential key property for the 
NP direct permeation. Role of these gradients and its 
combined effects with the NP physico-chemical proper-
ties in the NP direct permeation across a cell membrane 
should be investigated in further studies.
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5. Summary

In this article, we focused on the direct permeation of 
nanoparticles (NPs) across a cell membrane and reviewed 
the related literatures on both experimental and modeling 
studies. First of all, we surveyed experimental studies 
where a spontaneous direct permeation of NPs across a 
cell membrane was observed, and reviewed the potential 
key physico-chemical properties of NPs for the direct 
permeation (Section 2). The experimental studies suggest 
that size, hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, and structural 
arrangement of surface ligands can be critical NP proper-
ties for the direct permeation: much smaller size (smaller 
than 10 nm), amphiphilic nature, and ordered ligand pat-
tern can be favorable for the NP direct permeation. How-
ever, a general consensus of the NP properties is not yet 
obtained and further investigations are necessary. Subse-
quently, potential physical methods for facilitating the NP 
direct permeation were surveyed (Section 3). Among 
them, electroporation- and sonoporation- assisted NP de-
livery were reviewed. Many studies demonstrated that by 
utilizing these physical methods a variety of NPs can be 
directly delivered into cells and the delivery efficacy of 
NPs can be significantly enhanced, while cellular dam-
ages are always concerned. To overcome this negative 

impact, it is necessary to investigate the mechanism un-
derlying the NP permeation under external force fields. In 
particular, role of NPs’ physico-chemical properties on 
the mechanism of the NP direct delivery by the physical 
methods is an important issue to be solved. Finally, MD 
simulation studies on the NP permeation across a lipid 
bilayer were reviewed (Section 4). From review of the 
biased MD simulations, potential key NP properties for 
the direct permeation were discussed. The size, shape, 
and structural arrangement of surface ligands can be key 
properties for the direct permeation, although many aspects 
of the mechanism are still unknown. From the unbiased 
MD simulations, potential physico-chemical requirements 
leading to the NP direct permeation were reviewed. 
According to the recent MD simulation studies, the revers-
ible reaction between NP and ligands during the perme-
ation, cooperative interaction induced by multiple NPs, 
and application of an external electric field can result in 
the direct permeation of NPs across a cell membrane.

Despite the recent experimental and theoretical prog-
ress on the NP-cell membrane interactions, many ques-
tions remain and many issues are still unsolved. For 
example, it is necessary to perform the experimental in-
vestigation and computational study under an identical 
system and condition. This will enable to validate the 

Fig. 8 Occurrence probabilities of four modes of NP behaviors as a function of dimensionless applied mem-
brane potential at different affinities between NP and membrane surface. V is applied membrane poten-
tial. Vc is the membrane breakdown potential. Results were within five independent simulation runs. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Shimizu et al., 2016). Copyright: (2016) The Royal Society of 
Chemistry.
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simulation results with the experimental results. New ex-
perimental systems and techniques as well as new com-
putational methods are necessary to fill the gap between 
“the real system” and “the ideal system”. This will greatly 
contribute to the comprehensive understanding of the NP 
direct permeation and the development of new direct de-
livery technology with high delivery efficacy and less cel-
lular damage.
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Abstract
The process of synthesis of polymeric particle in soap-free system was observed in-situ on the molecular scale by 
using an atomic force microscope (AFM). Using cationic water-soluble initiators enabled all of the polymeric 
materials to be adsorbed on the mica surface electrostatically. This adsorption technique of polymeric materials 
in the bulk obtained the AFM images of them throughout the reaction and to discuss the real growth mechanism 
of polymeric particles. The followings are found; the polymeric materials are continuously generated in the bulk 
throughout the reaction; and they make a contribution to the particle growth. Furthermore, soap-free emulsion 
polymerization (SFEP) of aromatic vinyl monomer using oil-soluble initiators was studied to synthesize micron-
sized particles. Oil-soluble initiator, such as AIBN, worked like a water-soluble initiator in SFEP to prepare 
monodispersed particles with negative charges, probably because of the pi electron cloud of phenyl ring in a 
monomer. The addition of an electrolyte enabled secondary particles in the bulk to enhance hetero-coagulation 
rate for particle growth. Changing the concentration and valence of electrolyte enabled us to control the size in 
SFEP using AIBN. These methods enabled reaction time to be reduced for the synthesis of micron-sized 
polymeric particles in soap-free system.

Keywords: soap-free emulsion polymerization (SFEP), AFM, initiator, electrolyte, size control, coagulation

1. Introduction

Polymeric particles are widely used as materials for the 
making the functional products in many industries, such 
as toner particles, medicines, cosmetics, and so on (Svec 
F. and Frechet J.M.J., 1996). Emulsion polymerization is 
one of the most popular and typical methods in the po-
lymerization for synthesis of the polymeric particles. 
However, the polydisperse particles were prepared. Be-
cause the performance of the products depends on the 
uniformity of the raw materials, the development of the 
classification technique for particle size was indispensable 
for enhancement of the quality of the products (Yamamoto 
T. et al., 2009; Yamamoto T. et al., 2011; Yoshida H. et al., 
2010). The low density of the polymeric particles pre-
vented the precise classification from being successful. 
Although the soap-free emulsion polymerization (SFEP), 
where the surfactants were not utilized, was synthesis 

method for sub-micron polymeric particles with small stan-
dard deviation of the size (Arai M. et al., 1979; Goodall 
A.R. et al., 1977), it was difficult to make the micron- 
sized particles by this method. The micron-sized particles 
have generally been synthesized by dispersion polymer-
ization using organic solvents and stabilizers (Kawaguchi 
H., 2000; Lok K.P. and Ober C.K., 1985; Song J.S. et al., 
2006; Tseng C.M. et al., 1986; Ugelstad J. et al., 1992). 
Recently, using 2,2’-azobis[N-(2-carboxyethyl)-2-2- 
methylpropionami dine] hydrate as a water-soluble initia-
tor in SFEP enabled to synthesize micron-sized polymeric 
particles (Gu S. et al., 2004; Gu S.C. et al., 2002; Yamada 
Y. et al., 2005). Thus, the size of polymeric particle was 
controlled by the various polymerization methods.

Because it was too difficult to observe the synthesis 
process of particle directly with molecular scale (Hergeth 
W.-D. et al., 1992; Shouldice G.T.D. et al., 1995), the 
growth mechanism in the polymerizations was discussed 
by many studies using the macroscopic data, such as the 
change of particle number concentration with reaction 
time, the mass balance, the measurement of particle size 
using an electron microscopy (Feeney P.J. et al., 1984; 
Fitch R.M., 1997; Harkins W.D., 1947; Smith W.V., 1948; 
Song Z.Q. and Poehlein G.W., 1989). These macroscopic 
data give us some fundamentals to estimate the macro-
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scopic mechanism, but were not enough to make the real 
growth mechanism clarified with molecular scale. Hence, 
we still did not know the role of polymeric materials re-
mained in the bulk solution, such as oligomers. However, 
in 2003, a single polymer were able to be observed in-situ 
by atomic force microscope (AFM) (Arita T. et al., 2003; 
Arita T. et al., 2004). That was to say that the direct ob-
servation of the growth process of polymer particle would 
be possible. In this paper, a SFEP of styrene in water was 
studied on the molecular scale by using an AFM to clarify 
the growth mechanism. A water-soluble cationic initiator 
was used for all the polymeric products to adsorbed on 
the negatively-charged mica surface electrostatically and 
for all the adsorbates to be observable directly by in-situ 
AFM method.

Furthermore, on the basis of the growth mechanism with 
molecular scale, the size of the polymeric particles in SFEP 
could be changed from sub-microns to microns. Hence, to 
investigate the effect of the solubility of initiator in water 
on particle size, 2,2’-azobis(2-methylpropionamidine) di-
hydrochloride (V-50) was used as a water-soluble initiator, 
2,2’-azobis(2-methylpropionit rile) (AIBN), dimethyl 
2,2’-azobis(2-methylpropionate) (V-601) and 2,2’- 
Azobis(2-methylbutyronitrile) (V-59) as an oil-soluble 
initiator in SFEP. AIBN, V-601, and V-59 (Yoshida E., 
2010a, b) were dissolved slightly in water to change the 
number of radicals decomposed from the initiator in 
water and the generation rate of the particles in bulk. 
When using oil-soluble initiator for SFEP, the influence of 
the addition of the electrolytes, other monomer, and 
water- soluble initiator to the system on particle properties 
were also investigated.

Thus, this paper describes further two experimental re-
sults: 1) investigation of the preparation of polymeric par-
ticles through SFEP using an oil-soluble initiator, and 2) 
development of a synthesis technique for size control of 
polymeric particles through SFEP with an oil-soluble ini-
tiator.

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials

The water was purified using the Milli-Q purification 
system (Millipore), and, nitrogen gas was then bubbled into 
the water to remove the dissolved oxygen gas. A styrene 
monomer (Tokyo Chemical Industry) was washed with a 
10 % sodium hydroxide (Wako Pure Chemical) solution to 
remove the polymerization inhibitors, and was then puri-
fied by distillation under reduced pressure using a rotary 
evaporator (EYELA). 4-Fluorostyrene, 4-bromostyrene, 
4-chlorostyrene, 2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorovinylbenzene, vi-
nylcyclohexane, methyl methacrylate (MMA), and benzyl 
methacrylate (BMA) (Tokyo Chemical Industry), were 
also used, as received, as a monomer in SFEP by oil- 
soluble initiator.

A water-soluble initiator, V-50 (Wako Pure Chemical), 
4,4’-azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) (V-501, Wako Pure 
Chemical), and a oil-soluble initiator, AIBN (Sigma 
Aldrich), V-601 (Wako Pure Chemical), V-59 (Wako Pure 
Chemical), were also used as radical initiators without 
further purification. They were monomers and azo com-
pounds with chemical structures as shown in Fig. 1. 
AIBN, V-601, and V-59 do not dissolve in water as thor-
oughly as V-50, which was used as an initiator in emul-
sion polymerization (Qiu J. et al., 1999), as shown in 
Table 1. Therefore, they are not generally used as initia-
tors for SFEP. In this study, the solubility of the initiator 
in water is an important factor to control the generation 
rate of secondary particles in bulk for size control of 
polymeric particle, hence these three initiators were used 
as radical initiators for the SFEP of styrene.

Potassium chloride, anhydrous calcium chloride 
(Katayama Chemical), and anhydrous aluminum chloride 
(Kishida Chemical) were used as electrolytes without fur-
ther purification to promote the coagulation for the parti-
cle growth.

Fig. 1 Chemical structure of the following monomers and initiators: (a) MMA; (b) BMA; (c) V-50; (d) AIBN; (e) 
V-601; (f) V-59; (g) V-501.
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2.2 Polymerization reaction

For the observations of the growth processes by AFM, 
the SFEP of styrene was carried out in a reactor of 
500 mL with four necks for stirring mechanically with a 
Teflon turbine blade, purging the nitrogen gas, condens-
ing the reflux with cold water, and sampling an aliquot of 
the solution with a pipette. The temperature of the reactor 
was controlled with a water bath. The experimental con-
ditions of SFEP of styrene employed are listed in Table 2. 
The polymerization reactions were performed as follows. 
First, a given amount of pure water was poured into the 
reactor under nitrogen atmosphere, and heated up to a 
given temperature, agitating with the impeller speed of 
180 rpm. Secondary, styrene monomer was added in the 
reactor after the temperature and agitation were settled. 
At last, a solution with water and V-50 was added for 
starting the reaction.

For size control of polymeric particle, the SFEP of vari-
ous monomers using mainly oil-soluble initiator was car-
ried out in a 30 ml reactor. The rotation speed of the 
impeller in the reactor and temperature of the reactor 
were controlled by a heater equipped with a magnetic 
stirrer (EYELA, RCH-20L). The experimental conditions 
for the polymerization employed are listed in Table 3. 
Similarly, as the above paragraph, the polymerization re-
actions were examined as follows. Given amounts of pure 
water, initiators, and electrolytes, (whose concentration 
was defined as Ce), were poured into the reactor, and 
monomer was then added. The reactor was agitated with a 
130 rpm impeller by a magnetic stirrer, where the surface 
between the water and monomer phases was not disturbed 
to prevent the formation and solidification of any mono-
mer droplets with the dissolved oil-soluble initiators. And 
then, the reactor was heated up to 70 °C by an electric 
heater. About setting the monomer concentration in the 
polymerization, when the concentrations of styrene and 

aluminum chloride were 640 mmol/L and 0.07 mmol/L, 
respectively, 89.5 wt% of the monomers were not con-
sumed to form the particles and were solidified by AIBN 
to obtain the polymeric plate. Thus, the monomer concen-
tration was determined to be 64 mmol/L. Because the 
synthesized particles did not exhibit good dispersion sta-
bility at a reaction time, tr > 420 min after starting polym-
erization with electrolytes, the longest reaction time was 
360 min.

2.3 In-situ observation by atomic force 
microscopy

Observation of the in-situ molecular-scale images of all 
the material transferred on the mica surface was exam-
ined by the atomic force microscope (AFM), a Nanoscope 
III (Digital Instruments). Samples were prepared as fol-
lows. A drop of the solution was taken from the reactor at 
tr and then cast on the mica surface in water, such that 
cationic polymers synthesized by V-50 initiator were ad-
sorbed on the mica surface with negative charges electro-
statically (Hahn J. and Webber S.E., 2004). After setting 
the mica plate to the AFM liquid cell, the excessive poly-
meric materials were removed by injection of pure water 
into the cell to terminate the reaction.

Three dimensional and height images of polymeric 
products adsorbed on the mica surface were obtained by 
the tapping-mode procedure. The in-situ interaction 
forces between the AFM probe tip and surface of polysty-
rene particle fixed on the mica surface were measured fol-
lowing the contact-mode procedure, where the cantilever 
with a spring constant of 0.58 N/m was used. All the ex-
periments using AFM were examined at the room tem-
perature of 25 ± 2 °C.

Table 1 Solubility in water and constant rate of decomposition of V-50, AIBN, V-601, V-59, and V-501.

V-50 AIBN V-601 V-59 V-501

Solubility in 
water [wt%]

23.2 
(20 °C)

0.04 × 10–3 
(25 °C)

0.3 
(30 °C) water- insoluble soluble in hot 

water

Constant rate of 
decomposing [s-1]

1.2 × 10–4 
(70 °C)a

4.0 × 10–5 
(toluene at 70 °C)b

4.6 × 10–5 
(toluene at 70 °C)

2.3 × 10–5 
(toluene at 70 °C)c

1.9 × 10–5 
(69 °C)

a (Anon., 1985). b(Talât-Erben M. and Bywater S., 1955). c(Overberger C.G. et al., 1949).

Table 2 Experimental conditions of SFEP of styrene to 
observe the growth processes by AFM.

Water 
[g]

Styrene 
[g]

V-50 
[g/10g-water]

Temperature 
[°C]

120 5.88 0.186 70

Table 3 Experimental conditions of SFEP for synthesis of 
micron-sized particle.

Water 
[g]

Monomer 
[mmol/L]

Initiator 
[mmol/L]

Electrolyte 
[mmol/L]

Temperature 
[°C]

15 64 2.03 0~7 70
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2.4 Measurement of size and zeta potential of 
particle

The field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-
SEM) (JSM-6340FS, JEOL, S-5200, Hitachi High- 
Technologies) was operated to determine the particle size. 
The samples were prepared as follows; a small amount of 
solution was taken from the reactor at tr and then a drop 
of the solution cast on the freshly cleaved mica plate. The 
specimen was dried, and then covered with a thin plati-
num or osmium film using the chemical vapor deposition 
method (E-1030, Hitachi High-Technologies, Osmium 
Plasma Coater OPC60A, Filgen). The number-averaged 
particle size, Dp, was calculated using averaging the data 
from 200 to 1000 particles in SEM photographs. The co-
efficient of variation of the particle size distribution, Cv, 
was then calculated using Dp and standard deviation (Gu 
S. et al., 2004).

The ZETASIZER (ZETASIZER 2000, MALVER N 
Co., Ltd.) was used to evaluate the surface potential of the 
synthesized particles. The sample of polymer colloid was 
diluted with the deionized water at a pH of ca. 7.5.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Growth curve at reaction temperature 70 °C 
and observation of particle growth by AFM

The growth curve of PSL particles prepared by SFEP 
using V-50 is shown in Fig. 2. Because it was found that 
particle continued to grow at least up to tr = 300 min, the 
polymeric products at tr < 300 min was observed by AFM 
to clarify the growth mechanism.

Fig. 3a shows the three-dimensional AFM image of 
particle at tr = 100 min. Fig. 3b shows the interactions be-
tween the AFM probe tip and the top of particle surface. 
It was found that the AFM images of particle tops were 
very smooth at tr = 100 min as shown in Fig. 3a. The fea-
tures obtained from these data showed that (A) particles 
were formed by the hard core covered with the soft shell 
composed of polymeric materials, such as monomers for 
swelling, oligomers, embryos, and nuclei, and (B) the 
thickness of the soft shell was measured to be ca. 4 nm at 
tr = 100 min as the yellow area drawn in Fig. 3b indi-
cated.

To study what kind of molecular-scale polymeric prod-
ucts existing in the bulk, the polymeric materials at 
tr = 100 min adsorbed on the mica surface were observed 
by in-situ AFM. Fig. 4 showed that a lot of non-spherical 
nanoparticulates were observed, and the average height of 
the nanoparticulates at tr = 150 min coincided approxi-
mately with the surface roughness of the particle as 
shown in Fig. 5. From these observations, it was found 

that polymeric particulates generated continuously in the 
bulk solution during the polymerization reaction. As far 
as the monomers and initiator radicals existed in the bulk, 
the nucleation of particles always occurred throughout 
this process. The above results indicated that the deposi-
tion of the polymeric materials formed in the bulk on the 
particle surface as well as the growth by swelling mono-

Fig. 2 Growth curve of polystyrene particles synthesized with 
V-50 in SFEP evaluated by FE-SEM.

Fig. 3 AFM analysis of the particle at tr = 100 min: (a) AFM 
three-dimensional image of particles top and (b) the 
corresponding force curves between a probe tip and a 
particle top. (a) Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
(Yamamoto et al., 2005). Copyright: (2005) Elsevier 
B.V.
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mers resulted in the rapid growth of particles around 
tr = 150 min. This was confirmed by the fact that the par-
ticle surface had some roughness as indicated by Fig. 5. 
As far as the most of monomers were remained in the 
bulk at the beginning of the reaction, the deposition of 
nano polymeric materials and swelling by monomers 
would be occurred simultaneously. That was why parti-
cles grew with a smooth and soft shell surface as shown 
in Fig. 3. However, when the most of monomers was con-
sumed, the thickness of the soft shell became thin and the 
deposited polymeric materials kept their shape as they 
were, because the amount of monomers in the bulk was 
too small to make deposited polymers dissolved, as shown 
in Fig. 5 (Yamamoto T. et al., 2005; Yamamoto T. et al., 
2004).

3.2 Growth mechanism of polystyrene particles 
and control of particle size with water-soluble 
initiator concentration

We summarized the experimental results obtained so 
far and proposed the molecular-scale growth mechanism 
for particles in SFEP of styrene by V-50, as shown in Fig. 6 
(Yamamoto T. and Higashitani K., 2007; Yamamoto T. et 
al., 2006a; Yamamoto T. et al., 2006b). When the growth 
of particles was not observed in terms of the growth plot, 
the particle surface did not become smooth. Although the 
polymeric materials still remained in the bulk, they could 
not make a contribution to the particle growth probably 
because hydrophobic interaction between the surfaces of 
particles swollen by monomers in the bulk did not work.

Herein, about the size control of polystyrene particle, 
the effect of the initiator concentration on the particle size 
was discussed. Assuming that the final particle size be-

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of particle growth mechanism in SFEP by water-soluble initiator.

Fig. 4 AFM image of polymeric materials at tr = 150 min. Fig. 5 AFM image of particle top at tr = 150 min.
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came smaller with initiator concentration increasing has 
been accepted widely in many processes of particle for-
mation. LaMer diagram (Lamer V.K. and Dinegar R.H., 
1950) indicated that the nucleation had to be terminated 
within the period of particle formation to prepare parti-
cles with uniform size. On the other hand, it was well 
known that the final size of particles became larger as ini-
tiator concentration increased in the case of SFEP of sty-
rene. This tendency was reverse to the case as the above 
description and was also obtained in our experiments, as 
shown in Fig. 7.

The experimental data in this study explained the rea-
son for this reverse tendency. As discussed so far, the 
nucleation occurred in the bulk throughout the polymer-
ization reaction. However, the total number of particles 
was determined at least the end of the nucleation period, 
where the particle growth was so rapid because of the ab-
sorption of monomers from the bulk and the simultaneous 
coagulation among polymeric products. The size of grow-
ing particles became different from that of nuclei at this 
period. Therefore, the polymeric materials nucleated sec-
ondary adsorbed on the surface of larger particles, rather 
than coagulated with each other, probably because the 
system would be stabilized by their adsorption according 
to the Ostwald-Ripening law (Wagner C., 1961). If this 
mechanism is true, almost all the polymeric materials 

synthesized after nucleation will make a contribution to 
the growth of particles. The number of the polymeric 
materials was enlarged with concentration of initiator 
increased. That was why the final particle size became 
larger as initiator concentration increased.

3.3 SFEP of aromatic vinyl monomer using AIBN

From here, the oil-soluble initiator was used in SFEP 
replacing water-soluble initiator. Firstly, the polystyrene 
particle was prepared by SFEP using oil-soluble initiator, 
AIBN. The polymerizations were performed under the 
conditions listed in Table 3, without electrolytes. The 
monodispersed particles with a diameter of 340 nm and a 
zeta potential of –44.8 mV were prepared as shown in 
Fig. 8a and Table 4 (Yamamoto T., 2012). The surface 
potential was so negative that the polystyrene particles 
showed good dispersion stability after the polymerization. 
It was believed that, generally, the origin of charge of 
the particles synthesized by SFEP was the functional 
group decomposed from the initiator, such as sulfate group, 
to show good dispersed stability. Although the nitrile 
group, which was decomposed from AIBN, was electron- 
attractive functional group, it did not have such negative 
charges compared with the ionic functional group origi-
nated from a water-soluble initiator, such as potassium 
persulfate (Arai M. et al., 1979; Munro D. et al., 1979). 
Hence, to investigate why the synthesized polystyrene 
particles by AIBN were charged negatively in water, the 
influence of the pi electron cloud of the aromatic vinyl 
monomer on surface properties of the particle synthesized 
through SFEP was studied changing kind of monomer for 

Fig. 7 Influence of V-50 concentration on particle size.

Fig. 8 FE-SEM photographs of polymeric particles prepared by AIBN with the following monomers at 
tr = 360 min: (a) styrene; (b) MMA; (c) BMA. When vinylcyclohexane was used as a monomer, the par-
ticle was not synthesized.

Table 4 Zeta potential of the particles and particle size mea-
sured by FE-SEM in SFEP using aromatic vinyl 
monomer and AIBN at Ce = 0.

Monomer Zeta potential [mV] Particle size [nm]

Styrene –44.8 340

MMA 0.00 1000

BMA –38.8 900
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the SFEP using AIBN.
Secondary, the SFEP of MMA using AIBN was ex-

amined according to the experimental recipes listed in 
Table 3. As the SEM image (Fig. 8b) showed, the synthe-
sized particles were spherical and the average size was 
about 1.0 μm. However, the dispersion stability was un-
stable because of the low surface potential, therefore, the 
particles were coagulated with each other and sedimented 
soon after finishing the polymerization. Another methac-
rylic monomers, BMA, which included phenyl ring 
(Fig. 1b), were polymerized in SFEP replacing MMAs to 
improve the dispersion stability. SFEP of BMA with 
AIBN was examined according to the conditions listed in 
Table 3. As indicated in Fig. 8c and Table 4, the particles 
with a size of 0.90 μm and a zeta potential of –38.8 mV 
were synthesized under the same conditions. This zeta 
potential would be originated from pi electron cloud in 
BMA monomer (Yamamoto T., 2013).

Finally, 4-fluorostyrene, whose pi electron density in 
the phenyl ring was smaller compared with styrene mono-
mer because the electron could be attracted by functional 
group of fluorine atom from the pi electron cloud on the 
phenyl ring, was applied to the system of SFEP by AIBN 
as a monomer. 4-Bromostyrene, or 4-chlorostyrene was 
also selected as a monomer in the polymerization for the 
same reason. In addition, 2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorovinylben-
zene, whose pi electron density on the phenyl ring was 
much smaller because the five fluorine atoms on the phe-
nyl ring attracted pi electron, and vinylcyclohexane, 
which did not have pi electron cloud, were chosen as a 
monomer for the SFEP. SFEP of these monomers were 
conducted by AIBN under the conditions listed in Table 3 
at Ce = 0. When vinylcyclohexane was used as a mono-
mer, the particles were not detected by FE-SEM. As sum-

marized in Fig. 9, as the number of fluorine atoms on a 
phenyl ring increased or the electron negativity of the 
functional group was strengthened, the surface potential 
of the particle was reduced with its size larger because the 
electron density did not concentrate on phenyl ring but 
was delocalized more attracting from the fluorine atoms 
and the electron density in the phenyl ring became lower. 
Clearly, the electron density in phenyl ring in the mono-
mer was related strongly with the zeta potential of the 
synthesized particle through SFEP by AIBN.

From these results, it was possible to think that the parti-
cles with good dispersion stability were not able to be syn-
thesized in the SFEP using AIBN and monomer without 
the phenyl ring. That was to say the pi electron cloud of the 
phenyl ring in the monomer was one of the origins of the 
negative charge of the polystyrene particles. The present 
study made it clear that the electron density of the pi elec-
tron cloud in the aromatic monomer used in SFEP influ-
enced the surface charge of the particles prepared with 
AIBN (Yamamoto T., 2015). Thus, change of the pi elec-
tron density on the phenyl ring in the monomer for SFEP 
by AIBN enabled the size of the particle to be controllable.

In this way, the polymeric particles were able to be 
synthesized even using oil-soluble initiator in SFEP. The 
advantage of using oil-soluble initiator in SFEP was that 
the ions were not generated in the bulk. In the case of 
ionic initiator with high water solubility, although the 
particles were charged by the initiator, the counter ions 
were in the bulk. Hence, the influence of the ions in the 
bulk on the experimental results did not need to be con-
sidered. The polymer colloid prepared through this 
method using oi-soluble initiator was appropriate for the 
fundamental research.

Fig. 9 Schematic representation for influence of the strength of the pi electron cloud of the aromatic vinyl 
monomer on negative charged particle for the SFEP using AIBN.
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3.4 Size control by copolymerization in SFEP

In this section, the technique for controlling of particle 
size in SFEP was developed by changing the mole frac-
tion of MMA in copolymerization of styrene and MMA 
without surfactant. At first, Fig. 10 shows the particle size 
or zeta potential as a function of the monomer mole frac-
tion of MMA in the copolymerization of styrene and 
MMA using a typical initiator, V-50, under the conditions 
listed in Table 3 at Ce = 0. Particle size showed nearly 
constant with the mole fraction of MMA increased. The 
dispersion stability of the synthesized particles showed so 
stable, and the zeta potential exhibited no dependency on 
the mole fraction of MMA. Positive value of zeta poten-
tial of the particles was originated from the functional 
groups of the V-50 water-soluble initiator and so high that 
the coagulation for the enlargement of particle size were 
not occurred. Hence, the size of particle became constant 
as the mole fraction of MMA increased.

In contrast, in the case of this copolymerization by 
AIBN, the dispersion stability of the synthesized particle 
depended on the monomer used in the copolymerization. 
Fig. 11 shows the effect on surface properties of the 
MMA monomer ratio to the total monomers for the copo-
lymerization of MMA and styrene; the particle size in-
creased with increasing mole fraction of MMA. The 
surface potential of the synthesized particles became 
smaller with the mole fraction of MMA increasing be-
cause the proportion of phenyl rings in the particle, which 
was attribute to the styrene monomers and would be the 
origin of the negative charge, decreased. Hence, coagula-
tion between particles during the copolymerization was 
promoted for size enlargement as the ratio of MMA in-
creased (Yamamoto T. and Kawaguchi K., 2016).

3.5 SFEP of styrene with various oil-soluble 
initiators

To study the influence of oil-soluble initiator on particle 
properties; zeta potential and particle size, in the SFEP of 
styrene, V-601 or V-59 was used as an initiator according 
to the recipe as listed in Table 3 at Ce = 0. The experi-
mental data are summarized in Table 5. Each polymeric 
particle showed the dispersion stabile at tr > 360 min be-
cause of high surface potential.

The atoms of nitrogen and oxygen in negatively polar-
ized were included in V-59 and V-601, respectively. Thus, 
they also could function like AIBN initiator. We thought 
that the AIBN was more hydrophilic than V-59 because 
V-59 obtained two more hydrophobic groups, CH2, than 
AIBN to prepare more hydrophobic particle and its size 
became larger for the coagulation. In the case of the SFEP 
using V-601, the electron more can be attracted by the 
functional group of the decomposed initiator, carbonyl 
group, from the pi electron cloud on the phenyl ring in 
styrene monomer because the electronegativity of oxygen 
atom was higher than those of atoms composed of the ini-
tiators. Hence, the surface potential of the particles by 

Table 5 Zeta potential of the polystyrene particles and particle 
size measured by FE-SEM in SFEP using V-50, 
AIBN, V-601, and V-59.

Initiator Zeta potential [mV] Particle size [nm]

V-50 53.4 160

AIBN –44.8 340

V-601 –47.9 310

V-59 –41.5 460

Fig. 10 Particle size or zeta potential as a function of the 
monomer mole fraction of MMA for the soap-free 
emulsion copolymerization of MMA and styrene by 
V-50.

Fig. 11 Particle size or zeta potential as a function of the 
monomer mole fraction of MMA for the soap-free 
emulsion copolymerization of MMA and styrene by 
AIBN.
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V-601 was the highest in Table 5 to synthesize the small-
est particle among oil-soluble initiators in the present re-
search. These experimental data suggested that the 
surface properties of the particle prepared through SFEP 
with oil-soluble initiator were controlled by electronega-
tivity of the component atoms of the initiator.

These experimental data showed one of the reasons 
why the particles with negative charge was synthesized in 
SFEP even using AIBN, although it was not clarified 
completely yet. In addition, the functional group decom-
posed from the oil-soluble initiator or changing the elec-
tron density of the phenyl ring by substituent group of the 
phenyl ring could explain the results about surface prop-
erties of the particles prepared with oil-soluble initiators, 
qualitatively. Hence, it was found that the pi electron 
cloud on the phenyl ring in the monomer was related 
strongly with negative value of zeta potential of the poly-
styrene particle prepared through SFEP with AIBN.

3.6 Size control by electrolyte in SFEP

On the basis of the above experimental data, discus-
sion, and proposed growth mechanism, oil-soluble initia-
tor enabled the surface potential of the synthesized 
particles to be smaller and the coagulation to be occurred 
easily during growth process to make the size enlarged. 
To study the influence of cationic ion on particle size, 
SFEP of styrene with potassium chloride, calcium chlo-
ride, or aluminum chloride at Ce = 0.7 mmol/L was per-
formed for 360 min using AIBN by the experimental 
recipes listed in Table 3. Fig. 12 shows the FE-SEM pho-
tographs of the synthesized polystyrene particles. It was 
found that the sizes became larger with the help of elec-
trolyte compared with Fig. 8a. The addition of an electro-
lyte helped to reduce the surface potential and the 
electrical double layer by counter ions against the charge 
of the particles, as DLVO theory indicated (Verwey E.J.W. 
and Overbeek J.T.G., 1948), hence, the surface potentials 
were reduced. Repulsive interactions between the parti-
cles formed in the bulk were weakened, and coagulations 
between the particles occurred easily, so the size of the 
particle became larger according to our proposed growth 
model (Yamamoto T. and Kawaguchi K., 2015; Yamamoto 

T. et al., 2006b; Yamamoto T. and Yokoyama T., 2015). 
As Schulze-Hardy rule indicated (Overbeek J.T.G., 1980), 
the coagulating effect was larger at the same concentra-
tion of electrolyte with increasing the valence of the ion 
(Verwey E.J.W. and Overbeek J.T.G., 1948). Here, as diva-
lent or trivalent electrolytes, calcium chloride or aluminum 
chloride was applied to the SFEP to research the coagula-
tion effect on particle growth. FE-SEM images in Figs. 12b 
and c show the particles synthesized at tr = 360 min by 
SFEP with calcium chloride and aluminum chloride, re-
spectively, under the condition of Ce = 0.7 mmol/L. The 
size of the particles prepared with calcium and aluminum 
chlorides became enlarged compared with those prepared 
with potassium chloride, compared with Fig. 12a. Parti-
cles with a number-averaged size of 2.17 μm and a Cv of 
11.1 % were able to be synthesized even at tr = 360 min, 
by the addition of aluminum chloride as shown in 
Fig. 12c. These data showed that the size of particle was 
larger with the valence of electrolyte increasing, which 
agreed with the DLVO theory from the point of the coag-
ulation.

Similarly, the previous research showed that an electro-
lyte, such as sodium chloride, helped the silica particle 
size to be enlarged (Nakabayashi H. et al., 2010). The co-
agulation process controlled by the solubility of the initia-
tor and the electrolyte concentration in the aqueous phase 
played an important role to make micron-sized particles 
in SFEP.

Fig. 13 shows the influence of the concentration of po-
tassium chloride on size of the particle synthesized by 
SFEP with AIBN for 360 min changing the concentration 
of potassium chloride from 0.007 mmol/L to 7 mmol/L, 
under the experimental conditions in Table 3. It was 
found that the particle size became larger with the con-
centration increasing. When the concentration of potas-
sium chloride was at Ce = 7 mmol/L, a number-averaged 
size and Cv of the synthesized particles were 2.04 μm and 
5.4 %, respectively. This experimental data showed that 
the reaction time for making micron-sized monodispersed 
particles in a one-batch system was reduced. Thus, in the 
system of SFEP of styrene using AIBN, controlling the 
size of the polystyrene particles size was achieved chang-
ing the valance of electrolyte and its concentration.

Fig. 12 Effect of the following electrolyte at the concentration of 0.7 mmol/L on particle size through SFEP of 
styrene using AIBN. (a) KCl (Dp = 0.97 μm); (b) CaCl2 (Dp = 1.04 μm); (c) AlCl3 (Dp = 2.17 μm).
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The amount of polymeric radicals at the beginning of 
the polymerization using AIBN was much smaller than 
that of V-50 because both the decomposition rate and wa-
ter solubility of AIBN were much smaller than those of 
V-50, as listed in Table 1. Hence, the number of particles 
at the beginning of the polymerization of AIBN was much 
smaller than that at the beginning of the polymerization 
of V-50, and the consumption rate of the monomer was 
smaller in the case of AIBN. This makes it possible to 
think that the size was smaller, Dp = 0.23 μm, even when 
the electrolytes were added to the system by V-50 because 
the number concentration of final particles in the polymer 
colloid using V-50 was larger, and the period for particle 
growth was reduced. Secondary particles were formed 
continuously in the bulk and deposited on the large parti-

cle surface to make a contribution to particle growth in 
both cases. However, the rate of generation of polymeric 
radicals in the case of SFEP by AIBN was so slower that 
particles continued to grow for a longer time and became 
larger. Also, the electrolyte in the system worked like a 
catalyst for promotion of the particle growth because sec-
ondary particles hetero-coagulations were occurred for 
the growth efficiently by reduction of the thickness of the 
electrical double layer, and prevented their self-growth.

This technique using an oil-soluble initiator and electro-
lyte for the preparation of micron-sized particles in water 
would be effective in the field of industry, because organic 
solvents and surfactants were not included in the system.

From these experimental results, it was possible to say 
that the cationic ion in electrolyte played an important 
role to control particle size in SFEP using oil-soluble 
initiator (Yamamoto T. and Kawaguchi K., 2015). Fur-
thermore, nano particles with the size under 100 nm 
were successfully synthesized taking ionic radius of the 
counters ion in a water-soluble initiator into consideration 
(Yamamoto T. and Yokoyama T., 2015).

3.7 Size control using oil- and water-soluble 
initiators in SFEP

From the results obtained so far, oil-soluble initiators 
played the same role as typical initiator in the conven-
tional SFEP. In this section, SFEP of styrene using both 
oil- and water-soluble initiators was examined. To study 
the effect of the concentration of V-501, Ci, on particle 
properties, SFEPs of styrene were carried out changing Ci 
at the constant concentrations of styrene monomer and 
AIBN. The reason why V-501 was selected was that the 
particles were synthesized in the SFEP using water- 
soluble initiator with carboxyl groups at high pH because 
of ionized initiator radicals derived from the initiators (Gu 
S. et al., 2004; Moribe H. et al., 2011; Yamada Y. et al., 
2005). It was confirmed that the particles were not able to 
be formed independently by V-501 in normal water. 
Hence, the polystyrene particles were synthesized by 
AIBN in this system. As shown in Fig. 14, the particle 
size became enlarged as Ci was increased because of the 

Fig. 13 Influence of concentration of potassium chloride on 
particle size through SFEP of styrene using AIBN. (a) 
Ce = 0.007 mmol/L (Dp = 0.78 μm); (b) Ce = 7 mmol/L 
(Dp = 2.04 μm).

Fig. 14 SEM images of polystyrene particles through SFEP using AIBN with V-501 at the following concentra-
tion: (a) Ci = 0.7 mmol/L (Dp = 0.80 μm); (b) Ci = 1.4 mmol/L (Dp = 0.86 μm); (c) Ci = 2.0 mmol/L 
(Dp = 0.95 μm).
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reduction of surface potential with low pH. Similarly, the 
particle size became larger through the hetero coagulation 
mechanism even increasing the concentration of initiator 
in the conventional SFEP of styrene by water-soluble ini-
tiator, such as V-50 and potassium persulfate (Goodall 
A.R. et al., 1977; Munro D. et al., 1979; Yamamoto T. et 
al., 2004). This kind of growth improvement using V-501 
could also be accepted with the hetero coagulation (Liu B. 
et al., 2017; Yamamoto T. et al., 2016). Increase of the 
concentration of oil-soluble initiator made the monomer 
phase solidified furthermore. Thus, the addition of wa-
ter-soluble initiator to the SFEP using oil-soluble initiator 
was effective for making the particle size enlarged.

4. Conclusions

The molecular-scale investigation on the growth pro-
cess of polystyrene particles in SFEP with a cationic and 
water-soluble initiator by in-situ AFM method gave us 
some followings at least qualitatively.
• Tiny polymeric particulates were generated in the bulk 

throughout the polymerization, and their deposition on 
the larger particle surface resulted in the particle growth.

• The particle size was increased with the water-soluble 
initiator increased according to our proposed growth 
mechanism through hetero coagulation.

• Even though the tiny polymeric particulates were in the 
bulk, the particle growth was not observed when the 
monomers were consumed. The roughness of the sur-
face depended on the balance of the polymeric nano 
particulates and the amount of monomers dosed.
SFEPs of aromatic vinyl monomer using oil-soluble 

initiators were carried out to develop the technique for 
controlling particle size. Preparation of micron-sized 
polystyrene particles through SFEP using oil-soluble ini-
tiators with electrolytes or water-soluble initiator was 
achieved. The conclusions were as followings.
• When an oil soluble initiator, such as AIBN, V-59, and 

V-601, was used in SFEP of styrene, the initiator was 
dissolved a little in water and the monodispersed poly-
meric particles were prepared as the conventional 
SFEP. The monodispersed particles showed negative 
charges, which would be originated from the pi elec-
tron density of phenyl ring in styrene and the polariza-
tion of the functional groups decomposed from the 
oil-soluble initiators. Thus, even oil-soluble initiator 
was useful for SFEP assuming that the negative charges 
were given to the synthesized particles by aromatic vi-
nyl monomer used in the polymerization and made a 
contribution to keeping their dispersion stability good.

• Surface charge and particle size were able to be con-
trolled changing the pi electron density of aromatic vi-
nyl monomer with functional groups.

• Addition of an electrolyte was an effective method for 
enlargement of particle size because the secondary par-
ticles formed in the bulk made an contribution to parti-
cle growth through hetero-coagulation by reduction of 
surface potential, and prevented their self-growth. The 
larger effect by this method was obtained in the case of 
the polymerization by an initiator with lower water sol-
ubility.

• The particle size became larger with the concentration 
of electrolyte increasing in SFEP with an oil-soluble 
initiator.

• At the same concentration of electrolyte for enlarge-
ment of particle size in SFEP, the coagulation for parti-
cle growth effect became larger with the valence of the 
electrolyte increasing.

• Particle size in SFEP of styrene using AIBN was con-
trollable changing the valence of electrolyte and its 
concentration.

• When the copolymerization of styrene and MMA using 
AIBN in the soap-free system, the surface charge and 
particle size could be controlled changing the monomer 
fraction of MMA.

• In addition of a water-soluble initiator, V-501, to the 
system using AIBN, the particle size became larger due 
to the grow promotion through coagulation between 
particles because of the reduction of surface potential 
by weak acid of V-501 as the concentration of V-501 
was increased and the polymerization was proceeded.
From the above conclusions, it was possible to say that 

the technique for control of size of the particle was devel-
oped through the polymerization in SFEP using electro-
lyte or initiators or combination of monomers with and 
without phenyl ring or water- and oil-soluble initiators.
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Nomenclature
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Abstract
In this paper we review the risk assessment of carbonaceous nanomaterials, such as single-wall carbon nanotubes 
(SWCNTs), multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), fullerenes and carbon black, and summarize elemental 
carbon (EC) analyses for the determination of the those nanomaterials, focusing on the inhalation exposure of 
airborne nanomaterials. In the reports of hazard assessment, the proposed OELs (Occupational Exposure Limits) 
of MWCNTs and SWCNTs ranged from 1 to 50 μg/m3. The fullerenes and carbon black seem to be less toxic than 
the CNTs. In the reports of exposure assessment, the aerosol concentrations of MWCNTs and SWCNTs in work 
environments were from less than 0.1 to more than 100 μg/m3. The expected minimum concentration of airborne 
MWCNTs in the EC analyses was around 1 μg/m3, but the concentrations of EC in ambient particulate matters 
(APM) were more than 1 μg/m3 in urban environments. The EC analysis introduced in this paper is a convenient 
method to quantify the carbonaceous nanomaterials in the samples, but size-classification of aerosol samples by 
cascade impactor and observation using electron microscopes are needed to confirm the characteristics of the 
nanomaterials.

Keywords: nanomaterials, SWCNTs, MWCNTs, fullerenes, carbon black, thermal carbon analysis

1. Introduction

Ten years ago, Maynard (2007) wrote “Nanotechnology 
is clearly a concept whose time has come. Yet it is now 
being promoted in the scientific and popular press as a 
major technological breakthrough, heralding the next in-
dustrial revolution.” He also foresaw, “At the same time, 
there are increasing concerns that new nanotechnologies 
will bring about new risks to human health and the envi-
ronment.” That is, nanotechnology will have both benefits 
and risks. How can we avoid the risks and obtain the ben-
efits? In this paper, we review the risk-management of 
carbonaceous nanomaterials, as shown in Fig. 1.

Carbon black (CB), a representative carbonaceous 
nanomaterial, has a long history and is mass-produced 
worldwide. Primary CB particles are produced during 
partial combustion or thermal decomposition of hydrocar-
bons by gas-to-particle conversion. The sizes of primary 

particles range from 10 nm to 100 nm. A few to many tens 
of primary particles immediately form highly branched 
chains of primary particles called aggregates. CB is added 
to rubber to reinforce final products and is also used as a 
pigment for printing ink, paints and toners. Other carbo-
naceous nanomaterials, such as fullerenes and carbon 
nanotubes, have been developed recently and supplied to 
markets.

Kroto et al. (1985) determined the atomic structure of 
C60 fullerene having the same geometry as soccer ball, 
and since then there have been many studies about fuller-
ene derivatives in the fields of chemistry and pharmacol-
ogy. C60 fullerene is soluble in organic solvents, such as 
toluene and tetrahydrofuran, but insoluble in water. Puri-
fied C60 fullerene forms a dense molecular crystal struc-
ture (brown powder), not a random-shaped agglomerate 
of the single molecule of C60 fullerene.A sensational study 
on nano-risk reported that C60 fullerenes induced oxida-
tive stress in the brain of juvenile largemouth bass, but 
later the authors admitted that the results were mainly 
affected by the tetrahydrofuran used as a dispersant of 
C60 fullerene (Oberdörster, 2004; Zhu et al., 2006).

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) possess unique properties 
and have been the focus of extensive research originated 
by Japanese scientists (Endo, 1988; Iijima, 1991) during 
the last two decades. CNTs are fiber-shaped substances 
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that consist of graphite hexagonal-mesh planes (graphene 
sheets) that present as a single-layer or in multiple layers. 
Tubes with single-wall structures are called single-wall 
carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), and those with multi-wall 
structures are called multi-walled carbon nanotubes 
(MWCNTs). The physical properties of SWCNTs and 
MWCNTs, including high tensile strength and conductiv-
ity, make them increasingly desirable for manufacturing 
and medical applications (Maynard, 2007). Carbon nano-
fiber (CNF) is also used as a general term of the products, 
such as VGCNF (Vapor Grown Carbon Nanofiber). Car-
bon nanofibers with graphene layers wrapped into perfect 
cylinders are called CNTs.

Hazard assessment and exposure assessment are essen-
tial elements in the risk-assessment and risk-management 
of nanomaterial production. Occupational exposure limits 
(OELs), key issues in hazard assessment, are determined 
by toxicological studies using laboratory animals, such as 
rats and mice, if epidemiological data are not available 
especially for nanomaterials. The Japan Society for Occu-
pational Health (JSOH, 2015) defined “Occupational Ex-
posure Limit-Mean (OEL-M) for mean concentration of a 
chemical substance is defined as the reference value to the 
mean exposure concentration at or below which adverse 
health effects caused by the substance do not appear in 
most workers working for 8 hours a day, 40 hours a week 
under a moderate work-load”. The mean exposure con-
centration can be determined as the 8-hour time-weighted 
average (TWA) concentration of target materials.

For exposure assessment, we need analytical tech-
niques for monitoring the concentrations of target nano-
materials in the ambient contaminants. Frequently, we 
have not suitable OELs or the monitoring techniques 
ranged from 1/10 level of OELs for the nanomaterials.

2. Health effects of carbonaceous nanomaterials

2.1 Carbon black

CB was the most examined nanomaterial in the past. 
Several studies have shown that inhaled CB particles in-
duce lung tumors in rats when they are administered at 
doses that cause particle overload in the lungs, as well as 
chronic inflammation and epithelial hyperplasia. The In-

ternational Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has 
classified CB as possibly carcinogenic to humans (Group 
2B; IARC, 1996; 2010). Elder et al. (2005) reported that 
this evaluation was based on inadequate evidence in hu-
mans, but sufficient evidence in experimental animals. In 
the case of human epidemiological evidence, U.S. studies 
on cancer in carbon black workers showed no excess of 
lung cancer. Rats, mice, and hamsters were exposed for 
13 weeks to inhaled CB, and, based on the results, a sub-
chronic No-observable-adverse-effect-level (NOAEL) of 
1 mg/m3 respirable CB (Printex 90) can be assigned to 
female rats, mice, and hamsters.

Sager et al. (2009) reported that pulmonary responses 
to the instillation of ultrafine CB (Printex 90) to rats were 
comparable to equivalent particle surface area doses of 
ultrafine titanium dioxide, concluding that ultrafine tita-
nium dioxide appears to be more bioactive than ultrafine 
CB on an equivalent surface area of particles on the deliv-
ered basis.

A short-term (5 consecutive days) inhalation study us-
ing rats (Ma Hock et al., 2013) was conducted to compare 
the effects of different carbon-based materials with dif-
ferent structures. No relevant toxicity was observed for 
CB (larger size than Printex 90) of 10 mg/m3, but 
MWCNT of 0.5 mg/m3 induced lung toxicity.

At present, the Japan Society of Occupational Health 
recommends that the OEL of CB should be 1mg/m3 as the 
respirable fraction (JSOH, 2015).

2.2 Fullerene

The first assessment of the toxicity resulting from in-
halation exposures to C60 fullerene nanoparticles and 
microparticles found minimal changes in the toxicological 
endpoints examined (Baker et al., 2008).

In a project (P06041, Risk assessment of manufactured 
nanomaterials) of Japanese New Energy and Industrial 
Technology Development Organization (NEDO), intratra-
cheal instillation (IT) and inhalation (IH) studies on rats 
exposed to C60 suggested that well-dispersed fullerenes 
do not have a strong potential of neutrophil inflammation 
(Morimoto et al., 2010), and the pulmonary inflammation 
pattern after exposure to C60 was slight and transient in 
the pathological features of rat lungs. (Ogami et al., 2011) 
The half-life of intratracheally instilled C60 (0.1 to 1 mg/rat) 
was 15–28 days; a short period compared with other 
nanomaterials (Shinohara et al., 2010). An OEL of 
0.39 mg/m3 was adopted for fullerenes in a report by the 
NEDO project (Nakanishi, 2011).

2.3 Carbon nanotubes

The continuing increase in CNT production will lead 
to heightened risks of occupational exposure, raising con-

Fig. 1 Carbonaceous nanomaterial in this review.
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cern that CNT exposure via inhalation, ingestion or der-
mal contact will lead to harmful effects (Donaldson et al., 
2006). Many in vivo experimental studies have been con-
ducted to assess the potential effects of MWCNTs.

In the NEDO project, MWCNTs and SWCNTs were 
evaluated in IH tests and/or IT tests using rats (Nakanishi, 
2011), and the biological results from the project were 
published by Kobayashi et al. (2010) and Morimoto et al. 
(2012). In one specific result of the project, Lee et al. 
(2013) analyzed the data of rat lungs administered two 
samples of MWCNTs (Nikkiso) with different average 
lengths derived from one bulk sample (44 nm in diameter) 
by IT and found that, based on histopathological changes, 
the pulmonary surfactants and inflammation scores of the 
lungs were significantly higher by MWCNT-Long (3.4 μm 
in mean length) than by MWCNT-Short (0.94 μm in mean 
length) exposure. Nakanishi et al. (2015) analyzed the re-
lationship between the specific surface area of CNTs and 
the rate of increase of Polymorphonuclea leucocytes 
(PMNs) in Bronchoalveolar-lavage-fluid (BALF) and re-
ported that the larger the specific surface area, the larger 
the rate of increase. The authors concluded that there was 
only a common relationship between the specific surface 
area and the increased rate of PMNs, regardless of 
SWCNTs or MWCNTs. The surface energy or surface 
activity of the CNTs was assumed to be the real reason 
for this difference, and the surface area reflects this indi-
rectly. Generally, a larger specific surface area of CNTs 
means a smaller fiber diameter. An OEL of 0.03 mg/m3 
was adopted for SWCNTs, DWCNTs, and MWCNTs as 
a common criterion in a report by the NEDO project 
(Nakanishi, 2011), based on the integration of IT and IH 
tests. Considering the uncertainties in the data process-
ing, they proposed limiting the period of application of 
the OEL to 15 years on the assumption that the values 
will be reviewed whenever new data are obtained.

One of the earliest OELs for CNTs was proposed by the 
British Standards Institution (2007); they proposed a 
“benchmark exposure limit” of 0.1 fiber/cm3. Other OELs, 
however, were based on mass concentrations of CNT par-
ticles as a metric.

The U.S. NIOSH reviewed animal and other toxicologi-
cal data relevant to assessing the potential non-malignant 
adverse respiratory effects of CNTs and CNFs, provided a 
quantitative risk assessment based on animal dose- response 
data, and proposed a recommended exposure limit (REL) 
of 0.001 mg/m3 (1 μg/m3) for elemental carbon (EC) as a 
respirable mass 8-hour time-weighted average (TWA) 
concentration in the NIOSH Current Intelligence Bulletin 
65 (2013). Irrespective of many reports on MWCNT tox-
icity studies from the US NIOSH, the recommended OEL 
for CNTs was based on the limit of quantification of 
Method 5040 (NIOSH, 2003), a thermal-optical carbon 
analysis method for determining airborne exposure to re-

spirable CNTs.
Pauluhn (2010) selected 0.1 mg/m3 as the NOAEL in a 

rat 13-week inhalation study to derive a human-equivalent 
concentration, and proposed 0.05 mg/m3 (8-h TWA) as 
the OEL for a specific MWCNT (Baytubes).

Ma-Hock et al. (2009) conducted a MWCNT inhalation 
test in which rats were head-nose exposed for 13 weeks to 
concentrations of 0.1, 0.5, or 2.5 mg/m3. At 0.1 mg/m3, 
there was still minimal granulomatous inflammation in 
the lung and in lung-associated lymph nodes, while there 
was no substance-related systemic toxicity at 2.5 mg/m3. 
They did not select a NOAEL for MWCNT (Nanocyl NC 
7000) from their study.

The Japan Bioassay Research Center conducted a rat 
2-year inhalation study of MWCNT (MWNT-7) at con-
centrations of 0.02, 0.2, and 2 mg/m3. Adenoma and ade-
nocarcinoma in rat lungs were observed dose-dependently 
in male rats. Inflammatory responses were observed from 
0.02 mg/m3 (Kasai et al., 2016). Before publication of the 
study, IARC (Kuempel et al., 2017) classified MWCNT-7 
as possibly carcinogenic to humans (Group 2B); and 
SWCNTs and MWCNTs excluding MWCNT-7 were cate-
gorized as not classifiable as to their carcinogenicity to 
humans (Group 3). These categories of CNTs may be 
changed in the future along with the progress of toxico-
logical studies.

3. Workplace handling of carbonaceous 
nanomaterials

Aerosol concentrations of carbonaceous nanomaterials 
in work environments are usually measured by online in-
struments, such as a scanning mobility particle sizer 
(SMPS), and offline measurement, such as Transmission 
Electron Microscopy (TEM), Scanning Electron Micros-
copy (SEM) and carbon analysis. Online measurement of 
particle size, number, and surface area is convenient, but 
the instruments used for these measurements respond to 
all particles, not just carbonaceous nanomaterials, and do 
not show information on shape/morphology and chemical 
composition.

Carbon is a common element on the earth and it is not 
easy to distinguish the sources of EC in ambient particles, 
such as carbonaceous nanomaterials and ambient particu-
late matter (APM) (see Fig. 2), but it has the merit that 
carbon analysis for the mass concentration of EC is a rela-
tively sensitive and quick procedure from sampling to 
analysis.

Kuhlbusch et al. (2006) studied the particle characteris-
tics in reactor and pelletizing areas of CB production. Fil-
ters that collected PM2.5 and PM10 at worksites and 
outdoor sites within the same production facilities were 
analyzed for EC and organic carbon (OC) to assess and 
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quantify the magnitude and proportion of the carbon frac-
tions in the total particulate matter in the work areas. The 
particle number and mass concentrations in the reactor 
and pelletizing areas of the CB production plants ap-
peared to fall within the range of ambient air values, but 
the pelletizing areas for CB showed high ratios of EC to 
PM10: 60–74 %, compared with 9–16 % for APM.

Fujitani et al. (2008) reported on a work environment 
in a C60 production facility in Japan. They used SMPS 
and optical particle counter (OPC) for online measure-
ment, and filter sampling and SEM observation for offline 
analysis. The particle volume concentration in the coarse 
size range (> 2 μm) was higher during the removal of 
fullerenes from the storage tank and/or weighing. The 
presence of fullerenes in the filter samples was confirmed 
by SEM observation of the morphology of microparticles 
collected during the bagging operation.

Takaya et al. (2010) carried out aerosol monitoring in 
two types of packing facilities of MWCNTs, where one of 
the packing facilities was manually operated and the other 
was automated, and found that the personal exposures 
were 2.39/0.39 (total/respirable) mg/m3 and 0.29/0.08 
(total/respirable) mg/m3, respectively. The task, however, 
was related to nanoscale particle release and was not ob-
served by real-time aerosol monitors. In further research 
by Takaya et al. (2012), micron-size particles containing 
MWCNTs were released into the air in a weaving process 
of MWCNT-coated yarn. The mass concentrations of 
total/respirable dust collected by personal sampling were 
0.159/0.093 mg/m3 (total/respirable). The concentrations 
of EC in the respirable mass ranged from 1 to 5 μg C/m3.

Hedmer et al. (2014) quantified the occupational expo-
sures and emissions during arc discharge production, 
purification, and functionalization of MWCNTs in a 
laboratory-scale worksite. In the personal exposure meas-
urements, respirable dust ranged between detection limit 
and 93 μg/m3, and EC ranged between detection limit 
and 7.4 μg C/m3.

Dahm et al. (2015) assessed exposures to CNT (13 
sites) and CNF (1 site). Personal breathing zone (PBZ) 
and area samples were collected for both the inhalable 

and respirable mass concentration of EC, using the 
NIOSH Method 5040. The respirable EC PBZ concentra-
tions ranged from 0.02 to 2.94 μg/m3, with a geometric 
mean of 0.34 μg/m3 and an 8-h TWA of 0.16 μg/m3.

Kuijpers et al. (2016) assessed personal exposure to 
MWCNTs during the synthesis and handling of MWCNTs 
in a commercial production facility and linked these 
exposure levels to specific activities. The exposure levels 
of the MWCNTs observed in the production area during 
the full scale synthesis of MWCNTs (N = 23) were com-
parable to levels observed during further handling of 
MWCNTs (N = 19); 41 μg/m3 and 43 μg/m3, respectively. 
Carbon analysis has also been used to determine the mass 
concentration of SWCNT aerosols generated (Maynard et 
al., 2004), the concentration of MWCNT aerosols in a 
laboratory (Han et al., 2008), and the concentration of 
carbon nanofibers and MWCNTs in factories (Methner et 
al., 2010; Birch et al., 2002).

There have been other studies to determine the number 
concentration of CNTs as asbestos fibers. We think that 
morphological observation by SEM and/or TEM can yield 
important data to confirm the presence of CNTs, but that 
the counting of CNT fibers is not a good way to determine 
the exposure assessment because the toxicological studies 
mentioned above were based on mass concentration and 
did not observe any clear toxicological similarity between 
CNTs and asbestos fibers. In addition, most CNT particles 
observed in work environments are large (micron size) 
agglomerates, which should be omitted according to the 
rules of asbestos counting.

4. Analysis of airborne carbonaceous 
nanomaterials

In the case of carbonaceous nanomaterials, carbon 
analysis has been used to determine the aerosol concen-
trations mentioned above. The U.S. NIOSH recommended 
applying Method 5040, a thermal-optical carbon analysis 
method, to determine airborne exposure to respirable 
CNT (Birch and Cary, 1996). Method 5040 was originally 
developed to measure EC concentration to estimate diesel 
particulates in work-environments. A similar carbon anal-
ysis method that determines the EC concentration in APM 
was also published by Chow et al. (1993). Both methods 
were originally intended to determine the EC mass gener-
ated by combustion processes and focused on the separa-
tion of organic carbon and elemental carbon in the 
particulates. The concentrations of EC in APM measured 
in urban areas of Japan were usually more than 1 μg/m3 
(Ono-Ogasawara et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2011; Kudo et 
al., 2011), which value is similar to the level proposed by 
the US NIOSH as the OEL for CNT: 1 μg/m3 as EC.

In our pilot study, we obtained samples from quartz fi-

Fig. 2 Many sources of elemental carbon in work environment 
atmosphere.
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ber filters at a factory for CNT production. The color of 
the obtained samples was almost black, and the automatic 
function of thermal optical split of OC and EC by the car-
bon analyzer did not work. The samples were also resis-
tant to high temperatures (850 degree C) and remained 
after the carbon analysis because the CNT had a graphite 
structure and annealed in the inert gas atmosphere. We 
decided to stop using the Method 5040, based on the 
optical split of OC and EC, and adopted a modified 
IMPROVE protocol by Chow et al. (1993). We used the 
modified IMPROVE protocol at each temperature stage, 
defined as OC1–OC4 and EC1–EC3, as shown in Table 1 
(Ono-Ogasawara and Myojo, 2013). This protocol was ad-
opted for the analysis of CNTs in the reports by Takaya et 
al. (2010, 2012).

Airborne particle samples on the quartz fiber filters in 
the impaction stages of a Sioutas cascade impactor (SCI; 
SKC Inc., Eighty Four, PA, USA) were observed by SEM. 
Fig. 3 shows particles collected on the filter fibers of the 
stage (> 2.5 μm). The fine and tangled fibers in the debris 
must be carbon nanotubes. We assumed that CNTs, in 
particular MWCNTs, decomposed at a higher tempera-
ture than APM and behaved as micron-size agglomerates 
irrespective of the nano-size diameter. In our method, at 
first, size-segregated particles are collected using an im-
pactor, and then the EC concentrations of the collected 
particles of each size fraction are measured by carbon 
analysis without optical correction. The presence of 
MWCNTs is evaluated using factors of both size and the 
oxidation temperature in the measured data. Airborne 
particles were collected using a SCI, and the EC in the 
particles was analyzed using a carbon monitor. A sche-
matic diagram of this procedure is shown in Fig. 4 
(Ono-Ogasawara and Myojo, 2011). The SCI is designed 
to collect size-segregated particles in six stages of 
> 6.6 μm, > 2.5 μm, > 1.0 μm, > 0.5 μm, > 0.25 μm, and 
smaller than 0.25 μm at a flow rate of 9 L/min. The mid-
dle four stages are called stages A to D, and the final stage 
is a back-up filter. A quartz fiber filter (2500QAT-UP, 
PALL, Port Washington, NY, USA) was used to collect 
particles, as shown in Fig. 4.

Typical cases of simulated MWCNT aerosols and APM 
are shown in Fig. 5. The EC of the MWCNTs is localized 
at stage A as EC3, and the EC of APM is localized at 
backup filter F as EC2. We analyzed several samples from 
the maintenance work of instruments for heat treatment 
of MWCNTs: automated packing during and not during 
work; and outside of the factory at 5 m from the air inlet 
to the factory. These real airborne particle samples at 
CNT production facilities showed tendencies somewhere 
between the MW1 and APM shown in Fig. 5. The details 
were shown in our previous paper (Ono-Ogasawara and 
Myojo, 2013).

Based on our data, a schematic diagram of the size and 

EC amounts that evolved at different oven temperatures 
could be depicted as shown in Fig. 6 (Ono-Ogasawara 
and Myojo, 2013). Fullerene (C60) decomposed easily at a 
low temperature (Myojo et al., 2011). SWCNTs and thin 
MWCNTs also oxidized at 700 degree C, and the main 
proportion was EC2. The MWCNTs oxidized as EC2, as 
indicated by the presence of thinner MWCNTs, then EC3 
must be an indication of the presence of thick MWCNTs. 
Well-produced carbon black (CB) is stable at high tem-
peratures, and EC3 was a main constituent. Fig. 6 shows 

Fig. 3 Scanning electron microscopy of MWCNTs suspended 
in a workplace air. The bold fibers in the image are 
fibers of quartz filter. The white bar in the photo shows 
10 μm.

Table 1 IMPROVE protocol for carbon aerosol analyzer.
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a general tendency of the appearance of different types of 
carbon from carbonaceous nanomaterials in a carbon 
analysis. This tendency depends not only on the graphiti-
zation but also on the impurities in each sample, such as 
catalytic metals. To apply this method to the workplace, it 
is important to know the properties of the target materials 
used in each workplace. For measurements using a carbon 
monitor, the limit of quantitation is around 1 μg EC on a 
punched filter. This means stages A to D need to be more 
than 1.5 μg EC at each stage. The quantitation limit for 
the backup filter is expected to be 5.3 μg on the filter, and 
the expected minimum concentration of 2 hours sampling 
by SCI should be 1 μg EC/m3.

5. Conclusion

The lifecycle of carbonaceous nanomaterials can be 
categorized into the following six stages: manufacturing 
or synthesizing; manufacturing of interim products (mas-
ter batches and dispersed solutions); manufacturing of 
products (composite, papers or fibers); processing of the 
products (cutting or sanding); use of the products; and 
disposal/recycling (Ono-Ogasawara et al. 2015). In these 
phases of the life cycle, the isolated nanoparticles or 
nanofibers discussed above may exist only in the first two 
phases and the last phase. The binding strength between 
nanomaterials and base materials of the composite ranges 
from weak surface adhesion to chemical bonding. The 

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of sampling and analysis of ambient MWCNT particles.
* Determined by measured data (Ono-Ogasawara and Myojo, 2011). Nominally 75 % (= 15 mm/20 mm).

Fig. 5 Typical size effects on EC2 and EC3 of carbon analysis for typical samples of APM and MW1 (a sample of 
MWCNTs). Agglomerates of MWCNTs were detected at large fractions (> 2.5 μm and EC3). EC in a sample of 
ambient particulate matters were detected at small fractions (< 0.25 μm and EC2). Real samples were mixtures of 
the both graphs. (Ono-Ogasawara and Myojo, 2013)
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exposure assessment and risk assessment of nanomateri-
als should be anticipated at all these stages. The thermal 
carbon analysis method with size-segregation of airborne 
particles is applicable to the measurement of exposure to 
carbonaceous nanomaterials at any stage of the life cycle. 
Further validation of the method and examples of its ap-
plication are needed, however, in order to reach consensus 
regarding exposure measurements of carbonaceous nano-
materials.

This review is not a systematic review and mainly fo-
cused on reports on the risk assessment of carbonaceous 
nanomaterials as conducted by the authors and their co-
workers or related work by others.
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Abstract
In the past few decades, enormous advances have been achieved in the field of particle technology and the trend 
has been shifted from macro to micro and recently to the nanoscale. Integration of nanotechnology and 
biotechnology has paved the way to the development of biological nanoparticles, derived from biomolecules, and 
biomolecule-nanoparticle conjugates for numerous applications. This review provides an overview of various 
types of biological nanoparticles and the methods of their fabrication with primary emphasis on the drying 
methods, particularly on the newly emerging technique, the electrospraying. Recent advances in the integration of 
biomolecules with nanoparticles in the past five years to present are also discussed. Finally, the application of the 
biomolecule-nanoparticle conjugates in various fields including medicals and pharmaceuticals, biosensors and 
bioelectronics, foods, and agricultures are also highlighted.

Keywords: powder, particle, electrospray, biomaterial, enzyme

1. Introduction

Nanotechnology is a rapidly growing field that deals 
with the processing of materials with size less than 
1000 nm, from the production to its applications (Jaworek 
A. and Sobczyk A.T., 2008). Owing to its large surface 
area to volume ratio, the reduction of particle size to na-
noscale offers remarkable improvement in the physical, 
mechanical, electrical, and optical properties, that is not 
seen in the bulk materials (Yurteri C.U. et al., 2010). 
Breakthroughs in nanomaterial synthesis increased di-
verse nanomaterials production and subsequently their 
applications.

Nature had provided various types of biomolecules 
such as proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, and polysaccha-
rides, which have their own unique properties that can be 
utilised for the development of nanoparticles (Sperling 
R.A. and Parak W.J., 2010). These organic based nanopar-
ticles received little attention in the past; in comparison 
with inorganic based such as metals, metal oxides, ceram-

ics and quantum dots where enormous researches and 
technological advancements have been made (Kumar R. 
and Lal S., 2014). However, in recent years, considerable 
interest has been shown in the utilisation of biological 
nanoparticles, derived from biomolecules as an alternative 
to the chemically synthesised nanoparticles. This is due 
to the need for developing biocompatible and biodegrad-
able nanoparticles in addition to the other advantages of-
fered including ease of availability and non-immunogenic 
(Sundar S. et al., 2010).

Biomolecules can also be engineered to possess unique 
compositions and functionalities and can be conjugated 
with various types of nanoparticles such as metals and 
metal oxides, to complement the unique properties of 
nanoparticles with intrinsic features of biomolecules, to 
yield novel biomolecule-nanoparticle hybrid. To date, 
many review papers are available in the literature that 
highlights the development and application of nanoparti-
cles in various sectors (De M. et al., 2008, Salata O.V., 
2004, Wang E.C. and Wang A.Z., 2014). However, limited 
reviews are available for biological nanoparticles and the 
integration of nanoparticles with biomolecules. Therefore, 
up to date information on the technology and current 
trend in the field is required. The present review details 
the types of biological nanoparticles, their methods of 
synthesis, the recent advances in the integration of bio-
molecules with nanoparticles, and the application of 
biomolecule-nanoparticle conjugates in medicals and 
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pharmaceuticals, biosensors and bioelectronics, foods, 
and agricultures. For the context of this review, only 
nanoparticles derived or conjugated with biomolecules 
were discussed.

2. Types of biological nanoparticles

Biological nanoparticles are particles with size ranging 
from 10 nm to 1 μm, derived from biomolecules or or-
ganic compounds. They can be divided into four major 
categories which are proteins, nucleic acids, lipids and 
polysaccharides based (Kumar R. and Lal S., 2014).

Protein is the predecessor of the naturally occurring 
material used for the preparation of nanoparticle, at-
tributed to their unique functionalities and defined pri-
mary structure. These features enable various possibilities 
for surface modifications and attachment of other com-
pounds such as drugs and therapeutics (Bhunchu S. and 
Rojsitthisak P., 2014; Jahanshahi M. and Babaei Z., 2008). 
Additionally, they can be processed in the form of gels, 
emulsions and dried particles, have greater stability in 
vivo and during storage, and relatively easy to synthesise 
with controllable size distribution (Sundar S. et al., 2010), 
which allows them to be an ideal material for nanoparti-
cles preparations. To date, wide varieties of proteins have 
been used for nanoparticle formulations including albu-
min, gelatine, elastin, collagen, gliadin, zein, ferritin 
(Nitta S.K. and Numata K., 2013) and silk proteins such 
as sericin and fibroin (Hazeri N. et al., 2012; Zhao Z. et 
al., 2015).

Nanoparticles can also be formulated from nucleic ac-
ids strands of DNA and RNA. These biomolecules can be 
engineered to form 3-dimensional nano-scaffolds due to 
the simplicity of their primary structure. Furthermore, 
nucleic acids have a unique ability to self-assemble into 
compact and stable structures with precise control over 
the nanoparticle size, geometry, and composition (Panigaj 
M. and Reiser J., 2016). The current research in the devel-
opment of bio-based nanoparticles have shown that the 
DNA and RNA nanoparticles can be utilised as scaffolds 
and can be tagged with various types of biological and 
therapeutic compounds such as aptamers, fluorophores, and 
oligonucleotides to carry its desired function (Friedman 
A.D. et al., 2013; Panigaj M. and Reiser J., 2016).

Lipid based nanoparticles which include liposomes, 
nanoemulsions, solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN) and nano-
structured lipid carriers (NLC) have emerged as a 
potential nanoparticulate system and have been recog-
nised among the most promising encapsulant in the nano-
biotechnology field (Tamjidi F. et al., 2013). In addition to 
their high encapsulation efficiency, lipid nanoparticles 
demonstrated longer shelf life and storage stability, has-
sle-free scaling up from lab to industrial scale, and ability 

to target and entrap compound with different solubility 
(Weiss J. et al., 2008).

Polysaccharides are naturally occurring carbohydrate 
polymers that are linked together by glycosidic bonds. 
They can be obtained from plants (e.g. pectin, insulin), ani-
mals (e.g. chitosan), and algae (alginates) and also from a 
microorganism such as a dextran. Among various types 
of polysaccharides, chitosan is one of the most valued 
polysaccharides probably due to its permeability enhanc-
ing properties. Chitosan, a cationic polyaminosaccharide, 
have high-density amino groups and mucoadhesive prop-
erties, allowing facile chemical modification and com-
plexation with negatively charged molecules (Sahdev P. et 
al., 2014). By exploiting the charge mediated ionic inter-
actions, a wide variety of biomolecules such as proteins 
(Mattu C. et al., 2013), plasmid DNA and antigens as well 
as bioflavonoids (Ha H.-K. et al., 2013; Hosseini S.F. et 
al., 2013) have been successfully incorporated into chi-
tosan nanoparticles. The nanoparticles are commonly 
fabricated through ionotropic gelation and self-assembly 
of polyelectrolytes, a relatively simple procedure that does 
not require the use of organic solvents and operated in 
mild temperature and pressure condition (Rampino A. et 
al., 2013; Sahdev P. et al., 2014).

3. Methods to synthesise biological nanoparticles

Synthesis of nanoparticles derived from inorganic com-
pounds such as metal, metal oxides and polymeric materi-
als have been discussed deeply in a number of review 
papers. However, only a few reviews are available for 
the synthesis of biological nanoparticles. Design and syn-
thesis of biological nanoparticles with desired properties 
is an important field of research in nanotechnology to al-
low applications of such materials in various fields which 
consequently give a positive impact to nature and human 
being. Recently, different strategies for production of 
nanosized materials exist and new techniques are con-
stantly developed (Table 1). In biotechnology context, 
several criteria have to be taken into account for the se-
lection of techniques to produce particles with controlled 
characteristics such as uniform size distribution, mor-
phology, high purity, and composition. Additionally, the 
method should be simple, inexpensive, and have high 
throughput (Peltonen L. et al., 2010). In this section, gen-
eral overviews of the methods to synthesise biological 
nanoparticles which include two steps procedures based 
on emulsification, a one-step procedure involving nano- 
precipitation, desolvation, and gelation, and through dry-
ing methods are presented, with primary emphasis on the 
preparation by drying process.
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3.1 Two steps procedure based on emulsifications

Methods for the preparation of biological nanoparticles 
based on emulsification strategies have been evolved in 
the past decades due to the advancement in the technol-
ogy and emulsification devices (Kumar R. and Lal S., 
2014). The emulsion system can be in the form of oil in 
water (o/w), water in oil (w/o) and oil in oil (o/o), depend-
ing on the type of the dispersed phase and dispersion me-
dium. A more complex system based on a combination of 
multiple emulsions has also been synthesised such as wa-
ter in oil in water (w/o/w), oil in water in oil (o/w/o) and 
water in oil in oil (w/o/o). After generation of the emulsion 
nanodroplets, nanoparticles can be produced through pre-
cipitation induced by various solvent extractions mecha-
nisms such as solvent evaporation, solvent diffusion or 
salting-out. Other techniques such as gelation and po-
lymerisation can also be used for converting the emul-
sions to nanoparticles (Bilati U. et al., 2005; Kumar R. 

and Lal S., 2014).
Emulsification method offers high encapsulation effi-

ciency and high batch-to-batch reproducibility. Further-
more, nanoparticles obtained through this method usually 
have narrow size distribution (Chaturvedi S.P. and Kumar 
V., 2012; Pal S.L. et al., 2011). The avoidance of heat 
treatment during the preparation step has made this 
method as a useful strategy for encapsulation of highly 
thermolabile compounds. However, the presence of resid-
ual solvent in the final dispersion is undesirable due to 
regulatory concern. Therefore, intensive washing proce-
dures are required to eliminate the solvent residue 
(Chaturvedi S.P. and Kumar V., 2012). Moreover, the ap-
plication of this method is mainly limited to lipophilic 
molecules. Compounds which have limited solubility in 
organic solvent require a subsequent addition of excess 
water, resulted in dilute dispersion that needs to be con-
centrated by means of another operation such as filtration 
and evaporation (Das S. and Chaudhury A., 2011). The 

Table 1 Summary of various types and methods to synthesise biological nanoparticles.

Material Fabrication method Particle size and  
characteristics

Application Reference

BSA Dynamic aggregation, 
radiation-induced 
cross-linking

20–40 nm Drug carrier Achilli E. et 
al. (2015)

Cruciferin Cold gelation ~200 nm spherical, 
polydispersity index 
(PDI) of 0.2–0.3

Delivery of bioactive food 
components

Akbari A. and 
Wu J. (2016)

Chimeric  
polypeptide

Genetically encoded 
synthesis in E. Coli

60 nm, nearly  
monodisperse

Treatment of cancer Conjugated 
drug: paclitaxel

Bhattacharyya 
J. et al. (2015)

Fibronectin Electrospraying 28.2–31.52 nm Functionally active protein for 
tissue engineering

Fornari E. et 
al. (2015)

Zein Electrospraying 175–900 nm Encapsulant for food coloring and 
ingredients

Gomez-Estaca 
J. et al. (2012)

Fluorescent  
proteins

Liquid nanodispens-
ing (NADIS)

50 nm–microns Nanodevice (Scanning probe 
lithography)

Fabie L. et al. 
(2015)

Fibroin Electrospraying 80 nm Wound dressing and tissue 
engineering

Gholami A. et 
al. (2010)

Whey protein  
isolate (WPI)

Homogenisation- 
evaporation

90 nm Delivery vehicle for beta- carotene 
to intestine

Yi J. et al. 
(2015)

Soybean protein  
isolate (SPI)

Homogenisation- 
evaporation

370 nm Delivery vehicle for beta- carotene 
to intestine

Yi J. et al. 
(2015)

Chitosan  
oligosaccharide/ 
β-lactoglobulin

Ionic gelation 150–30 nm,  
spherical

Delivery of hydrophobic bioac-
tive compounds into aqueous 
foods

Ha H.-K. et al. 
(2013)

Bioactive  
peptides/chitosan

Ionic gelation 150 ± 4.3 nm,  
PDI = 0.05 to 0.14

Encapsulant of epigallocate-
chin-3-gallate (EGCG) for 
nanochemoprevention

Hu B. et al. 
(2012)

Chitosan Ionic gelation 550–850 nm, spherical 
with some irregular 
shape particles

Protein carriers in tissue engi-
neering

Mattu C. et al. 
(2013)
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particles generation through emulsification have been re-
viewed extensively by Anton and co-workers (2008) and 
will not be discussed in details.

3.2 One step procedures

Nano-precipitation is a method to synthesise nanoparti-
cles based on the interfacial deposition of polymer after 
displacement of a semi polar solvent (miscible with water) 
from a lipophilic solution. Therefore, nano-precipitation 
is also termed as interfacial deposition or solvent dis-
placement methods. This method was developed by Fessi 
et al. in the late 1980s (Kumar R. and Lal S., 2014). 
Nanoparticles are formed through a quick diffusion of the 
polymer solvent such as acetone in the non-solvent or 
aqueous phase. The reduction in the interfacial tension 
between the two phases resulted in the increase of the 
surface area and momentary precipitation of nanoparti-
cles. The process can occur in the absence or presence of 
mechanical stirring. This method provides a simple and 
rapid route for the fabrication of biological nanoparticles 
from natural polymers and peptides with high reproduc-
ibility, even at low concentration. However, the use of 
nanoprecipitation approach is often hampered by the low 
nanoparticle recovery yields due to the low concentration 
of polymer required and low entrapment efficiency for 
water-soluble molecules such as drugs (Bilati U. et al., 
2005; Kumar R. and Lal S., 2014).

Desolvation or also known as coacervation, a technique 
designed by Marty et al. in 1978 is a thermodynamically 
driven self-assembly of proteins that occur based on the 
addition of desolvating agents such as salts, alcohol or 
solvents (e.g. acetone) in a solution of biomolecules, which 
separates and coacervates the molecules in the aqueous 
phase. In this process, electrostatic interaction plays a vi-
tal role to promote self-assembly of protein (Sundar S. et 
al., 2010). Variety types of proteins such as albumins (hu-
man serum albumin and bovine serum albumin), gliadin 
and gelatine, polysaccharide particles such as chitosan, 
DNA and oligonucleotides have been fabricated through 
this method (Allouche J., 2013). To improve the stability 
of the nanoparticles and prevent dissolution in water, 
crosslinking reaction with glutaraldehyde and carbodiim-
ide was usually performed (Sundar S. et al., 2010).

Many proteins have gel forming properties at particular 
conditions of pH and temperature. These properties en-
able the proteins to form heat-induced gels through ther-
mal gelation process, attributed to the protein structures 
(primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary) and the 
surrounding conditions. Under suitable conditions, the 
protein molecules will denature and unfold followed by 
the rearrangement and aggregation into a 3-dimensional 
structure that finds numerous applications in food indus-
try. For charged biomolecules such as chitosan and algi-

nate, gelation can occur through interactions with small 
ions of opposite charges to form nanoclusters that can be 
stabilised further with the addition of oppositely charged 
polyelectrolytes (Allouche J., 2013; Nitta S.K. and Numata 
K., 2013).

3.3 Preparation by drying process

Environmental considerations have motivated research-
ers to find alternative methods for synthesis of nanoparti-
cles with the elimination of the use of organic solvents 
(Allouche J., 2013). To achieve this goal, preparation of 
biological nanoparticles through drying method has been 
seen as a promising alternative to the conventional meth-
ods discussed above. Furthermore, dry formulation of bi-
ological nanoparticles offers further stabilisation against 
degradation, improves shelf life and ease of handling that 
often difficult to achieve in liquid formulation due to the 
complexity of the biological molecules (Haggag Y.A. and 
Faheem A.M., 2015).

Besides, nanosuspensions often need to be dried for 
further processing and formulation for example in the 
form of tablets or capsules. In this regard, drying based 
techniques provide a convenient and straightforward 
method, as dried nanoparticles can be produced directly 
in a single step without the need for further drying steps, 
and the dried particles still preserved the unique proper-
ties of the original suspension (Peltonen L. et al., 2010). 
There are three main strategies to produce biological 
nanoparticles through drying methods which are super-
critical drying, spray drying and the newly emerging 
technique, the electrospraying method which will be dis-
cussed in details.

3.3.1 Supercritical drying
Supercritical drying involves utilisation of supercritical 

fluid (SCF) as a drying medium (antisolvent) which offers 
unique property of having the density and solvating 
power of a liquid but with gas-like transport properties 
(with respect to its viscosity and diffusivity). In most su-
percritical fluid processing, carbon dioxide (CO2) is used, 
attributed to its low critical temperature and pressure, 
nontoxic, non-flammable and environmentally friendly 
characteristics as well as availability at low prices (Sellers 
S.P. et al., 2001). A number of supercritical techniques are 
currently available for production of submicrometer-sized 
and nano-sized particles.

The rapid expansion of a supercritical solution (RESS) 
typically uses supercritical CO2 to form finely divided dry 
thermolabile drugs and pharmaceutical powders. In this 
technique, biological constituents are solubilised in super-
critical CO2 which subsequently decompress through a 
nozzle into an ambient air. This process created high 
supersaturation conditions that promote homogeneous 
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nucleation and precipitation of the biological solutes into 
well-dispersed particles. Despite the ability to generate 
nano-sized particles, the coalescence mechanism involved 
in the free jet promotes particle aggregation into micro- 
sized. Besides that, although the process can be conducted 
in a solvent free environment, the solubility of many 
pharmaceutical constituents in supercritical CO2 is very 
low (Allouche J., 2013). Therefore, another supercritical 
technology such as solution enhanced dispersion by su-
percritical solution (SEDS) has been developed. In this 
system, co-solvents have been used to improve the solu-
bility of the pharmaceutical compounds in CO2 (Zhao Z. 
et al., 2015). This method has been used for precipitation 
of protein nanoparticles such as lysozyme, insulin, and 
rhDNase from their aqueous solution with the use of etha-
nol as co-solvent, yielding nanoparticles with size ranging 
from 100–500 nm (Chan H.K. and Kwok P.C.L., 2011; 
Sellers S.P. et al., 2001). Alternatively, supercritical fluid 
antisolvent (SAS) strategy can be applied to exploit the 
low solubilities of the solute compounds in supercritical 
CO2 by mixing the solution with compressed CO2 to pro-
mote crystallisation or by spraying into the compressed 
CO2. Organic non-aqueous solvents such as dimethylsulf-
oxide that have been normally used in the SAS technique 
to enhance miscibility of solute with CO2 at its recrystalli-
sation temperature and pressure, however, compromised 
the environmental friendly nature of the CO2. Thus, this 
method may not be favourable for biomolecules process-
ing as it may cause conformational changes to their native 
structure (Tabernero A. et al., 2012; Zhao Z. et al., 2015).

3.3.2 Spray drying
Spray drying has been used since the 1980s as an alter-

native means of fine particles or powders production. The 
utilisation of this method for drying of biological com-
pounds was started in the early 1990s when the potential 
of therapeutic proteins or drugs delivery through pulmo-
nary route was discovered (Chan H.K. and Kwok P.C.L., 
2011). In spray drying, a solution containing biomolecules 
is atomised into a plume of fine droplets which subse-
quently dried in a hot air to form solid particles. The dried 
particles are finally collected via a cyclone. The spray 
drying technology has been evolved in the past years and 
many types of biological solution have been processed 
into nanoparticles or nanopowder through this technology 
particularly for food and pharmaceutical application. 
However, the collection yield of particles generated 
through the conventional spray drying method is very 
low, resulted from the very small size of the nanoparti-
cles. Recently, a nano-spray dryer has been developed by 
BÜCHI Labortechnik AG to increase the particle recov-
ery. In this system, tiny droplets with size much smaller 
than the conventional spray dryer were generated by using 
piezoelectric actuator. The actuator is driven at an ultra-

sonic frequency to provide vibrating energy to a mem-
brane, which causes ejection of millions of nanodroplets 
per second. The size of the particles collected depends on 
various factors such as the solution properties (e.g. con-
centration), operating conditions (e.g. feed rate, drying 
temperature) and the presence or absence of surfactant 
(Haggag Y.A. and Faheem A.M., 2015; Lee S.H. et al., 
2011). By using this innovative approach, spherical shape 
BSA nanoparticles with smooth surface have been suc-
cessfully produced by Lee S.H. et al. (2011) from BSA 
solution in the presence of surfactant (Tween-80). Despite 
the technological advancement in the spray drying sys-
tem, the applicability of such system to produce biologi-
cally active particles remains a hot debate. This is mainly 
due to the fragile nature of biomolecules when subjected 
to hot drying air during the process which may lead to 
aggregation and loss of biological activity (Mehta P. et al., 
2016). The inclusion of surfactant or disaccharide to the 
heat-sensitive materials such as proteins, peptides and en-
zymes can help to minimise these effects (Lee S.H. et al., 
2011).

3.3.3 Electrospraying
Electrospraying is an electrohydrodynamic atomisation 

of liquid into uniform sized droplets under the influenced 
of electrical forces. The phenomenon of the interaction of 
liquid with electric field was first reported by William 
Gilbert in the sixteenth century who discovered that a 
water droplet transformed into conical shape when a piece 
of amber was held close to it (Yurteri C.U. et al., 2010). 
The first attempt to use electrospraying for the production 
of protein nanoparticles was demonstrated by Gomez A. 
et al. (1998). Insulin was used as a model protein to study 
the feasibility of electrospraying to produce monodis-
persed protein particles with preserved biological activity. 
In their work, the electrospraying was conducted in Taylor 
cone jet mode with controlled current and flowrate of 64–
100 nA and 0.17–0.38 μL/min, respectively. The size of 
the produced insulin particles was in the range of 98–
117 nm with a doughnut shape. The analysis of receptor 
binding properties of the electrosprayed insulin and the 
control insulin showed identical results, which proved that 
biological activity of insulin is preserved upon electro-
spraying. With these findings, researches involving the 
generation of active particles of biomolecules using the 
electrospraying method have emerged rapidly, especially 
for drug delivery application.

Besides the ability to preserve the bioactive properties 
of the biomolecules, the emerging utilisation of the elec-
trospraying method is also attributed to the other unique 
advantages offered; the production of monodisperse parti-
cles in cone-jet mode which is often difficult to be 
achieved by the other particle synthesis methods, a reduc-
tion in the number of molecular aggregates due to the co-
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alescences of droplets with the same polarity, a reduction 
in the risk of product contamination, can be operated in 
ambient conditions, cost effectiveness and simple opera-
tion. In view of these advantages, a few types of biologi-
cally active substances including DNA (Lee Y.-H. et al., 
2011), proteins such as sericin (Hazeri N. et al., 2012), 
fibroin (Gholami A. et al., 2010), cytochrome c (Mortensen 
D.N. and Williams E.R., 2015), and α-lactalbumin (α-LA) 
(Uematsu I. et al., 2004), enzymes such as alkaline phos-
phatase (ALP) (Avseenko N.V. et al., 2001) and peptide 
such as α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (Wei H. et al., 
2004) have been successfully electrosprayed with pre-
served biological activity.

Basic electrospraying setup, which consists of a high 
voltage supply, metal capillary, and grounded collector, 
and the mechanism of particle generation, is shown in 
Fig. 1. The four major processes involved in electrospray-
ing are; 1) generation of charged droplets, 2) shrinkage of 
the droplets due to removal or evaporation of solvent, 3) 
continual disintegration of the droplets to form dry parti-
cles, and finally, 4) collection or deposition of the particles 
(Lenggoro I.W. et al., 2002; Naim M.N. et al., 2010).

In electrospraying, the particle size and shape can be 
controlled by controlling the solution properties such as 
conductivity and surface tension and also the electro-
spraying parameters which include spraying voltage, 
flowrate and distance of the needle tip to the collector. In 
our group, the electrospraying technique was used to pro-
duce cyclodextrin glucanotransferase (CGTase) nanopar-
ticles from its aqueous suspension. It was found that by 
conducting the electrospraying in cone jet mode and 
changing the needle tip to collector distance from 10 to 
25 cm, nanoparticles with narrow size distribution can be 

obtained and the average particle size was reduced sig-
nificantly from 201 to 75 nm. The reduction in the particle 
size has been shown to improve the CGTase catalytic per-
formance (Saallah S. et al., 2014).

4. Integrated biomolecule-nanoparticle 
systems

Biomolecules exhibit nanoscale dimensions comparable 
to the dimensions of nanoparticles (Fig. 2). Revolutionary 
of nanotechnology and biotechnology have paved the way 
to complement these size similarities and intrinsic fea-
tures of biomolecules with unique properties of nanopar-
ticles to yield novel biomolecule-nanoparticle hybrid of 
synergistic characteristics and functions (Sperling R.A. 
and Parak W.J., 2010). Biomolecules also display several 
fundamental features that can be utilised as future build-
ing blocks for nanoparticle architecture. For example, the 
nature-evolved multiple binding sites of biomolecules in 
addition with its catalytic properties could facilitate the 
development of multifunctional nanoparticles (Katz E. 
and Willner I., 2004). Recently, substantial research ef-
forts were directed towards developing and extending the 
applications of biomolecules by integrating the biomole-
cules with biological nanoparticles such as polysaccha-
rides and lipids (Liao W. et al., 2016; Rassu G. et al., 
2015) and other types of nanoparticles including metals 
(Chinen A.B. et al., 2015; Politi J. et al., 2015), metal ox-
ides (Cao Y. et al., 2016; Shahrestani H. et al., 2016) and 
polymers (Cavalli R. et al., 2011; Lin T.-T. et al., 2016) 
through various conjugation strategies (Table 2).

Fig. 1 (a) Basic electrospraying setup and (b) Electrospraying mechanism.
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4.1 Strategies for the development of biomolecule-
nanoparticle conjugates

4.1.1 Functionalisation of nanoparticles with 
biomolecules through non-covalent  
interactions

Non-covalent biofunctionalisation is a physical conju-
gation strategy that can be realised through electrostatic, 
hydrophobic and affinity interactions (Fig. 3) (Yu M.K. et 
al., 2012). Electrostatic adsorption is useful for the assem-
bly of biomolecules to nanoparticles that are stabilised by 
anionic ligands such as lipoic acid and citrate in which the 
interaction of nanoparticles and the biomolecules rely on 
the opposite charged of both materials (Niemeyer C.M., 
2001). Biological nanoparticles can be engineered to have 
a specific charge to enable interaction with biomolecules. 
The recent example is the utilisation of cationic lipid 
nanoparticles modified with a supercharged coiled-coil 
protein having positively charged arginine residues to fa-
cilitate interaction with the negatively charged SiRNA 
(Rabbani P.S. et al., 2017). Another example is the devel-
opment of a self-assembled nanocomplex based on fu-
coidan, a sulphated marine polysaccharide and protamine, 
a strongly basic protein by utilising the electrostatic inter-
action between the oppositely charged polysaccharide and 
protein (Lu K.Y. et al., 2017). The non-covalent electro-
static complexes between proteins and polysaccharides 
can potentially enhance the functional properties by the 
synergistic combination of functional properties of both 
materials, compared to the single biological nanoparticle 
system (Hosseini S.M.H. et al., 2015).

In some cases, the strong electrostatic interaction be-
tween the charged biomolecules and its host is not always 
preferred. As observed by Lebre F. et al. (2016), the strong 
binding between positively charged chitosan and nega-
tively charged DNA resulted in low transfection efficiency 

in vivo. To encounter this issue, the electrostatic interac-
tions between the cationic chitosan nanoparticles with the 
anionic DNA were modified by attaching anionic human 
serum albumin onto the chitosan nanoparticles surface. 
This system enabled the intracellular release of DNA, 
thus enhancing the transfection efficiency.

The role of electrostatic interactions in adsorption of 
protein onto inorganic nanoparticles such as silica and 
metal oxides has been well described in many studies 
(Meissner J. et al., 2015). For instance, immobilisation of 
lysozyme and β-lactoglobulin, a globular protein onto 
negatively charged silica nanoparticles and binding of bo-
vine serum albumin and β-lactoglobulin to cationic gold 
nanoparticle functionalised with 3,6,9,12-tetraoxatri-
cosan1-1-aminium, 23-mercapto-N,N,N-trimethyl, under 
different pH and ionic conditions (Chen K. et al., 2011; 
Meissner J. et al., 2015). Generally, the maximum adsorp-
tion occurs at the protein isoelectric point. This is due to 
the minimum repulsion between the adsorbed protein 
molecules at its isoelectric point which allow them to 
make a closer packing at the particle surface.

Although extensive investigation on the interactions of 
biomolecules such as amino acids, proteins, and peptides 
with silica nanoparticles have shown that binding of 
biomolecules to silica nanoparticle is mainly driven by 
electrostatic interaction, Puddu V. and Perry C.C. (2012) 
found that hydrophobic interactions were responsible for 
the recognition and adsorption of peptide sequence of dif-
ferent charge on silica at various pH conditions. They also 
showed that it is possible to modulate the uptake of bio-
molecules on nanoparticles by tuning the surface proper-
ties and binding environments such as the biomolecules 
bulk concentration and pH. Bioconjugation of silica with 
peptide sequence having hydrophobic character is favoured 
when the surface charge of silica is close to its point of 
zero charge (more hydrophobic) (Puddu V. and Perry C.C., 

Fig. 2 Nanoscale integration of nanoparticles and biomolecules.
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Table 2 Summary of integrated biomolecule-nanoparticle systems.

Biomolecule Nanoparticle Fabrication 
method

Conjugation strategy Application References

(i) Organic-organic nanoparticle conjugates

BSA Tripolyphosphate- 
crosslinked chitosan

Ionic gelation Electrostatic interac-
tion, encapsulation

Sustained release of 
protein

Mattu C. et al. 
(2013)

Propolis Lipid High shear 
homogenisation

Entrapment Nasal drug delivery Rassu G. et al. 
(2015)

D. indusiata 
polysaccharide

Selenium Redox reaction Encapsulation Anticancer treatment Liao W. et al. (2016)

Curcumin O-carboxymethyl 
chitosan/fucoidan

Ionic gelation Crosslinking Oral delivery system Huang Y.C. and 
Kuo T.H. (2014)

Quercetin Chitosan oligosac-
charide/ 
β-lactoglobulin

Ionic gelation Covalent Encapsulation of 
bioactives

Ha H.-K. et al. 
(2013)

Curcumin Zein–pectin/
alginate

Electrostatic 
deposition

Electrostatic interac-
tion, encapsulation

Functional foods and 
beverages

Hu K. et al. (2015)

Beta-carotene Whey protein 
concentrate

Electrospraying Encapsulation Encapsulation of 
bioactives

López-Rubio A. and 
Lagaron J.M. (2012)

Anthocyanin-rich 
extract

Whey protein 
isolate/beet pectin

Thermal pro-
cessing

Electrostatic complex-
ation

Encapsulation of 
natural colorants and 
food nutraceuticals

Arroyo-Maya I.J. 
and McClements 
D.J. (2015)

(–)-epigallocate-
chin-3-gallate

Peptide/chitosan Ionic interac-
tion, hydropho-
bic association

Encapsulation Nano- 
chemoprevention

Hu B. et al. (2012)

(ii) Biomolecule-polymeric nanoparticle conjugates

BSA PLGA Co-axial elec-
trospraying

Encapsulation Drug delivery Zamani M. et al. 
(2014)

BSA HPMA/Ac-DAP-
Boc

One-pot synthe-
sis

Encapsulation Delivery of platinum 
drugs into cancerous 
cells

Dag A. et al. (2015)

Cholestrol Polyamidoamines Electrospraying Covalent Tamoxifen delivery Cavalli R. et al. 
(2011)

Chitosan Polylactic acid/
nifedipine

Emulsion Encapsulation Treatment of angina 
pectorice and hyper-
tension

Chinh N.T. et al. 
(2016)

Serum albumin PCL/PLGA Electrospraying Encapsulation Delivery of therapeu-
tics

Bock N. et al. (2014)

Sorafenib PEG-PLGA/PLGA 
co-polymer

O/W emulsion Encapsulation Systemic treatment of 
liver fibrosis

Huang X. et al. 
(2016)

Cisplatin PCL-block-PEG-
diblock copolymer

Dialysis, lyophi-
lisation

Encapsulation Treatment of gluta-
thione over-expressed 
breast cancer cells

Surnar B. et al. 
(2015)

(iii) Organic-inorganic nanoparticle conjugates

Lysozyme and 
β-lactoglobulin

Silica — Electrostatic interac-
tion

Not specifically 
mentioned

Meissner J. et al. 
(2015)

Hydrophobin 
Vmh2

AuNP One pot synthe-
sis

Covalent Biomedical Politi J. et al. (2015)
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Table 2 Summary of integrated biomolecule-nanoparticle systems (contd.).

Biomolecule Nanoparticle Fabrication 
method

Conjugation strategy Application References

Chitosan/Collagen Bioactive glass Sol-gel/freeze 
drying

Non-covalent Injectable scaffolds 
in bone and cartilage 
repair

Moreira C.D.F. et 
al. (2016)

Spherical nucleic 
acid

AuNP — Covalent Cellular uptake Chinen A.B. et al. 
(2015)

DNA Magnesium phos-
phate

Water-in-oil 
emulsion

Entrapment DNA vaccine formu-
lation

Bhakta G. et al. 
(2014)

Mussel adhesive 
proteins

Iron(III)–3,4-dihy-
droxyphenylalanine 
(DOPA)

Electrospraying Crosslinking pH-responsive drug 
delivery Model drug: 
Doxorubicin

Kim B.J. et al. 
(2015)

Plasmid DNA Calcium phosphate Precipitation Encapsulation Stem cell uptake and 
gene transfer

Cao X. et al. (2011)

Pepsin AuNP Chemical 
reduction

Covalent-amide 
coupling

Analytical sample 
preparation

Höldrich M. et al. 
(2016)

α-amylase, pecti-
nase, cellulose

Fe3O4 Co-precipitation GA crosslinking Clarification of fruit 
juices

Sojitra U.V. et al. 
(2016)

(iv) Biomolecule-hybrid nanoparticle conjugates

BSA Ampiphilic polymer 
coated hydrophobic 
silver nanoparticle

Chemical 
precipitation

Physisorption To study protein- 
nanoparticle interac-
tion

Guo J. et al. (2015)

Lipase Hydroxyapatite-en-
capsulated-c-Fe2O3

Chemical 
precipitation

EncapsulationCova-
lent

Interesterification of 
soybean oil

Xie W. and Zang X. 
(2016)

Curcumin Albumin–poly-
caprolactone

Ring opening 
polymerisation

Covalent Drug delivery system 
for prostate carci-
noma therapeutics

Jiang Y. et al. (2016)

Xylanase Fe3O4/SiO2 Co-precipitation Covalent Enzymatic clarifica-
tion of fruit juices

Shahrestani H. et al. 
(2016)

Organic fluores-
cent dye

PVP/SiO2/Fe3O4 Co-precipitation, 
polymerization, 
sol–gel

Encapsulation Elec-
trostatic interaction

Biomedical, analyti-
cal and catalytic 
application

Viswanathan K. 
(2011)

Glucose oxidase Fe3O4/Polypyrrol Co-precipitation Encapsulation Potentiomeric glu-
cose biosensor

Yang Z. et al. (2014)

Trypsin AuNP/Fe3O4 Solvothermal 
reaction

Covalent Enzymatic digestion 
of proteins to pep-
tides

Cao Y. et al. (2016)

Aptamers AgNP/Fe3O4 Redox reaction Streptavidin-biotin 
affinity binding

Detection of Staphy-
lococcus aureus

Abbaspour A. et al. 
(2015)

v) Self-assembled biomolecule-nanoparticle hybrid

BSA Copper(II) phos-
phate

Self-assembly — Decomposition of 
organic dyes in 
wastewater treatment

Huang Y. et al. 
(2015)

α-lactalbumin, 
laccase, carbonic 
anhydrase and 
lipase

Copper(II) phos-
phate

Self-assembly — Bionsensors Ge J. et al. (2012)

Sericin Copper(II) phos-
phate

Self-assembly — Adsorption of heavy 
metal ions

Koley P. et al. 
(2016)
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2012). Hydrophobic interaction can also be utilised to 
allow binding of biomolecules with protein nanoparticles 
having hydrophobic properties such as gliadin as reported 
by Joye I.J. et al. (2015). Through fluorescence quenching 
and thermodynamic analysis, they found that binding of 
gliadin nanoparticles and resveratrol, a polyphenol ex-
tracted from a grape skin is predominantly mediated by 
hydrophobic interactions rather than hydrogen bonding.

Both of the electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions 
requires fewer modification steps, thus provide a simple 
and rapid route for Biofunctionalisation of nanoparticles. 
However, molecular orientations of the physically bound 
biomolecules are difficult to control. By introducing spe-
cific functional groups on the nanoparticles such as avi-
din, biomolecules can bound onto the nanoparticles more 
effectively through affinity interactions (Zhang Y. et al., 
2012). Avidin is a glycoprotein composed of four identical 
subunits which have high specificity and affinity towards 
biotin, resulted in a strong affinity interaction. Despite 
these advantages, avidin possesses several drawbacks in-
cluding a high degree of non-specific binding in vivo at-
tributed to its basic isoelectric point and glycosylation, 
and the high possibility of immunogenicity. Moreover, the 
strong avidin-biotin interaction might hinder the release 
of tagged biomolecules from the biotin or avidin. To over-
come these issues, extensive research effort has been de-
voted to develop new variants of avidin from different 
sources or through genetic modification (Jain A. and 
Cheng K., 2017).

Streptavidin, a non-glycosylated tetrameric protein, is 
the most widely used avidin analogue. Biotinylated pro-
teins such as immunoglobulins and bovine serum albu-
min, oligonucleotides and single strand DNA have been 

bound onto streptavidin functionalised nanoparticles such 
as silver and gold (Tauran Y. et al., 2013). By utilising an 
electric-field-directed self-assembly method, Hsiao A.P. 
and Heller M.J. (2012) have successfully developed a mul-
tilayer structures glucose sensor composed of glucose ox-
idase, horseradish peroxidase and alkaline phosphatase 
enzymes conjugated with streptavidin/avidin-biotin 
nanoparticles through affinity interaction. The catalytic 
activity of the enzymes was preserved after the assembly, 
suggesting that the process employed did not have an ad-
verse effect on the enzyme. Affinity interactions can also 
be achieved through antibody-antigen binding to allow 
assembly of NP-antibody conjugate with its respective 
antigen which is beneficial to increase the NP- antibody-
antigen association constant, with respect to the free anti-
body (Katz E. and Willner I., 2004).

4.1.2 Functionalisation of nanoparticles with 
biomolecules through covalent interactions

Conjugation of biomolecules with nanoparticles via co-
valent interactions can be achieved by means of chemisorp-
tion of the biomolecules on the particle surface or through 
the use of a bifunctional linker (De M. et al., 2008). 
Chemisorption is a simple chemical reaction that occurs 
between thiol group of biomolecules and the nanoparti-
cles through cysteine residues that are present on the sur-
face of the biomolecules (Fig. 4a). If no thiolated residues 
available in the native biomolecules, the thiol group can 
be introduced chemically onto the outer part of biomole-
cules using Traut̀ s reagent (2-aminothiolane) to allow 
biomolecules-NP interaction (Fig. 4b) (De M. et al., 2008; 
Zhang Y. et al., 2012). The noble metal nanoparticle, par-
ticularly gold (Au) nanoparticle is highly reactive toward 
thiol group, thus forming a superior Au-S bond. The 
strong binding affinity of Au towards thiols has been ex-
ploited for conjugation of biomolecules such as DNA, 
peptides, antibodies, and proteins onto the nanoparticle 
surface (Katz E. and Willner I., 2004; Spampinato V. et 
al., 2016; Yu M.K. et al., 2012). Conjugation of maltose 
binding protein (MBP) to gold nanoparticles funtionalised 
with thiol-modified glucose (TG) self-assembled mono-
layers has been studied by Spampinato V. et al. (2016). 

Fig. 3 Non-covalent functionalisation of nanoparticles with 
biomolecules.

Fig. 4 Covalent functionalisation of nanoparticles through a) 
Cysteine residue; b) Addition of Traut’s reagent.
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Surface chemistry analysis of the gold nanoparticles be-
fore and after functionalisation and interaction with TG 
and MBP revealed that the reaction of the thiolated gold 
nanoparticles with MBP occurred with specific amino 
acid residues exist in the protein binding pocket. In an-
other study, Mejias S.H. et al. (2016) have demonstrated 
the successful assembly of an idealised protein building 
block, the consensus tetratricopeptide repeat (CTPR) into 
the nanoparticle surface through thiol chemisorption of 
the protein cysteine residues. As a comparison, adsorp-
tion of CTPR without cysteine residues on the gold sur-
face was also carried out. They found that direct 
adsorption of CTPR having cysteine residues occurs 
through a single-point interaction of the thiol-derivative 
protein on the gold surface while the adsorption of CTPR 
with no cysteine residues proceeds through unspecific 
multipoint attachment of the protein.

Covalent binding through bifunctional linkers provide 
a versatile means for biomolecules conjugation. Low mo-
lecular weight bifunctional linkers which have anchor 
groups such as thiols, disulfides and phosphine ligands 
containing terminal carboxy, amino or maleimide groups 
are commonly used to bind biomolecules to the nanopar-
ticles such as Au, CdS, ZnS, CdSe/ZnS and Ag. These 
anchor groups can be utilised to replace weakly adsorbed 
molecules for the nanoparticles stabilisation. Besides, 
during the synthesis stage of the nanoparticles, the anchor 
groups can be introduced to functionalise the nanoparti-
cles surface for further reactions. Coupling of biological 
components to the ligands occur via carbodiimide-mediated 
amidation and esterification, or through reaction with 
thiol groups (De M. et al., 2008; Niemeyer C.M., 2001). 
For the oxide nanoparticles such as SiO2, alkoxy- or halo-
silane groups are commonly used to covalently bind the 
linkers to the nanoparticles (Katz E. and Willner I., 2004). 
In other research done by Mejias S.H. et al. (2016), gold 
nanoparticles were attached to the immobilised CTPR 
having cysteine residues via the formation of a covalent 
amide linkage between the terminal amine of the protein 
and the carboxylate groups of the gold nanoparticles, re-
sulting in the formation of an ordered monolayer of CTRP 
that can be applied in the controlled patterning of gold 
nanoparticles.

4.1.3 Encapsulation of biomolecules in polymeric 
materials

Polymeric nanoparticles are solid particles that have 
been used extensively as carriers for biomolecules at-
tributed to their unique properties such as can be co- 
polymerised, easy to synthesise and the polymer surface 
can be modified for biomolecules conjugation (Menon J.U. 
et al., 2014).. They can be fabricated in the form of nano-
spheres and nanocapsules (Fig. 5). The entire mass of the 
nanospheres composed of a solid polymer and the biomol-

ecules can be attached to the surface or encapsulated 
within the particle while the nanocapsules are designed in 
such a way that the biomolecules are confined inside a 
core-shell structure (Rao J.P. and Geckeler K.E., 2011; 
Wang E.C. and Wang A.Z., 2014). In some cases, the bio-
active substances can also be adsorbed on the surface of 
the capsule (Jawahar N. and Meyyanathan S., 2012).

Encapsulation is a rapidly growing technology with di-
verse potential applications particularly in pharmaceutical 
and food industries. The major advantage of the encapsu-
lation strategy is the protection of biomolecules against 
denaturing environment which might cause undesirable 
conformational changes to the biomolecules native struc-
ture and function. Moreover, encapsulation allows con-
trolled release of biomolecules at the targeted sites. 
Techniques for nanoencapsulation of food and bioactive 
compounds have been reviewed comprehensively by 
Ezhilarasi P.N. et al. (2013).

4.2 Recent advances in the integration of 
biomolecules with nanoparticles

4.2.1 Organic-organic nanoparticle conjugates
Biological nanoparticles form part of many industrial 

products, particularly in food, pharmaceutical, and cos-
metic industries. One of the most important features of 
biological nanoparticles is that they offer relatively simple 
means for encapsulation of biomolecules, resulting in the 
formation of organic-organic nanoparticle complexes. For 
instance, encapsulation of β-carotene into whey protein 
concentrate (WPC) was achieved by means of electro-
spraying from aqueous solutions of β-carotene/WPC 
mixture at various pH conditions, resulting in a formation 

Fig. 5 Different modes of interaction of biomolecules with 
polymeric nanosphere and nanocapsule.
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of nanocapsule with high encapsulation efficiency and 
stability against photo-oxidation (López-Rubio A. and 
Lagaron J.M., 2012).

Biological nanoparticles derived from a single compo-
nent of biomolecule have been widely used as cancer che-
mo-preventive and therapeutic agents. However, the 
single component biological nanoparticle system might 
possess a lack of stability and potential toxicity in a cellu-
lar system. These challenges can be potentially solved by 
conjugation of biomolecules with biological nanoparticle 
through strategic functionalisation. Liao W. et al. (2016) 
reported that selenium nanoparticles functionalised with 
a Dictyophora indusiata polysaccharide formed monodis-
persed nanoparticles with high stability attributed to the 
high electrostatic repulsion between hydrophilic moieties 
on the surface of the polysaccharide in comparison with 
the bare selenium. Moreover, the nanoparticle conjugate 
exhibited enhanced selectivity and antiproliferative activ-
ity by inducing cell apoptosis.

Strategies of mixing of two or more biological compo-
nents to yield hybrid biological nanoparticles have also 
been reported by several researchers for encapsulation of 
biomolecules and bioactives such as curcumin (Huang 
Y.C. and Kuo T.H., 2014), quercetin (Ha H.-K. et al., 2013) 
and (–)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate (Hu B. et al., 2012) into 
chitosan based nanoparticles. This is due to the fact that 
nanoparticles formulated from bare chitosan are unstable 
and can be easily dissociated at low pH which potentially 
leads to the release of the encapsulated biomolecules. By 
mixing the chitosan with other biological compounds 
such as fucoidan, β-lactoglobulin, and peptide, hybrid 
nanoparticles with remarkable improvement in stability, 
encapsulation efficiency and functional properties were 
obtained (Ha H.-K. et al., 2013; Hu B. et al., 2012; Huang 
Y.C. and Kuo T.H., 2014).

Recently, considerable interests have been shown to 
utilise hydrophobic protein nanoparticles such as zein for 
encapsulation of lipophilic compounds such as curcumin. 
However, zein nanoparticles have poor stability against 
the changes in environmental conditions such as pH and 
temperature. Coating the protein nanoparticle with poly-
saccharide molecules allow the modulation of an electro-
static interaction and steric repulsion between the 
particles, thus improving the nanoparticle stability. The 
recent example is the development of zein-pectin/alginate 
nanoparticle for encapsulation of curcumin as reported by 
Huang X. et al. (2016). The curcumin loaded core-shell 
nanoparticles show enhanced water dispersibility and an-
tioxidant activity.

4.2.2 Biomolecule-polymer nanoparticle conjugates
A great deal of effort has now been focused on design-

ing biomolecule-polymer nanoparticle conjugates with 
unprecedented properties, driven by the vast development 

of novel bio-conjugation and polymerisation techniques. 
Various type of polymeric materials have been investi-
gated either as support or carrier matrix for biological 
compounds which include poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG), 
poly (lactic acid) (PLA), polyglycolides (PGA), poly 
(lactide-co-glycolides) (PLGA), polycaprolactone (PCL) 
and poly(hydroxy butyrate) (PHB) (Panta P. et al., 2014; 
Sapsford K.E. et al., 2013). These polymers are mostly 
biocompatible and biodegradable and may have other use-
ful properties such as stimulus-responsive function and 
good mechanical strength that can be utilised for fabrica-
tion of various types of biomolecule-polymer conjugates 
(Wang E.C. and Wang A.Z., 2014).

Conjugation of polymer with protein such as albumin 
has been widely explored for drug delivery applications. 
The resulting nanoparticles usually have a biocompatible 
and bioactive albumin shell while the core is rich in a hy-
drophobic polymer that can entrap drugs. This strategy 
can aid the delivery of drugs and targeting the cancer 
cells. Protein-polymer nanoparticles conjugate consisted 
of FDA approved thermoplastic hydrophobic polymer of 
poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA) and bovine serum al-
bumin (BSA) have been successfully synthesised by Ge J. 
et al. (2011) for application in drug delivery. This hybrid 
nanoparticle with spherical structure and an average size 
of 100 nm was fabricated by using nanoprecipitation 
method. The size and surface charge can be tuned by con-
trolling the weight ratio and concentration of both the 
BSA and PMMA. Encapsulation of hydrophobic drug, a 
camptothecin in the BSA-PMMA nanoparticles showed 
efficient cell uptake and enhanced antitumor activity. 
Since PMMA is a nondegradable polymer, Jiang Y. et al. 
(2016) prepared a curcumin loaded albumin-polymer 
nanoparticle from a biodegradable polymer of polycapro-
lactone (PCL) and the performance of this nanoparticle 
was compared with PMMA for prostate carcinoma ther-
apy. The fully degradable PCL-based nanoparticles can 
deliver the drug more efficiently in comparison with the 
PMMA-based nanoparticles and effectively limits the tu-
mor growth.

Other work on the synthesis of a protein-polymer hy-
brid was done by Dag A. et al. (2015) to enhance the de-
livery of macromolecular platinum drugs into cancer 
cells. The polymer was prepared by copolymerization of 
N-(2-hydroxypropyl) methacrylamide (HPMA) and Boc 
protected 1,3-diaminopropan-2-yl acrylate (Ac-DAP-Boc), 
yielded a P(HPMA 14-co-(Ac-DAP-Boc), which was used 
as a macromolecular ligand for the conjugation of the 
platinum drug. After activation, the polymer-drug was 
further conjugated with albumin by exploiting the Cys34 
functionality. This albumin-coated nanoparticle shows 
superior toxicity to the cancer cell in comparison with the 
polymer nanoparticles without protein coating.

A special form of polymeric nanomaterial, a dendrimer, 
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is a cationic polymer with well-defined molecular shape 
and unique architecture. This type of polymer has high 
water solubility and a large number of surface groups 
which make them as a versatile nanostructure. Conjugation 
of protein to dendrimer has been reported by Chanphai P. 
et al. (2016). Polyamidoamines (PAMAM) dendrimers 
were conjugated with trypsin from bovine pancreas and 
trypsin inhibitor from glycine. Stable bindings of the 
PAMAM dendrimers with both proteins occur through 
hydrophilic and hydrogen bonding as well as Van der 
Waals interaction, suggesting that this hybrid system 
could be used further enzymatic catalysis study. Besides 
that, the PAMAM dendrimers have been studied previ-
ously by Menjoge A.R. et al. (2011) for the delivery of 
drug to pregnant women, without affecting the fetus by 
intercepting the drug so that it cannot pass through the 
fetal membrane.

4.2.3 Organic-inorganic nanoparticle conjugates
Considering the versatile physicochemical properties of 

inorganic nanoparticles including wide availability and 
rich functionality, in combination with their unique op-
tical, electronic, and catalytic properties, conjugation of 
biological molecules and inorganic nanoparticles have 
opened a new route in the development of advanced func-
tional materials with significantly enhanced features and 
broad applications. Various inorganic nanoparticles in-
cluding metals, metal oxides, and quantum dots have been 
prepared by various synthetic procedures and hybridised 
or immobilised with biomolecules such as DNA, en-
zymes, and antibodies either through covalent or non- 
covalent interactions that have been discussed previously.

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) represent one type of 
metal nanoparticles that found numerous applications in 
imaging, sensing, and nanomedicine. The utilisation of 
biomolecules to tune the surface chemistry and the 
assembly of AuNPs is a very attractive approach for the 
development of next generation nanometric complexes. 
Politi J. et al. (2015) have shown that hybridisation of a 
fungal protein, namely hyrophobin (HFB) Vmh2 with 
AuNPs can be achieved via a simple one step chemical 
reduction process, yielding a highly stable HFB-AuNPs 
that can interact well with a model protein of BSA and 
immunoglobulins. The addition of dicarboxylic acid- 
terminated polyethylene-glycol (PEG) during the synthe-
sis process produced hybrid complexes with outer surface 
rich in functional chemical groups that can be tailored for 
attachments of various compounds.

Integration of enzymes with inorganic nanoparticles 
has shown to have a remarkable effect on the enzyme cat-
alytic performance. This is attributed to the extremely 
small size of the nano scale material and their unique sur-
face chemistry (Ding S. et al., 2015). For example, cova-
lently bound pepsin on gold nanoparticles via amide 

coupling has produced efficient biocatalyst with suffi-
ciently high stability for application in analysis of thera-
peutic proteins and peptides (Höldrich M. et al., 2016).

Recently, multi-enzyme catalysis was developed by 
Sojitra U.V. et al. (2016) by covalently bind three types of 
enzymes (alpha-amylase, pectinase and cellulase) on 
amino functionalised magnetic nanoparticles for clarifica-
tion of fruit juices. The tri-enzyme magnetic nanobiocat-
alyst allows rapid reduction of the fruit juices turbidity, in 
comparison with the individual enzyme system. Another 
multienzyme-nanoparticle complex was constructed by 
Honda T. et al. (2015) by using magnetosome display sys-
tem to prepare a system that can mimick natural cellulo-
somes on magnetic nanoparticle. As a proof of concept, 
two types of fluorescent proteins which are the green flu-
orescent and mCherry were initially immobilised on the 
MNPs. These proteins showed a close proximity on the 
magnetic nanoparticles. Later, endoglucanase (EG) and 
β-glucosidase (BG) were immobilised on the magnetic 
nanoparticles to promote rapid hydrolysis of car-
boxymethyl cellulose.

4.2.4 Biomolecule-hybrid nanoparticle conjugates
Hybrid nanocarrier can be prepared by mixing two or 

more components such as magnetic and metal nanoparti-
cles. By using this strategy, properties of both materials 
can be merged and enhanced. As recently being reported 
by Cao Y. et al. (2016), a magnetic iron oxide nanoparti-
cles were coated with a layer of gold nanoparticles and 
used for trypsin immobilisation. This system provides a 
robust carrier for the enzyme. Moreover, the magnetic 
feature facilitated separation from the reaction media 
and enabled repeated usage of the enzyme. Magnetic nano-
particles can also be designed in a form of core-shell 
structure by conjugation with other materials such as 
hydroxyapatite (Xie W. and Zang X., 2016), silica 
(Shahrestani H. et al., 2016) and polypyrrol (Yang Z. et 
al., 2014) for the development of novel composites support 
for enzyme immobilisation.

A sandwich hybrid nanoparticle has been designed by 
Abbaspour A. et al. (2015) by immobilising a biotinylated 
primary aptamer on capture probe of a streptavidin coated 
magnetic nanoparticle. A secondary aptamer was coupled 
to a silver nanoparticle (AgNP) for the target detection. In 
the presence of target bacterium (S. aureus), a sandwich 
complex of Apt/S.aureus/Apt-AgNP is formed on the 
magnetic nanoparticle surface, giving an electrochemical 
signal. This sandwich system combined the unique fea-
tures of magnetic nanoparticles as a carrier of affinity 
ligands for solution-phase recognition, a hassle free mag-
netic separation and highly sensitive signal amplification 
by AgNP.

Hybrid nanoparticles based on polymeric materials 
conjugated with protein have also been reported. In the 
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study done by Jiang Y. et al. (2016), bovine serum albu-
min (BSA) was utilised as a hydrophilic moiety of the 
hydrophobic maleimide-terminated polycaprolactone 
nanoparticles to improve the biodegradability and bio-
compatibility of the polymer nanoparticle for encapsula-
tion of curcumin.

4.2.5 Self-assembled biomolecule-nanoparticle 
conjugates

Self-assembly is an advanced technology that is capa-
ble of integrating different components together sponta-
neously for the fabrication of the desired hybrid materials. 
Proteins can be incorporated into nanostructures during 
the growth phase of the inorganic material and a unique 
flower-like structure was obtained as shown in the study 
done by Ge J. et al. (2012). The formation of hybrid nano-
flowers is believed due to the protein-induced nucleation 
of copper phosphate crystal during the self-assembly pro-
cess, which binds the nanocrystal petals together. Incor-
poration of laccase into the protein-inorganic nanoflowers 
resulted in enhanced laccase activity and stability, in 
comparison with the free enzyme.

Huang Y. et al. (2015) extended this work to explore the 
potential applications of the inorganic copper-phosphate 
framework of the hybrid nanoflowers by introducing BSA 
as the model protein. This copper-phosphate framework 
has an intrinsic peroxidise-like activity that promotes the 
development of a hybrid material with superior durability 
and stability. Moreover, the nanostructure morphology 
can be preserved during catalytic reaction, even at high 
temperature. The system also has been tested by using 
glucose oxidase (GOx) to replace BSA as the protein 
component to study the communication between artificial 
and natural enzyme. Interestingly, they found that a 
self-activated cascade reaction could be achieved through 
in one integrated system whereby the artificial enzymatic 
cascade could mimic the natural ones. Through this 
newly developed technology, deep understanding of the 
complex enzymatic reactions could be achieved. They 
also proposed that this hybrid nanoflowers have potential 
to be applied in the decomposition of organic dyes and 
waste water treatment.

Most recently, the fabrication of hybrid nanoflowers 
with abundant surface porosity has been reported by 
Koley P. et al. (2016). Sericin, a silk protein, was used as 
the organic component and copper-phosphate as the inor-
ganic counterpart. By tuning the protein concentration, 
various morphological structures of the nanoflowers were 
observed. Similar with the BSA-copper phosphate nano-
flowers synthesized by Huang Y. et al. (2015), this sericin 
hybrid nanoflowers exhibited excellent thermal stability 
even after calcination. The calcination process resulted in 
the complete evaporation of the sericin molecules which 
eventually increase the nanoflowers porosity, thus signifi-

cantly increased their surface area for adsorption of heavy 
metal ions from wastewater.

5. Applications of biomolecule-nanoparticle 
conjugates

5.1 Medical and pharmaceutical

The recent development in the field of nanomedicine 
particularly in the drug delivery application has led to the 
discovery of nanoparticle-based therapeutics for diagnosis 
and treatment of diseases such as cancer, diabetes, and al-
lergy. The fundamental characteristics of nanoscale mate-
rials such as greater solubility and diffusivity have been 
shown to improve drug release characteristic and blood 
circulation half-life (Valo H., 2012). Furthermore, the 
nanoparticle-based drug delivery system allows better 
control of drug release to the targeted area which conse-
quently lowers the administration frequency and mini-
mises the possibilities of systemic side effects (Mahapatro 
A. and Singh D.K., 2011).

Several studies have been attempted to develop 
biomolecule- nanoparticle conjugates for cancer therapies. 
By mimicking the ability of Salmonella enterica serotype 
Typhimurium pathogen to reverse multidrug resistance, a 
semi-synthetic ‘Salmonella nanoparticle mimic’ based on 
gold nanoparticle packaged with effector protein (SipA) 
has been constructed by Mercado-Lubo R. et al. (2016). 
The system could suppress the growth of tumour by re-
ducing the P-glycoprotein, a multidrug resistance trans-
porter, at a SipA dose significantly lower than the free 
SipA and increases tumour sensitivity to conventional 
chemotherapeutics. In another study, conjugation of 
prostate- specific antigen (PSA) to gold nanoparticles has 
enhanced the efficacy and sensitivity of the PSA for diag-
nosis of prostate cancer based on localised surface plas-
mon resonance (Jazayeri M.H. et al., 2016). Enzyme 
prodrug therapy based on horseradish peroxidase (HRP) 
immobilised onto mesoporous silica nanoparticles converts 
a prodrug (indole-3-acetic acid (IAA)) into cytotoxic radi-
cals, which caused apoptotic tumor cell death in human 
colon carcinoma cells as reported by Hung B.-Y. et al. 
(2015).

Integration of nanoparticle with biomolecule also 
allows the development of three-dimensional scaffolds 
based on gelatin-hydroxyapatite hybrid nanoparticles with 
uniformly distributed nano-topologies for application in 
osteogenesis (Yang G. et al., 2017). Interestingly, the par-
ticle morphology has shown to have a remarkable effect 
on bone formation in which the spherical nanoparticles 
show the strongest bone formation capacity in comparison 
to the nanoparticles with a different shape.

For minimising carrier-induced undesirable cytotoxicity, 
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nanoparticle which are derived from proteins and poly-
saccharides are promising vehicles in nanoparticle- 
mediated delivery systems (Gan Q. et al., 2005; Hu B. et 
al., 2012; Nitta S.K. and Numata K., 2013). Encapsulation 
of dietary phytochemicals, (–) epigallocatechin-3-gallate 
(EGCG) with highly biocompatible nanoparticles derived 
from bioactive peptide/chitosan is able to enhance bio-
availability of the EGCG (Hu B. et al., 2012). The EGCG 
loaded- peptide/chitosan nanoparticle could serve as an ef-
fective nanochemoprevention in cancer management and 
prevention.The use of protein nanoparticles as a carrier 
for various types of drugs allows the drugs to be trans-
ported across the blood-brain barrier (Sundar S. et al., 
2010). Binding of drugs to polysaccharide nanoparticles 
such as albumin and gelatine could enhance the antitu-
mour function of the drugs (Huang Y.C. and Kuo T.H., 
2014; Jiang Y. et al., 2016; Kobayashi K. et al., 2014). In 
an advanced drug delivery system, more types of drugs 
could be delivered simultaneously to generate synergistic 
therapies of diseases.

One of the major challenges in the intracellular deliv-
ery of anti-cancer drugs to a cancer cell is the rapid 
changes in pH due to the acidification that occurs in the 
endosomal compartments. In this viewpoint, a novel strat-
egy has been designed by Kim B.J. et al. (2015) for the 
synthesis of pH-responsive drug delivery system by using 
mussel adhesive proteins (MAPs)-based iron(III)–3,4- 
dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) nanoparticles. The pH- 
responsive release of drugs was achieved by exploiting 
the pH-dependent changes in the coordination stoichiom-
etry of the DOPA complexes. This newly developed sys-
tem has shown effective cytotoxicity towards cancer cells 
and therefore, can be applied further for the diverse con-
trolled-drug delivery application.

With the significant advantages of the nanoscale mate-
rials and the advancement made in the drug delivery, sev-
eral types of the drug-bound biological nanoparticles are 
currently under clinical trial and a few are already com-
mercialised such as albumin-bound paclitaxel, which is 
marketed as Abraxane, for use in metatstatic breast cancer 
treatment. Most recently, Bhattacharyya J. et al. (2015) 
have successfully designed a new drug delivery system 
for paclitaxel that outperforms the readily commercialised 
Abraxane with 2 times greater systemic exposure and tu-
mor uptake. The system was prepared with a chimeric 
polypeptide that could self-assemble spontaneously, pro-
ducing monodispersed nanoparticle of 60 nm in size. The 
chimeric polypeptide- paclitaxel conjugate has shown near 
complete tumor regression in breast and prostate cancer 
tumor models after single dose injection. These outstand-
ing performances are attributed to the improvement of the 
aqueous solubility, plasma-half life, tumor uptake and 
therapeutic potential of the self-assembled chimeric poly-
peptide nanoparticle.

5.2 Biosensors and bioelectronics

Nanotechnology has broadened the opportunities and 
added a new dimension in designing powerful biosensor 
and bioelectronic devices for diagnostic of diseases and 
detection of contaminants in medical, food and agricultural 
sector. Substantial research efforts are currently being 
directed towards the utilisation of biological molecules 
hybridised with nanoparticles for the development of 
novel biosensor and bioelectronic system (Willner I. et al., 
2007).

Ulltrasensitive biosensor for detection of epithelial tu-
mor marker has been developed by Hu R. et al. (2014) 
through the immobilisation of hairpin oligonucleotide 
(HO) and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) on AuNPs. The 
HO-AuNP-HRP conjugate provides multiple signal am-
plification strategy that could enable rapid detection and 
enhanced the detection sensitivity in a wide linear range. 
This strategy was achieved by modification of the biosen-
sor surface by carbon nanotubes for accelerating the elec-
tron transfer while the HO-AuNPs-HRP enzyme acts as a 
tracing tag for the electrochemical detection. This newly 
developed electrochemical method can be applied for di-
agnostic and detection of diseases.

Besides for cancer detection, a biosensor based on im-
mobilised enzyme-nanoparticles has also been applied for 
neurobiology for detection of glutamate, important excit-
atory signaling molecules that are responsible for carry-
ing out various brain functions. Özel R.E. et al. (2014) 
used nanocomposite based on ceria and titania nanoparti-
cles, dispersed in a semi-permeable membrane made up 
from chitosan, that was co-immobilised with glutamate 
oxidase (GmOX) on the platinum electrode for fabrication 
of glutamate biosensor. Conjugation of the ceria and tita-
nia nanoparticles provide ‘oxygen rich’ environment for 
the biosensor to detect glutamate in hypoxic conditions 
while the immobilisation of this nanoparticle conjugate in 
a biocompatible chitosan membrane facilitate the enzyme 
stabilisation.

Enzymes-based biosensors are now gaining more pop-
ularity for a rapid detection and on-line and in situ moni-
toring of specific compounds in medical, environmental 
and food industries. For example, a novel potentiometric 
glucose biosensor has been fabricated by Yang Z. et al. 
(2014) by immobilising core-shell hybrid nanoparticles of 
iron oxide, glucose oxidase (GOx) and polypyrrole to the 
surface of magnetic glassy carbon electrode. This biosen-
sor enabled fast detection and highly-selective glucose 
monitoring with low detection limit and wider linear 
range. Enzymes-based biosensors have also been used for 
detection of phenolic compounds by using various types 
of enzymes such as tyrosinase, horseradish peroxidise 
and laccase (Rodríguez-Delgado M.M. et al., 2015).

Recently, many researchers discovered the unique and 
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programmable molecular recognition of DNA for the de-
velopment of artificial, machine-like devices. DNAzymes, 
an important functional nucleotide acid have been rec-
ognised as important building blocks for the construction 
of nanodevices. The development of a walking system 
based on DNAzymes that are moving along a DNA track 
has been reported. The motion is driven by the chemical 
energy that has been supplied by the DNAzyme substrate. 
This concept was used by Liu and co-workers (2013) to 
design DNA hemin-G-quadruplex-DNAzyme-based 
walkers which allow the chemiluminescence, chemilumi-
nescence resonance energy transfer (CRET), electro-
chemical, or photoelectrochemical transduction of the 
switchable states of the different DNA machines. Besides 
that, the DNA exhibited a unique feature of being easy to 
code which enables them to be used in the computational 
operation and logic gates (Gong L. et al., 2015).

Development of nanoscale memory devices is another 
interesting application of biomolecule-nanoparticle conju-
gates. Hybrid nanoparticle composed of recombinant 
azurin, a well-characterised redox protein and a quantum 
dot (CdSe-ZnS) have been developed by Yagati A.K. et al. 
(2017). By introducing a site specific amino acid se-
quences in azurin, the CdSe-ZnS nanoparticle can bind 
with the protein, thus forming resistive random access 
memory (ReRAM) device with reversible voltage driv-
en-switching function and repeatable writing-reading 
processes.

5.3 Foods

Despite the explosion of nanotechnology in diverse 
fields, particularly in medical and pharmaceutical, the ap-
plication of nanotechnology in the food sector is consid-
ered still in infancy stage due to the public perception and 
preference on the so called ‘natural’ food products, which 
limit the development of new food technologies (Duncan 
T.V., 2011). However, as the nanotechnology has been rev-
olutionised in the past few years, the potential uses of 
nanotechnology in food industries have already been rec-
ognised in every chain of food products development, 
ranging from the processing to packaging and storage 
(Berekaa M.M., 2015).

Nanoparticles have been used as nanocarrier which is 
known as ‘nutrition delivery system’. The nanoscale de-
livery system plays an important role in improving food 
or nutrients absorption in the human body, particularly 
for those who suffer from the gastroinstestinal disease. 
Nanoparticles are also useful for enhancing bioavailabil-
ity of poorly soluble bioactive compounds and improving 
food properties such as stability and texture.

The main criterion for the application of nanoparticles 
in food products is the particles which must be developed 
from food grade materials. In this regard, nanoparticles 

from biomolecules origin are the most suited for that pur-
pose (Ha H.-K. et al., 2013). Chitosan and whey protein 
have been widely used as encapsulant of neutraceuticals, 
food ingredients, probiotics and enzymes due to their ease 
of availability in large quantity in combination with their 
good physical and mechanical properties. Ha and 
co-workers (2013) used linoleic acid modified chitosan/
β-lactoglobulin for encapsulation of quercetin, a hydro-
phobic bioactive compound with good anticancer, antivi-
ral and antioxidant properties. Findings by Yi J. et al. 
(2015) have shown that whey protein isolate was more ef-
fective for encapsulating beta-carotene than other type of 
protein such as soybean protein with great improvement 
in radical scavenging and cellular antioxidant activities. 
Recently, calcium induced cruciferin nanoparticles from 
canola protein prepared by cold gelation method have 
been utilised as a protecting agent for β-carotene to in-
crease its bioavailability (Akbari A. and Wu J., 2016). The 
main driving forces for the formation of the nanoparticles 
were hydrophobic interaction and electrostatic forces. 
Another study done by Marelli B. et al. (2016) shows that 
coating of food ingredients with protein nanoparticles 
such as silk fibroin has a positive effect on improving 
food shelf-life.

Besides used in the development of food products, nano-
technology also plays a crucial role in food packaging 
sector. Incorporation of nanoparticles in food packaging 
materials could provide efficient food preservation system 
by improving barrier protection by scavenging oxygen 
and other spoilage causing constituents and improve anti-
microbial properties. For example, packaging film made 
up from whey protein-montmorillonite nanoparticle acti-
vated with lycopene could improve the film barrier prop-
erty against water vapour and at the same time provide 
antioxidant activity and UV-light protection (Pereira R.C. 
et al., 2016).

5.4 Agricultures

The role of nanotechnology in agricultural sectors cov-
ers the conversion of agricultural waste into energy or 
other useful byproducts, detection and prevention of crops 
diseases, treatment of plants using various types of nano-
cides and delivery of agrochemicals such as pesticides, 
fertilizers, genetic materials and growth hormone (Nair R. 
et al., 2010; Nuruzzaman M. et al., 2016). With respects to 
the delivery of agrochemicals, nanoscale materials have 
novel characteristics that can improve bioactivity and 
agrochemicals efficiency through the development of a 
smart delivery system. In the smart delivery system, nano-
scale carriers are utilised with the aim to enhance con-
trolled-release properties of the agrochemicals, increase 
the active ingredients solubility, and improve the stability 
of pesticides as well as for preventing premature degrada-
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tion of crops.
Silica nanoparticles have been explored as a control 

agent for agricultural pesticides. Conjugation of terpenes 
(α-pinene and linalool) onto the silica nanoparticles sur-
face resulted in enhanced bioavailability of the com-
pounds and improved the antifeedant potential of the 
individual terpenes against insects which consequently 
prolonged shelf-life of the terpenes (Usha Rani P. et al., 
2014).

Nowadays, growing interest has been shown in the util-
isation of biodegradable and biocompatible materials de-
rived from natural materials particularly chitosan-based 
for the development of the agriculture nanocarriers. Chi-
tosan is a versatile polymer which is well known to serve 
two major functions in agriculture; preventing the spread 
of pathogens with its wide-spectrum of antimicrobial 
properties and enhancing immunity defenses of the plant 
(Xing K. et al., 2016).

The presence of phytopathogenic fungi and viruses has 
resulted in severe damages to many crops around the 
globe. The control of diseases caused by these microor-
ganisms is a problem that remains unsolved (Cota-Arriola 
O. et al., 2013). To protect crops from fungal pathogens, 
the growth of the fungi can be inhibited by using protein- 
chitosan nanoparticle conjugate as demonstrated by 
Sathiyabama M. and Parthasarathy R. (2016). The chi-
tosan nanoparticle was prepared through the biological 
method by the addition of anionic proteins to the chitosan 
solution. They found that this protein-chitosan nanoparti-
cle conjugate has high antifungal activities which inhibit 
the growth of the phytopathogenic fungi tested. Addition-
ally, treatment of the chitosan nanoparticle with chickpea 
seeds allows the nanoparticle to be used as a growth pro-
moter. Chitosan-based nanoparticles have also been pre-
pared by Xing K. et al. (2016) for controlling pathogenic 
fungi in agriculture. The antifungal nanoparticle was pre-
pared by grafting oleoyl onto the chitosan molecules, 
yielding an oleoyl-chitosan nanoparticle hybrid with size 
around 297 nm. Improvement in the antifungal index was 
observed as the concentration of the nanoparticle in-
creased.

6. Conclusions and future prospects

In this review, various types of biological nanoparticles 
and the synthesis methods have been discussed. Fabrica-
tion of biological nanoparticles through drying methods, 
particularly electrospraying is highlighted mainly due to 
the ability of the method to generate nanoparticles with a 
narrow size distribution that often could not be achieved 
by the other nanoparticulate fabrication techniques. In or-
der to broaden the application of biological nanoparticles, 
integration of biomolecules with other types of nanoparti-

cles such as inorganic and polymeric through numerous 
biofunctionalisation strategies have been established. 
However, much remains to be discovered in this newly 
emerging field. With the recent technological advance-
ments and innovations, next generation of biological 
nanoparticles that has multiple functionalities will be 
developed which could improve the characteristics of the 
biological nanoparticles and extend its application to di-
verse fields.
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Abstract
Coal is a very important resource for power generation and cokemaking. Moreover, coal is a very useful resource 
for producing city gas and chemical materials by gasification technology. Low grade coals are suitable for the coal 
gasification resources because they are easily decomposed and converted to generate gas in the gasifier. On the 
other hand, high quality coals such as good quality bituminous coals are required for producing metallurgical 
coke. Recently, the amount of high quality coals has been decreasing. The expansion of raw coal brands for 
producing metallurgical coke is very important. In this paper, the development of high energy efficiency 
gasification technology, ECORO®, and new cokemaking technologies such as the DAPS and the SCOPE21 
enabling the expansion of coal resources are introduced. These technologies are contributed to the expansion of 
coal resources and energy savings.

Keywords: coal, low rank coal, gasification, cokemaking, SCOPE21

1. Introduction

Coal is a very important resource for power generation 
and cokemaking. Moreover, coal is a very useful resource 
for producing city gas and chemical materials by gasifica-
tion technology. Low grade coal is suitable as coal gasifi-
cation resources because they are easily decomposed and 
converted to generate gas in the gasifier.

On the other hand, high quality coals such as good 
quality bituminous coals are required for producing met-
allurgical coke. Fig. 1 shows the coal band and the expan-
sion target of coal resources for producing metallurgical 
coke (Kato, 2008). In the conventional cokemaking pro-
cess, only high quality bituminous coals can be used as 
raw coals. Recently, the amount of high quality coals has 
been decreasing. The expansion of raw coal brands for 
producing metallurgical coke is very important. In Japan, 
improvement of coke quality is strongly demanded to 
smoothly operate large inner volume blast furnaces. 
Therefore, the effective coal utilization technologies in-
volving the dry coal charging process and the new coke-

making process were developed.
In this paper, the trend of gasification technologies and 

new cokemaking processes enabling the expansion of coal 
resources are introduced.

2. Coal gasification technology

2.1 Trend of coal gasification technology

Coal gasification is the technology to convert coal into 
gas such as hydrogen (H2), carbon monoxide (CO) and 
methane (CH4) at high temperature using air or oxygen 
and steam as the gasifying agent. The main coal gasifica-
tion reactions are shown in equation (1) to (8). The gener-
ated gas is used as the clean gas for raw materials to 
produce city gas, chemical products etc.
1) Pyrolysis;

Coal to gas component, tar, heavy oil, char(C)
2) Reaction with oxygen;

C + O2 = CO2 + 393 kJ/mol (1)

C + 1/2O2 = CO + 111 kJ/mol (2)

C + CO2 = 2CO – 171 kJ/mol (3)

3) Reaction with steam

C + H2O = CO2 + H2 – 131 kJ/mol (4)

C + 2H2O = CO2 + 2H2 – 76 kJ/mol (5)
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CO + H2O = CO2 + H2 + 41 kJ/mol (6)

4) Reaction with hydrogen

C + 2H2 = CH4 + 75 kJ/mol (7)

CO + 3H2 = CH4 + H2O + 206 kJ/mol (8)

Fig. 2 shows the history of the coal gasification tech-
nology (Gräbner M., 2014). The history of coal gasifica-
tion is divided into three generations. The first generation 
of industrial gasification arose from the idea of supplying 
a chemical synthesis produced from coal. A typical exam-
ple is the Winkler fluidized bed gasifier, which found its 
first commercial application in 1926 in Germany. Among 
the first generation of gasification technologies, the Lurgi 
fixed bed dry bottom technology was developed.

Besides minor industrial factors, the oil crises re-
launched interest in coal gasification again leading to the 
development of a second generation of coal gasification 
processes from 1970s until the early 1990s.

For fluidized bed and entrained bed processes, the gas-

ification pressure should be raised from atmospheric to 
2–6 MPa. For fluidized bed and fixed bed processes, the 
performance was enhanced in the points of high carbon 
conversion rate and high energy efficiency. Another focus 
was on the integration of heat recovery from syngas by 
steam generation if gasification is employed for power 
generation.

However, after a decade of relative silence surrounding 
coal gasification, beginning around 2000s, the following 
general trends have renewed interest in the technology.
(1) Substitution of crude oil by other energy carriers, 

such as biomass or coal targeting supply security and 
local energy price stabilization

(2) Increasing interest in the use of low grade coals with 
high ash or moisture contents in emerging nations

The Lurgi process uses the pressurized fixed bed gas-
ifier. The Winkler process uses the fluidized bed type 
gasifier developed in German, and the Koppers-Totzek 
process uses the entrained bed gasifier developed in 
Germany in 1952.

After the first oil crisis of the 1970s, coal was reviewed 
as the industrial raw materials. Various types of gasifica-
tion process were developed and the energy efficiency 
was improved. The feature of the Texaco and the GE 
process is a coal-water slurry type, and the Shell furnace 
is a dry process.

One of the coal gasification technologies developed in 
Japan is the ECOPRO®. This technology has the feature 
of two stage coal gasification.

2.2 ECOPRO® gasification technology

ECOPRO® is the gasification technology with an en-
trained bed type gasifier with two stages (Kosuge et al., 
2014). Generally, an entrained bed type gasifier can take 
high carbon conversion and high energy efficiency. Fur-
thermore, the energy efficiency of the ECOPRO® process 
is higher than that of a conventional entrained bed gasifier 

Fig. 2 Trend of coal gasification technologies.

Fig. 1 Coal band.
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because it has two stage reactors. Fig. 3 shows the outline 
of the ECOPRO® process. First, coal is crushed and dried 
to prepare pulverized coal for gasification. Pulverized 
coal is introduced into both of the chambers of the gasifier 
with the career gas, and quickly converted to the syngas. 
In the lower chamber, coal is reacted with oxygen and 
steam. Partial oxidation reaction occurs, and syngas is 
generated from 1300 °C to 1400 °C. The generated syngas 
is introduced into the upper part of the reactor. In the up-
per chamber, the coal pyrolysis reaction is occurred by 
the sensible heat of the high temperature syngas intro-
duced from the lower chamber. Syngas including methane 
and char is generated at 1100 °C in the upper chamber.

Fig. 4 shows the unique feature of the ECOPRO® pro-
cess. In the ECOPRO® process, the sensible heat gener-
ated during coal partial combustion at the lower chamber 
can be used for coal pyrolysis at the upper chamber. 
Therefore, total energy efficiency of the process increases 
by 5 % compared with other conventional gasification 
processes.

In other gasification processes, the sensible heat from 
the high temperature syngas obtained by coal gasification 
is recovered as steam by the boiler. Therefore, the maxi-
mum energy efficiency of these processes is 80 % (DOE/

NETL, 2011). In the ECOPRO® process, part of the sensi-
ble heat from the high temperature syngas generated at 
the lower chamber is used for coal pyrolysis in the upper 
part of gasifier. As a result, the ECOPRO® provides 85 % 
energy efficiency (Kosuge et al., 2014).

Fig. 5 shows the experimental apparatuses of ECO-
PRO®. Since the early 1990s, Nippon Steel & Sumikin 
Engineering has been developing coal gasification tech-
nologies and has developed the ECOPRO® process. Based 
on the basic research with 1 kg/d-scale experimental 
apparatus (1992–1996) and bench scale tests with 1 t/d 

Fig. 5 Experimental apparatuses of the ECOPRO®.

Fig. 3 Process flow of the ECOPRO®.

Fig. 4 Comparison of energy efficiency involving the ECOPRO® and conventional gasification process.
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scale unit, pilot plant scale tests with 20 t/d started in 
2003 (Fig. 6) (Kosuge et al., 2014).

The pilot plant operation with three different types of 
coal samples of brown coals and sub-bituminous coals 
had been conducted for 3101 h in total. Fig. 7 shows the 
coal characteristics used for the pilot plant operation. It 
was clarified that the ECOPRO® process is suitable for a 
wide range of coal resources such as sub-bituminous 
coals and brown coals.

3. Cokemaking technology

3.1 Conventional cokemaking technology

Coke is mainly used for producing pig iron using the 
blast furnace method. More than 90 % of coke produced 
in Japan is used for blast furnace (Fig. 8). The role of 
coke is mainly as follows, iron ore reducing agent, heating 
material and permeability maintaining spacer that sus-
tains the flow passes in the blast furnace (Fig. 9). Coke is 

Fig. 6 Development schedule of the ECOPRO® process.

Fig. 7 Coal map suitable for gasification technology.

Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of ironmaking process flow.
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very important because no alternative of coke is available 
in the blast furnace process.

Fig. 10 shows the conventional cokemaking process 
flow. First, several brands of raw coals are blended and 
crushed by a coal crusher. Blended raw coals are charged 
into coke ovens for producing metallurgical coke. Fig. 11 
shows the appearance of a coke oven battery. The carbon-
ization time is from 19 to 24 h and the raw coals are car-
bonized in the coke oven. The carbonization temperature 
is around 1,000 °C.

3.2 Dry coal charging process for improving coke 
quality

Dry coal charging processes such as coal moisture con-
trol (CMC) process and dry-cleaned and agglomerated 
precompaction system (DAPS) were successfully devel-
oped by Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corp (Kato, 
2004; Kato et al., 2006).

The first CMC process using indirect heating in a ro-
tary dryer was operated in 1983. Coal moisture of raw 
coal charged into a coke oven is reduced from 10 mass% 
to 5–6 mass% with the CMC process. The use of the 
CMC process has been spreading because this technology 
saves energy, permits the increased use of non- or slight-
ly-caking coals, stabilizes the operation of cokemaking 
process by keeping the moisture content of coal charges 

constant.
To increase the blending ratio of non- or slightly-caking 

coals in coal charges, the new pretreating technology for 
the coal charge, DAPS was developed and came on stream 
at Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Oita works in 1992 
(Kato, 2004).

At first, to evaluate the dust occurrence during the coal 
transportation from a coal dryer to coke oven, the rela-

Fig. 9 Role of coke on blast furnace operation.

Fig. 10 Conventional cokemaking process flow.

Fig. 11 Appearance of coke oven battery.

Fig. 12 Experimental apparatus for dust occurrence measure-
ment. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Kato, 
2004). Copyright: (2004) The Iron and Steel Institute 
of Japan.
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tionship between the coal moisture and dust occurrence 
was investigated using a dust occurrence tester. Fig. 12 
schematically illustrates the experimental apparatus 
(Kato, 2004).

Sample coal 1 kg in weight was put into the experimen-
tal apparatus from the top; the coal particles floating in-
side the tube were sucked by a blower until the tube inside 
became visually clear of the particles, and the quantity of 
the particles collected was measured.

Fig. 13 shows the results (Kato, 2004). The dust occur-
rence increased as the moisture of coal decreased. Fig. 14 
shows the photomicrographs of coal grains with different 
moisture contents (Kato, 2004). With the high moisture 
content, fine particles either adhere to coarse grains or 
cohere with each other to form pseudo-particles with 
water serving as a binder and the dust occurrence is low. 
On the other hand, when the coal is dried for pretreat-
ment, the pseudo-particles disintegrate into fine particles 
and the dust occurrence increases.

Fig. 15 shows the relation between the fractions of 
fines that are 74 μm or less in size in the feedstock coal 
and dust occurrence (Kato, 2004). As a result, it was pre-
sumed that the coal particles that are 74 μm or less in size 
were mainly responsible for the dust occurrence.

From the above, it was clarified that agglomeration of 
fine coals was important to reduce the dust occurrence 
and stabilize the dry coal charging process.

The application of the fluidized bed method for drying 
and classification of fine coal in the cokemaking process 
was studied as the first case in the world. Moreover, a flu-
idized bed coal dryer was developed that is capable of ef-
ficiently drying and classifying roughly 6,800 t/d of coal 
(Fig. 16) (Kato, 2004).

Fig. 17 shows the process flow of DAPS (Kato, 2004). 
In the process, the coal is dried in the fluidized bed dryer 

Fig. 13 Relationship between dust occurrence index and coal 
moisture. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Kato, 
2004). Copyright: (2004) The Iron and Steel Institute 
of Japan.

Fig. 16 Outline of fluidized bed dryer. Reprinted with permis-
sion from Ref. (Kato, 2004). Copyright: (2004) The 
Iron and Steel Institute of Japan.

Fig. 14 Coal particles in charging coal (SEM). Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. (Kato, 2004). Copyright: (2004) 
The Iron and Steel Institute of Japan.

Fig. 15 Relation between dust occurrence and the content of 
under 74 μm of coal charge. Reprinted with permis-
sion from Ref. (Kato, 2004). Copyright: (2004) The 
Iron and Steel Institute of Japan.

Fig. 17 Process flow of DAPS. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. (Kato, 2004). Copyright: (2004) The Iron 
and Steel Institute of Japan.
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and fine coal is separated from coarser grains by the gas 
flow, collected by a cyclone separator, and formed into 
agglomerated by a roll compactor. The ratio of fine coal is 
about 30 mass% of the coal charge. The agglomerated 
fine coal is added to the coarse coal and charged into coke 
ovens.

The relation between the bulk density of coal charge 
and total dilatation coefficient of fine coal was investi-
gated. The result is shown in Fig. 18 (Kato, 2004). The 
dilatation of fine coal increases when the bulk density is 
increased. From the result, it is apparent that the agglom-
eration of fine coal not only suppresses the generation of 
dust but also improves the dilatation of fine coal.

The coke strength from the DAPS process was com-
pared the one from the CMC process under the same coal 
blending conditions. As a result, the coke quality in the 
DAPS was improved. The coke quality is thought to be 
improved in the DAPS process owing to the increase in 
the bulk density of coal charge, which is caused by a de-
crease in the moisture of coal charge (Nomura et al., 
2004), and the improvement in coal dilatation, which is 
caused by the agglomeration of fine coal.

Fig. 19 shows the comparison of non- or slightly- 
caking coal ratio in each process without deteriorating 
coke strength (Kato, 2004). By the application of the 
DAPS process to the cokemaking plant, it was found that 
the ratio of non- or slightly-caking coal in coal charge is 
increased by 20 mass% compared with the CMC process 
without deteriorating coke strength.

As a result, it was found that coke strength was im-
proved in the DAPS process owing to increase in the bulk 
density of coal charge, due to decrease in the moisture of 
coal charge. So, it was clarified that the DAPS process 
was suitable for expansion of coal resources.

3.3 SCOPE21 process

Research and development of a new cokemaking pro-
cess —super coke oven for productivity and environmen-
tal enhancement toward the 21st century (SCOPE21)— 
was conducted in Japan from 1994 to 2003 by the Japan 
Iron and Steel Federation (JISF) (Nishioka et al., 2004).

Fig. 20 shows the SCOPE21 process flow (Kato, 2010). 
The SCOPE21 process mainly consists of three units. 
First is coal rapid preheating unit, second is coal carbon-
ization unit and third is coke quality upgrading and 
quenching unit by coke dry quenching equipment. The 
aim for dividing the whole process into three is to make 
full use of the function of each process in order to maxi-
mize the total process efficiency.

Preheating the charging coal heated up from 330 °C–
400 °C in the coal pretreatment facility has the effect of 
reducing carbonization time (Fig. 21) (Kato, 2010).

The pilot plant had a coal pretreatment facility, which 
was the scale-up version of the bench scale plant and a 
coke oven (Fig. 22) (Kato, 2010). The coal pretreatment 
facility was designed to have a 6 t/h coal throughput, and 
the basic specifications were determined from the bench 
scale plant data. One coke oven was constructed. The 
coke oven chamber was 8 m in length, which was almost 
half of the length of the commercial plant, 7.5 m in height, 
and 450 mm in width.

In the coal rapid preheating test, the coal was heated 
slowly to 300 °C in a fluidized bed dryer, and then heated 
rapidly to 380 °C in a pneumatic preheater, and carbon-
ized in the coke oven (Matsuura et al, 2004; Kato et al., 
2004, Matsuura et al., 2005). The quality of the obtained 
coke was measured by the JIS drum strength index 
(DI150

15) ( DI: Drum Index). (Kubota et al., 2004). Non- or 
slightly-caking coal was blended 50 mass% in the coal 
charge. As a result, coke strength (DI150

15) became about 
2.5points higher than the conventional level by virtue of 
the rapid preheating effect and the increased bulk density 
(Fig. 23) (Kato, 2010). Pilot plant scale test of the SCOPE21 

Fig. 18 Relation between bulk density and total dilatation co-
efficient of fine coal. Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. (Kato, 2004). Copyright: (2004) The Iron and 
Steel Institute of Japan.

Fig. 19 Comparison of non- or slightly caking coal ratio in 
coal charge. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
(Kato, 2004). Copyright: (2004) The Iron and Steel 
Institute of Japan.
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Fig. 21 Comparison of carbonization time between SCOPE21 
and conventional process. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. (Kato, 2010). Copyright: (2010) The Iron 
and Steel Institute of Japan. Fig. 23 Technologies for improving coke quality. Reprinted 

with permission from Ref. (Kato, 2010). Copyright: 
(2010) The Iron and Steel Institute of Japan.

Fig. 22 Process flow of SCOPE21 pilot plant. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Kato, 2010). Copyright: 
(2010) The Iron and Steel Institute of Japan.

Fig. 20 Schematic diagram of the SCOPE21 process flow. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Kato, 2010). 
Copyright: (2010) The Iron and Steel Institute of Japan.
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process was conducted successfully and targets of the 
project were confirmed by the pilot plant test (Sugiyama 
et al., 2005) .

The SCOPE21-type new coke oven battery was con-
structed at Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Oita works 
from 2006 to 2008 and the operation of the new coke 
plant was started in 2008. The coke production capacity 
is 1 million ton per year. Fig. 24 shows the process flow 
of the new coke plant and Table 1 shows the main specifi-
cation of Oita No. 5 coke oven battery (Kato, 2010). The 
coal is dried in a fluidized bed dryer and fine coal is sepa-
rated, and then agglomerated by an agglomerater. Next, 
the agglomerated fine coal is added to the coarse coal, and 
charged into coke ovens. The coal is pre-heated rapidly to 
350 °C in a pneumatic pre-heater, and carbonized in the 
coke oven.

The 2nd SCOPE21-type new coke plant was constructed 
at Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Nagoya works and the 
operation of the plant started in 2013 (Kato et al., 2013).

These two plants have been operated very smoothly 
with high productivity and high non- or slightly-caking 
coal ratio in coal charge.

4. Conclusion

Coal is a very important resource for power generation, 
cokemaking, gasification, etc. R & D of effective coal uti-
lization technologies has been conducted. In this paper, 
the trend of the coal gasification technology and new coal 
gasification technology, ECOPRO®, are introduced. Fur-
thermore, new cokemaking technologies are discussed. 
They are summarized as follows.
(1) New gasification technology the ECOPRO® has been 

developing. ECOPRO® is a suitable process for low 
rank coals gasification with high energy efficiency.

(2) To expand the coal resources for metallurgical coke 
making process, dry coal charging process DAPS was 
developed. Coke strength was improved in the DAPS 
process owing to increase in the bulk density of coal 
charge, due to decrease in the moisture of coal charge. 
So, it was clarified that the DAPS process was suitable 
for expansion of coal resources.

(3) Furthermore, new cokemaking technology SCOPE21 
for improving coke quality was developed. New coke 
plants of the SCOPE21-type were constructed at Nippon 
Steel & Sumitomo Metal Oita and Nagoya works. The 
new coke plants have been operated very smoothly.
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Powder Particles and Technologies for Medicine Delivery to  
the Respiratory System: Challenges and Opportunities †
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Abstract
The paper discusses essential engineering challenges related to the application of powder medicines for 
pulmonary delivery as inhaled aerosol. Starting from a physically based description of the complexity of aerosol 
dynamics inside the respiratory system, the paper discusses several technical factors responsible for efficient drug 
delivery to the lungs: (i) interparticle interactions—which can be tuned by selection and control of powder 
manufacturing methods, (ii) inhaler design—as a determinant of flow dynamics through the inhaling device and 
degree of powder dispersion, (iii) the dynamics of inhalation in a given inhaler—which is related to patient-device 
interaction. Basic information on the standard (compendial) methods of the quantitative evaluation of dry powder 
inhalers (DPIs) are presented with a special focus on the correct data interpretation and the consequences for in 
vivo-in vitro correlation (IVIVC) problems. Some issues regarding the development of inhalation products 
(including generics) are also briefly highlighted. Finally, possible strategies of powder particle functionalization 
to obtain the required bioavailability are outlined on the basis of knowledge on the physicochemical interactions 
of inhaled particles with the lung fluids.

Keywords: inhalation, lung deposition, DPI, flow dynamics, mucus, pulmonary surfactant

1. Introduction

The idea of using aerosol particles as drug carriers 
comes from the ancient times when the inhalation of 
smoke and fumes from burned plants appeared to induce 
favorable health effects (Sanders M., 2011; Stein S.W. and 
Thiel C.G., 2017). In modern times, it has been realized 
that the atomization of medicinal liquids to very small 
droplets helps to transfer them to the respiratory system 
beyond the upper airways (mouth and throat). Such a pos-
sibility of drug targeting to specific lung regions provided 
the opportunity to treat pulmonary diseases locally with 
low overall drug mass and minimized side effects. It also 
became clear that aerosolized drugs need not necessarily 
be a liquid, but can also be in the form of fine particles of 
solids. 

The technical possibility of using dry powders as vehi-
cles of drugs carried into the respiratory system is the 
topic of this paper. This apparently simple idea of drug 
delivery covers non-trivial challenges and many physical 
limitations which need to be overcome if a reproducible 

drug dose is to be delivered from a portable and inexpen-
sive inhaling device.

This analysis starts with the overall characteristics of 
physical phenomena related to aerosol inhalation and par-
ticle deposition in the lungs. Next, the major challenges of 
aerosol formation in inhaling devices are discussed with 
the main focus on the proper design of dry powder inhal-
ers (DPIs) and on the properties of powders as precursors 
of inhalable aerosols. The dynamic aspects of the 
above-mentioned problems are highlighted because very 
often they are ignored in the analysis of particle deposi-
tion in the lungs and powder inhaler performance. Some 
essential information on aerosol evaluation using the 
compendial (pharmacopeial) methods is also presented, 
indicating their limitations which can lead to the inaccu-
rate interpretation of data. Finally, some facts regarding 
physical aspects of interactions between deposited particles 
and the lung surface are discussed to show the relation-
ships between particle properties and drug bioavailability. 
All presented data make it possible to highlight potential 
new opportunities of inhalation therapy with the use of 
powder particles. 
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2. Basic concepts and the physics of inhalation 
drug delivery

2.1 Drug inhalation as a unique method of 
pharmacotherapy

Drug delivery by the inhalation of aerosolized medi-
cines is a therapeutic method which has several advan-
tages but also some essential drawbacks (Table 1). 

The main benefit is related to minimization of the dose 
which needs to be introduced to the organism to produce 
the expected concentration in the target site (i.e. on the 
surface of the respiratory system). For inhalation devices 
(inhalers), it is often enough to deliver only several mi-
crograms of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) 
to result in the local lung dose comparable to almost 
one hundred milligrams delivered by injection or tablets 
(Alangari A.A., 2014). With a natural and painless appli-
cation mode, inhalation therefore presents a safe and con-
venient method of pharmacotherapy. On the other hand, 
unlike other drug delivery systems (tablets, pills, injec-
tions), the inhalation of aerosolized medicine does not 
guarantee precise dosing. The reason is that none of the 
sequential processes of aerosol generation, aerosol evacu-
ation from the inhaler and regional deposition in the re-
spiratory system is 100 % efficient, which means that 
only a fraction of the drug initially loaded to the inhaler 
can be transferred to the target area, Fig. 1. Moreover, 
this number is noticeably variable since it depends both 
on the performance of the inhaling device and on the pa-
tient’s individual capabilities to use it correctly, Fig. 2. As 
stated earlier, there is a long list of technical problems 
which need to be solved to achieve a reliable and repro-
ducible drug delivery system based on powder inhalation, 
and they will be addressed herein.

It is obvious that not all aerosol particles can be used as 
effective drug carriers. To play that role, particles must be 
inhalable, i.e. small enough to be drawn with air into the 

mouth or nose. Moreover, they must be capable of pene-
trating beyond the naso-oro-pharynx and the upper bron-
chial tree so they can reach the lower respiratory system 
and settle there. 

Interestingly, the preferred deposition region may be 
different for various types of inhaled drug, since the oc-
currence and surface density of cellular receptors for drug 
binding/stimulation differs along the walls of the bron-
chial and pulmonary airways (Howarth P.H., 2001; 
Barnes P.J., 2004; Usmani O.S. et al., 2005; Pirożyński M. 
and Sosnowski T.R., 2016). For instance, muscarinic re-
ceptors (e.g. M3) are located mainly in the central air-
ways, so the relevant drugs (bronchodilating cholinergic 
antagonists) should be preferentially delivered to these 
lung regions. The distribution of the receptors for be-
ta2-mimetics requires the deposition of such drugs both 
in the central and distal respiratory tract, although the al-
veolar region can be omitted since no bronchodilating ef-
fect is expected there. Glucocorticoid receptors (GRs) are 
distributed all over the lower respiratory system, but ste-
roids should not penetrate in large amounts into the lung 
periphery since we want to avoid their undesired absorp-
tion into the circulation from alveoli. It is therefore clear 
that different aerosol drugs can be formulated differently 
to obtain the most desired therapeutic effects.

2.2 Physics of aerosol particle flow and deposition 
in the respiratory tract

The whole respiratory tract acts as a filter for inhaled 
aerosols where particle flow, penetration and deposition in 
the respiratory system are governed by general physical 

Table 1 Main benefits and drawbacks of drug delivery by 
aerosol inhalation. 

Benefits Drawbacks/limitations

1. Drug delivered directly to the 
expected site of action in the 
respiratory system: the dose can 
be minimized, low side effects

1. Uncertainty of dose 
delivered locally to the 
target area

2. Low enzymatic drug deactiva-
tion in the lungs: the dose can 
be minimized

2. Technical challenges 
related to drug formu-
lation, dosing and 
aerosolization

3. Non-invasive, pain-free and 
easy-to-use method of drug 
delivery

3. Patient-dependent 
efficiency of drug 
delivery

Fig. 1 General relationship between the nominal (metered) 
dose–MD, aerosolized dose–AD, emitted dose–ED, 
fine particles dose–FPD and dose deposited at the tar-
get–DDT. 

Fig. 2 Schematic path from the drug to target deposition.
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laws (Heyder J. and Svartengren M.U., 2002; Darquenne 
C., 2012; Tsuda A. et al., 2013; Cheng Y.S, 2014). Obvi-
ously, particle ‘filtration’ in the respiratory system is 
sequential, i.e. only those particles which have avoided 
elimination in the previous generations of the bronchial 
tree can penetrate and deposit in the next ones. This fac-
tor must be considered if we try to target any specific 
region with inhaled aerosol medicine (Zanen P., 2003; 
Kleinstreuer C. et al., 2008). Fig. 3 shows all particle 
deposition mechanisms which are believed to predomi-
nate in respiratory airways.

Particles with a high momentum (mass × velocity) hit 
the walls of the air ducts due to inertial impaction, mostly 
when the airflow rapidly turns. It takes place, e.g. in the 
mouth (hard and soft palate), throat and at bifurcations of 
large bronchi (Moskal A. and Gradoń L., 2002; Sosnowski 
T.R. et al., 2007). Particles which are able to penetrate 
these regions but have a relatively high mass can still fall 
gravitationally at an appreciable rate. Therefore, the 
chance of their penetration beyond the small bronchi, 
where aerosol residence time is extended due to a de-
crease of the average flow velocity, is minute. Moreover, 
the diameter of the airways in this region is reduced so 
the gravitational settling becomes effective. Submicron 
particles, which have a low inertia and also a negligible 
sedimentation rate, penetrate to the lung periphery to a 
greater extent. They can reach the airway walls of that 
region by Brownian diffusion.

Presented facts allow the development of quantitative 
methods for predicting particle deposition in various lung 
regions (Longest P.W. and Holbrook L.T., 2012; Tu J. et 
al., 2013). Different approaches to that problem are pre-
sented in the next section.

2.3 Quantitative models of deposition of inhaled 
particles

The deposition of inhaled drug particles can be quanti-
tatively predicted by adaptation of the models which have 
been originally elaborated in the field of inhalation toxi-
cology. Such semi-empirical models are often based on 

the experimental data fitted by relatively simple mathe-
matical formulae which can estimate the deposition of 
particles with different sizes and for variable breathing 
regimes. Such models (e.g. ICRP (Annals of the ICRP, 
1994)) calculate only the regional deposition efficiencies 
(in the upper airways, tracheo-bronchial region, small 
bronchi or alveolar zone) which, by summing up, give 
also the total deposition in the whole respiratory system 
(Fig. 4).

Regional deposition can be derived also from other 
models which consider more precisely the predominating 
deposition mechanisms in various regions of the respira-
tory system. For instance, Finlay W.H. and Martin A.R. 
(2008) proposed mathematical formulae for the oro- 
pharyngeal region and the lower respiratory tract deposi-
tion, taking into account the residence time and the average 
local particle aerodynamics. In this model, the average 
Reynolds (Re) and Stokes (Stk) numbers are used to gen-
eralize air and particle flow in the respiratory system.

A more detailed approach to the quantitative descrip-
tion of particle deposition is based on particle tracking 
during their flight through the respiratory airways. Reli-
able quantitative data regarding bronchial tree geometry 
(airway lengths, diameters and branching angles) are 
needed to predict the average airflow rates and particle 
behavior in each generation. Symmetrical or asymmetri-
cal lung geometry can be used (Yeh H.C. and Schum 
G.M., 1980) where the first leads to a single path while 
the second leads to multipath trajectories of aerosol parti-
cle transport (Asgharian B. et al., 2001). In the multipath 
transport, a random choice of geometry is assumed re-
sulting in a so-called stochastic lung deposition model 
(Koblinger L. and Hofmann W., 1990).

Fig. 3 Basic deposition mechanism of airborne particles in the 
respiratory airways: 1 - diffusion, 2 - inertial impac-
tion, 3 - sedimentation, 4 - interception.

Fig. 4 Regional and total particle deposition in the respiratory 
system as a function of particle size—calculations 
based on the ICRP model and Multi-Path Particle 
Dosimetry software (MPPD, 2015) for deep and slow 
oral inhalation (TV = 1500 ml, breathing cycle 
time = 12 s). Lung regions: Pulm = pulmonary (alveo-
lar), T-B = tracheobronchial, E-T = extra-thoracic (air-
ways of head and neck). The particle size range with 
the lowest deposition is highlighted.
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In these models, the fractional deposition in each gen-
eration of the bronchial tree can be calculated which gives 
more detailed information on drug distribution in the lungs.

It may be mentioned that some of the above-discussed 
models are accessible in the user-friendly calculators 
which are freely available on the Internet (MPPD, 2015; 
ARLA, 2008).

The most precise predictions of local particle dynamics 
and deposition can be obtained from detailed calculations 
of the particle trajectory within the numerically recon-
structed geometry of the selected fragments of the re-
spiratory system. It can be conveniently done applying 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methodology (Tu J. 
et al., 2013). Commercial packages help to predict the ac-
tual three-dimensional airflow field in the defined airway 
geometry by numerically solving the Navier-Stokes equa-
tion within the domain decomposed into finite volume 
elements. Even with the use of a commercial computational 
package, the task itself is not trivial and requires correct 
construction and optimized resolution of the numerical 
mesh followed by the application of a suitable solver with 
appropriate boundary conditions. Tracking of each parti-
cle in the airflow field is done by the Lagrangian ap-
proach, i.e. solving the mass balance of a single particle. 
The most general description combines both deterministic 
and stochastic forces acting on particles, the latter being 
associated with Brownian diffusion, i.e. particle motion 
caused by random collisions with air molecules. The 
Langevin equation which describes particle acceleration 
under such conditions takes the form (Moskal A., 2011):

 p
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where up and u denote the velocity of particle and air, re-
spectively, dp – particle diameter, ρp – particle density, μ – 
air viscosity, Fext – external forces affecting the particle 
trajectory (gravity, electrostatic or magnetic interactions, 
etc.) and FB – the Brownian force which plays a role 
mainly for submicrometer-size particles. For a spherical 
aerosol particle suspended in the air, the Brownian force 
is given by:

B p BF m α Z  (2)

where αB is the characteristic magnitude of acceleration 
due to thermal excitation, and can be expressed as:
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S0 is a spectral intensity of a white noise which can be con-
veniently used to model the stochastic Brownian effects:
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where T is the absolute temperature, kB is the Boltzmann 

constant, and Cs the Cunningham slip correction factor. Z 
in eq. (2) is the dimensionless vector with random direc-
tion and ∆t denotes the time step of numerical integration 
of the trajectory equation. It can be noted that the Brown-
ian force acts on aerosol particles all the time but its di-
rection and magnitude are randomly changed (through the 
random updating of value of Z) at the end of every time 
step ∆t. The presented method of numerical computations 
can be used to analyse particle motion in a human breath-
ing system also at realistic non-steady-state flow condi-
tions (Moskal A. and Gradoń L., 2002). Numerical 
solutions allow finding the trajectory of any particle of the 
defined size and properties, and eventually finding the 
place of particle deposition on the airway wall. If the 
computations are repeated many times for thousands of 
particles with various sizes, the results of particle deposi-
tion probability (i.e. deposition efficiency) in the analysed 
region is obtained as a function of the particle size. 

As in any type of particle separation process (e.g. con-
ventional air filtration), a certain particle size range exists 
where none of the previously mentioned mechanisms is 
sufficiently effective. Such particles (typically 0.3–
0.8 µm) can be exhaled without significant previous depo-
sition in the respiratory system. In the example of the 
relationships of regional deposition efficiency vs. particle 
size shown in Fig. 4, the minimum of total deposition in 
the size range referred to above is clearly seen. Interest-
ingly, some systems dedicated to aerosol delivery to the 
lungs may take advantage of a non-optimal deposition. 
For instance, e-cigarettes are designed in a way which 
allow a visible mist (typically composed of fine droplets 
of glycerine and propylene glycol) to be exhaled since this 
mimics the use of classic (i.e. tobacco) products. All drop-
lets released from e-cigarettes are smaller than 2 µm 
(mass median diameter ~0.4 µm), for which the predicted 
deposition in the respiratory system is less than 50 %, 
independent of the breathing maneuver (Sosnowski T.R. 
and Kramek-Romanowska K., 2016).

2.4 Aerosol dynamics and other factors influencing 
particle deposition during inhalation 

It is commonly agreed that the aerodynamic particle 
diameter da is the most suitable measure of the particle 
ability to penetrate and deposit within the respiratory sys-
tem. The aerodynamic diameter is defined as:

0.5
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where ρw denotes density of water, and χ the dynamic 
shape factor of the particle. Only particles with da < 5 µm 
are expected to be inhaled deeply to the bronchial tree 
where they eventually settle. Aerosol particle size distri-
bution based on the aerodynamic diameter is typically 
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assessed by standard compendial methodology using 
multi-stage (cascade) impaction separators: NGI (Next 
Generation Impactor), Andersen, Marple-Miller or im-
pinging jet impactors (USP, 2008; European Pharmaco-
poeia, 2013). This type of determination of the aerosol 
particle size distribution is an indispensable step in the 
pharmaceutical development and validation of orally in-
haled medical products (CHMP, 2009), and some details 
of such characterizations of aerosol drug particles will be 
discussed in section 3.3.

The aerodynamic diameter is a disputable criterion of 
particle behavior in the lungs if the particles are non- 
compact in shape, e.g. plate-like or needle-like, when in-
terception can become the predominant deposition 
mechanism (Fig. 3). Moreover, the aerodynamic size 
properly describes the particle settling time under gravity 
or inertial forces, assuming that a particle is carried with 
air at constant velocity. In reality, it is obviously not true. 
Inhalation is a dynamic (time-dependent) process in 
which a certain volume of air is pumped through the air-
ways at variable acceleration and deceleration. Therefore, 
the aerodynamic size has a different influence on particle 
behavior depending on the time-instant during inhalation. 
This complicates analysis of the processes of aerosol pen-
etration and deposition in the respiratory system. In many 
theoretical and experimental analyses of aerosol inhala-
tion and deposition, the constant flow rate is assumed 
(such as the mean flow of the inspiration, e.g. Matida 
E.Z. et al., 2004; Zhang Z. et al., 2005; Farkas A. and 
Balazhazy I., 2008; Ma B. and Lutchen K.R., 2009), 
which is an inaccurate simplification. Some studies show 
that particles in the realistic non-steady inhalation flow 
show dissimilar dynamics as compared to the constant 
flow conditions, and this leads to a different spatial distri-
bution of particle deposition (Moskal A. and Gradoń L., 
2002; Sosnowski T.R. et al., 2007). The influence of flow 
dynamics on particle deposition can be demonstrated by a 
simple example. Fig. 5 schematically shows the dynamics 
of the inhalation phase and the relationship between the 
temporal volumetric flow rate Q(t) and two characteristic 
values—the mean flow:
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and the maximum flow value, Qmax = PIFR (peak inspira-
tory flow rate). It is important to note that the flow value 
equal to Q̂ occurs in reality only at two instants of time (t1 
and t2) during the whole inspiration.

The temporal dimensionless Stokes number, being an 
indicator of inertial deposition (impaction), is defined as:
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where—in addition to already defined variables—L0 de-

notes the characteristic local dimension of the airways. It 
can be easily seen that the same local value of the Stokes 
number is obtained if:

2
p .ud const  (8)

Consequently, for a variable airflow rate during inhala-
tion, a particle with dp = 10 µm which moves at a velocity 
equal to the air velocity u1 will be locally (L0 = const) de-
posited by impaction with the similar efficiency as a 5-µm 
particle at the velocity 4u1. The analogous analyses can be 
done also for other deposition mechanisms and they will 
show that at variable airflow, one cannot unambiguously 
link the regional deposition efficiency with the aerody-
namic (or geometric) particle size.

The complexity of the description of dynamic behavior 
of inhaled powder particles in the lungs is additionally 
caused by other issues:
– in general, particles of medical aerosols are polydisperse; 
– quite often powder particles are hygroscopic, so their 

actual size in the respiratory system will increase and 
their density will also be changed (Schum G.M. and 
Phalen R.F., 1997; Asgharian B., 2004; Winkler-Heil R. 
et al., 2014).

– particles at high concentrations may coagulate or move 
collectively in a so-called ‘cloud motion’ (Broday D.M. 
and Robinson R., 2003); 

– bronchi and bronchioles are short-tubes, so inlet effects 
have an influence on the flow pattern—e.g. the second-
ary flows are formed (Zhang Z. and Kleinstreuer C., 
2002; Fresconi F.E. and Prasad A.K., 2007); 

– due to flow periodicity, the analysis based on the local 
f low regime (laminar/turbulent) according to the 
Reynolds number as a basic criterion is inadequate;

– in DPIs, particles can appear in different phases of in-
halation which has an influence on their transport in 
the respiratory system (see section 3.2).

Flow dynamics influences not only the behavior of par-
ticles in the respiratory system but also the performance 
of inhaling devices (aerosol formation and emission). This 
problem will be discussed in section 3.

Fig. 5 Relationships between real flow dynamics Q(t), average 
flow rate Q̂ and the peak inspiratory flow rate (PIFR).
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3. Technical problems of effective powder 
drug delivery by inhalation

Several books, book chapters and review papers are 
focused on a variety of technical solutions required for 
drug delivery of aerosolized powders via inhalation 
(e.g. Dunbar C.A. et al., 1998; Zeng X.M. et al., 2000; 
Borgström L. et al., 2002; Vanbever R., 2003; Newman S. 
and Peart J., 2009; Hoppentocht M. et al., 2014; Berkenfeld 
K. et al., 2015; Carvalho S.R. et al., 2015; de Boer A.H. et 
al., 2017). Here we will highlight the critical issues. As-
suming that aerosol particles within a certain size-range 
are required for effective lung treatment by inhalation, the 
following technical problems must be identified:
– raw powders with the required particle size and surface 

properties must be prepared. Fine aerosol particles can-
not be obtained from a powder composed of large 
grains; 

– in addition, the surface properties of powders must as-
sure that particles are not too cohesive so that their 
flow, fluidization and de-agglomeration are easily ob-
tainable in a given inhaling device (Zeng X.M. et al., 
2000);

– such powders must allow the formation of reproducible 
inhalable API doses in the range of several to some 
hundreds of micrograms. This frequently requires 
blending the API grains with additional powder. Anhy-
drous lactose or lactose monohydrate particles are typi-
cally used as the excipient, and it must have an 
optimized particle size and surface properties to ensure 
flowability and the required de-agglomeration of the 
blend upon aerosolization (Pilcer G. et al., 2012); 

– optionally, the suitable API powder can be prepared 
without the excipient (Healy A.M. et al., 2014). In that 
case, the powder should possess special properties 
which can be obtained by particle engineering methods 
(Kaialy W. and Nokhodchi A., 2015)—see section 3.1;

– powder properties must be stable during the typical 
shelf lifetime of pharmaceutical products (typically 3 
years);

– the medical powder must be packed in capsules or 
blisters with suitable properties to guarantee their effi-
cient emptying during inhalation (Martinelli F. et al., 
2015). Another choice is the use of reservoir-type in-
haling devices, when the powder dose is metered im-
mediately prior to the inhalation (Islam N. and Gladki 
E., 2008);

– the inhaling device itself must be optimized in a way to 
ensure reproducible powder metering and aerosoliza-
tion (emitted dose: ED, fine particle dose: FPD). At the 
same time, the device should be easy to use, ergonomic, 
mechanically resistant and inexpensive in production. 
Certain conditions must be met regarding the internal 
aerodynamic resistance of the inhaler (the airflow 

through the device must match the inhaling force of the 
patients) (Hoppentocht M. et al., 2014)—see section 3.2.

3.1 Essential properties of powders used in drug 
delivery by inhalation

To be effective vehicles for inhaled drugs, powder par-
ticles must be de-agglomerated in the airflow to form mi-
crometer-size particles as schematically shown in Fig. 6 
The outcome of this process depends on inhaler design, 
applied flow rate and powder properties. This is why the 
pharmaceutical powder has to be properly prepared before 
it can be used as a drug carrier. The main cohesive inter-
actions which act against powder redispersion are caused 
by van der Waals forces, electrostatic and capillary forces, 
by hydrogen bonds and mechanical interlocking due to 
surface roughness (Zeng X.M. et al., 2000; Ramachandran 
V. et al., 2015). These interactions depend not only on the 
particle properties and their preparation method, but also 
on the ambient conditions such as air humidity.

Strategies which are used to prepare powder particles 
with the properties that facilitate their de-agglomeration 
include: (i) controlling the surface smoothness of the par-
ticles (Chew N.Y.K. and Chan H.-K., 2001; Geller D.E. et 
al., 2011), (ii) increasing interparticle distance, e.g. by 
adding nanoparticles (Begat P. et al., 2005), (iii) changing 
the properties of the particle surface, e.g. by coating with, 
e.g. leucine, magnesium stearate or surfactants as 
force-control agents (Begat P. et al., 2009; Sosnowski T.R. 
and Gradoń L., 2010). It can be also be beneficial to use 
micrometer-size nanostructured (partly porous) particles 
instead of compact ones with the same size (Tsapis N. et 
al., 2002; Jabłczyńska K. et al., 2015). All these strategies 
can be used both for drugs prepared as interactive mix-
tures (API-excipient) and for excipient-free formulations. 
Inhalable particles can also be developed with API em-
bedded in a polymer matrix with PLGA (poly(lac-
tic-co-glycolide) acid) being the most common matrix 
builder (Liang Z. et al., 2014). This drug delivery system 
has the additional advantage of sustained drug release in 
the target area. We should also mention a novel concept of 
inhalation powders based on the application of solid lipid 
nanoparticles (SLN) and nanostructured lipid carriers 
(NLC) forming a dry lipid matrix which can be loaded 
with the API and transferred to the lungs from DPIs with-
out additional excipients (Weber S. et al., 2014; Li Y.Z. et 
al., 2010).

Fig. 6 De-agglomeration of powder drug in the airflow.
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Spray drying, spray-freeze drying and enhanced crys-
tallization/precipitation (ultrasonic-assisted or utilizing the 
supercritical fluid technology) are applied to obtain engi-
neered powder particles. We will skip the detailed charac-
teristics of these methods as their thorough description 
can be found elsewhere (Gradoń L. and Sosnowski T.R., 
2014; Kaialy W. and Nokhodchi A., 2015). Due to the 
technological feasibility and easy scale-up, spray drying 
is probably the most convenient method of producing 
inhalable powders. It also allows control of the particle 
structure, size and aerosolization properties (Vehring R., 
2008; Weers J.G. and Miller D.P., 2015). Correct selection 
of the composition and concentration of the precursor (i.e. 
liquid solution or suspension), as well as of the drying 
parameters are decisive in obtaining powders with the 
desired particle size and shape (Nandiyanto A.B.D. and 
Okuyama K., 2011; Kramek-Romanowska K. et al., 2011). 
Fig. 7 shows some examples of different powder struc-
tures which can be obtained by tuning the parameters of 
the spray-drying process into a conventional laboratory- 
scale device with pneumatic atomization of liquid precur-
sors.

3.2 Inhaler design and performance

In all powder inhaler devices, aerodynamic stresses are 
used to fluidize the powder and de-agglomerate particle 
clusters to maximize the number of individual fine parti-
cles. The majority of DPIs currently available in the mar-
ket belong to so-called ‘passive’ devices (Islam N. and 
Gladki E., 2008), where the aerosol is formed solely due 
to powder interaction with the flow generated by the pa-
tient’s inhalation. In all such devices it is necessary to 
maximize the transfer of airflow energy to the powder, 
possibly without useless dissipation. This can be effec-
tively done by the creation—in a logical way—of local 
turbulence or other effects such as flow focusing or fluc-
tuations (Gac J. et al., 2008; Sosnowski T.R. et al., 2014). 
However, flow arrangements of this type always increase 
the aerodynamic resistance (the pressure drop) in the in-
haler, so the final design of a DPI must be optimized. It is 
important to note that erroneous concepts of aerosoliza-
tion chambers can result in completely inefficient powder 

redispersion. This obvious rule is shown schematically in 
Fig. 8 by presenting two hypothetical inhaler chambers of 
identical design and aerodynamic resistance, but with to-
tally different performance regarding the aerosol emission.

Aerodynamic resistance of the inhaler is a very import-
ant issue which needs to be well understood since it often 
leads to ambiguities. The intrinsic inhaler resistance is 
defined by the equation (Clark A.R. and Hollingworth 
A.M., 1993):

D
ΔPR
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  (9)

where ΔP denotes the pressure drop (typically in hPa) and 
Q the volumetric airflow rate (typically in liters per min-
ute, L/min).

Eq. (9) can be derived from the well-known relation-
ship describing the local pressure drop:
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where γ denotes the local resistance coefficient, which can 
be assumed independent of the airflow rate in the range 
relevant to inhalation (30–120 L/min). This equation can 
be rewritten as:
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where A denotes the cross-sectional area for the airflow. 
After substituting:
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Fig. 8 Comparison of two hypothetical aerosolization systems 
with the same aerodynamic resistance but disparate 
dispersion efficiencies due to a different location of the 
powder layer (grey rectangle).

Fig. 7 Examples of different shape and structure of powder particles obtained by the controlled spray-drying of various 
precursors (unpublished SEM images from author’s laboratory).
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Eq. (9) is obtained directly.
Passive DPIs have different degrees of aerodynamic re-

sistance, typically in the range of 0.05–0.2 hPa0.5min/L 
(or: 30–120 Pa0.5s/L). At the given inspiratory effort, 
low-resistant (L-R) DPIs allow high flow rates to be ob-
tained at which good aerosolization is achieved. In the 
case of high-resistant (H-R) DPIs, similar efforts will pro-
duce lower flow rates, however, the flow restriction ob-
tained in such inhalers should cause strong aerodynamic 
effects and a similar powder deaggreation as in the 
low-resistant devices at higher flows. This is why DPIs 
need to be tested at the fixed pressure drop (the standard 
value is 4 kPa (USP, 2008; European Pharmacopoeia, 
2013) not at a fixed flow rate. 

A frequent mistake is the comparison of different DPIs 
based on the criterion of the optimum volumetric flow 
rate (Qopt needed to get aerosol with maximized FPD). It 
is often believed that a low Qopt is always equivalent to a 
better performance of the DPI. But a low Qopt actually 
means a high resistance of the inhaler, which may limit 
correct operation by all groups of patients due to the de-
mands of high inspiratory efforts. It is easier to obtain 
high flow rates in L-R DPIs, so even if they work sub- 
optimally at Q < Qopt, they can be used with some success 
by patients who may be not able to use H-R DPIs. The 
problem of L-R inhalers is that they are typically flow- 
dependent, i.e. the mass and particle size distribution of 
the aerosol they release are significantly improved when 
flow increases (Weuthen T. et al., 2002; Azouz W. et al., 
2015). Powder de-agglomeration is better at high airflow 
rates but at the same time the aerosol velocity at the inlet 
to the mouth becomes higher, which increases undesired 
drug deposition in the oro-pharynx. For H-R DPIs, the 
airflow through the device is limited, and dependence of 
their performance on the flow rate is lower. Concluding 
this analysis, it may be stated that there should be an opti-
mum of flow resistance in DPIs. The flow must be re-
stricted to produce the high aerodynamic stresses 
required for good aerosolization of the powder, however, 
if the overall resistance of the device is too high, it can 
exclude a large group of patients from proper use of such 
device. Elimination of the problem of DPIs f low- 
dependence is achieved in ‘active’ DPIs which utilize, for 
instance, the compressed gas to facilitate powder de- 
agglomeration to fine particles. More than a decade ago, 
Exubera® was developed as an active DPI for insulin de-
livery, however—due to various reasons—it was with-
drawn from the market in 2007 (Heinemann L., 2008). 
Another active DPI—Spiromax®—has emerged recently 
for the delivery of drugs for asthma and COPD patients 
(Canonica G.W. et al., 2015). 

Similarly to particle deposition in the lungs, drug inha-
lation from passive DPIs is a dynamic process. The aero-
sol is formed and released from the device during the 

given (rather short) period of the inhalation. Let us recall 
the flow curve already shown in Fig. 5 to analyse this 
process. Two different situations are depicted in Fig. 9. 
Assuming that the two DPIs denoted as 1 and 2 have a 
similar aerodynamic resistance but a different principle of 
powder release, we can see that the aerosol is emitted 
from inhaler 1 during time period t1 ÷ t1’, but from inhaler 
2 during time period t2 ÷ t2’. Fig. 9a shows the corre-
sponding flow rate, i.e. inhalation curve, while Fig. 9b 
shows the corresponding volume of air aspirated to the 
lungs. 

Let us note that aerosol is emitted from inhaler 1 
during a short period which is finished at t1’, i.e. before 
the maximum flow rate Qmax is achieved. In contrast, in-
haler 2 is activated later (at t2) by the flow rate close to 
Qmax and the release time is longer, so the aerosol is intro-
duced to the air stream until t2’, which is not far from the 
end of inhalation, tinh. It can be expected that the quality 
(size distribution) of aerosol produced at higher flow rates, 
i.e. in case 2, will be more favorable than in case 1.

The graph of inhaled volume (Fig. 9b) shows that when 
the aerosol is totally emitted from inhaler 1, the remain-
ing volume of air to be inhaled is still large (Vr1), which 
means that the released particles can be carried even to 
the lung periphery. In contrast, after the entire dose of 
aerosol is released from inhaler 2 (at t2’), a small volume 
of air Vr2 remained for inhalation, so probably these parti-
cles can penetrate only the very first generations of the 
bronchial tree before the exhalation will begin.

The presented example shows another, often over-
looked, factor which should be considered for the rational 

Fig. 9 (a) Inhalation curve Q(t) and periods of aerosol release 
(gray fields) for two DPIs; (b) the corresponding in-
haled volume curve V(t) = ∫Q(t)dt and indicated re-
maining volumes of air inhaled after complete release 
of aerosol from both DPIs (Vr1 or Vr2).
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design of inhalation systems based on powder redisper-
sion.

3.3 Understanding the compendial methods of 
aerosol characterization

Aerosol particles of medicines intended for inhalation 
must be evaluated by specialized methods to confirm that 
they have the proper size characteristics and reproducibil-
ity (USP, 2008; European Pharmacopoeia, 2013). Use of 
impactors instead of other measuring techniques is neces-
sary because the majority of formulations contain parti-
cles with different chemical composition, e.g. in DPIs 
based on API-lactose blends or in combined products (two 
or more drugs delivered in one inhalation). In such cases, 
optical methods which are typically used for aerosol as-
sessment (e.g. time-of-flight or light scattering/light dif-
fraction) cannot be used because they do not distinguish 
particles that carry different chemicals. Since only the 
mass of API is of interest from the therapeutic perspec-
tive, all other particles should be ignored in such analyses. 
Cascade impactors can sort particles into several (typi-
cally 5–8) size classes based on their inertial deposition 
which is caused by flow acceleration at the consecutive 
separation stages. In the testing of DPIs, the aerosolized 
drug is drawn to the impactor via the inlet and the addi-
tional vessel (preseparator) capable of capturing large 
grains of the excipient which usually also contains some 
API is attached. Impactor inlet and preseparator are be-
lieved to mimic the upper airways (mouth and throat), 
however, the particle separation efficiency of these impac-
tor elements is not strictly defined. Material collected at 
each stage of the impactor is then quantified by sensitive 
chemical assays – typically high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) – against the pharmacopeial 
standard of the API under test. Chromatographic analysis 
ensures that the API concentration is evaluated selectively 
and assigned to the given size class of particles captured 
at each separation stage. Thanks to this technique, the 
size distribution based on drug mass is obtained, which 
allows finding the most important indicators of the quality 
of medical aerosol: fine particle dose (FPD), fine particle 
fraction (FPF) and mass median aerodynamic diameter 
(MMAD). Due to their principle of operation, all impac-
tors classify particles based on their aerodynamic size da 
defined by equation (5). Assuming a quasi-spherical parti-
cle shape and density in the range of 800–1200 kg/m3, the 
aerodynamic particle diameter is almost the same 
(± 10 %) as the geometric diameter, dp. However, these 
two diameters can be very different in the case of, e.g. 
porous particles with an effective density in the range of 
hundreds of kg/m3. In such cases, large particles (larger 
than 10 μm) may still be effective as drug carriers for in-
halation since their aerodynamic behavior and inertial 

deposition is equivalent to smaller particles with a typical 
density. 

There are two major drawbacks to impactor particle 
size analysis:
– the size resolution is limited to only 8 classes which are 

variable if the flow imposed during different assays is 
not the same;

– the measurements are time-consuming, expensive and 
sensitive to human factors. Errors can easily be made 
due to an extensive number of manual operations (as-
sembly/disassembly of the impactor, pipetting, labware 
handling, impactor cleaning, etc.)
Until the Next Generation Impactor (NGI) was devel-

oped, inhalers could be tested only at several standard 
airflow rates (e.g. 28.3, 60 and 90 L/min in the Andresen 
cascade impactor) due to a lack of certified calibration for 
other flows. The NGI allows characterization of the aerosol 
particle size at any flow rate in the range of 30–100 L/min, 
but also at lower values (down to 15 L/min). The aerody-
namic cut-off size, dci, at each stage i depends on the ap-
plied f low rate and for 30–100 L/min, they can be 
calculated from the equation:

c   c   60LPM 60

xi

i atQ iat
Qd d    

 
  (13)

where xi is the unique exponent for the given separation 
stage (MSP Corporation, 2008). A slightly modified cor-
relation is valid for flow rates in the range 15–30 L/min. 
Cut-off sizes for selected airflow rates are listed in Table 2.

As seen from Table 2, the NGI cannot determine the 
size of particles larger than those captured at stage no. 1, 
and this maximum diameter depends on the flow rate ap-
plied during DPI testing. According to the standard, the 
mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD), which is 
often considered the important parameter in comparing 
different inhalation products, is calculated only taking 
into account the drug particles within the range of cut-off 
sizes specified for the numbered stages, thus ignoring the 
API mass collected inside the inlet port and preseparator. 
This leads to a risk of misinterpretation of the experimen-

Table 2 Nominal cut-off sizes [µm] for NGI impactor at 
selected airflow rates [L/min]. 

Stage no. 15 L/min 30 L/min 60 L/min 90 L/min

1 14.1 11.7 8.06 6.12

2 8.61 6.40 4.46 3.42

3 5.39 3.99 2.82 2.18

4 3.30 2.30 1.66 1.31

5 2.08 1.36 0.94 0.72

6 1.36 0.83 0.55 0.40

7 0.98 0.54 0.34 0.24
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tal data. Since the range of particle sizes used for calcula-
tion of the MMAD depends on the applied flow (Table 2), 
it will be incorrect to compare the MMAD obtained for 
DPIs characterized by different resistance, RD. According 
to the standard, they must be compared at the same pres-
sure drop (4 kPa), hence at different flow rates. As parti-
cles eliminated before stage no. 1 are not considered in 
the mass balance, then it is possible to achieve a low 
MMAD (apparently a good value) even if a large amount 
of aerosol drug is contained in big particles deposited in 
the impactor inlet port and preseparator, as shown in 
Fig. 10. Therefore, the MMAD should be considered 
rather as a quality parameter which allows verification if 
different batches of a given inhalation product (i.e. with a 
given DPI) deliver—at the fixed airflow rate—the aerosol 
with a similar particle size distribution. According to the 
presented discussion, it is incorrect to use MMAD as a 
criterion of comparison of different DPIs and drugs.

The troublesome aerosol particle sizing by cascade im-
pactors can sometimes be replaced by fast and accurate 
optical on-line measuring techniques such as laser dif-
fraction, however, only under certain conditions. These 
methods can be used, e.g. in carrier-free DPIs which aero-
solize only a single API. It is also reasonable to apply 
optical methods for pMDIs (pressurized metered dose in-
halers), SMIs (soft mist inhalers) and nebulizers, assum-
ing that all particles/droplets have a statistically identical 
composition. In such cases, they contain the API mass 
which is proportional to the cube of the particle diameter. 
For aqueous droplets ρp ≈ ρw, according to eq. (5), we will 
directly obtain the aerodynamic diameter. For other mate-
rials, the geometric diameters dp can be easily recalcu-
lated to da if the material density is known. Although 
optical methods are not compendial, for some inhalers (e.g. 
nebulizers), they have been demonstrated to be equivalent 
to pharmacopeial impactors (Kwong W.T.J et al., 2000; 
Ziegler J. and Wachtel H., 2005; Mao L. et al., 2010).

3.4 In vitro-in vivo correlation (IVIVC) problem 
in aerosol inhalation

The aerodynamic size of drug particles is needed not 
only to verify the reproducibility of the inhalation product 
(quality assurance) but also to confirm that the drug can 
be expected to effectively penetrate to the target region in 
the respiratory system. FPD (da < 5 µm) informs about the 
dose which has the best chance to reach the lower airways 
(USP, 2008; European Pharmacopeia, 2013). However, the 
applicability of this criterion is still discussed within the 
issue of IVIVC, i.e. in vitro-in vivo correlation (Clark A.R. 
and Borgström L., 2002; Newman S.P. and Chan H.-K., 
2008). This problem tries to find a possibly precise link 
between the particle size of inhaled drugs and the ex-
pected health benefit and must, in fact, acknowledge the 
complexity of particle deposition discussed in section 2. 
Some researchers claim that the mass of extra-fine parti-
cles (1–3 μm) is more relevant to the real deposition and 
health effects (de Boer A.H. et al., 2015). However, as 
shown in Fig. 4, it is difficult to unequivocally indicate 
the optimum particle size, in particular considering inter- 
subject variability in inhalation flow dynamics and airway 
geometry where both can be additionally altered in lung 
disease. Mitchell J. et al. (2007) additionally pointed out 
that the clinical response (the real in-vivo effect) will 
depend not only on the actual deposition of drug particles 
but also on the drug potency and the severity of lung dis-
order. These authors also discussed other limitations of 
application of the results of aerodynamic particle sizing to 
predict the regional aerosol deposition in the respiratory 
system. Cascade impactors are the technical devices 
which operate at ambient temperature and at a constant 
flow rate, which is a completely different situation com-
pared to real aerosol inhalation. Laboratory testing condi-
tions may influence the particle size distribution, e.g. due 
to evaporation of nebulized droplets (Zhou Y. et al., 2005) 
or additional deagglomeration of powders (Sosnowski 
T.R., 2008), which make such aerosols incomparable with 
the ones entering the lungs during drug inhalation. Al-
though some additional technical improvements of cas-
cade impactors have been proposed such as a more 
realistic mouth-throat model instead of the standard inlet 
(Copley M. et al., 2011), the problem of a direct conver-
sion of the measured particle size to the real in-vivo drug 
delivery and efficacy still remains unsolved (Clark A.R. 
and Borgström L., 2002; Mitchell J. et al., 2007).

3.5 Innovative and generic drugs development

At the end of the discussion of challenges and opportu-
nities in using inhalable powders for drug delivery, we 
should take a short look at the problems of development 
of inhalable medical products. Completely new inhalation 

Fig. 10 Comparison of the real MMAD (A) of the aerosol and 
the MMAD calculated only on the basis of particles in 
the range limited to 0–11.70 µm, i.e. the sizes classi-
fied inside the NGI at 60 L/min (B). 
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concepts (i.e. the new molecules with new inhalers) re-
quire strictly defined, demanding and expensive proce-
dures to become a candidate for the medial product. In 
addition to precisely documented development steps, 
clinical studies to confirm the efficacy and safety are al-
ways required. Since many patents for therapeutic mole-
cules are expiring, there is a trend to develop the generic 
products as cheaper substitutes of drugs originally devel-
oped some years ago. The procedure required to introduce 
a generic inhalation product to the market is simplified, 
and—according to some regulations (e.g. in Europe)—
clinical studies are not required if therapeutic equivalence 
is convincingly demonstrated (CHMP, 2009). Accord-
ingly, the whole procedure is cheaper and faster, although 
there is concern whether such an approach is fully jus-
tified. It should also be noted that the legislation re-
garding generic inhalation products is different worldwide 
(Pirożyński M., and Sosnowski T.R., 2016). In any case, 
an important issue is the quality of the powder drug and 
the inhaling device, and both have to match the original 
product closely regarding the aerodynamic performance 
(e.g. DPI resistance) and the API aerosol size distribution 
obtained at different f low rates through the inhaler 
(CHMP, 2009). 

Consequently, all key problems highlighted in the pre-
vious sections should be taken into account when the 
development of innovative or generic powder inhalation 
products is considered.

4. Interactions of inhaled powders with lung 
surface—towards functional particles

Powder properties should also be optimized regarding 
the bioavailability of the drug they carry into the lungs. 
Inhaled particles land on the wet surface of bronchi, bron-
chioles or alveoli, so they directly interact with the fluid 
layers of the lungs. In conducting airways, particles come 
into contact with mucus and the drug molecules eventu-
ally reach the epithelium after penetrating across the layer 
of this complex viscoelastic liquid. Deposited particles 
can be simultaneously transported along the airways due 
to the action of ‘mucociliary escalator’, i.e. the longitudi-
nal flow propelled by beating cellular cilia (Smith D.J. et 
al., 2007). Since the underlying epithelium is the main 
target for inhaled bronchodilating and anti-inflammatory 
drugs, it is important to prepare the aerosol drug carriers 
in a way which facilitates API penetration through the 
mucus blanket. In diseased lungs, the mucus is abundant 
and more viscous (Cone R.A., 2009), so less permeable 
for inhaled drugs. In such a situation, inhalable powders 
with a specific composition and properties can be useful. 
According to a recent idea (Odziomek M. et al., 2012), the 
excipient particles might contain a mucolytic agent such 

as N-acetylcysteine together with the stabilizing additive 
(e.g. dextran). Deposited particles of the drug bonded to 
such a carrier (in a similar way as in typical API-lactose 
blends) are capable of rheologically thinning the mucus 
due to interactions with the mucolytic agent which is re-
leased locally. This allows the drug to penetrate faster 
through the mucus layer (Odziomek M. et al., 2015). 
In the alternative concept, multicomponent powders com-
bining both the mucolytic agent and the drug in a single 
particle were proposed (Gradoń L. et al., 2009). The 
described functional particles can be effectively prepared 
by spray-drying through the adjustment of process condi-
tions to obtain powders with good aerosolization proper-
ties. Mucus rheology and mass transfer phenomena in raw 
or modified mucus can be analysed by selected physico-
chemical methods (Schuster B.S. et al., 2013; Odziomek 
M. et al., 2017).

Particles deposited in the respiratory (alveolar) region 
interact not with the mucus but with the pulmonary sur-
factant (PS). The PS produced by type II alveolar cells 
contains lipids (mainly lecithins) and some unique pro-
teins (Parra E. and Perez-Gil J., 2015). True to its name, 
the PS demonstrates strong surface-active properties. 
They have important consequences for lung physiology, 
due to:
– reduction of the work of breathing, i.e. the energy input 

required to expand during inspiration a large surface of 
the lungs (~100 m2), 

– several functions related to the lung clearance and im-
provement of other mass transfer processes in the pul-
monary region (Sosnowski T.R., 2016). 
It is important to note that PS is highly surface-active 

under the dynamic conditions of breathing, i.e. during os-
cillatory variations of the air/liquid interfacial area. Both 
temporal and spatial fluctuations of the surface tension 
along the interface take place due to surfactant mass ex-
change between the bulk liquid and the free interface, but 
also due to flow and diffusion at the interfacial boundary. 
Marangoni effects are generated due to the surface ten-
sion gradients providing the driving force for the hydro-
dynamic clearance of deposited particulates from the 
alveolar zone (Gradoń L. and Podgórski A., 1989; Gradoń 
L. et al., 1996) - Fig. 11. 

Such behavior of the air-liquid interface can be repro-
duced in the laboratory using specialized measuring de-
vices, e.g. Langmuir-Wilhelmy balance, oscillating bubble 
or oscillating drop tensiometers (e.g. Sosnowski T.R. et 
al., 2017; Kondej D. and Sosnowski T.R., 2013; Kondej D. 
and Sosnowski T.R., 2016; Wüstneck R. et al., 2002). 
These experimental systems allow determination of the 
dynamic surface tension variations during the breath-
ing-like compression and expansion of the interface with 
the PS. Experimental measurements can also directly 
demonstrate the occurrence of the Marangoni flows in-
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duced by the variations of interfacial area. For some types 
of inhaled medicinal aerosols (e.g. drugs with the desired 
systemic absorption), it may be beneficial to extend their 
residence time in the alveolar region, so this kind of fast 
transport would be undesired. Tuning the surface proper-
ties of particles (e.g. total surface area, porosity, wettabil-
ity) may influence their interactions with the surfactant 
which can extend the residence time and improve the 
local bioavailability of inhaled drugs (Sosnowski T.R. et 
al., 2003).

The results shown in Fig. 12 confirm that local distur-
bance of the air/liquid interface with a model PS generates 
the surface tension gradient 

∆

σ and, as a consequence, the 
superficial flows. In Fig. 12, the surface tension gradient 
is produced by the unidirectional compression of the in-
terface, and the superficial flow is illustrated by a lateral 
displacement of tracer particles. 

Similar flows can contribute to alveolar clearance in 
vivo, i.e. to the effective removal of deposited particles (or 
particles already captured by alveolar macrophages) from 
alveoli as shown in Fig. 11. 

Surface tension hysteresis measured in vitro for PS 
shown in Fig. 13 is another characteristic dynamic fea-
ture of the pulmonary surfactant, and it can be used to 
trace alterations in the dynamic surface tension of the PS 
caused by deposited particles (Kondej D. and Sosnowski 
T.R., 2013). In this way, physicochemical methods help to 
assess potential disturbance of the alveolar mass transfer 
caused by inhaled particles, including powder drugs 
(Kramek-Romanowska K. et al., 2015). The results may 
indicate which properties of the inhaled powders are re-
quired for the best drug bioavailability. These specific 
powder properties can be obtained during their produc-
tion by particle engineering methods highlighted in sec-
tion 3.1.

5. Conclusions

The main intention of this paper was to indicate im-
portant technical issues of the use of aerosolized powder 
particles as vehicles of drugs delivered to the lungs. Start-
ing from the overall physical overview of the aerody-

namic particle transport in the respiratory system, the 
importance of dynamic effects related to the non-steady 
airflow during breathing was pointed out. Other difficul-
ties and uncertainties in predicting particle flow and 
deposition in the respiratory tract are related to the spe-
cific phenomena (e.g. particle coagulation, hygroscopic 
growth) which can influence the dynamic behavior of 
particles in the lungs. The properties of powders and the 
selected issues related to their preparation for inhalation 
purposes were briefly presented to indicate the key factors 
in optimizing the inhalation product. The proper design 

Fig. 11 Dynamic surface tension in alveolar region. Maran-
goni flows and particle transport are due to dynamic 
surface tension gradients 

∆

σ (t).

Fig. 12 Experimental results (top view of the Langmuir- 
Wilhelmy balance) showing the flow of tracer parti-
cles at the air-water surface with the phospholipid 
monolayer (as the model of PS) during unidirectional 
surface compression. 

Fig. 13 Example of surface tension hysteresis recorded in the 
PS during oscillation of the air/liquid surface at a 
physiological rate and temperature (results obtained 
with PAT-1M device, Sinterface, Germany).
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of powder inhaling devices, i.e. DPIs, is another vital con-
dition of successful drug delivery. Again, special atten-
tion was given here to the dynamic processes of aerosol 
formation and entrance into the organism. This allowed 
demonstration of the fact that for particles which are not 
drawn in sufficiently early during the inhalation phase of 
the breathing cycle, their deep penetration to distal lung 
regions will not be possible. Discussion of the unique 
methods of the characterization of aerosols produced in 
the inhalers (including DPIs) was used to indicate com-
mon misinterpretations of certain experimental data. Fi-
nally, the possibility of designing powder particles with a 
better pharmaceutical outcome was highlighted on the 
basis of a brief description of physicochemical interac-
tions between deposited particles and lung fluids (mucus 
and pulmonary surfactant).

It should be realized that the physics of all processes of 
powder aerosolization, penetration through the respira-
tory system, deposition and interaction with the lung sur-
face are so complex that we are still lacking their 
complete quantitative description. Classic considerations 
which are often based on strong simplifications overlook 
some key features of these processes and can lead to erro-
neous conclusions. It may have certain consequences in 
choosing the appropriate steps in product development by 
the pharmaceuticals industry, but also in non-optimal 
therapeutic decisions made by physicians. It is therefore 
always important to take into account the latest achieve-
ments in understanding aerosol generation from powders 
and their deposition in the lungs.
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Nomenclature

AD Aerosolized Dose

API Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

COPD Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 

DDT Dose Delivered to Target

DPI Dry Powder Inhaler

ED Emitted Dose

E-T Extra-Thoracic (deposition)

FPD Fine Particle Dose

H-R High-Resistant (inhaler)

ICRP International Committee for Radiological Protection

L-R Low-Resistant (inhaler)

MD Metered Dose

MMAD Mass Median Aerodynamic Diameter

MPPD Multi-Path Particle Deposition (model)

NGI Next Generation Impactor

PIFR Peak Inspiratory Flow Rate

pMDI Pressurized Metered Dose Inhaler

PS Pulmonary Surfactant

SMI Soft Mist Inhaler

T-B Tracheo-Bronchial

TV Tidal Volume

A cross-sectional area (m2)

Cs Cunningham slip correction factor (–)

da particle aerodynamic diameter (μm)

dci cut-off diameter of stage i (μm) 

dp particle diameter (μm)

FB Brownian force (N)

Fext external forces (N)

kB Boltzmann constant (J K–1)

L0 characteristic length (m)

m mass (kg)

ΔP pressure drop (Pa)

Q airflow rate (m3s–1)

Qmax maximum airflow rate (m3s–1)

Qopt optimum airflow rate (m3s–1)

Q̂ mean airflow rate (m3s–1)

RD intrinsic aerodynamic resistance of a DPI  
(hPa0.5min L–1)

Re Reynolds number (–)

S0 spectral intensity of fluctuations (m2s–3)

Stk Stokes number (–)

t time (s)

tinh time of inhalation (s)

Δt time step of numerical integration (s)

T temperature (K)

u air velocity (m s–1)

up particle velocity (m s–1)

V inhaled volume (L)
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xi exponent of the correlation in NGI (–)

Z dimensionless vector (–)

αB magnitude of the acceleration of thermal excitations 
(m s–2)

γ local resistance coefficient (–)

μ air viscosity (Pa s)

ρp air density (kg m–3)

ρw water density (kg m–3)

σ surface tension (N m–1)

σeq equilibrium surface tension (N m–1)

χ dynamic shape factor (–)
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Abstract
Coal is an important energy resource for meeting future demands for electricity, as coal reserves are much more 
abundant than those of other fossil fuels. However, coal utilization technologies exhaust carbon dioxide more than 
other fossil fuels, because of the higher carbon content of coal. To control of global warming, development of new 
technologies for the reduction of carbon dioxide emission from a coal-utilized power station are thus required. For 
reduction of carbon dioxide emission, it is very important to utilize low carbon content fuel such as sub-
bituminous coal and lignite, as well as carbon neutral biomass, and develop new technologies needed for a high 
efficiency power generation system. For the further reduction of carbon dioxide, effective removal and storage 
technologies are also necessary. In this paper, the utilization technology of low carbonized sub-bituminous coal 
and carbon neutral biomass in pulverized coal combustion is at first introduced. The development situation of a 
high efficiency coal-fired power generation technique including an integrated coal gasification combined cycle 
system (IGCC) and an integrated coal gasification fuel cell combined cycle system (IGFC) are overviewed, and 
carbon dioxide removal technologies in a thermal power station are investigated. Finally, the high efficiency 
power generation oxy-fuel IGCC system with CO2 removal is presented, and the characteristics of this system are 
examined.

Keywords: coal utilization, carbon dioxide, biomass, low rank coal, high efficiency power generation

1. Introduction

Coal is an important energy resource for meeting the 
future demands for electricity. Coal reserves are much 
more abundant than those of other fossil fuels. However, 
the higher carbon content of coal exhausts carbon dioxide 
in the coal utilization process more than in other fossil 
fuel utilization processes. To prevent global warming, it is 
required to develop new technologies for the reduction of 
carbon dioxide emission from coal-fired power stations.

To reduce carbon dioxide emission, it is essential to de-
velop a high efficiency power generation system, with the 
technology for utilization of low carbonized coal or car-
bon neutral biomass. Carbon dioxide removal technology 
is one option but it involves high power consumption and 
cost.

In this paper, the utilization technology of low rank 
coal, characterized by a low carbon content, and the utili-

zation technology of biomass based fuels in pulverized 
coal power plants are firstly presented. Furthermore, the 
development situation of a high efficiency power genera-
tion system including an Integrated Coal Gasification 
Combined Cycle and an Integrated Coal Gasification Fuel 
Cell Combined Cycle, as well as power generation sys-
tems combined with carbon dioxide removal technology 
are introduced. Finally, a new high-efficiency power gen-
eration system for CO2 removal using an O2-CO2 blown 
gasifier is introduced.

2. Overview of reduction technology of CO2 
emission

2.1 Reduction of CO2 emission by utilization of 
low carbon fuel

As low carbonized coal such as sub-bituminous coal or 
lignite is lower in carbon content than bituminous coal, 
the utilization of low carbonized coal has the possibility 
of reducing CO2 emission. Especially, the mineable re-
serves of sub-bituminous coal are more than 30 % that of 
bituminous coal, so the utilization of sub-bituminous coal 
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in a coal fired power plant has progressed in Japan. In a 
coal-fired power plant, coal is pulverized to particles of 
40 μm median diameter size and then the pulverized coal 
is fired in a boiler. The properties of sub-bituminous coal 
are different from those of bituminous coal. For the re-
duction of CO2 emission by using sub-bituminous coal, it 
is important to retain the same power generation effi-
ciency as produced with bituminous coal.

Fig. 1 indicates the difference in the oxygen concentra-
tion distribution in the test furnace (Ikeda, et al., 2002). 
Fig. 1(a) shows the oxygen concentration distribution on 
bituminous coal combustion and Fig. 1(b) shows that on 
sub-bituminous coal combustion. Oxygen consumption in 
the furnace is affected by the combustion situation, so 
this contour indicates the profile of the combustion flame. 
The oxygen consumption rate near the burner exit in 
sub-bituminous coal combustion is lower than that on 
bituminous coal combustion, as an evaporation period for 
moisture is necessary in sub-bituminous coal before com-
bustion. So, the ignition of sub-bituminous coal takes 
place later as compared with bituminous coal. Also, after 
ignition, sub-bituminous coal combustion flame is dif-
fused rapidly to the outer side of the furnace. This phe-
nomenon is caused by the diffusion of pulverized coal 
particles. As sub-bituminous coal contains a high mois-

ture content, the particles of sub-bituminous coal become 
porous or burst into fine particles by the rapid evaporation 
of moisture from the pore. Small coal particles or porous 
coal particles possess weak inertia, so these particles can 
be easily diffused by the swirl force of combustion air.

As a solution to this problem, it is effective to reduce 
the flow rate of primary air and the swirl force of second-
ary air. The reduction of primary air velocity can move 
the ignition point closer to the burner exit and the reduc-
tion of swirl force can reduce the diffusion of coal parti-
cles to the outer side of the furnace. Fig. 2 indicates the 
oxygen concentration of the flame on sub-bituminous coal 
combustion after this modification. The flame shape in 
this condition is similar to the flame shape for bituminous 
coal combustion, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The power gener-
ation efficiency using sub-bituminous coal in a pulverized 
coal combustion plant can maintain almost the same as 
the power generation efficiency using bituminous coal by 
optimizing the burner operation condition.

Biomass is defined as carbon neutral since biomass is 
renewable. However, as there are many kinds of biomass, 
such as woodchips, wood pellets, and sewage sludge, the 
pulverizing and combustion characteristics of these spe-
cies are different from each other. For utilization of bio-
mass, the main problem is the high moisture content and 
the difficulty in pulverizing. Although many kinds of 
technology for biomass upgrading have been developed, 
the drying and carbonizing technologies are the most 
important. For high performance removal of moisture, the 
methods using evaporation are effective. However, these 
methods require higher power consumption because of 
increase in coal temperature. In CRIEPI, the extraction 
method using DME (di-methyl-ether) has been investi-
gated. Fig. 3 shows the concept of the method (Kanda, et 
al., 2008). Although DME is in the gas phase in ambient 
pressure and temperature, it becomes liquid after pressur-
ization in ambient temperature. The liquefied DME can 
include moisture. In this system, the liquefied DME is 

Fig. 1 Comparison of oxygen concentration distribution in the 
furnace. Reprinted with permission from Ikeda et al. 
2002. Copyright: (2002) The Japan Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers.

Fig. 2 Oxygen concentration distribution for sub-bituminous 
coal under the modified condition. Reprinted with per-
mission from Ikeda et al. 2002. Copyright: (2002) The 
Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers.
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mixed with the biomass, and DME extracts the moisture. 
After separation of the liquefied DME including moisture 
extracted from the law biomass, DME is converted to gas 
phase by decompression. The gaseous DME is then sepa-
rated with liquid water. The gaseous DME can be con-
verted to liquid phase by pressurization, and the DME is 
used again by recycling. This method can reduce the 
power consumption required for the drying of biomass 
and be applied to biomass drying.

For utilization of biomass (especially woody biomass), 
mixing with coal, as a blended fuel, in pulverized coal 
combustion power plants is a major technique. The pul-
verizing characteristics of biomass are important topic in 
blend combustion. The power consumption of a typical 
mill for coal is increased in the case of mixing biomass. 
To control the pulverizing characteristics of woody bio-
mass, the carbonization of biomass is an effective tech-
nology. A typical carbonizing system is shown in Fig. 4. 
The woody biomass is carbonized in high temperature 
condition (600 K–1,000 K). The grindability and heat 
value of the carbonized biomass is increased which con-
sequently enables the utilization of the biomass in a 
higher blend ratio. Tar produced in a carbonizing process 

is combusted and the generated heat is used as a heat 
source of carbonization.

2.2 High efficiency power generation system

A high efficiency power generation system can reduce 
CO2 emission while producing the required electric 
power. In Japan, the ultra-super critical (USC) boiler has 
been introduced into operation and the steam condition 
has been gradually improved (Fig. 5). For the greater im-
provement of power generation efficiency, the develop-
ment of the integrated coal gasification combined cycle 
(IGCC) and the integrated coal gasification and fuel cell 
combined cycle (IGFC) are being promoted.

Fig. 6 indicates the system flow of the IGCC process. 
In Japan, the demonstration plant of IGCC has been oper-
ated since 2007. This plant has succeeded in a continuous 
run of 5,000 hours and is now used commercially. In the 
IGCC system, coal is pulverized to particles of about 
40 μm median diameter size and the pulverized coal is 
then converted to gaseous phase fuel. The coal derived 
gas is purified by gas cleaning equipment and fired in a 
gas turbine combustor. Usually, IGCC plants use a wet 
gas cleaning system. For more power generation effi-
ciency, the development of hot gas cleaning system and 

Fig. 4 Schematic of a typical carbonizing system.

Fig. 3 Concept of the moisture extraction method using DME.

Fig. 5 Improvement of power generation efficiency in Japan.
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utilization of a high temperature gas turbine are import-
ant. In the future, the power generation efficiency of 
IGCC may be improved by the application of a hot gas 
cleaning system and high temperature gas turbine system.

The high temperature fuel cell can maintain high power 
generation efficiency. IGFC can reduce CO2 emission 
more than IGCC. As a high temperature fuel cell, the 
molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) and the solid oxide 
fuel cell (SOFC) have been investigated.

Fig. 7 shows the system flow of IGFC. Pulverized coal 
is converted to gaseous fuel as in a usual IGCC system. 
Part of the gaseous fuel is introduced into a fuel cell and 
injected into a gas turbine combustor after generating 
electricity in the fuel cell, whereas in usual IGCC all of 
the gaseous fuel is introduced into a gas turbine combus-
tor. Consequently, thermal power generation efficiency of 
IGFC surpasses that of IGCC. The major issues in the uti-
lization of fuel cell are improvement in the durability of 

cell performance and the cost.
Fig. 8 shows the power generation efficiency and CO2 

emission rate of these high efficiency power generation 

Fig. 6 System flow of IGCC process.

Fig. 8 Comparisons of power generation efficiency and CO2 
emission rate.

Fig. 7 System flow of IGFC using MCFC.
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systems. Consistent with the improvement in power gen-
eration efficiency, the CO2 emission rate is reduced.

2.3 CO2 removal technology

To reduce CO2 emission to a great extent, the CO2 cap-
ture and storage (CCS) system is one of the foremost 
techniques. However, emission of CO2 from a thermal 
power plant is of a large amount, therefore the CO2 re-
moval method requires a high consumption of power and 
thus a reduction in power generation efficiency. As a con-
sequence, this method causes an extreme increase in 
power generation cost. Fig. 9 shows some examples of a 
power generation system with CO2 removal (Minchener 
et al., 2007). Post combustion and oxy-fuel combustion 
processes are for conventional coal-fired boilers, and pre- 
combustion process is for IGCC. The post combustion 
process captures CO2 in the exhaust gases after the coal 
has been fully burned out. The oxy-fuel process consists 
of oxygen combustion with recycled exhaust gases, where 
the exhaust gasses are mainly composed of CO2 and 
moisture. The generated as particles are collected in an 
electrostatic precipitator in the post combustion and oxy-
fuel combustion system. The pre-combustion process 
captures CO2 in a synthesis gas after conversion of CO 
into CO2 by using the shift reactor. Generated ash parti-
cles are collected by a ceramic filter in the pre combustion 
system.

There are some ways of capturing CO2 from flue gas 
such as separation with chemical/physical solvents (ab-
sorption), adsorption, separation with membranes and 
cryogenic separation. At any rate, capturing CO2 from 
flue gas needs a huge amount of energy and decreases 
power generation efficiency. Fig. 10 indicates the compar-
ison of estimation result of power generation efficiency 
with and without CO2 removal (Makino and Noda, 2011). 

In general, the power generation efficiency of a thermal 
power plant with CO2 removal is about 30 % lower as 
compared to that of a power generation plant without CO2 
removal. In these CO2 removal systems, the CO2 removal 
technology in the IGCC system is better than the CO2 re-
moval technology in the pulverized coal combustion 
power plant. For greater improvement of power generation 
efficiency of IGCC system with CO2 removal, the devel-
opment of high performance CO2 separation technology 
is important.

3. Development of the oxy-fuel IGCC system

3.1 Outline of the system

As mentioned in a previous chapter, the consumption 
of a huge amount of energy has been a severe problem in 
installing the CO2 capturing system in thermal power 
plants.

Fig. 9 System flow of thermal power plant with CO2 removal.

Fig. 10 Power generation efficiency with and without CO2 re-
moval. (Makino and Noda, 2011)
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The pre-combustion system (Fig. 9(c)) converts syngas 
to a mixed gas of CO2 and H2 using a shift reactor and 
then separates CO2 using a capture unit. The remaining 
H2 is injected into gas turbine combustors as fuel. How-
ever, a shift reactor requires large amount of steam which 
is extracted from the steam turbine system; as a result, 
thermal efficiency becomes lower than in a conventional 
IGCC without CO2 capturing.

Recently, a new concept of IGCC, namely the oxy-fuel 
IGCC system, which retains high efficiency while captur-
ing CO2, has been proposed. The system applies the con-
cept of the oxy-fuel combustion system (Fig. 9(b)) to 
IGCC. Fig. 11 shows the system flow of the oxy-fuel 
IGCC system. Pulverized coal is fed into a gasifier with 
recirculated exhaust gas (mostly composed of CO2) and 
added oxygen, and converted to syngas in a gasifier. Syn-
gas is injected into gas turbine combustors as fuel in the 
downstream of dry type gas clean-up unit. The exhaust 
gas from the gas turbine is supplied to a regenerative heat 
exchanger and the heat exchanger heats up the gas at the 
combustor inlet using the heat of GT exhaust gas. As spe-
cific heat of CO2 is 1.6 times larger than that of N2, it is 
hard to utilize the heat in the gas turbine. Therefore, the 
regenerative heat exchanger plays an important role in the 
system. In contrast to a pre-combustion system, this sys-
tem does not require a shift converter and a CO2 capture 
unit because of the high CO2 concentration in the flue gas. 
Therefore, the system can retain high efficiency (more 
than 42 % HHV) while capturing CO2.

The other merit of the system is derived from the recy-
cled CO2 injection into a gasifier. A conventional gasifier 
works with a mixed gas of O2 and N2. Although N2 is 
neutral in a coal gasification reaction, CO2 can work as a 
gasifying agent in coal gasification. Therefore, the perfor-
mance of a coal gasifier is expected to increase under the 
oxy-fuel IGCC condition.

From 2008, the authors have developed the proposed 
system with the support of New Energy and Industrial 
Technology Development Organization (NEDO) in Japan.

3.2 Development status of O2-CO2 blown coal 
gasifier

The O2-CO2 blown coal gasifier is a key component of 
the oxy-fuel IGCC system; hence it is of importance in 
evaluating the effect of CO2 concentration on coalgasifi-
cation reaction. The CO2 effect in a coal gasifier and 
validity of the O2-CO2 blown coal gasifier have been ex-
perimentally investigated (Hamada et al., 2016). Fig. 12 
shows the schematic of coal gasifier used in their work. 
The lower chamber is called a “combustor” and the upper 
one is called a “reductor”. Two coal burner and two char 
burners were installed in the combustor, and two coal 
burners were installed in the reductor. The coal gasifier 
was a two-stage entrained flow type. The operating pres-
sure was 2.0 MPa and the coal feeding rate was about 
100 kg/h. Char discharged from the gasifier was collected 
by cyclone separator installed in the downstream of gas-
ifier and recycled into the combustor as fuel. The coal ash 
was melted in the combustor and the melted ash, called 
“slag”, was dropped into an ash hopper installed under 
the gasifier. Coal gasification experiments were per-
formed under the CO2 enriched condition. Fig. 13 shows 
the relationship between CO2 concentration and gasifier 
carbon conversion efficiency (CCE) (Oki et al., 2014). 
Here, CCE is defined as (carbon in product gas)/(carbon in 
coal and char fed into gasifier). For almost all types of 
coal, CCE increases with CO2 enrichment. The results 
show that CO2 enrichment promotes the char gasification 
reaction and increases the coal gasifier performance. 
Present results were under the condition where CO2 con-
centration was less than 30 % on account of the restrictions 
of the gas supplying system. However, CO2 concentration 
in the actual oxy-fuel IGCC condition is expected to be 

Fig. 12 Schematic of coal gasifier.Fig. 11 System flow of the oxy-fuel IGCC system.
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much higher. For our next step, it is planned to modify the 
gas supplying system to increase CO2 concentration to as 
high as in the actual oxy-fuel IGCC condition.

4. Numerical analysis of O2-CO2 blown coal 
gasifier

In a previous chapter, current experimental results ob-
tained in an O2-CO2 blown condition were introduced. As 
mentioned, CO2 concentration was much higher than in 
the current experimental condition. Also, the size of the 
coal gasifier was much larger. In the early stages of sys-
tem development, experimental studies using actual size 
equipment are quite difficult. Therefore, the authors have 
been developing numerical tools by which to estimate the 
validity of the system and performance of the O2-CO2 
blown coal gasifier. The numerical method is based on 
CFD code coupled with chemical reactions such as the 
coal gasification reaction. The details of the numerical 
method are addressed in the author’s previous paper 
(Watanabe et al., 2015).

The char particle reaction is the most important point 
in the modeling of the coal gasifier. Therefore, an appro-
priate particle reaction model was employed in the study 
(Umemoto et al., 2013).

The numerical simulation for the 100 kg/h class coal 
gasifier that Hamada et al. used was first validated com-
paring with experimental results. Table 1 shows the cal-
culation condition of the 100 kg/h class coal gasifier. Case 
1 is the typical condition for air-blown IGCC system 
whereas in cases 2 and 3, 15 % and 25 % N2 have been re-
placed by CO2, respectively.

Fig. 14 shows the comparisons of gaseous temperature 
distribution (Tanno et al., 2015). Axial location is normal-
ized by gasifier diameter. Numerical results are in quite 
good agreement with experimental data for all cases. The 
burner in the combustor is located around z/D = 0.5 and 
the burner in the reductor is located z/D = 3.0. Gaseous 
temperature has a peak around the coal burner and rap-
idly decreases when getting closer to the reductor by rea-
son of the endothermic coal gasification reaction. Gaseous 
temperature gradually decreases as a result of the heat re-
lease form the wall in the downstream of the reductor 
burner. Fig. 15 shows the comparisons of product gas 
composition (Tanno et al., 2015). The major product gases 
are H2, CO, CO2 and H2O. CO and CO2 concentrations 
increase and H2 decreases with increasing injected CO2 
concentration. This is due to the coal gasification reaction 
and water gas shift reaction. Numerical results also reflect 
the change in product gas composition.

From these results, the accuracy of the numerical re-
sults was validated. Subsequently, the numerical simula-
tion for an actual size coal gasifier was performed. Fig. 16 
shows the schematic of the actual scale coal gasifier. The 
gasifier is two-stage entrained flow type. Four coal burn-
ers and four char burners are installed in the combustor 
and four coal burners are installed in the reductor. The 
operating and the coal feeding rate is 70 ton/h. Table 2 
shows the numerical conditions. A-25 case shows the typ-

Table 1 Numerical condition of 100 kg/h scale coal gasifier.

Items Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Coal feeding rate kg/h 100 100 100

Oxygen ratio — 0.52 0.55 0.54

Composition of gasifying agent

O2 vol% 25 25 25

CO2 vol% 0 15 25

N2 vol% 75 60 50

Fig. 13 Relationship between CO2 concentration and coal gas-
ifier performance. (Oki et al., 2014)

Fig. 14 Comparison of gaseous temperature distribution. Re-
printed with permission from Tanno et al. 2015. 
Copyright: (2015) The Japan Institute of Energy.
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ical conditions in an air-blown IGCC system whereas 
C25, C35 and C45 are the oxy-fuel IGCC conditions. 25, 
35, and 45 denote oxygen concentration.

Fig. 17 shows the comparison of velocity vectors on 
horizontal planes. A25, the air-blown condition, shows an 
almost axisymmetric distribution and the strong swirling 
flow is formed by the jet from the four burners. Almost 
the same flow behavior is found in C25. The magnitude of 
the swirling flow decreases with increasing O2 concentra-
tion (C35 and C45). This is due to the fact that the flow 
rate is reduced to maintain the same oxygen amount with 
increasing O2 concentration. Fig. 18 shows the gaseous 

temperature distribution around the combustor. For all 
cases, the high temperature region is located near the coal 
burners, and gaseous temperature rapidly decreases as the 
gases pass through the throat section to the reductor. This 
is due to the fact that the exothermic reaction (combus-
tion) dominant in the combustor changes to the endother-
mic reaction (gasification) in the reductor, namely, a 
chemical quenching. The same tendency is also observed 
in C25, C35 and C45. It is also seen that gaseous tempera-
ture significantly decreases when N2 in the gasifying 
agents is replaced by CO2 with the same O2 concentration 
(A25 to C25).

This is due to the difference in specific heat between 
N2 and CO2. On the other hand, gaseous temperature re-
covers with increasing O2 concentration in the gasifying 
agent and almost the same level and distribution of tem-

Fig. 17 Velocity vector on horizontal plane. Reprinted with 
permission from Tanno et al. 2015. Copyright: (2015) 
The Japan Institute of Energy.Fig. 16 Schematic of the actual scale coal gasifier.

Table 2 Numerical condition of actual scale coal gasifier.

Items A25 C25 C35 C45

Coal feeding rate t/h 70 70 70 70

Oxygen ratio — 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45

Composition of gasifying agent

O2 vol% 25 25 35 45

CO2 vol% 0 75 65 55

N2 vol% 75 0 0 0

Fig. 15 Comparison of product gas composition. Reprinted 
with permission from Tanno et al. 2015. Copyright: 
(2015) The Japan Institute of Energy.
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perature as with A25 is observed, when the O2 concentra-
tion is 35 % (C35). For a much higher O2 concentration 
condition (C45), the gaseous temperature increases to that 

of A25. The temperature trend can be clearly seen in 
Fig. 19 which shows the axial distributions of gaseous 
temperature. From the results, it is seen that even though 
gaseous temperature decreases as a result of replacing N2 
by CO2 on account of the difference in specific heat, it 
can be recovered by optimizing the oxygen concentration.

Fig. 20 shows the axial distributions of the concentra-
tion of the major product gas. Just by replacing N2 by CO2 
(A25 to C25) does not increase CO concentration very 
much, although the CO2 concentration is very high. This 
is due to decrease in gaseous temperature in C25 sup-

Fig. 18 Gaseous temperature distributions.

Fig. 19 Axial distributions of gaseous temperature. Reprinted 
with permission from Tanno et al. 2015. Copyright: 
(2015) The Japan Institute of Energy.

Fig. 20 Axial distributions of major product gas. Reprinted with permission from Tanno et al. 2015. Copyright: 
(2015) The Japan Institute of Energy.
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pressing CO production in the coal gasification. When O2 
concentration increases and consequently gaseous tem-
perature increases for C35 and C45, CO concentration 
significantly increases. From these results, maintaining a 
high temperature in the combustor is found to be import-
ant in order to take advantage of the oxy-fuel IGCC con-
dition.

Fig. 21 shows the comparisons of carbon conversion 
efficiency (CCE). Here, combustor CCE is the carbon 
conversion efficiency of the coal fed into the combustor, 
reductor CCE is that fed into the reductor and total CCE 
is that introduced into the gasifier. Combustor CCE 
reaches almost 100 % in all cases; the difference in total 
CCE is thus due to the reductor CCE. Replacing N2 with 
CO2 (between A25 and C25) slightly suppresses total 
CCE. This is due to the decrease in gaseous temperature 
seen in Figs. 18 and 19. However, total CCE for C35 ex-
ceeds that for A25 in spite of the same level of gaseous 
temperature. This is due to the high CO2 concentration; 
the advantages of the oxy-fuel IGCC are therefore numer-
ically indicated.

5. Conclusion

Coal is an important energy resource for meeting the 
future demands for electricity, as coal reserves are much 
more abundant than those of other fossil fuels. For future 
coal utilization, it is necessary to reduce CO2 emission. It 
is thus very important to utilize low carbonized coal and 
carbon neutral biomass and develop new technologies for 
a high efficiency power generation system. For the further 
reduction of CO2 emission, CO2 removal technology is 
also effective, but requires high power consumption and 

cost. Recently, a new type of thermal power generation 
system which maintains high efficiency while capturing 
CO2 has been proposed. The O2-CO2 blown coal gasifier 
is a key component of the system, therefore feasibility of 
the O2-CO2 blown gasifier and gasification characteristics 
were experimentally and numerically investigated in this 
paper.
(1) For the utilization of low rank coal and biomass in the 

pulverized coal combustion power plant, it is import-
ant to maintain the combustion profile of the sub- 
bituminous coal similar to bituminous coal combustion 
and develop drying or carbonizing technologies of 
biomass to improve the calorific value and pulverizing 
characteristics.

(2) The integrated coal gasification combined cycle sys-
tem (IGCC) and the integrated coal gasification fuel 
cell combined cycle system (IGFC) can reduce CO2 
emission because of their high efficiency power gen-
eration characteristics.

(3) To reduce carbon dioxide emission to an extreme 
amount, CO2 removal technology is very effective, but 
usual CO2 removal technologies require high power 
consumption and cost. As a high performance power 
generation system with CO2 removal, the oxy-fuel 
IGCC system is promising.

(4) The coal gasifier performance under the oxy-fuel 
IGCC condition was numerically investigated and the 
feasibility of the gasifier in the system was validated. 
Furthermore, the oxy-fuel IGCC condition has the 
possibility to increase coal gasifier performance com-
pared with the conventional IGCC.
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Nomenclature

CCE Carbon conversion efficiency

D Diameter of gasifier

Xi Species mass fraction

z Axial location of gasifier
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Historical Review of Pneumatic Conveying †
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Abstract
This document attempts to cover the development of pneumatic conveying over the past 100 years or so. The 
individual researchers who worked in the field are highlighted along with their photograph which is included at 
the end of the document. As time progressed in the scientific and engineering developments of these years one see 
a transition from a purely experimental approach with considerable empiricism to adapt to the development of 
numerical procedures in attempt to predict the flow characteristics. The basic physics of the phenomena of 
pneumatic still is not completely understood and new and novel experimental techniques are always welcome in 
the field.

Keywords: pneumatic conveying, dilute phase, dense phase, measurements, numerical

1. Introduction

Pneumatic conveying appears to have been in existence 
for well over 100 years. The literature indicates that grain 
was being unloaded from ships from 1856 to 1876 in the 
ports of London, Rotterdam, Hamburg and Leningrad. 
Fig. 1 shows this operation of a Russian ship loading of 
grain in 1882. Possibly other applications did exist before 
this but this is the only one found to date. The Russian lit-
erature most likely exists but is difficult to discover.

2. Air movers

It is said that pneumatic conveying took off with the in-
vention of the Roots Blower by the Roots brothers, Phi-
lander and Francis, in Indiana in 1859, Roll (1931). At that 
time the blowers were used in supercharging the internal 
combustion engine and first being employed in blast fur-
naces to help with the melting of iron. Undoubtedly com-
pressors did exist before this so that high pressure air 
could be obtained to utilize in the pneumatic conveying 
operations. Vacuum conveying was also possible about 
the same time frame.

The vacuum pump is attributed to the Romans and later 
in the 13th century the Arabs were using suction pumps. 
The pumps surfaced in Europe in the 15th century. The first 
vacuum pump is attributed to Otto von Guericke in 1654.

Compressors have their early beginning in 1762 with 
John Smeaton followed by a compressor producing about 
15 psi. Improvements were made in 1872 with a com-
pound air compressor.

Thus one sees that the vacuum pumps and the air com-
pressors pre-dates the air blowers so pneumatic conveying 
could have taken place in very early times. We have no 
record or mention of pneumatic conveying previous to the 
Russian grain unloading citation.
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 J-STAGE Advance published online 30 July 2017
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Fig. 1 Grain Unloading in 1882.
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3. Earlier pneumatic conveying studies

The earliest technical exploration into pneumatic con-
veying occurred in Germany by Gasterstadt (1924) at the 
Technische Hochschule Dresden. The work is reported in 
the German Engineering Journal, VDI. The work re-
ported a linear behavior of the pressure drop in a straight 
section of pipe with the solids flow rate. The flow was di-
lute in nature. This concept was used by Cabrejos and 
Klinzing (1992) to develop a flow meter for measuring the 
solids flow rates with a system of transducers and valve to 
explore the full range of experimental conditions. Using 
the data from a large conveying system the linearity of 
the system pressure drop with the solids flow rate (Fig. 2) 
was constructed by Baker (1997).

Following this work the field seemed to be quiet with 
publications until after the Second World War when ac-
tivity at Karlsruhe University began. The Karlsruhe group 
flourished under Rumpf, (Students-Leschonski, Molerus, 
Schwedes, Sommer, Werther), working in Process Technol-
ogy. Teamed with Barth, (Students-Reh, Muschelknautz, 
Leineweber, Moller, Bohnet, Weber, Rizk), who worked 
in Conveying Flow Technology, to address all aspects of 
solids processing. Barth developed a solids friction factor 
term, λz which has been used extensively in the literature.

Solids Friction = λz (velocity of the particle)2/2D (1)

Rizk (1973) through his dissertation work with Barth 
developed the first equation for the saltation velocity of 
polymer particles and explore the material of construction 
of the pipe to ascertain the frictional terms developed by 
the interaction of the particles with the wall. About the 
same time Zenz and Othmer published a book of Fluid-
ization and Fluid-Particle Systems (1960). This work 
contained the first known experiments which Zenz per-
formed in pneumatic conveying which according to leg-
end were performed in his garage with a vacuum cleaner 

as an air source. Zenz was able to develop a phase dia-
gram which is used extensively in the analysis of pneu-
matic conveying. See Fig. 3. In Japan pneumatic 
conveying blossomed under the direction of Morikawa 
who mentored such noted researchers as Tsuji and Tomita. 
Tomita began his contributions to pneumatic in 1971 and 
had a long and successful career at Kyushu Institute of 
Technology. His work was mostly experimental but he did 
delve into numerical simulation later in his career. He also 
addressed the issue of introducing swirl into the initial 
part of the pipe in order to enhance the transfer of partic-
ulate solids.

4. Germany

As noted above, before the 1950’s Gasterstadt (1924) 
did some very basic studies in pneumatic conveying. His 
results of the pressure drop linearity with flow rate for 
dilute solid flow was the first flow meter of its kind. In 
addition he performed pneumatic conveying studies on a 
100 m long horizontal pipe.

As noted above, in Germany the solids processing 
concept and its study began in earnest with Rumpf of 
Karlsruhe University along with other senior colleagues 
especially Barth who concentrated his studies in pneu-
matic conveying providing a rich source of students in 
solid processing. Almost all of the researchers in Ger-
many in this solids processing through 1960’s to 1990’s 
came out of Karlsruhe. Many of the existing researchers 
can also trace their academic lineage back to Karlsruhe.

Professor Barth’s untimely death did not stop the re-
search machine from going. Some of the notables from 
Karlsruhe who populated Europe’s elite of solids process-
ing were Leschonski, de Silva, Schoenert, Loeff ler, 
Molerus, and Schwedes. The Karlsruhe group spread 
throughout Europe taking professorships or senior re-

Fig. 2 System Pressure Drop as a function of the solids flow 
rate. (With permission of the author.)

Fig. 3 Zenz diagram from pressure loss versus the conveying 
velocity at various flow rates, Rizk (1973) (With Per-
mission of the author).
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search positions in industry. Many started in industry and 
then moved on to universities.

Krambrock (1979–2004) is another German pneumatic 
conveying practitioner who has been prolific in the devel-
opment of patents in pneumatic conveying and solids pro-
cessing. He worked initially with Bayer collaborated with 
Muschelknautz who was also at the same firm at that 
time. He then joined Waeschle and from there formed his 
own firm eventually cooperating with Zeppelin and 
Wilms. Muschelknautz (1969, 1985) after the University 
of Karlsruhe started his industrial career with Bayer and 
then joined the University of Stuttgart.

Sommer (2009, 2011) from the Technical University 
of Munich and his students developed a clever way of 
measuring the wall stress in dense phase flow as well as 
exploring the structure of dense phase flow with two- 
dimensional tomographics. These results showed that the 
voidage is not uniform across the pipe cross-section.

Bohnet after working for BASF joined the faculty at 
the Technical University of Braunschweig and studied long 
distance conveying and cyclone operation in solids pro-
cessing. He and his colleagues, Gottschalk and Morweiser 
(1997) produced a work on modern design of cyclones.

Molerus (1993) of the Technical University of Erlangen 
who also was Karlsruhe and Rumpf educated concen-
trated mostly on developing theories for solids processing 
operations including pneumatic conveying.

5. Japan

In Japan Iinoya at Nagoya and Kyoto Universities as-
sembled a team of students to begin to address the chal-
lenging area of solids processing from all levels. His lab 
produced many of the researchers in this field throughout 
Japan for the next 20 years or more. In fact it was chal-
lenging for other Japanese researcher who did not have 
the Nagoya or Kyoto stamp to advance. In pneumatic con-
veying Morikawa of Osaka University began to research 

pneumatic conveying and added a well-known student to 
his research team; Tsuji. Morikawa (1982) and Tsuji did 
many projects together mostly experimental before 
branching out to numerical simulations.

Tsuji followed Morikawa as the Principal Professor at 
Osaka University and since has retired being followed by 
Tanaka, his student. They have produced a large volume 
of students who are world renown in the modeling and 
simulations area of solid processing and pneumatic con-
veying. After retirement from Osaka, Tsuji became the 
technical director of the Hosokawa Research Foundation. 
He still participates in symposium on numerical simula-
tions although not formally attached in any entity.

In Japan there were a few other hot spots of pneumatic 
conveying research. Tomita of Kyushu Institute of Tech-
nology (1971) contributed extensively to the literature 
covering a wide spectrum of solids transport from pneu-
matic to hydraulic to capsule. As noted above he studied 
induced rotational flows to numerical simulations in dense 
phase flows. Tashiro was a student of his and he now at 
Kurume Technical University. Tashiro has done some fas-
cinating work on the rotational motion of particle in dense 
phase flow.

At the large Nihon University Ochi has done pneumatic 
conveying research mostly in the dilute phase regime al-
though he has also explored some dense phase work

At Kyoto University Masuda (2003) concentrated on 
trying to understand the electrostatic phenomena that oc-
curs in pneumatic conveying. He performed some very 
basic work and also has explored measurement devices 
and flow measurement in pneumatic conveying. These are 
really fundamental in all electrostatic interactions.

6. United states

Much of the U.S. pneumatic conveying work did not 
come out of one font as was in Germany with Karlsruhe. 
With the importance of energy and coal, fluidizations 
studies were plentiful and many industrial companies and 
research organization developed extensive expertise in 
this field which is ancillary to pneumatic conveying. The 
work of Yang of Westinghouse and Knowlton at GRI and 
later PSRI are most noteworthy. Novel and creative ex-
periments and devices were developed being placed al-
most immediately on the industrial scale. Expertise 
developed in the solids processing and fluidization area at 
Exxon, Texaco, Shell and others. Agrawal from Union 
Carbide was their resident expert in pneumatic convey-
ing design with a specialty in dilute phase transport. 
Dow Chemical developed similar solids processing exper-
tise under the leadership of Jacob and Dhodapkar. They 
fostered research in solids processing in the chemical in-
dustry making significant contributions to the state-of-

Table 1 Researcher from the Karlsruhe Group.

Last name Affiliation

Leschonski Clausthal Technical University

de Silva Tel-Tek in Porsgrunn, Norway

Molerus University of Erlangen

Rizk BASF

Sommer BASF—Technical University of Munich

Muschelknautz Bayer—University of Stuttgart

Weber Karlsruhe University

Bohnet BASF—Technical University of Braunschweig
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the-art. At Dupont Bell spearheaded the pneumatic 
conveying activities in their solids processing team lead 
by Reg Davies. Bell explored many relevant industrial 
issues including the use of multiple bends in conveying 
systems and particle attrition.

The area of consulting engineering cannot be forgotten 
when it comes to pneumatic conveying. Solt after many 
years with Fuller Company carried out extensive testing 
on a wide variety of materials and designs. Presently he is 
teamed with Hilbert in having webinars through the mag-
azine Bulk Solids Engineering. Solt’s “Point to Ponder” 
in the same magazine is classic with series now being sold 
separately. Solt did extensive short course offerings with 
the Center for Professional Development, AICHE and the 
University of Wisconsin. Jenike and Johanson is now also 
offering consulting services in pneumatic conveying. In 
Great Britain Bates has been an active contributor to the 
consulting field in addition to providing articles on practi-
cal guidelines on solids processing.

As mentioned before the field of pneumatic conveying 
did not spring from a single source but had a variety of 
different researchers at universities approach the topic. 
Michaelides (1984) did some interesting work on the sol-
ids friction factors. Soo developed unique mathematical 
analyses for pneumatic conveying with a heavy emphasis 
of electrostatic generation. Sinclair-Curtis (2015) probed 
both simulation and modeling proficiencies as well as ex-
perimental verification in her work. Sinclair-Curtis con-
tributed heavily to the numerical simulations in solids 
processing including pneumatic conveying. Work in the 
area of constitutive models for stress/viscosity is notewor-
thy. She also carried out fundamental studies using Laser 
Doppler Velocimetry for both dilute and dense phase con-
veying. Most recently she is addressing the issue of parti-
cle shape which has been a challenge in the field from the 
beginning.

Klinzing and his students carried out experimental 
work in a wide scope of topics related to pneumatic con-
veying; electrostatics, drag reduction, meter development, 
long distance conveying, dense phase resulting in a num-
ber patents and copyrights. In collaboration with Rizk, 
Marcus and Leung a comprehensive book on pneumatic 
conveying was produced and is in its 3rd edition (2010).

7. Great Britain

Early work in Great Britain began with Rose and 
Duckworth (1969) who did research in pneumatic con-
veying at Kings College, University of London and City 
University London. Later, in the early 1970s, Mason de-
veloped a strong pneumatic conveying facility and exper-
tise at Thames Polytechnic in London. He attracted Mills 
as a student who later developed into a trusted colleague 

in pneumatic conveying Mills and Mason (1985). Mills 
has published widely and lectures often. Mills has had a 
close collaboration with Agarwal at IIT—Delhi in India 
in the transport of fly ash (1999, 2000). Reed also was 
part of the Thames group and took a real leadership role 
in research and administration later being part of Green-
wich University. Mills initiate work with Mason on bend 
erosion started a long and productive career in pneumatic 
conveying provide a compendium of design procedures in 
the field developed from his many studies (1985). He 
focused on different feeders exploring the blow tank op-
eration in considerable detail. He began his work at 
Thames Polytechnic and then at Glasgow Calendonian 
University and then private consultancy. Mills has work 
extensive with Agarwal of the Indian Institute of Technol-
ogy in New Delhi on the transport of flyash. Extensive 
studies were performed under this partnership.

Bradley at the University of Greenwich has developed 
a large consultancy that goes under the name of the 
Wolfson Center (2008). While in Scotland, Mason with 
Jones and Mills attracted two researchers who developed 
some interesting basic concepts in measurements in 
pneumatic conveying: McGlinchey (1999), Pugh and 
Marjaovic. They continued to develop novel flow mea-
surements devices and research in pneumatic conveying. 
During a sabbatical stay at Glasgow Calendonian Univer-
sity Levy collaborated strongly with David Mason and 
Marjanovic to produce three notable works in pneumatic 
conveying; Mason, Marjanovic (1998), Mason and 
Marjanovic (1998) and Mason and Levy (2001). In addi-
tion his work on a nozzles with Jones is also noteworthy; 
Levy, Jones and Das (1996).

At Cambridge University in Great Britain Nedderman 
supervised Konrad; Konrad, Harrison, Nedderson, and 
Davidson (1980), in theoretical and experimental analysis 
of dense phase conveying using the basic principles of 
soil mechanics. Their work is classic and the real begin-
ning to the basic understanding of dense phase flow. 
Konrad had a brief stint at Virginia Tech to teach and then 
moved to Exxon changing fields somewhat. Lyndon Bates 
is a well-known consultant from Great Britain but his ex-
pertise is used widely around the world. He published re-
view articles and guidelines often in the field of solids 
processing.

8. South Africa

South Africa came into the pneumatic conveying realm 
with a great force in moving large quantities of solids 
through large pipelines over long distances. Marcus began 
this effort through his dissertation work and continued on 
with a faculty position in Mechanical Engineering at Wit-
watersrand University. The mining industry and the coal 
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conversion activities of Sasol supplied a rich variety of 
challenging problems in pneumatic conveying. Marcus 
supervised about a dozen students who went on to con-
tinue in the field making contributions to industry and ac-
ademia. The most successful ones were Meijer with 
Bateman (ELB, CEO) and Sheer (1995) who now is on the 
faculty at Witwatersrand (Wits) after working for a gold 
mining company. Unusual applications of pneumatic con-
veying were seen in carrying ice into gold and diamond 
mines for cooling. Long distance conveying processes 
were explored by Marcus and his students having some of 
the longest examples of actual commercial systems. Pres-
ently there is some work going on at Wits and the Univer-
sity of Johannesburg.

9. Australia and New Zealand

Australia has been a hot bed for solids processing lead 
by their vast mineral industry. Their ability to design 
large scale systems is found by their large scale experi-
mental facilities both at Newcastle and Wollongong. 
Roberts started the bulk solids work in Australia before 
moving to the University of Newcastle in 1974. Arnold, 
Roberts’ first research student, continued the work at 
Arnold at University of Wollongong in close communica-
tion with Roberts of Newcastle University. Arnold spe-
cialized in bin and hopper design as well as mechanical 
transport with belt conveyors. Wypych who studied with 
Arnold moved the progress forward in large scale pneu-
matic conveying. He always obtained data on experimen-
tal facilities that were comparable to industry. Wypych 
has been able to explore pneumatic conveying with realis-
tic size conveying lines in both distance and pipe diame-
ters. He has modelled dense phase transport with a two 
layer flow theory. The minimum transport boundary was 
studied with flyash and cement. He studied dense phase 
transport of various materials and probed the frictional 
term in pneumatic conveying as well as scale-up proce-
dures. Wypych is active in his interactions with industry 
through consultancies.

Wypych guided a number of very talented students in 
his laboratory; Mi and Pan come quickly to mind. Pan has 
returned to China and leading a larger effort in China at 
this time, (2013, 2014, 2016)

About 15 to 20 years ago Newcastle University was 
able to attract Jones to their research group at The Uni-
versity of Newcastle Research Associates (TUNRA). 
Jones left the Mason group at Caledonian University in 
Glasgow, Scotland. Jones (1987, 1990, 1994), has been 
successful in leading the pneumatic conveying group at 
Newcastle and has grown the group into a well-recognized 
team. Jones served as the advisor and mentor to Williams 
and Krull both who have become recognized for their in-

novative studies. The Newcastle team is active in most of 
the solids processing conveying conference world-wide.

Jones explored various topics in pneumatic conveying. 
He and his colleagues probed the performance of blow 
tanks; product classification in relationship to pneumatic 
conveying; the effect of gas density on pneumatic convey-
ing; bench scale tests for assessment of pneumatic con-
veying; blending and segregation of coals for pneumatic 
conveying; suction nozzles; fly ash, sand and cement 
properties in conveying; dense phase conveying; Behera, 
Das (2000)

In New Zealand Davies and Tallon (2006, 2014, 2015) 
collaborative work yielded a number of contributions to 
the field in measurements. Many of these resulted in pat-
ents for new devices using tracers in the flow and acoustic 
pulsations did considerable work on developing flow me-
ters which a variety of sensors mainly based on acoustics. 
Davies and Gunabalan (1998) attacked the difficult prob-
lem of assessing the effect of back-to-back bends in con-
veying system. These meters have been proven to work in 
pneumatic conveying operation and in other solids pro-
cessing applications. Many of the devices developed 
where applied to other solid processing systems.

10. Israel

A little later in the time line researcher in Israel began 
to explore the intricacies of pneumatic conveying lead by 
Kalman (1998, 1999). There were other researchers in two 
phase flow system in Israel who approached the topic in a 
fundamental basic analysis such as Hetsroni at the Tech-
nion and Taitel at Tel-Aviv University. Kalman spurred 
research to attrition, wear and threshold velocities and 
produced a number of students who advances these top-
ics. Kalman’s work in pneumatic conveying spans a num-
ber of different aspect of the technology. Besides his 
leadership in the International Conveying and Handling 
of Particulate Solids conferences and procedures he began 
with studies on size reduction and attrition phenomena is 
pneumatic conveying. He has explored the behavior of 
particles under different shear and impact conditions as 
well as multiple impacts. He probed deeper into this phe-
nomena and was able to show the behaviors of stresses in 
particles over a wider range of temperatures. He and his 
students addressed the pickup and saltation velocities of 
particle in pneumatic conveying systems producing a 
generalized approach which is applicable for both pneu-
matic and hydraulic conveying. Some recent work in par-
ticle velocities in conveying both in bends and feeders has 
led to some interesting observations.

Kalman also works closely with Levy (2011) expanding 
their work to modeling and simulation with wide applica-
tions in solids processing; Han, Levy and Kalman (2003). 
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Kalman has questioned the basic premises on which most 
of pneumatic conveying is built and examined previous 
data assiduously. Most notable of Kalman’s students have 
been Rabinovich, Goder, Portnikov. Shaul and others. 
The research of Levy (2000) concentrated on numerical 
simulations of pneumatic conveying and other solids pro-
cessing operations. The effect of a bend on the particle 
cross-section concentration and segregation in pneumatic 
conveying systems and finite-volume for conservations of 
mass and momentum are a few examples.

11. Norway

When de Silva came to Porsgrunn in Norway to head 
up the solids processing group at Tel-Tek he began to con-
struct a laborator he termed an insulated tent housing 
the pneumatic conveying facilities. De Silva organized a 
series of conferences on reliability of solids flow terms 
REPOWFLO. Some fundamentals studies were carried 
out as well as testing of powders and bins and hopper de-
sign. He worked closely with Enstad on particle charac-
terization and behaviors. De Silva was able to attract 
Datta to his group to concentrate on pneumatic conveying 
and then followed by Ratnayake who is active today.

12. Chile

In Chile Francisco Cabrejos has been a force in pneu-
matic conveying working for Jenike-Johanson and also 
teaching at the Universidad Tecnica Federico Santa Maria 
in Valparaiso, Chile. His work has been mainly in the 
mining industry often carrying out transport at high alti-
tudes where the mines are located. He has written a book 
on pneumatic conveying in Spanish entitled “Transport 
Neumatico” by Editorial USM (2013).

13. Interaction of pneumatic conveying with 
other solids processing operations and 
designs

Pneumatic conveying developed initially quite sepa-
rately from other operations in solids processing although 
determination of the properties of the materials conveyed 
were always recognized as being an important parameter. 
The size, shape, distribution of both, true densities and 
bulk densities were essential in the analysis and experi-
mentation. With the classification of Geldart (1973) into 
his A, B, C, and D type powders interest began in earnest 
to utilize this classification in reference to the ability and 
modes of conveying. It was quickly recognized as it was 
in the fluidization field that A type powders were one of 

the easiest to be conveyed. The C—cohesive powder were 
a challenge with such materials as coal, flyash and cement 
being representative of these powders. The stresses that 
seen in dense phase conveying are similar to the analysis 
of bins and hoppers and Konrad (1980) under the direc-
tion of Nedderman recognized this and formulated the 
first attempt to understand dense phase conveying using 
first mechanistic principles. The feeder for pneumatic 
conveying systems vary from the simple to the very com-
plex and their inter-relationship with bins and hoppers is 
imperative to understand. The same principles used in 
bins and hoppers and especially with outlet sizing is im-
portant to pneumatic conveying. In addition collection of 
the product at the end of the conveying lines requires 
knowledge of cyclone operation, filters and electrostatic 
separators depending on the size and characteristics of the 
solids being conveyed.

14. Modeling and simulation

Tsuji and Morikawa were the first to apply numerical 
techniques to the simulation of pneumatic conveying 
(1982). Since this beginning there has been a strong addi-
tion of more studies in the numerical simulation area 
which continues until today. Each investigator has refined 
the models that they employ and relaxed assumptions. In 
2006 Tsuji gave a good summary of the status of model-
ing in pneumatic conveying and other solids processing 
operations. Theuerkauf in 2012 also presented a compre-
hensive survey of simulations and modeling in solids pro-
cessing. Modelers have attempted to find experimental 
data with which to compare their findings with the work 
of Tsuji and Morikawa using LDV to measure the motion 
of particles in pneumatic conveying. Other researchers 
who explored the modeling and simulation from the sue 
of discrete element methods to numerical fluid dynamics 
modeling have been Yu (2008), Tomita, Sinclair-Curtis 
(2012, 2013a, 2013b), Sommerfeld, Levy and others.

Tsuji (2006) has given an excellent summary of compu-
tational activities related to solids processing including 
pneumatic conveying. He noted that these computations 
can be separated into four groups; 1. gas-particle multi-
phase flows, classification according to numerical analysis, 
2. collision-dominated flow and Direct Simulation Monte 
Carlo methods (DSMC) and 3. the contact-dominated 
flow and 4. the Discrete Element Method (DEM).

Theuerkauf in his talk at Conveying, Handling of Par-
ticulate Solids-7 conference gave a good summary of 
modeling granular flows using the DEM. He also consid-
ered the DEM to be part of the modeling toolkit for design 
over the coming 10 years.
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14.1 The need for further work

The reliable design of bulk solids storage systems was 
given a significant boost when Andrew Jenike and Jerry 
Johanson were able to develop a systematic design proce-
dure based on bench scale bulk property testing. From a 
reasonable sized representative bulk sample of the mate-
rial to be stored, material testing provides key parameters 
that can be used directly in an analytical design proce-
dure. At present this is not possible in pneumatic convey-
ing. Although many workers have attempted to classify 
bulk materials according to their pneumatic conveying 
mode of flow capability, none of the classifications can 
predict with certainty particularly around boundaries 
between categories of behavior. Neither can these classifi-
cations be used to establish the critical relationship be-
tween air f low rate, material f low rate and pressure 
gradient. This is an area of work that needs further devel-
opment.

Many of the theoretical approaches that have been de-
veloped are empirically based. While this approach often 
yields good quality correlations for specific sets of cir-
cumstances it does little to further the real understanding 
of the mechanisms. The significant developments and re-
duction in cost of high quality instrumentation opens up 
many avenues for further investigation. An example of 
this is the miniaturization of technology which will allow 
the investigation of a much wider range of parameters in 
real time. An example of this is the work of Klinzing and 
Clarke (2012) in the development of the smart particle 
which will allow the direct measurement of particle accel-
eration. This will provide useful data to improve model-
ling and understanding of the mechanisms involved in 
pneumatic conveying.

15. Technical conferences related to pneumatic 
conveying

As noted previously, the literature in pneumatic con-
veying mostly like began in Germany with VDI and fol-
lowed in the U.S. with the book on Fluidization and 
Fluid-Particle Systems by Zenz and Othmer (1960). Reg-
ular technical meetings began with Pneumotransport in 
1972 lasting for about twelve years followed with Pneu-
matech lead by Stan Mason. Now-a-days the topic is 
regularly treated in most chemical and mechanical engi-
neering journals along with specialized journals such as 
Powder Technology, Granular Matter, Multiphase Flow, 
Chemical Engineering Science and the American Institute 
of Chemical Engineers. The series of technical meetings 
lead by Kalman called Conveying and Handling of Par-
ticulate Solids (CHoPS) has provided a wide venue for 
researchers throughout the world. These conferences are 

held every three years and CHoPS now beginning its 9th 
conference in 2018.

16. Future

Predicting the future is always dangerous because un-
foreseen development can surface which can upset the 
whole apple cart. At the present time there will undoubted 
more and more simulations and modeling approaches 
which can handle more and more particles that are not 
only spherical in nature. We have to address the 
non-spherical systems and multi-distributions and cohe-
sive behaviors which occur in nature. In order to obtain 
the proper information to input into the models more ba-
sic physics must be explored experimentally. The ultimate 
goal is to be able to model a new system with new proper-
ties and guarantee that the behavior is realistic. When this 
occurs, we will have programs that can operate in a rea-
sonable amount of time to give designs that are true to the 
nature of the material and the system. In many respects 
pneumatic conveying has the same future that all solids 
processing systems will have. To set a time frame for this 
will be a wild estimation but in 30 to 40 years we should 
be on our way to achieve our objective.
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Analysis of the Periodic Motion in a Powder Rheometer  
and Development of a New Flowability Testing Method †

Ming Li, Mikel Leturia and Khashayar Saleh *
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Abstract
This study focuses on the periodic motion observed in the FT4 Powder Rheometer and aims to develop a new 
testing method to evaluate powder flowability. This new method is based on the autocorrelation analysis of the 
torque measurements. The test results of powders belonging to different Geldart’s groups show that the torque 
measurements are periodic and that the cycle time (period) depends on the flowability. When the powder 
cohesiveness increases, the oscillations’ amplitude and the cycle time increase. Conversely, a free-flowing powder 
exhibits a liquid-like behavior and shows almost no periodic motion.

Keywords: powder rheometer, flowability, periodic motion, autocorrelation

1. Introduction

Powders or bulk solids are widely used in the industries. 
A good powder flowability is of crucial importance since 
poor powder flow can lead to many problems during man-
ufacturing such as inaccurate dosing and off- specification 
products (Valverde J.M., 2012). Especially during a num-
ber of processes such as filling small bags or tablet press 
dies, the powder materials are under very low stress con-
ditions and their flow behavior is more difficult to predict 
(Zafar et al., 2015).

To replicate and characterize the powder flow at low 
stress conditions, a number of characterization techniques 
have been developed over the last 50 years (Jenike A.W., 
1980; Prescott J.J. and Barnum R.A., 2000; Schwedes J., 
2003; Zafar et al., 2015).

The shear cell test is most commonly used for the char-
acterization of powder flowability. It gives the relationship 
between the shear stress (which leads to flow of the mate-
rial) and the normal stress (Bek et al., 2016). The yield lo-
cus in the low stress region and the tensile strength are 
obtained indirectly by extrapolating to zero of the mea-
sured yield locus. However, the yield locus tends to curve 
downwards at low stresses for cohesive powders so that 
the results can be overestimated (Vasilenko et al., 2013).

Other techniques that allow powder flow characteriza-

tion under low stress conditions are reported in the litera-
ture. The Sevilla Powder Tester (SPT) and the Raining 
Bed Method (RBM) are two similar test methods that can 
directly measure the tensile yield stress at low stress lev-
els. Both methods use a controlled gas flow to introduce 
small stresses in the powder bed. The tensile yield stress 
is then calculated by measuring the pressure drop across 
the powder bed at failure (Formisani et al., 2002; Valverde 
et al., 2000).

Another recently developed test method, the ball inden-
tation method (BIM), measures the resistance to plastic 
deformation of powder materials at very low stress to as-
sess the flowability (Hassanpour and Ghadiri, 2007). 
However, this method was originally designed for contin-
uum solids and the extension to the testing of cohesive 
powder beds has only recently been analyzed (Pasha et 
al., 2013).

Zafar et al. (2015) proposed a comparison of these four 
techniques (shear cell, SPT, RBM and BIM), and showed 
that:
– The powder flow characterization under low stress 

conditions is greatly influenced by the stress history. 
Consequently, the initialization procedure has to be 
well controlled in order to obtain reproducible data;

– Since the distribution of stresses in granular materials 
is highly heterogeneous, it is important to ensure the 
failure plane occurs at the proper location and in a re-
producible way.

Quintanilla et al. (2006) studied the behavior of a series 
of granular materials of different cohesiveness in a half-
filled and slowly rotating horizontal drum. The authors 
used a CCD camera and digital image processing to de-
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tect and characterize the avalanches. By statistical analy-
sis, they studied the periodicity of the signals as well as 
the probability distributions of the avalanche size and the 
maximum angle of stability. The results showed that the 
system cohesiveness was correlated to these probability 
distributions: the larger the cohesion, the larger the aver-
age size and maximum angle of stability of the ava-
lanches.

More in-depth studies and new testing methods still 
need to be developed to better characterize powder flow 
properties under low stress conditions. This work aims to 
develop a new dynamic testing method to evaluate pow-
der flowability under unconfined flow conditions. This 
new method is based on the autocorrelation analysis of 
the torque measurements obtained with the FT4 Powder 
Rheometer.

2. Materials

Six powders belonging to Geldart’s groups A, B and C 
were used in this study. The properties of these six pow-
ders are summarized in Table 1. The particle size distri-
butions were measured using a laser diffraction size 
analyzer (Mastersizer 2000, Malvern Instruments) and 

the particle density by a helium pycnometer Accupyc 
1330 (Micromeritics). In addition, a liquid honey was 
used in this study as a reference material to simulate an 
“ideal” flow behavior. As it will be shown later in this pa-
per, the liquid honey is viscous enough to obtain signifi-
cant torque measurements. At the same time, these torque 
measurements are close to those corresponding to a “per-
fectly flowing” granular material. As a consequence, it 
will be considered as a “reference material” and will be 
used to simulate an “ideal” flow behavior.

3. Periodic motion during dynamic 
measurements

3.1 Standard dynamic test on the FT4 powder 
rheometer

Tests on the FT4 powder rheometer are based on a so-
phisticated twisted blade which passes through the pow-
der bed along a predetermined helical path (Fig. 1). When 
the blade moves clockwise (conditioning cycle), the pow-
der is lifted up and conditioned to obtain a uniform and 
reproducible state. When the blade moves anticlockwise 
(test cycle), it creates a compaction zone which is a local-

Fig. 1 Test cycle (left) and conditioning cycle (right) with the FT4 Powder Rheometer.

Table 1 Physical properties of the powders.

powder d[3, 2] (μm) d[4, 3] (μm) d[10] (μm) d[50] (μm) d[90] (μm) span ρ (kg/m3) shape Geldart’s 
classification

CaCO3 (a) 3.4 ± 0.5 11.7 ± 1.7 1.2 ± 0.2 8.6 ± 1.4 26.1 ± 3.9 2.9 2750 angular C

CaCO3 (b) 4.0 ± 0.3 15.9 ± 1.4 1.5 ± 0.2 12.3 ± 1.1 35.2 ± 2.9 2.8 2750 angular C

CaCO3 (c) 8.4 ± 0.2 51.5 ± 1.2 4.9 ± 0.4 35.2 ± 0.3 104.6 ± 2.1 2.8 2750 angular C

ZrO2 23.7 ± 0.5 60.1 ± 0.5 12.8 ± 0.2 55.1 ± 0.4 113.0 ± 1.2 1.7 5790 angular A

SiC 79.1 ± 0.7 66.0 ± 3.6 43.4 ± 0.9 73.7 ± 0.5 122.7 ± 0.4 1.1 3056 angular A

sand 342.2 ± 15.7 287.1 ± 8.1 186.3 ± 6.6 306.3 ± 11.4 517.6 ± 20.6 1.1 2546 angular B

Values after “±” indicate the 95 % confidence intervals;
span = (d90 – d10)/d50
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ized high-stress region in front of the blade and forces the 
powder to flow (Leturia M. et al., 2014).

The FT4 standard “dynamic test” measures the evolu-
tion of the torque and force for a downward flow pattern 
in a conditioned controlled volume of powder. The energy 
required to induce this movement is then calculated (by 
integration of the force and torque measurements) to eval-
uate the flow properties of the powder (Conesa C. et al., 
2004). This test is divided into two main parts.

The first part, called “stability test”, corresponds to 
seven identical complete cycles (conditioning + test cy-
cles) at a constant blade tip speed of 100 mm/s. The ob-
jective is to detect any possible change in the powder flow 
properties after repeated tests (attrition, agglomeration, 
etc.). The stability test also allows a stable energy level to 
be achieved. The basic flow energy (BFE), as defined by 
Freeman Technology, corresponds to the stabilized flow 
energy. It represents the energy required to force a condi-
tioned powder sample to flow during a downwards test:

 (mJ) 7BFE Flowenergyof test  (1)

Usually, fine powders have relatively high interparticu-
late forces compared to gravitational forces. As a conse-
quence, they behave in a cohesive way: Agglomerates are 
formed and a large amount of air is trapped inside the 
bulk powder (Freeman R., 2007). In this case, particles 
forced to flow at the blade face can be accommodated by 
the voids that exist between the agglomerates (high com-
pressibility). The resulting flow or stress transmission 
zone is relatively localized. Thus the displaced volume of 
powder is small and the measured BFE value is particu-
larly low. Powders made of larger particles often behave 
in a non-cohesive manner due to the minimal effect of co-
hesive forces compared to gravitational forces. Less air is 
trapped in the bulk powder resulting in a relatively lower 
compressibility. The flow zone is transmitted far ahead of 
the blade (Freeman R., 2007). In this case, the displaced 
volume of powder is large and the measured flow energy 
is high.

The second part, called “variable flow rate test”, corre-
sponds to 4 complete cycles at decreasing blade tip speeds 
(100, 70, 40 and 10 mm/s). The objective is to evaluate the 
powder sensitivity to the flow rate. The flow rate index 
(FRI) corresponds to the ratio of the flow energy at 
10 mm/s blade tip speed to the flow energy at 100 mm/s 
blade tip speed:

11 (10 mm /s )
8 (100 mm /s )

Flowenergyof testFRI
Flowenergyof test

  (2)

Many factors can affect the value of the FRI index, e.g.:
– Cohesive powders are more sensitive to the flow rate 

and present a high FRI value (Freeman R., 2007);
– Angular particles generally have a high FRI value.

Although the combination of the values of the BFE and 

FRI helps to identify the powder flow properties, the stan-
dard dynamic test has many limitations for the classifica-
tion of powder flowability.

Fig. 2 and Table 2 present the standard dynamic test 
results and the corresponding BFE and FRI values of four 
powder samples:
–  CaCO3 (a) has a slightly smaller BFE value than 

CaCO3 (b), which generally means a lower flowability. 
On the other hand, CaCO3 (a) has a smaller FRI value 
than CaCO3 (b), which is generally associated with a 
better flowability;

–  ZrO2 has a much higher BFE value than CaCO3 (c) 
and seems to have a better flowability. But ZrO2 has a 
much higher bulk density, making it difficult to know 
whether the higher value of BFE is caused by the bet-
ter flowability or the higher density. Meanwhile, ZrO2 
has a higher FRI value, which in contrast may indicate 
a poorer flowability.

In both cases, it is difficult to make a conclusion about 
which powder has better flowability. Therefore, the stan-
dard dynamic test on the FT4 cannot be used to compare 
two different powders and it can be difficult to distinguish 
between very similar materials.

3.2 Observation of a periodic motion

In order to optimize the FT4 standard procedures, the 
powder flow behavior during testing was closely observed 
(Fig. 3) and the resulting raw data were analyzed (normal 
force and torque measurements before integration for the 

Fig. 2 Results of the FT4 standard dynamic test.

Table 2 Results of the FT4 standard dynamic test.

powder BFE (mJ) FRI

CaCO3 (a) 715.4 2.0

CaCO3 (b) 816.6 2.2

CaCO3 (c) 1696.2 1.9

ZrO2 2426.1 2.0
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energy calculation). For cohesive powders, the blade 
leaves an empty space behind it when passing through the 
powder bed. This empty space grows in size as the blade 
moves forward and collapses when it reaches a maximum 
volume. It then grows in size and collapses again, follow-
ing a cyclic pattern. It was also observed that this empty 
zone had a smaller maximum volume at a lower blade tip 
speed. For non-cohesive powders, the blade does not leave 
any significant empty space behind it and particles flow 
around the blade, almost like a liquid. The cyclic pattern 
is also reflected in the torque measurements where oscil-
lations can be observed (Fig. 4). These oscillations are 
much more significant in a cohesive sample compared to 
a free-flowing powder.

A “verification test” was performed to reveal the causes 
of this cyclic pattern. In this test, only the surface of the 
powder bed was forced to flow so that the flow behavior 
could easily be observed. A 160-ml conditioned sample of 
CaCO3 (a) was placed in the 50-mm ID cylinder vessel. 
The blade was moved just below the powder surface 
(70 mm from the bottom) and rotated for 60 seconds at 4 
different blade tip speeds (100 mm/s, 70 mm/s, 40 mm/s 
and 10 mm/s). At the same time, a video camera recorded 
the powder motion around the blade. Since the blade 

stayed at the same height, there was no significant normal 
force. Under these conditions, the total energy needed to 
move the blade through the powder is proportional to the 
torque acting on the blade. The torque oscillations were 
evaluated through an autocorrelation analysis, which is a 
mathematics tool commonly used in signal processing 
and time-series analysis to investigate repeating patterns 
(Dunn and Patrick F., 2005)

In statistics, the autocorrelation function for a continuous- 
time process, Xt, is the correlation of the process with it-
self at a later time. It represents the similarity between 
observations as a function of the time lag (Box G.E.P. et 
al., 1994):

  2

[( )( )]t t τE X μ X μACF τ
σ

 
  (3)

where “E” is the expected value operator. For a stationary 
process, the mean μ and the variance σ2 are time- 
independent and the autocorrelation depends only on the 
time lag τ. In other words, the correlation depends only on 
the time distance between the two chosen values but not 
on their position on the time axis. Particularly, the auto-
correlation function of a periodic function has the same 
period as the original function, which is the key to inves-
tigating the repeating patterns. The values of the autocor-
relation function (ACF) should be in the range [–1, 1], 
with 1 indicating a perfect correlation (the signals exactly 
overlap when time is shifted by τ) and –1 indicating a per-
fect anti- correlation (Priestley M.B., 1982). For a discrete 
process with n observations such as the measured torque 
series in this test, an estimate of the autocorrelation may 
be obtained as (Chatfield C., 2004):

  
2

1

1 ( )( )
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t t k
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   (4)

3.3 Analysis of the periodic motion

Fig. 5 presents the time evolution of the torque mea-
surements and the corresponding autocorrelation func-
tions (ACF) for the “verification test”. On the one hand, a 
series of oscillations in the torque measurements are ob-
served and the autocorrelation function brings to light the 
existence of a cyclic pattern. At high blade tip speeds, the 
CaCO3 (a) material has a period corresponding to one ro-
tation of the blade. It should be noted that small peaks 
(small “events”) can be found at each half-rotation of the 
blade. As the blade tip speed decreases, it can be observed 
that:
– These small events become more significant and even-

tually reach the same value as the main peak. This 
means that the cycle time is halved;

– The maximum autocorrelation level decreases.
The test video was analyzed frame by frame. The im-

Fig. 3 Flow behavior of non-cohesive powders (sand, left) and 
cohesive powders (CaCO3 (a), right).

Fig. 4 Torque variation during a standard dynamic test (blade 
tip speed = 70 mm/s).
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ages clearly show (Fig. 6) that a “block” of powder moves 
in front of the blade while a large empty space is left be-
hind it.

During the “verification test”, the “powder block” in 
front of the blade was observed in the form of several ag-
glomerates (Fig. 7). Whenever some agglomerates fall off 
the blade (as the big one in the red frame in Fig. 7-A), a 
sudden drop is observed in the torque measurements 

(Fig. 7-B). The torque goes up again when this agglomer-
ate is picked up by the other side of the blade in Fig. 7-C, 
D. Since the agglomerates are not exactly of the same 
size, the oscillations do not have the same amplitude. In 
Fig. 7-E, F, G, H, torque oscillations can also be ob-
served as several small agglomerates fall off the blade 
one after another.

Indeed, while the blade pushes the powder to flow, an 
unstable “compacted powder zone” builds up in front of 
each side of the blade, forming two “powder blocks” and 
two empty spaces behind them. Since these powder 
blocks are unstable, they may eventually collapse to fill 
the empty spaces. The fallen agglomerates stay in the 
empty space for a short time and are picked up by the 
other side of the blade. The second powder block then in-
creases in volume and becomes less stable. It will finally 
collapse like the first powder block and this flow pattern 
is repeated continuously.

The flow speed has an important impact on this peri-
odic motion:
– When the blade moves slowly, this process is quite 

smooth and the flow pattern has a period correspond-
ing to a 1/2 rotation of the blade;

– When the blade moves fast, the cycle time of the flow 
pattern becomes one rotation of the blade.

Fig. 5 Torque measurements and autocorrelation function (ACF) of CaCO3 (a) for the verification test.

Fig. 6 Image of the verification test (the blade rotates in anti-
clockwise direction).
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This behavior could be explained by the fact that the 
collapsing process is not immediate as a given powder has 
a certain response time to plastic flow deformation. As a 
consequence, there may be a critical flow speed above 
which the response time is longer than a 1/2 rotation, re-
sulting in a cycle time of one complete rotation of the 
blade.

4. New powder rheometer testing method

A specific testing procedure was developed on the FT4 
Powder Rheometer. First, a 160-ml conditioned sample 
was placed in the 50-mm ID cylinder vessel. Then the 
twisted blade was set to rotate in the powder bed at a 
height of 30 mm from the bottom with a blade tip speed 
of 100 mm/s for 200 seconds. The blade tip speed was 
then gradually decreased from 100 mm/s to 10 mm/s (by 
10 mm/s steps for each speed reduction), and the rotation 
was repeated for 200 seconds at each step. A conditioning 
cycle was performed between each step.

The torque needed to induce flow was measured con-
tinuously. To ensure a stable powder flow (steady state), 
only the data measured during the last 50 seconds were 
analyzed for each step. The autocorrelation function was 

then used to determine the cycle time and correlation 
level. By this means, the periodic motion was character-
ized and the powders could then be classified depending 
on their behavior.

4.1 Results obtained with the proposed testing 
method

The liquid honey was first used to simulate a regular 
flow behavior (reference material). Indeed, it was viscous 
enough to obtain significant torque measurements while 
behaving like an ideal material under the testing condi-
tions. Fig. 8 (top) presents the variations of the required 
torque to force the liquid honey to flow at different flow 
rates. The measured torque is very stable (small oscilla-
tions) and the corresponding ACF values (Fig. 8 bottom) 
are always close to 0. This means that the torque needed 
to force a viscous liquid to flow at a given speed is a con-
stant and no periodic motion can be detected with the 
FT4. From this point of view, the liquid honey can be re-
garded as an “ideal” material (in this flow rate range). On 
the other hand, it can also be noted that the average torque 
(Fig. 8, center) is proportional to the flow speed. This 
corresponds to the flow behavior of a Newtonian fluid.

The CaCO3 (a), SiC and sand powders were first char-

Fig. 7 Torque variation and agglomerates behavior (blade tip speed = 70 mm/s).
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acterized by this method, since each of them belongs to a 
different Geldart’s group. Visual observations during the 
tests showed that:
– For the CaCO3 (a) powder (group C), the rotating 

blade left a large empty space behind it by passing 
through the powder bed and only a small part of the 
powder moved in front of the blade;

– In the SiC powder bed (group A), the particles flowed 
around the blade, a small empty space was left behind 
and the flowing zone extended above and in front of 
the blade;

– For the sand powder (group B), the particles flowed 
freely, almost like a liquid. No empty space was left 
behind the blade and the flowing zone extended even 
further above the blade up until the surface of the 
powder bed.

– For all three specimens, the materials below the blade 
seemed to remain static.

Fig. 9 presents the relative torque measurements of the 
3 powder specimens (+ honey) as a function of the num-
ber of rotations of the blade (at a blade tip speed of 
100 mm/s). The relative torque is defined as:

 ( ) /Relativetorque T T T   (5)

where T  is the mean torque value calculated within the 
50-second measurements.

The results show that the torque measurements can be 
correlated to the system cohesiveness:
– A cohesive granular material like CaCO3 (a) (group C) 

is characterized by large and slow torque oscillations. 
Because of the powder cohesiveness, the powder 
blocks formed in front of the blade can become large 
before they become unstable and collapse. The 
“build-up/collapse” process is repeated regularly as 
the blade rotates in the powder bed. This leads to a 
periodic behavior with large events (large oscillations) 
and a low frequency (slow oscillations). It can be said 
that the “response time” is slow when the powder bed 
is disturbed by the blade;

– For a less cohesive powder like SiC (group A), the 
powder blocks become unstable and collapse earlier 
compared to a group C powder. This still leads to a 
periodic “build-up/collapse” process, but with smaller 
and faster events;

– For a free-flowing powder (sand, group B), the gravi-
tational forces are preponderant compared to cohesion 
forces. As a consequence, no stable powder block can 
be formed and the “build-up/collapse” process is al-
most instantaneous. This leads to a continuous flow of 
particles around the blade. The “response time” of a 
free-flowing powder is fast when the powder bed is 
disturbed by the blade. The corresponding torque 
signal is quite stable and there is no periodic pattern 
(relatively close to the honey torque signal).

These results can be related to those obtained by 

Fig. 8 Torque variation as a function of the blade tip speed for 
the liquid honey and autocorrelation analysis.

Fig. 9 Relative torque evolution ( ( ) /T T T  ) at the blade tip 
speed = 100 mm/s.
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Quintanilla et al. (2006), who used a half-filled and slowly 
rotating horizontal drum. Indeed, the collapse of the pow-
der blocks can be assimilated to the avalanches in the 
rotating drum. In both cases, a periodic behavior is ob-
served and the periodicity of the signals can be correlated 
to the system cohesiveness. Also, in both studies, it is 
shown that a higher cohesion leads to larger events (col-
lapses or avalanches).

4.2 Periodic motion analysis and powder 
flowability classification

During the tests, the torque was recorded every 0.04 

seconds and the 50-second measurements could then be 
treated as a discrete process with 1250 observations for 
the autocorrelation analysis. The autocorrelation func-
tions of the three powders are presented in Fig. 10. These 
graphs indicate that the flow within the powder bed ex-
hibits the same cyclic pattern as the flow on the surface 
(Fig. 5). However, the periodic motion on the surface 
shows a lower correlation level, which might be caused by 
the surface effects.

These ACF curves show that:
– At high flow speeds, the CaCO3 (a) powder (group C) 

has a cycle time corresponding to one blade rotation 
and it is close to an “ideal” correlation (the maximum 
correlation level is close to 1). When the flow speed 
decreases, the cycle time of the CaCO3 specimen is 
halved and the correlation level of the cyclic pattern 
decreases;

– The SiC powder (group A) always has a cycle time of 
1/2 a rotation of the blade and a relatively lower cor-
relation level.

– The sand powder (group B) has a low correlation level 
(ACF < 0.2), which means that no significant periodic 
motion can be detected in this case.

The cycle times (expressed in the number of rotations 
of the blade) of the three samples at different flow speeds 
are summarized in Fig. 11. Based on previous results, a 
threshold value of 0.2 was used to differentiate periodic 

Fig. 11 Cycle time at different blade tip speeds.

Fig. 10 Autocorrelation function at different blade tip speeds. a) blade tip speed = 100 mm/s; b) blade tip 
speed = 70 mm/s; c) blade tip speed = 40 mm/s; d) blade tip speed = 10 mm/s.
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from non-periodic flow patterns. All the processes with a 
correlation level lower than 0.2 were ignored and consid-
ered as non-periodic flow patterns. For convenience, the 
cycle time of such processes was then considered as 0. 
The results of the autocorrelation analysis indicate that:
– The cycle time of a powder material increases as its 

cohesiveness increases;
– The cycle time doubles at a certain blade tip speed, 

which can be regarded as a “transition speed”;
– Free-flowing powders have a very low correlation 

level (ACF < 0.2) and present almost no periodic flow 
pattern. These powders behave almost like the liquid 
honey (“ideal” flow)

These results suggest that for any powder material, 
there are three flow behaviors:
– Flow type 1 (Fig. 12-left): It is observed when the re-

sponse time of the powder is significantly smaller than 
the time required for a 1/2 rotation of the blade. As a 

consequence, the particles flow freely and smoothly 
around the blade. The corresponding torque signal is 
quite stable and there are no periodic patterns. For this 
type of flow, the correlation level is less than 0.2 (the 
cycle time is set to 0);

– Flow type 2 (Fig. 12-middle): The response time of 
the powder is smaller but close to the time corre-
sponding to a 1/2 rotation of the blade. In this case, 
the blade leaves a small unstable empty space behind 
it when passing through the powder bed. This empty 
space expands to a maximum volume and collapses 
before being reached by the other side of the blade. 
This type of flow corresponds to a cycle time of a 1/2 
rotation of the blade and a moderate correlation level 
in the autocorrelation analysis (0.2 < ACF < 0.8);

– Flow type 3 (Fig. 12-right): The response time of the 
powder is larger than the time required for a 1/2 rota-
tion of the blade. Thus the blade leaves a large empty 

Fig. 12 Transition speeds and powder flow behaviors in the FT4 Powder Rheometer.

Fig. 13 Test results of the new testing method: autocorrelation function at 100 mm/s (left); cycle time at differ-
ent blade tip speeds (right).
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space behind it when passing through the powder bed. 
The other side of the blade reaches the empty space 
before it collapses. This type of powder flow corre-
sponds to a cycle time of one complete rotation of the 
blade and a high correlation level (ACF > 0.8).

These results suggest the existence of two flow transi-
tion speeds (Fig. 12): TS[1, 2] is the transition speed from 
flow type 1 to flow type 2 and TS[2, 3] is the transition 
speed from flow type 2 to flow type 3. For a given pow-
der, the values of TS[1, 2] and TS[2, 3] depend on its re-
sponse time to plastic flow deformation. Therefore, the 
values of the two transition speeds can be used to identify 
the powder flow properties:
– Free-flowing powders such as the sand powder flow 

almost like a liquid and have a very short response 
time. The corresponding TS[1, 2] and TS[2, 3] values 
are very high. As a result, these powders exhibit the 
flow type 1 at any accessible flow speed with the FT4 
Powder Rheometer;

– Cohesive powders such as the CaCO3 powder on the 
contrary have a very long response time, which results 
in low TS[1, 2] and TS[2, 3] values. These powders 
then present all three flow types within the flow 
speeds accessible with the FT4 Powder Rheometer;

– The powders with moderate flowability such as the 
SiC powder have an intermediate response time, 
which means that they have intermediate TS[1, 2] val-
ues (accessible with the FT4 Powder Rheometer) and 
high TS[2, 3] values. As a consequence, these pow-
ders can exhibit flow type 1 or 2 depending on the 
flow speed.

Other tests were also performed to verify these conclu-
sions. As explained in section 3.1, the standard dynamic 
test cannot discriminate the flowabilities between CaCO3 
(a), CaCO3 (b), CaCO3 (c) and ZrO2. The results of the 
new testing method clearly show these differences 
(Fig. 13):
– CaCO3 (a) has a poorer flowability than CaCO3 (b) 

since it has a lower TS[2,3] and a higher correlation 
level;

– CaCO3 (c) and ZrO2 present similar flowabilities as 
they have similar cycle time variations. Still, CaCO3 
(c) flows a little more easily than ZrO2, as it has a 
higher TS[1,2] and a lower correlation level.

5. Conclusion

In this study, a new flowability testing method is pre-
sented. This method is based on the FT4 standard dy-
namic test and quantifies the powder periodic motion 
under forced flow conditions. The test results prove that 
the dependence of the torque cycle time on the flow rate 
can be linked to the powder flow properties: when the 

powder cohesiveness increases, the autocorrelation level 
and cycle time increase; conversely, a free-flowing pow-
der tends to act like a liquid and shows no periodic mo-
tion.

This work shows that this new method has a good ca-
pability to identify and classify powder flow properties. 
The flowabilities of different powders which cannot be 
discriminated with the standard dynamic method of the 
FT4 Powder Rheometer are easily identified with this new 
method

Further studies still need to be done to optimize this 
method such as the influence of the blade height (30 mm 
in this study), the variation of the periodic motion in a 
wider flow speed range, as well as the influence of the 
blade shape.

Nomenclature

BFE Basic Flow Energy, [mJ]

d[10] 10 % of the population lies below the d[10], [m]

d[3, 2] Mean surface-volume diameter (Sauter mean diame-
ter), [m]

d[4, 3] Volume or mass moment mean (De Brouckere mean 
diameter), [m]

d[50] Mass median diameter, [m]

d[90] 90 % of the population lies below the d[90], [m]

E Expected value operator

FRI Flow Rate Index, [–]

k Observation number in the discrete time process, [–]

n Total observations of the discrete process

ACF Autocorrelation function, [–]
ACF  
  

Autocorrelation function of a discrete process, [–]

span (d[90]-d[10])/d[50], [–]

t Time, [s]

T Torque, [mN m]

T Average torque, [mN m]

TS[1, 2] Transition speed between flow type 1 and flow type 2, 
[mm/s]

TS[2, 3] Transition speed between flow type 2 and flow type 3, 
[mm/s]

X Signal of a continuous-time process

μ Mean

ρ Particle density, [kg/m3]

σ Standard deviation

τ Time lag, [s]
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Separation Characteristics of a Deflector Wheel Classifier  
in Stationary Conditions and at High Loadings:  

New Insights by Flow Visualization †

Christian Spötter *, Kurt Legenhausen and Alfred P. Weber
1 Institute for Particle Technology, Clausthal University of Technology, Germany

Abstract
Although the deflector wheel classifier is the dominant separation device in the industrial separation of fine-
grained particle fractions, the classifying mechanisms at high particle loadings are still not described and 
understood sufficiently. The existing models for the calculation of the separation efficiency, which are mostly 
based on a single particle’s fate, fail to capture the behavior at high particle loading where particle-particle and 
particle-wall collisions are encountered. To overcome this knowledge gap, a high-speed camera was used to 
analyze the particle movement in the separation process of a deflector wheel classifier representing real physical 
conditions. It is shown that particle-particle and particle-wall collisions must be included in a consistent 
theoretical model to represent the effective particle behavior in the separation process. In addition, the influence 
of process parameters such as revolution rate and mass loading on the separation efficiency of a deflector wheel 
classifier at high loadings is presented here.

Keywords: particle size, deflector wheel classifier, cut point, separation efficiency, separation sharpness

1. Introduction

Air classification is an important step in the production 
of many industrial powders. According to Rumpf (Rumpf 
H. and Raasch J., 1962; Rumpf H. and Leschonski K., 
1967; Rumpf H. et al., 1974), the basic task of this process 
is to classify a mixture of particles of different sizes into 
a fine and a coarse particle fraction. Since product charac-
teristics and quality are closely related to the particle 
size, products with a narrow particle size distribution are 
desired, e.g. for color pigments and abrasive powders 
(Leschonski K., 1988, 1996). In contrast to classifiers 
with unrestricted flow such as the spiral air classifier 
with a free vortex, the deflector wheel classifier pro-
duces a forced vortex due to the rotating paddles; this has 
been stated as being less dependent on the mass loading 
(Leschonski K., 1988, 1996; Rumpf H. and Raasch J., 
1962; Rumpf H. and Leschonski K., 1967; Rumpf H. et 
al., 1974).

The underlying conception is that the particles experi-

ence a centrifugal force in the rotational flow field which 
is counteracted by the drag of the air flowing inwards be-
tween the paddles (cf. Fig. 1) (Rumpf H. and Raasch J., 
1962). Coarse particles are deflected on the outer edge of 
the deflector wheel, while fine particles follow the air flow 
through the deflector wheel and are separated later from 
the air flow by an aero-cyclone (Leschonski K., 1988, 1996; 
Rumpf H. and Raasch J., 1962; Rumpf H. and Leschonski 
K., 1967; Rumpf H. et al., 1974).

In the last century, Rumpf (Rumpf H. and Raasch J., 
1962; Rumpf H. and Leschonski K., 1967; Rumpf H. et 
al., 1974), Molerus (Molerus O., 1967; Molerus O. and 
Hoffmann H., 1968), Sender, Schubert (Schubert H., 
1968) and Husemann (Husemann K., 1998) developed 
separation models which describe the particle behavior 
and the separation efficiency of a deflector wheel classifier 
only on the basis of geometrical and equilibrium consid-
erations. These models, which consider the behavior of a 
single particle under the influence of the centrifugal force 
and drag, are applicable for calculation of the cut point 
using several empirical coefficients, which can only be 
obtained from experiments. However, they suffer from 
several drawbacks. First, the dependency of the empirical 
parameters on the operating conditions cannot be at-
tributed to a physically sound picture of the separation 
process. Second, the particle-paddle and particle-particle 
collisions which become significant at higher loadings are 
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not taken into account. To overcome this knowledge gap 
Galk (Galk J., 1995) and Füchsel (Füchsel S., 2005) ex-
amined the influence of the particle loading on the sepa-
ration characteristics of a deflector wheel classifier. 
During these experiments, Galk found a decrease in the 
ratio of the measured to the theoretical cut point at an in-
creasing mass loading accompanied by a decrease of the 
separation sharpness. He explained this phenomenon with 
a retroactive effect of the feed over impulse exchange 
onto the fluid flow between the separating paddles. Ac-
cording to Galk, this momentum exchange leads to a de-
celeration of the drag flow near the feed inlet (Galk J., 
1995).

Bauer (Bauer U., 2002) extended the studies into the 
submicron particle range and observed that in this regime 
also, the material mass flow has an influence on the posi-
tion and slope of the calculated separation curves under 
otherwise constant experimental conditions. Based on his 
experimental results, he hypothesized that different sec-
tions of the separation efficiency curve are directly related 
to the geometry of different parts of the classifier (Stender 
M. et al., 2015). This interesting approach may explain 
our observations—which will be treated in future work 
but are out of the scope of the present contribution.

While for quite a while, little attention has been paid to 
the flow field through the paddles of the deflector wheel, 
Legenhausen (Legenhausen K., 1991) analyzed the flow 
behavior between the separation paddles using a Laser 
Doppler Anemometer (LDA) based on a water model. He 
found that the flow between two separation paddles de-
taches forming a flow vortex. Later, Toneva (Toneva P. et 
al., 2011) determined the gas flow behavior in a deflector 
wheel classifier using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
and Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations. In 
agreement with Legenhausen they found a detachment of 
the gas flow from the paddles accompanied by a gas 
vortex between the separation paddles. Further, Toneva 
demonstrated that the vortex formation leads to a con-
striction of the particle flow and an increase in the inward 
radial gas velocity. Although they neglected the influence 
of particle-particle collisions on the separation behavior, 
their numerical calculations indicated that the particles 
frequently collide with the separation paddles where 
coarse particles leave the separation zone faster than fine 
particles. The calculations of Tenova have also shown that 
the coarse particles rebound in both inside and outside di-
rection, which leads to a deterioration of the separation 
sharpness. Deduced from the calculated trajectories, a large 
proportion of the particle stream is not transported into the 
inside of the separation wheel. On the contrary, their cal-
culations have shown that a particle accumulation in the 
flow stream near the outside edge of the separation wheel 
is possible. According to Toneva, this accumulation will 
lead to a deterioration of the separation sharpness due to 

long residence times and particle-particle interactions 
(Spötter C. et al., 2015; Stender M. et al., 2015; Toneva P. 
et al., 2011).

In order to transfer the simulation results of Toneva et 
al. to studies at high loadings, Stender et al. (Stender M. 
et al., 2015) reconstructed a deflector wheel classifier type 
Hosokawa Alpine ATP 50. By replacing the two-sided 
mounting of the wheel axis by a one-sided high-speed ball 
bearing, they achieved direct optical access to the front 
side of the separator wheel. With this optical access and 
using a high-speed camera, initial studies of the gas flow 
and particle movement in a real separation process of a 
deflector wheel classifier were carried out. During their 
experiments, Stender et al. found that at a revolution rate 
of the deflector wheel of 6000 rpm, a vortex forms near 
the leading separation paddles. This vortex moves into a 
separation area between the two separation paddles at an 
increasing revolution rate and finally reaches the area near 
the pursuing paddle at a revolution rate of 15,000 rpm. 
With increasing revolution rate, the vortex increasingly 
constricts the particle flow stream. Through this study, 
Stender et al. were able to confirm the model from Legen-
hausen for the first time under real process conditions. 
They pointed out that particle-particle and particle-wall 
collisions affect the separation process (Spötter C. et al., 
2015; Stender M. et al., 2015).

To incorporate the real behavior of the gas flow and the 
particle motion during the separation process into the ex-
isting models, it is necessary to extend the considerations 
of Legenhausen and Toneva et al. to higher particle con-
centrations. Based on these studies, a better interpretation 
of feedback effects at higher material loadings and of the 
particle interactions under real process conditions may be 
achieved.

While performing separation studies on fly ash, Es-
waraiah and Narayanan (Eswarajah C. and Narayanan 
S.S., 2005) also noticed that the separation process at high 
loadings is not sufficiently understood to enable develop-
ment of reliable physically sound models. For this reason, 
this work aims at the presentation of systematic studies of 
the separation characteristics of a deflector wheel classi-
fier by varying the revolution rate between 3000 and 
15,000 rpm and the material loadings between 1 to 5 %, 
which may form the basis for an improved model taking 
into account particle-particle and particle-wall collisions.

2. Theoretical basics

2.1 The operation principle of a deflector wheel 
classifier

In 1939, Rumpf (Rumpf H. and Raasch J., 1962) de-
scribed for the first time the extension of a spiral air clas-
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sifier with a forced eddy sink flow, which is today known 
as a deflector wheel classifier (cf. Fig. 1). In this type of 
centrifugal counterflow air classifier, the flow field is 
formed by superposition of a sink flow and a vorticity 
flow induced by rotating paddles. The paddles are usually 
made out of thin plates, which are arranged vertically or 
obliquely to the separation wheel tangent (Rumpf H. and 
Raasch J.; 1962, Rumpf H. and Leschonski K., 1967; 
Rumpf H. et al., 1974).

The feed and the classifying air may be added sepa-
rately or at the same time into the classifying zone of the 
deflector wheel classifier. The particles are then carried 
by the air flow towards the deflector wheel where the sep-
aration takes place. In the traditional approach, the parti-
cle movement between the paddles is determined by the 
opposing centrifugal force outwards and drag force in-
wards. For coarse particles, the centrifugal forces FC 
dominate the drag forces so that the particles are rejected 
by the rotating wheel. For smaller particles, the centrifu-
gal forces become less important compared to the drag 
forces Fd, and the particles are carried inwards where they 
are sucked into the fine particle outlet. In the following 
section, a simple model will be outlined which takes into 
account particle properties such as size and density and 
operation parameters such as air flow rate, material load-
ing, revolution speed and wheel geometry

2.2 Classic model for cut point

For the following model, spherical particles with a 
given density are considered which neither interact nor 
influence each other, i.e. single particles in a uniform flow 
field, which is not affected by any walls. The flow field 
consists of a tangential velocity vφ (circumferential direc-
tion) and a radial velocity vr (inward direction). It is as-
sumed that the particles initially have the same tangential 
uφ and radial velocity components ur as the classifying air 
(uφ = vφ & ur = vr).

Due to the rotational movement, the particles experi-
ence the outwardly directed centrifugal force FC

FC = ρP·VP·(uφ
2/r) (1)

where r is the distance to the rotation axis and uφ is the 
particle tangential velocity which is assumed to be equal 
to vφ (Bauer U., 2002; Legenhausen K., 1991; Spötter C. 
et al., 2015).

The drag force depends on the projection area of the 
particles, the drag coefficient and the relative velocity

vrel = vr – ur (2)

and can be written in the following way (Richardson J. F. 
and Zaki W.N., 1954; Rumpf H. and Raasch J., 1962):

Fd = cw(Re)·Ap∙(ρFl/2)∙|vrel|·vrel (3)

For a certain particle size xt,th, the radial velocity out-
wards induced by the superposition of centrifugal force 
and drag is equal to the radial gas velocity inwards so that 
particles of this size will describe circular trajectories 
without being classified to neither the fine nor the coarse 
fraction (idealized equilibrium). By assuming particle 
motion in the Stokes range, the cut point can be determined 
by equation (1) and (3) (Bauer U., 2002; Legenhausen K., 
1991; Spötter C. et al., 2015):

0 0
,th 2

p φ0

18 r
t

η v rx
ρ v
  




 (4)

where r0 is the radial position where the equilibrium oc-
curs. The calculated cut point xt,th at the radius r0 is in-
versely proportional to the fluid circumferential velocity 
vφ and proportional to the square root of the product vrr0. 
For a given deflector wheel geometry, a small cut point 
can only be achieved by a high peripheral speed and low 
radial velocities of the air flow. However, the separation 
grain size is distributed due to stochastic processes with 
identical shares into the fine and coarse material fractions 
(Bauer U., 2002; Legenhausen K., 1991).

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a deflector wheel classifier.
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2.3 Determination of separation curve and 
sharpness from experimental data

The separation efficiency T(x) describes the fraction of 
a feed material, which is contained in the coarse material 
fraction after classification.

  3,C

Feed 3,  Feed

( ) 100%
 ( )

Cq xmT x
m q x

    (5)

Here, feed and coarse materials were analyzed by laser 
diffraction in discrete size classes as a histogram or cu-
mulative distribution. From the separation efficiency 
curve, the cut size is obtained for a separation efficiency 
of 50 % (T(xt) = 50 %). The corresponding sharpness of 
cut is defined as (Stieß M., 2009):

κ = (x25/x75)·100 % (6)

3. Material and method

3.1 Basic constriction and separation method of a 
deflector wheel classifier

In order to determine the separation characteristics, the 
modified deflector wheel classifier type Turboplex ATP 
50 from Hosokawa Alpine with an aero cyclone and a bag 
filter system was used, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

As a feed material, limestone (CaCO3) is introduced 
into the deflector wheel classifier (2) below the rotor via a 
feed screw attached to the side of the deflector wheel clas-
sifier (1). The cumulative particle size distribution of the 
feed material has an x10,3 value of 5.86 μm, an x50,3 value 
of 59.86 μm and an x90,3 of 179,54 μm. From the bottom of 
the housing, the classifying air is supplied into the deflec-

tor wheel classifier tangentially via a classifying air pipe 
(3) equipped with an air filter. The aspirator produces a 
constant air flow of 75 m3/h. The classifying wheel of the 
Turboplex ATP 50 has a wheel diameter of 50 mm and is 
powered by a horizontally positioned shaft. The periph-
eral speed of the separating wheel was varied using a fre-
quency converter from 7.86 (3000 rpm) to 39.27 m/s 
(15000 rpm). The rejected coarse material leaves the sep-
arator downwards through the central particle lock system 
outlet (4). The fine material leaves the classifier wheel to-
gether with the classifying air stream via a fixed pipe 
(Spötter C. et al., 2015; Stender M. et al., 2015).

The fine particle fraction is separated from the classify-
ing air by an aero cyclone (6). The fine particles leave the 
cyclone through a particle lock system into the fines outlet 
1 (7). The very fine particles of the fine fraction leave the 
aero cyclone via the vortex finder and are finally sepa-
rated in a bag filter system (5). The bag filters are periodi-
cally cleaned with compressed air and the particles are 
collected in a fines outlet 2 (8). By using the particle lock 
systems (4) and (7) for the separation of the coarse and 
fine particle fraction, it was possible to take samples 
while the separation wheel was still running. Therefore, it 
is possible to take and analyze samples from the starting 
point of the separation process and at different intervals 
until the separation process reaches stationary conditions 
(Spötter C. et al., 2015; Stender M. et al., 2015).

In the present study, an experimental protocol was used 
to recover the coarse and fine particle fractions. In differ-
ent runs, the peripheral speed varied between 7.86 and 
39.27 m/s, and the mass loading ranged from 1 to 5 %. 
The sampling procedure consisted of taking subsequent 
samples for 5 min each with a total collection time of 
60 min using a particle lock system shown in Fig. 2 ((4) 
and (7)). With this time-resolved system, it was possible 
to determine the time the deflector wheel classifier needs 
to reach stationary separation behavior.

3.2 Reconstruction of the deflector wheel classifier 
to permit optical accessibility

In order to determine the separation characteristics of a 
deflector wheel classifier, Stender et al. (Stender M., et al., 
2015) reconstructed the ATP 50 so that an optical access 
onto the deflector wheel was achieved. In order to main-
tain the classification conditions and the flow of the sepa-
ration air, Stender et al. did not change the geometry of 
the classifying wheel or the neighboring components. In 
order to realize this, the motor of the wheel and the outlet 
pipe of the fine particle fraction had to be moved to the 
same side of the deflector wheel. The outlet pipe of the 
fine particles was realized using a hollow shaft supported 
by two high-speed spindle bearings (A), driven by a flat 
belt (B) which is sealed with an oil-soaked gasket. The 

Fig. 2 Schematic of the Hosokawa Alpine ATP 50: (1) Feed 
screw, (2) deflector wheel classifier ATP, (3) separating 
air pipe, (4) particle lock system 1: coarse material out-
let, (5) bag filter system, (6) aero cyclone (7) particle 
lock system 2: fine material outlet 1, (8) fine material 
outlet 2.
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drive of the hollow shaft takes place via a 1:3 gearing 
which is powered by a frequency-controlled three-phase 
asynchronous motor (D) (see Fig. 3) (Stender M. et al., 
2015).

For the optical access to the classifying wheel, specially 
designed viewing windows were installed on the top (E) 
and on the side (H). The windows were placed in the side 
wall and the ceiling of the housing. Special glass discs of 
the type Mirogard were used for the windows which ex-
hibit anti-reflective properties on both sides thus leading 
to a high transparency. A high-speed Keyence VW-600M 
camera was placed in front of the window (cf. Fig. 3 (J)) 
to visualize the motions of the particles during the sepa-
ration process. In order to prevent light reflections, the 
camera was aligned in a 90° angle to the illumination re-
alized with a tripod lamp across the ceiling window 
(Spötter C. et al., 2015; Stender M. et al., 2015).

3.3 Calculation of the material loading

Besides the circumferential speed, also the mass load-
ing (ML) was varied in this study. According to equation 
(7), the mass loading was calculated by dividing the feed 
mass flow rate by the separation air mass flow rate (Stieß 
M., 2009):

kg   
h  kg     

h

feedmass flow
ML

separationairmass flow

 
  

 
  

 (7)

The aspirator of the deflector wheel classifier provided 
a constant air flow rate of 75 m3/h, corresponding to an 
air mass flow rate of 90.13 kg/h. The mass loading was 
varied between 1 and 5 % (Table 1).

3.4 Construction of a particle cannon

In section 5 of this study, a new model approach for the 

separation of a deflector wheel classifier will be presented. 
This model includes as a new parameter the thickness H 
of the particle layer which is formed by the impacting and 
rebounding particles close to the pursuing paddle. In or-
der to determine this parameter, a particle cannon (cf. 
Fig. 4) was constructed which is able to image particles 
with sizes from 500 to 2000 μm at a velocity up to 80 m/s 
where the lower particle size is given by the camera reso-
lution which also depends on the particle material. Since 
the limestone particles exhibited a mediocre contrast, the 

Fig. 3 Remodeled Turboplex ATP 50 deflector wheel: a) One-sided bearing for optical access on the opposite 
side, b) Installations to permit optical access and purge air for keeping the view of the deflector wheel 
free. (A = high-speed spindle bearings, B = flat belt, C = classifier chamber, D = three-phase asynchro-
nous motor, E = top viewing window, F = light source, G = classifying wheel, H = side viewing window, 
I = transparent front wall, J = high-speed camera). Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Stender M. et 
al., 2015). Copyright: (2015) John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

Table 1 Mass loading of the experiments at stationary 
conditions from 1 to 5 %.

Mass  
loading  
(ML)

Feed mass flow
Separation 
air mass 

flow

[%] [kg/h] [g/min] [kg/h]

1 0.903 15.05 90.31

2 1.806 30.10 90.31

3 2.709 45.15 90.31

4 3.612 60.20 90.31

5 4.515 75.25 90.31

Fig. 4 Illustration of a particle cannon. (1) impaction plate, (2) 
metal tube, (3) particle, (4) relaxed ribbon, (5) ten-
sioned ribbon and (6) high-speed camera.
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dependence of H on impact velocity and mass loading 
was investigated for quartz particles. During each experi-
ment, particles were accelerated by means of an elastic 
ribbon under tension to different velocities (finger of a 
rubber glove). The particles leave the metal tube and col-
lide with an impaction plate. While at very low loadings, 
the coefficient of restitution for single particles can be de-
termined from the initial and rebounding velocity 
(en = vr ⁄vi), at higher loadings, where significant parti-
cle-particle collisions occur, the particle layer thickness H 
is measured from images of the bulk behavior obtained 
with the high-speed camera.

Since the boundaries of the particle layer were not 
sharp but rather diffuse, the thickness was determined 
from the distribution of the gray scale values evaluated 
with the software ImageJ. As a criterion for the extension 
of the layer, the position was recorded where the gray 
scale value had dropped to 80 % of the maximum value.

4. Experimental results

4.1 Visualization and parametrization of gas and 
particle flow in the separation zone

The following results present the gas flow and the par-
ticle motion in the area between two separation paddles 
(separation zone). While for the visualization of the gas 
flow very fine limestone particles were used, the motion 
of coarser particles was visualized with coarser limestone 
particles (x50,3 of 59.86 μm). As tracers, fine limestone 
particles with an x50.3 of 2.15 μm were used which follow 
the gas flow without lag and without classification. To 
catch the gas flow behavior, due to some inhomogeneous 
distribution of the fine particles, the discernible contrast 
points were tracked on subsequent images. Using the soft-
ware Motion analyzer VW 9000, the motion of these fine 
particle accumulations was represented by lines of arrows.

In Fig. 5a), it is shown that at a revolution rate of 
3000 rpm, the limestone tracer particles pass the whole 
separation area in an arc-like flow. The gas flow starts to 
be deflected slightly in the left/middle section of the clas-
sifying zone, while near the pursuing paddle, the gas 
flows in straight lines. Nevertheless, the gas flow of the 
very fine limestone particles passes the entire classifica-
tion area at a revolution rate of 3000 rpm. At the begin-
ning, the coarse limestone particles (Fig. 6a)) follow the 
gas flow into the separation zone, but later they continue 
their motion towards the pursuing paddle deviating from 
the gas flow due to their higher inertia. Only at this low 
revolution rate is the spatial distribution of the particles 
relatively homogeneous over the classification area as a 
consequence of the less deviated incoming particles and 
deflected larger particles (cf. Fig. 6a)).

From subsequent images, the particle velocity relative 
to the pursuing paddle was measured using the Motion 
analyzer VW 9000 software. Interestingly, the particle 

Fig. 5 Visualization of the gas flow (indicated by fine parti-
cles) between the separating paddles for increasing 
revolution rates from a) to e). View onto the separation 
area between two deflection paddles (The separation 
wheel moves in anticlockwise direction). Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. (Stender M. et al., 2015). 
Copyright: (2015) John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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velocity, initially close to the peripheral speed of the pad-
dle, decreased as the paddle approached. This decelera-
tion effect could be caused either by bouncing particles 

colliding with the approaching particles or by peripheral 
air flow created by the paddle motion, or a combination of 
both. In any case, the deceleration of the approaching par-
ticles was observed at all revolution rates, as indicated by 
the relative velocities given in Fig. 6.

For higher revolution rates, a vortex is formed (cf. 
Fig. 5b–e) which leads to a constriction of the particle 
flow, thereby focusing especially the coarse particles to hit 
the pursuing paddle on a smaller area (Fig. 6b–e) (Stender 
M. et al., 2015).

At an increased revolution rate of 6000 rpm, the tracer 
particle flow (Fig. 5b) begins to form a vortex on the left 
side of the separation area. This vortex leads to a con-
striction of the particle flow, thereby focusing it onto a 
smaller area of the impaction paddle (Fig. 6b) (Stender M. 
et al., 2015).

The vortex begins to move away from the leading sepa-
ration paddle into the middle of the separation area if the 
revolution rate is increased further to 9000 rpm (Fig. 5c). 
With increasing revolution rate (Fig. 5d–e), the vortex 
moves closer and closer to the pursuing paddle. Fig. 7 il-
lustrates the model of the vortex formation and the parti-
cle motion in the separation zone.

Using the parametrization shown in Fig. 7, the flow 
field between the separation paddles was determined as a 
function of the revolution rate. The results illustrate the 
movement of the vortex leading to a constriction of the 
gas flow which depends on the revolution rate. Regarding 
the separation process, the constriction of the flow results 
in an increased inwards radial gas velocity. This should 
facilitate the entrainment of coarser particles according to 
the classic model outlined in chapter 2.2. However, this 
effect was not observed in the separation curves as dis-
cussed in chapter 4.3.

Fig. 7 2D model of the vortex formation and the particle flow 
in the separation zone of a deflector wheel classifier 
(paddle depth is D): Leff = effective separation distance 
(Aeff = Leff·D = effective separation area), Limp = Impac-
tion length (Aimp = Limp·D = impaction area), dv = vor-
tex diameter, vi = relative velocity between particle and 
pursuing paddle, Rimp = mean impaction radius (related 
to the axis of rotation) and Reff = distance between the 
center of the vortex and the center of the deflector 
wheel.

Fig. 6 Visualization of the coarse particle motion between the 
separating paddles for increasing revolution rates from 
a) to e). View onto the separation area between two de-
flection paddles (The separation wheel moves in anti-
clockwise direction) [Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. (Stender M. et al., 2015). Copyright: (2015) John 
Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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While the lateral position of the vortex between the 
paddles depends on the peripheral speed, the radial posi-
tion does not change (cf. Fig. 8a). At the same time, the 
size of the vortex dv increases linearly with peripheral 
speed up to about 32 m/s, at which point it approaches a 
constant value given by the geometric constrictions of the 
paddles (cf. Fig. 8b). In all experiments performed here, 
the peripheral speed vs of the separating wheel was higher 
than the circumferential component of the classifying air 
vφ (vφ⁄vs < 1), leading to a clockwise rotating gas vortex 
for an anticlockwise rotating wheel in agreement with the 
results of the LDA measurements on a water model by 

Legenhausen (Legenhausen K., 1991).
For the classifier geometry used, it was observed that 

the particles were initially nearly at rest so that the rela-
tive velocity was mainly determined by the motion of the 
paddles as shown in Fig. 8c). As a consequence of the 
vortex behavior, the incoming particles are increasingly 
focused onto an impaction area Aimp of the pursuing pad-
dle with increasing peripheral speed (cf. Figs. 6 (b–e) & 
8b). The impaction area is reduced in size and moves, on 
average, to the outer edge with increasing peripheral 
speed as indicated by the parameter Rimp (cf. Fig. 8c).

After the impaction, the coarse particles are reflected at 
a reduced speed relative to the pursuing paddle in random 
directions. However, in an absolute coordinate system, 
the particles experience much higher velocities after the 
rebound which is important for the centrifugal force. At 
low material charge, it is possible that a single particle 
bounces from the pursuing paddle almost unimpeded to 
the opposite leading paddle. With an increasing material 
charge and constriction of the particle flow (cf. Figs. 6 
and 8), the rebounding particles collide with subsequent 
feed particles in a zone near the pursuing paddle. This in-
teraction decelerates the approaching particles as well as 
the rebounding particles. With an increase in particle 
concentration, the frequency of particle-particle collisions 
also increases which reduces the extension of the collision 
zone as indicated by a particle layer in the vicinity of the 
pursuing paddle (cf. Fig. 16).

4.2 Transition from instationary to stationary 
separation behavior

In the following sections, the particle separation behav-
ior will be discussed. Since the separation process be-
tween the paddles is very fast (in the ms range), it may be 
hypothesized that the overall separation process quickly 
reaches a steady state. However, in the following text it 
will be shown that, depending on the revolution rate and 
material loading, it may take several minutes up to over 
50 min to reach a stationary separation behavior.

In Fig. 9, the mass fractions of fine and coarse material 
are shown as a function of the separation time for differ-
ent mass loadings. For a revolution rate of 9000 rpm, the 
stationary separation is achieved faster with increasing 
mass loading and at a higher fraction of coarse material. 
The same behavior, however, in a mirror symmetrical 
way, applies for the fine material.

A similar observation was made for the separation 
curve as shown in Fig. 10. For a revolution rate of 
9000 rpm and a mass loading of 3 %, a stationary separa-
tion behavior is not achieved before about 25 min.

In the following text, the time to reach stationary sepa-
ration curves which are parametrized by the cut point and 
the sharpness of cut will be summarized for various revo-

Fig. 8 a) Separation diameter Leff and effective separation ra-
dius Reff plotted against the peripheral speed of the de-
flector wheel; b) Impaction area Aimp and vortex 
diameter dv plotted against the peripheral speed of the 
deflector wheel; c) Relative velocity between feed par-
ticle and pursuing paddle vi and mean impact radius 
Rimp plotted against the peripheral speed of the deflec-
tor wheel.
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lution rates and mass loadings. As shown in Fig. 11a) and 
b), the cut point and sharpness reaches steady state faster 
with an increasing revolution rate and/or increasing mass 
loading. These results indicate that the particles accumu-
late in a hold-up ring around the deflector wheel which 
was in fact seen with the high-speed camera (Fig. 12). 
This hold-up ring consists of deflected and approaching 
particles with a concentration which increases signifi-
cantly near the outer edge of the deflector wheel. When 
assuming that the capacity of this hold-up ring is con-
stant, the dependence of the characteristic time to reach 
the steady state on the revolution rate and mass loading 
becomes obvious. The time to fill the hold-up ring scales 
inversely with the mass flow rate which in turn is deter-
mined by the particle velocity (peripheral speed) and the 
particle concentration (mass loading).

4.3 Separation behavior in stationary conditions

As shown in the last chapter, the deflector wheel classi-

fier needs a certain time to reach stationary separation be-
havior, which may take up to 50 min in the worst case 
(3000 rpm). In the following text, the separation behavior 
at steady state conditions is outlined.

In Fig. 13, the fractions of fine and coarse material are 
shown as a function of revolution rate and mass loading. 
With increasing revolution rate and mass loading, the 
fraction of the coarse material increases where, however, 
the influence of the revolution rate is dominating the ef-
fect of the mass loading. It is clear that the behavior of the 
fine material fraction is mirror-symmetrical to the coarse 
material. While the profile of the mass fraction curve re-
mains unchanged, the absolute values of the mass frac-
tions depend on the powder properties such as initial size 
distribution.

The dominating influence of the revolution rate is also 

Fig. 11 a) Arrival of a stationary cut point & b) Arrival of a 
stationary separation sharpness plotted against the 
revolution rate for material loadings of 1 to 5 %.

Fig. 12 Image of the hold-up ring around the deflector wheel 
with high concentrations close to the outer edge of the 
wheel surrounded by a more diffuse zone.

Fig. 9 Coarse and fine mass fraction plotted against the sepa-
ration time for a material loading of 1 to 5 % and con-
stant revolution rate of 9000 min–1.

Fig. 10 Separation efficiency plotted against the separation 
time for a mass loading of 3 % and revolution rate of 
9000 rpm.
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Fig. 13 Coarse and fine mass fraction plotted against the revo-
lution rate in stationary conditions.

Fig. 14 a) Separation efficiency plotted against the particle 
size, b) Cut point & c) Separation sharpness against 
the revolution rate in stationary conditions.

reflected in the separation curves shown in Fig. 14a). 
While an increase of the revolution rate by a factor of 3 
leads to an 83 % decrease of the cut point, an increase of 
the mass loading of the factor 3 results only in a reduction 
of 24 % (starting at 1 % and 3000 rpm). The evolution of 
the cut point for all investigated conditions is shown in 
Fig. 14b).

In contrast to the cut point, the sharpness of cut is 
nearly independent of the revolution rate and mass load-
ing. For the limestone particles with a median size of 
70 μm, the values varied between 54 and 62 % (cf. 
Fig. 14c)). This uniformity of the sharpness was deemed 
to be a consequence of the hold-up ring around the deflec-
tor wheel which could act similarly to a pre-filter for the 
incoming particles. In addition, the particle layer formed 
at the pursuing paddle may also contribute to a constant 
sharpness, as further outlined in the discussion. Some ex-
periments with finer limestone particles (median particle 
size of 40 μm) indicate a similar independence of the 
sharpness of cut on the revolution rate and mass loading, 
however, reaching higher average values in the range of 
65 %.

5. Discussion

In industrial applications of deflector wheel classifiers, 
the operation time is usually so long that the time needed 
to reach the steady state separation may be considered as 
negligible. However, the reason for this induction time, i.e. 
the hold-up ring which needs to be filled for stationary 
operation, can also influence the feed delivery to the clas-
sifying wheel with respect to size distribution and initial 
particle velocity. While the detailed investigation of the 
characteristics of the hold-up ring is beyond the scope of 
this contribution, the motion of the particles in the deflec-
tor wheel will be treated in the following text. From the 
high-speed camera images presented in chapter 4.1, it is 

concluded that the particles are nearly at rest in an abso-
lute coordinate system, i.e. the deflection paddles ap-
proach the particles which start to be drawn into the 
inter-paddle space by the radial gas flow. Therefore, in the 
approach phase, the particles have no peripheral speed so 
that they do not experience a centrifugal force. This result 
may be different for separators where the particles are ac-
celerated to a certain circumferential speed before enter-
ing the classification zone. However, the deflector wheel 
classifier used here is representative for a significant class 
of separators. In the case of particles initially at rest, the 
classic model comparing centrifugal force and drag is not 
applicable and a physical sound cut size cannot be esti-
mated. In fact, the particles would experience centrifugal 
forces only after being hit by the paddle. This phase will 
be discussed in more detail below. During the approach 
phase, however, the particles are accelerated in radial di-
rection due to the constriction of the free flow area as a 
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consequence of the vortex. Based on the geometric 
parametrization of the vortex (cf. chapter 4.1), the particle 
trajectories relative to the paddles were calculated by nu-
merically integrating the equation of motion. To do so, it 
was assumed that the paddle approaches the particles at 
the given peripheral speed while the particles are acceler-
ated in radial direction by the radial inwards gas flow. 
Since the revolution speed of the vortex and the gas flow 
at the initial zone between the paddles are not known, it 
was simply assumed that radial particle motion starts at 
the vortex in the presence of an accelerating radial gas 
flow. The radial component of the gas flow was approxi-
mated by the total gas flow divided by the cross-sectional 
area A given by:
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where RV is the vortex radius (=dV/2).
The radial particle motion is then determined by:
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where Stokes’ regime was assumed and the radial gas ve-
locity was calculated by    rv r V A r   .

The calculated trajectories obtained from this simple 
model are shown in Fig. 15 for three revolution speeds 
(6000, 9000, 15000 rpm), corresponding to peripheral 
speeds of 15.71, 23.56 and 39.27 m/s, respectively. In 
Fig. 15, the calculated particle motion is shown in the co-
ordinate system where the origin is fixed on the outermost 
point of the leading paddle for limestone particles with 
sizes of 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 μm.

From Fig. 15 it is obvious that the particle trajectory in 
the approach phase depends on the particle Stokes’ num-
ber (determined by the particle size and density and radial 
gas flow velocity) and the peripheral speed of the deflector 
wheel. However, the radial dispersion of the particles de-
pends also on the effective viscosity ηeff, i.e. the drag co-
efficient encountered by the particle due to friction with 
the gas and to particle-particle collisions. Beside the gas 
properties, this effective viscosity is also a function of 
the peripheral speed and mass loading and can be ap-
proximated following the model of Richardson and Zaki 
(Richardson J. F. and Zaki W.N., 1954). Although the ex-
act value of ηeff is not known for the particle system ob-
served here, the particle trajectories calculated with the 
pure gas viscosity are in qualitative agreement with the 
experimental observations (cf. Fig. 6).

In addition to the calculated particle trajectories, the 
measured cut sizes (43 μm, 27 μm, 15 μm) for the three 
revolution rates (6000, 9000, 15000 rpm) are also indi-
cated in Fig. 15. The white arrows indicate the locations 
of these cut sizes on the pursuing paddle in relation to the 
calculated trajectories. In this simple model for a given 
operating condition, the white arrow indicates the posi-
tion where the feed is distributed in equal parts into the 
fine and coarse fraction. However, this size-dependent 
partitioning of the feed between the fine and coarse frac-
tion could not be recorded with the high-speed camera 
used due to the limited size resolution which was further 
exacerbated by superposition effects at elevated concen-
trations.

In the rebound phase, the situation near the paddle is 
much more complicated. The particles bouncing from the 
paddle collide with the particles just approaching, leading 
to a very dense particle layer. Due to the limited resolu-
tion for the limestone particles, the thickness of this layer 
could not be determined directly at the paddle from the 
high-speed camera images. Therefore, off-line experi-
ments with quartz particles which gave a better contrast 
were performed with the particle cannon (cf. chapter 3.4) 
to investigate the principal dependencies of the particle 
layer thickness on the mass loading and approach velocity.

Fig. 15 Comparison of calculated limestone particle trajecto-
ries (black lines) for three revolution rates (6000, 
9000, 15000 rpm) during the approach phase using a 
simple model with the measured cut sizes (43 μm, 
27 μm, 15 μm) (white arrows). For each revolution 
rate, the calculated trajectories for particles with 10, 
20, 40, 80 and 160 μm, respectively, are shown. The 
dashed line indicates the motion of the outer edge of 
the paddles, moving in anticlockwise direction.

Fig. 16 Layer thickness of quartz particles plotted against ap-
proach velocity.
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As indicated in Fig. 16, the layer thickness depends 
more strongly on the mass loading than on the approach-
ing velocity which corresponds to the peripheral speed of 
the paddle. In this particle layer, the concentration is ex-
tremely high so that the particles are prevented from free 
motion due to frequent particle-particle collisions. There-
fore, we hypothesize that depending on the radial posi-
tion, the different parts of the particle layer experience 
different centrifugal forces. It is then assumed that at a 
certain radial position, the centrifugal forces overcome 
the inwards directed drag on the particle layer. As espe-
cially well observed at low peripheral speed, the outer 
part of the particle layer discharges toward the hold-up 
ring while the inner part is drawn into the fine fraction. In 
Fig. 15, the measured cut sizes for the different revolution 
rates are indicated by white arrows. For each revolution 
rate, the arrow would indicate the separation of the feed 
material into a coarser fraction discharged to the outside 
in the form of streaks and a fine fraction reporting to the 
inside.

The formation of streaks on the periphery of the deflec-
tor wheel was already deduced by Toneva et al. (Toneva P. 
et al., 2011), who analyzed the gas flow field in a deflector 
wheel separator. They concluded that particles which are 
rejected from the pursuing paddle could build particle 
streaks in the periphery of the deflector wheel, exactly as 
observed in the high-speed camera images (cf. Fig. 17).

Surprisingly, the occurrence of streaks is periodical 
with a frequency which depends on peripheral speed and 
mass loading. So far, however, a detailed analysis of the 
streak characteristics has not been completed.

Since the detailed investigation of many open issues 
such as fine particle trajectories and motion, the thickness 
of the particle layer at the pursuing paddle and the cir-
cumferential speed of the vortex is currently restricted by 
the resolution of the high-speed camera, it is planned for 
the future to use a microscope objective and a Laser 
Doppler Anemometer to quantitatively evaluate these 
phenomena. These measurements, combined with ongo-
ing CFD and DEM calculations, should provide a solid 
base for the development of a more quantitative separa-
tion model.

6. Summary

The performance of a deflector wheel classifier at 
steady state condition was studied experimentally with a 
limestone feed material. It was found that the time to 
reach stationary separation behavior may amount to sev-
eral tens of minutes depending on mass loading and pe-
ripheral speed. In steady state, the separation efficiency 
curve, separation sharpness and cut point also depend on 
mass loading and peripheral speed.

The visualization of the separation zone between the 
paddles of the deflector wheel revealed that the classic 
separation models do not represent the physics of the sep-
aration process adequately. First, the formation and evolu-
tion of a vortex forming inside the separation zone as 
proposed by Legenhausen, Toneva et al. and Stender et al. 
has to be taken into account. This vortex causes a con-
striction of the radial fluid flow in the separation zone. 
Secondly, in an absolute coordinate system, the particles 
have nearly no peripheral speed in the approach phase to-
wards the pursuing paddle and therefore they do not ex-
perience centrifugal forces in this phase. Third, the 
particles bouncing from the paddle collide with the in-
coming particles and form a dense layer close to the pur-
suing paddle. We hypothesize that the particles spread 
radially in the approach phase while the separation into 
coarse and fine fraction occurs in the dense layer close to 
pursuing paddle. In this model, the separation occurs at a 
special radial position on the pursuing paddle. Combining 
these considerations with the measured cut points may 
provide the base for more quantitative separation models 
taking into account operational and particle parameters.

As confirmed by high-speed camera images, the coarse 
fraction discharges as streaks to the periphery of the de-
flector wheel, probably contributing to the hold-up ring 
which forms around the deflector wheel. This hold-up 
ring which, to the best of our knowledge, is described 
here for the first time seems to be responsible for the in-
duction time to reach stationary separation conditions.

Finally, the sharpness of cut was observed to be virtu-
ally constant, only marginally influenced by mass loading 
and peripheral speed. While this fact may facilitate the 
development of a separation model significantly, i.e. re-
ducing the task to the determination of the cut point, the 
reason for the constant sharpness of cut is unclear so far. 
This phenomenon indicates that the interplay between 
particle approach, layer formation, streaks and hold-up 
ring is far from being understood and needs much more 
in-depth investigations.
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Abbreviations

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

LDA Laser Doppler anemometry

PIV Particle image velocimetry

Greek letters

ρFl Fluid density

ρP Particle density

η Dynamic viscosity

Equation letters

Ap [m2] Particle surface

cw(Re) [–] Coefficient of resistance

Fc [N] Centrifugal force

FW [N] Drag force

g [m/s²] Gravity

ɡC [–] Coarse material proportion

k [%] Separation sharpness

mC [kg] Coarse material mass

mFeed [kg] Feed material mass

qFeed [μm–1] Particle density distribution of the feed

qC [μm–1] Particle density distribution of the coarse 
particle fraction

Q3 [–] Particle size distribution

r0 [m] Separation radius

Re [–] Particle-Reynolds-number

T(x) [%] Separation efficiency

up [m/s] Particle circumferential velocity

VP [m3] Particle volume

vrel [m/s] Relative velocity

vr0 [m/s] Radial fluid velocity at the radius r0,

vφ [m/s] Fluid circumferential velocity at radius r0

x [μm] Particle size

x25 [μm] Particle size at 25 % of the separation effi-
ciency curve

x75 [μm] Particle size at 75 % of the separation effi-
ciency curve

xc [μm] Median cut point
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Experimental Investigations of the Effect of  
Chemical Additives on the Rheological Properties  

of Highly Concentrated Iron Ore Slurries †

Assefa Kebede Melorie and Deo Raj Kaushal *
1 Department of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, India

Abstract
Chemical additives are widely used in iron ore industry in various processing steps such as classification, 
crushing, grinding, and pelletization. These additives are also used in transportation of iron ore through highly 
concentrated slurry pipelines which are currently operating and coming up in large number across the world. 
These additives are usually categorized by their functions rather than chemical composition. In this study, the 
effect of quick lime (QL), hydrated lime (HL), Sodium hexametaphosphate (SHMP) and Acti-Gel on the 
rheological behaviors of iron ore slurries at volumetric concentrations (Cv) of 18.8 %, 22.1 % and 25.8 % and 
dosages of additives ranging from 0.05–2 % were investigated. The rheological parameters were measured using 
computerized rotational rheometer. All the sample data were best represented by Herschel-Bulkley model. 
Minimum shear stress and viscosity were obtained at 2 % dosage of QL for 18.8 % and minimum flow behaviour 
index was obtained at 25.8 % with 2 % additive dosage. The addition of HL markedly increases all the rheological 
parameters. When SHMP is used, minimum shear stress and viscosity were obtained at dosage of 1.5 %, 2 % and 
2 % for Cv of 18.8 %, 22.1 % and 25.8 % respectively. Acti-Gel resulted higher values of yield stress and flow 
behaviour indices at all solid concentrations.

Keywords: iron ore slurry, highly concentrated slurry, chemical additive, rheological property, Herschel-Bulkley 
fluid

1. Introduction

The demand of transporting a large quantities of iron 
ore fines, which are generated during mining and wash-
ing, through pipeline is increased very rapidly in the last 
decades. To mention one, recently in India the Essar Steel 
Company completed 253 km-long slurry pipeline that 
connects its ore washery plant at Dabuna, in Keonjhar 
district with its pelletization unit at Paradip. The design 
of this slurry pipeline entails predicting the power re-
quirement per unit of solids delivered over a unit distance. 
This pump power demand is mainly a function of pres-
sure drop. For establishing the pressure drop requirements 
the rheology of slurry has been identified as a critical pa-
rameter. Therefore, it would be useful to study the rheo-
logical behaviours of the slurry to estimate pressure drop 
and hence pumping capacity.

A number of factors influence the rheological be-

haviours namely the parent solid materials, the solid con-
tent, the particle size and its size distribution, slurry 
temperature, the pH and the presence of electrolytes and 
chemical additives (He et al., 2004). As stated by Jones 
and Harsley (2000) certain chemical additives enhance 
the fluidity of the slurries and hence enable the slurries to 
be pumped at much higher concentrations thus reducing 
the water requirements. So, the selection of appropriate 
additives should be recognized as one of the most essen-
tial factors in the preparation of slurries for transporta-
tion. It is, therefore, relevant to investigate the effects of 
chemical additives on the rheological behaviours of slur-
ries. According to Schick and Villa (1983), the chemical 
additives must be chosen such that they should provide 
sufficient viscosity, electro-kinetic potential and the de-
sired stability. A wide range of chemical additives have 
been used at various processing stages of iron ore mining 
industries in order to improve the rheological behaviours. 
These chemical agents might have been acted as a disper-
sants, coagulants, surfactants, or anti-settling agents.

Qiu G. et al. (2003) investigated the functions and mo-
lecular structure of ideal organic binders for iron ore pel-
letization based on the molecular design, interface 
chemistry, polymer science as well as failure model of a 
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binding system. Their investigations proved that -COO 
and -OH are ideal polar and hydrophilic groups of organic 
binders, respectively. They concluded that good organic 
binders for iron ore pelletization should contain structur-
ally sufficient polar groups and hydrophilic groups.

He et al. (2004) reviewed the slurry rheology in ultraf-
ine grinding, methods for the characterization of the 
slurry rheology, empirical equations for modelling the 
rheological behaviours and use of dispersants which af-
fect the slurry rheology. They concluded that the effect of 
dispersant is crucial since the solids content of a ground 
material with an appropriate dispersant in a stirred media 
mill increases by about 30 wt.% and the fineness of the fi-
nal product significantly enhances. They also concluded 
that for the slurry rheology control polyacrylic acid or its 
salts is the mostly used dispersant as a grinding aid. 
Pearse (2005) reviewed in detail the predominant reagents 
used and their mode of action in the mineral processing 
industry. According to this revision, lime and sulphuric 
acid are the highest volume bulk inorganic reagents used 
in mineral processing. Lime is being used for pH adjust-
ment, coagulation, heavy metal precipitation, causticization 
and depression of pyrite in flotation whereas Sulphuric 
acid is used for pH adjustment as well as for leaching. He 
concluded that polyDADMAC (diallyldimethyl ammo-
nium chloride) and quaternized polyamines are the main 
coagulants used in the minerals industry and low molecu-
lar mass polymers of sodium polyacrylate are used as the 
dispersing reagents.

Marcos and Antonio (2012, 2013) investigated the ef-
fects of the slurry’s rheological behavior and the state of 
aggregation and dispersion on wet ultrafine grinding of an 
iron ore concentrate. They observed that the addition of 
lime caused an increase in specific energy consumption, 
with significant increase in yield stress and consistency 
index of the fluid. According to the review of Assefa and 
Kaushal (2015a) on the effects of various chemical addi-
tives on the flow behaviours of coal ash and iron ore slur-
ries, all the chemical studied are capable of changing the 
flow behaviours of the slurries under considerations. They 

also concluded that the function of these chemical additives 
is almost always very specific in nature in which some ad-
ditives are proprietary products with highly specific func-
tions that work well in some systems but cannot be used 
in others. Hence, correct additive selection is important to 
get the intended results. Many other chemical additives 
are being used in the mineral processing industries such 
as in iron ore transportations (Mahiuddin et al., 1989; 
Sandra et al., 2013). A summary of some of the chemical 
additives and their functions are given in Table 1.

Generally speaking, the use of chemical additives in 
the iron ore processing varies from simple to the use of 
complex combinations of additives in classification, con-
centration, crushing, grinding, and pelletization. Many 
additional studies related to these have been published but 
there is still little understanding of the influence of chem-
icals on the flow behaviours of highly concentrated iron 
ore slurries. In the present study, the influence of four 
chemical agents, which have different nature, namely 
lime (quick lime and hydrated lime), Sodium hexameta-
phosphate (SHMP), and Acti-Gel®, on the rheological be-
haviours of high concentrate iron ore slurries were 
investigated.

2. Materials used

2.1 Parental solid material

The material used for this particular study was iron ore 
obtained from mine situated at the outskirt of Bangalore 
city, Karnataka state, India. The measured pH values are 
between 7.52–7.24 for slurry concentration of 18.8–25.8 % 
by volume without the addition of chemicals agents.

2.2 Chemical additives used

i) Lime
The two types of lime used for this study are quick 

lime (CaO) and hydrated lime (Ca(OH)2). Usually both 

Table 1 Some of the chemical additives and their functions on the iron ore slurries.

Name of the chemicals Functions/effects Parental solids References

Tapioca, Potato and corn starch; 
Sodium Silicate & SHMP

Flocculants; Dispersants Iron ore tailings Hanumantha and 
Narasimhan, 1985

Magnafloc and Rishfloc; Sodium 
petroleum and CTAB

Flocculants; Surfactants Iron ore fines Singh & Besra, 1997

Calcium lignosulphonate Surfactants Ferrosilicon and magnetite Mabuza et al., 2005

Magnafloc-1011-anionic and 
Magnafloc-333- non-ionic

Flocculants Iron ore tailings Dash et al., 2011

limestone Increased reducibility acid iron ore pellets Iljana et al., 2015
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lime act as a coagulants or flocculants and often added to 
the iron ore mixture to assist in binding the material to 
improve productivity and give a stronger sinter. The main 
difference between the two are their reactivity and chemi-
cal composition. Quick lime has a heavy density and is 
more reactive than hydrated lime. The pH values are 
much more alkaline (Table 2).

ii) Sodium Hexametaphosphate (SHMP)
It is mainly used as a deflocculant or as a dispersing 

agent. The dispersant reduces the particle-particle inter-
action by altering the surface charge, which prevents the 
particles from aggregating and effectively reduces the 
yield stress of the suspension. Several examples of viscos-
ity modification in industrial slurries have been described 
although the cost of modifiers limits their general applica-
tion. SHMP is more commonly used in laboratory proce-
dures to sustain suspensions in the determination of 
particle size distribution.

iii) Acti-Gel
According to the Active Minerals International, LLC 

website (ActiveMinerals, 2016), Acti-Gel® 208 is a highly 
purified Magnesium Alumino-Silicate and used in a wide 
variety of water based industrial applications. It is chemi-
cally inert and stable between pH 2 and pH 13. It is a low-
dose (–0.05 % to –0.20 % total dry weight material basis) 
rheology modifier and anti-settling agent that provides 
superior particle suspension, stabilizes mixtures, and 
dramatically improves the workability, flowability, pump-
ability and performance of slurries and pastes.

2.3 Water

In the real transportation of iron ore as slurries through 
pipelines, ordinary water is commonly used as a medium. 
Hence, ordinary tap water was chosen for the preparation 
of iron ore slurry for this particular investigation.

3. Measurement set up and range of parameters

3.1 Measuring device and sample preparations

The experiments were carried out in the Water Re-
sources Simulation Laboratory of Civil Engineering De-
partment, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi. The 
rheological data measurements were obtained with the 
help of an advanced computerized rotational rheometer, 

RheolabQC, manufactured by Anton Paar Company Ltd., 
Germany. It works according to the Searle principle in 
which the viscosity is proportional to the motor torque 
that is required for turning the measuring bob (rotor) 
against the fluid’s viscous forces. It determines the re-
quired force for rotating a bob in a fluid at known speed 
and works by defining the exact volume of sample which 
is to be sheared within a test cell, the torque required to 
achieve a certain rotational speed is measured.

The components of the rheometer and how the data can 
be read is explained in Assefa and Kaushal (2015b). Two 
setting options are available for test: controlled shear rate 
(CSR) and controlled shear stress (CSS). These options, 
together with the wide speed and torque ranges and very 
short motor response times, bring innumerable benefits 
for the application to investigate the conventional flow 
and viscosity behaviours of slurries and others. Details of 
the specifications of the rheometer geometry are shown in 
Table 3.

For the tests, around 80 to 100 g of the slurry was pre-
pared by mixing the required quantity of solid materials 
with tap water to obtain the desired concentration by 
weight (Cw). The samples were weighed by an electronic 
balance with a deviation of ±10–4 g. Then, the volumetric 
solid concentration (Cv) is computed as:

w
v

w g w

100 
(100 )
CC

C S C


 
 

  

 (1)

Where Sg is the specific gravity of the sample.
CSR between 30 to 300 s–1 at 10 equal intervals was 

applied for about 2 minutes to measure the corresponding 
shear stress and viscosity. All the measurements were re-
peated several times to minimize errors occur during 
tests. The repeated sets of sample data on shear stress and 
viscosity agreed within ±2 %. The pH were recorded at 
each measurements.

Once the sample is prepared and the measurement is 
done, different analysis method can be added in the anal-
ysis window interface. And hence, the measured data will 
be approximated using the chosen equations and the pa-

Table 2 Typical physical properties of the chemical agents.

Properties QL HL SHMP Acti-Gel

Specific gravity 3.2–3.4 2.0–2.4 2.18 2.62

pH ~12.8 ~12.4 5.5–7.7 7–9.5

Table 3 Technical Specifications of RheoLabQC.

Property Range

Speed 0.01 to 1200 L/min

Torque 0.20 to 75 mNm

Shear stress 0.5 to 30000 Pa

Shear rate 0.01 to 4000 L/s

Temperature –20°C to 180°C

Angular resolution 2 μrad
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rameters are estimated by weighting of relative error. 
From the various equations inbuilt in the Rheoplus Soft-
ware, Herschel-Bulkley and Bingham models have been 
chosen.

Using the given input data points of shear rate, in this 
particular study ranges from 30 to 300 s–1, the parameters 
such as shear stress and apparent viscosity are estimated. 
After running the analysis, the model results are obtained 
together with the statistical results of correlation ratio, R 
and R2, as well as standard deviations relation to yield 
stress. For a single data the model selection can be done 
using this value. But in this case, since for each samples 
data at least five replications have been made, the average 
of the series data were considered. Then, the rheological 
data obtained was fit to the Herschel-Bulkley and Bing-
ham models and the best fit model was chosen using R2.

3.2 Range of Parameters

The investigations were carried out at Cv of 18.8, 22.1 
and 25.8 %. For all chemicals except Acti-Gel, the addi-
tive proportions of 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 % were used. 
But for Acti-Gel, proportions of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 % were 
used.

4. Results and discussions

Analysing the chemical reactions or change in the 
chemical properties of the slurry is not the intention of 
this particular study. It merely focuses on the influence of 
chemicals on the rheological properties of the iron ore 
slurries .

4.1 Physical properties of the sample

As shown in Fig. 1, the median particle diameter (d50) 
is 12 μm. The maximum particle size is 300 μm and 

around 89 % of the particle sizes are below 75 μm. Hence, 
the sample can be categorized as finer particles. The spe-
cific gravity of iron ore fine was measured by sedimenta-
tion technique and found to be 4.32 and static settled 
concentration is 53.04 % by volume.

4.2 pH values

Fig. 2 shows the effects of concentration of chemical 
agents on pH values of iron ore slurries at different con-
centrations. From the figure, it is seen that pH values were 
highly affected by the addition of QL and HL.

Abrupt increase in the pH values was observed when 
these chemicals were added even in small proportions 
(0.05 %). But then onwards, the rate of increment was de-
creased as the amount of chemical agents increased. The 
minimum and the maximum values registered for both 
lime were 9.83 and 12.57 at 0.05 % on Cv of 25.8 % and at 
2 % additives on Cv of 18.8 % respectively. When SHMP 
was used, the pH values were decreased as the additive 
proportion was increased for all slurry concentrations and 

Fig. 1 Particle size distribution of the iron ore sample.
Fig. 2 pH values of the iron ore slurries at different solid con-

centration and chemical dosages.
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a minimum and a maximum values of 7.72 and 6.37 were 
measured on Cv of 18.8 % at 0.05 % additive and on Cv of 
25.8 % at 2 % additive respectively. In contrary, addition 
of Acti-Gel showed insignificant change in the pH values 
at all solid concentrations due to its inert properties.

4.3 Slurries rheological properties and model 
representation

The shear stress data were fitted to the models of 
Herschel-Bulkley and Bingham, which are expressed as:

Herschel-Bulkley model: y
nτ τ Kγ    

  
 (2)

Bingham model: y pτ τ η γ    
  

 (3)

Where, τy is the yield stress, K is a measure of the aver-
age viscosity of the fluid (or the flow consistency index) 
and n is a measure of the deviation of the fluid from New-
tonian (or the flow behaviour index), ηp is the plastic vis-
cosity and γ   is the shear rate.

The average rheological data obtained from exact shear 
stress- shear rate data using the rotational rheometer and 
those obtained from the two models for Cv of 18.8, 22.1, 
and 25.8 % without chemical additives and Cv of 18.8 % 
with the addition of QL are shown in Fig. 3(a–i). The 
same trends were followed for the rest of the data. For all 
the samples data, the range of R2 were from 0.8993–
0.9998 and from 0.4253–0.9997 for Herschel-Bulkley and 
Bingham model respectively. Hence, it is concluded that 
the variation of the shear stress with shear rate at all solid 

Fig. 3 (a–i). Selection of best fit model to the measured data of QL at different Cv and chemical proportions.
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concentrations with and without the addition of chemicals 
follow a power law with yield stress and best represented 
by Herschel-Bulkley model.

The values of K and n were determined by regression 
analysis of the logarithmic form of Eqn. (2) using sets of 
shear stress and shear rate data read from the flow curves. 
For all data sets, the values of n are greater than one 
which indicate that the samples exhibit yield shear thick-
ening behaviours (Tables 4–7). Furthermore, it shows an 
increasing degree of shear thickening with increase in 
solid contents. It may also be mentioned that the increase 
in apparent viscosity with iron ore content is almost pro-
portional to the value of K.

4.4 The Effects of chemical additives

The Effects of different concentrations of chemical 
agents on the rheological behaviours of iron ore slurries 
are shown in Figs. 4–15. Figs. 4–6 show the effects of 
QL on the shear stress and viscosity of iron ore slurries at 
Cv of 18.8 %, 22.1 % and 25.8 % and at additives concen-
trations of 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 %.

It is showed that for all additives dosages the values of 
shear stress and viscosity registered were higher than the 

values without the chemical additives at Cv of 22.1 % and 
25.8 %. Similarly, the increased in rheogram values were 
observed with increasing the solid concentrations and 
higher rate of increments were also shown in all additives 
dosages. But in the case of Cv of 18.8 %, the shear stress 
and viscosity were increased up to 0.5 % of additives and 
then deceased as the additives proportions increased and 
the minimum rheogram data were registered at the maxi-
mum additive concentration (2 %). The rate of decrement 
in viscosity at the lower shear rate ranges was higher than 
at higher shear rate ranges for all the solid concentrations 
and chemical additives proportions. Table 4 displayed the 
results of the rheological parameters yield stress, flow be-
haviour index and consistency index as a function of pro-
portions of QL. It is shown that the values of n were 
decreased as the solid concentrations increased for the 
same additives concentrations and minimum n values 
were registered at Cv of 25.8 %. Furthermore, for all solid 
concentrations, the additions of QL increased the yield 
stresses.

Figs. 7–9 present the shear stress and viscosity at Cv of 
18.8, 22.1, and 25.8 % as a function of dosages of HL. 
Both the shear stresses and viscosities with the additions 
of this chemical agent were markedly higher compared 

Table 4 Rheological parameters data at various concentrations and chemical additives of QL.

Cv = 18.8 % Cv = 22.1 % Cv = 25.8 %

QL
 (%)

τy 
(Pa)

n
 (–)

K
 (μPa.sn)

τy
 (Pa)

n 
(–)

K
 (μPa.sn)

τy
 (Pa)

n
 (–)

K
 (μPa.sn)

0 0.086 1.7 5034 0.164 1.4 3361 0.307 1.21 11830

0.05 0.934 1.63 723 0.82 1.45 2548 0.856 1.25 9632

0.1 0.836 1.7 504 0.273 1.25 7851 1.28 1.42 3762

0.5 0.766 1.45 2119 0.521 1.4 3399 0.991 1.27 8760

1 0.369 1.39 3133 0.564 1.28 6794 0.759 1.17 16703

1.5 0.403 1.47 2031 0.783 1.32 5183 1.401 1.2 13265

2 0.329 1.47 1948 0.932 1.52 1724 1.25 1.19 13861

Table 5 Rheological parameters data at various concentrations and chemical additives of HL.

Cv = 18.8 % Cv = 22.1 % Cv = 25.8 %

HL 
(%)

τy 
(Pa)

n 
(–)

K 
(μPa.sn)

τy 
(Pa)

n 
(–)

K 
(μPa.sn)

τy 
(Pa)

n 
(–)

K 
(μPa.sn)

0 0 1.26 6625 0 1.2 11197 0.134 1.11 22459

0.05 0 1.35 4482 0.143 1.26 8449 1.367 1.27 9605

0.1 0.755 1.57 1125 0.186 1.21 10965 1.8 1.48 2928

0.5 0.399 1.39 3330 0.108 1.21 10730 2.017 1.41 4217

1 0.604 1.36 3858 0.073 1.17 14197 1.264 1.32 7176

1.5 0.541 1.4 3185 0.413 1.2 11410 1.227 1.33 7068

2 0.548 1.42 2807 0.047 1.14 16711 1.57 1.32 7537
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with the reference rheogram data (without the addition of 
chemical agents) at all solid concentrations and additive 
ranges. The same trends as that of QL were observed at 

low and high shear rates. Unlike the QL, the lower values 
of n were registered at Cv of 22.1 % for all additive dos-
ages (Table 5).

Table 6 Rheological parameters data at various concentrations and chemical additives of SHMP.

Cv = 18.8 % Cv = 22.1 % Cv = 25.8 %

SHMP 
(%)

τy 
(Pa)

n 
(–)

K 
(μPa.sn)

τy 
(Pa)

n 
(–)

K 
(μPa.sn)

τy 
(Pa)

n 
(–)

K 
(μPa.sn)

0 0 1.39 3760 0 1.31 6111 0.441 1.26 8736

0.05 0 1.64 940 0.559 1.53 5282 0.39 1.34 5546

0.1 0.087 1.44 2623 1.807 1.93 157 3.82 2.65 262

0.5 1.567 2.12 48.5 2.003 2.15 43.6 2.71 2.41 11.9

1 1.367 2.03 82.7 1.49 2.06 75.3 1.75 1.96 156

1.5 0.818 1.97 122 1.407 1.43 2207 1.92 2.02 116

2 1.297 1.85 219 1.321 2.76 2187 1.17 1.83 359

Table 7 Rheological parameters data at various concentrations and chemical additives of Acti-Gel.

Cv = 18.8 % Cv = 22.1 % Cv = 25.8 %

Acti-Gel 
(%)

τy 
(Pa)

n 
(–)

K 
(μPa.sn)

τy 
(Pa)

n 
(–)

K 
(μPa.sn)

τy 
(Pa)

n 
(–)

K 
(μPa.sn)

0 0.106 1.43 2493 0.468 1.79 371.4 2.343 1.4 3424

0.05 0.72 1.81 277.2 0.7 1.79 350.2 0.514 1.38 4620

0.1 0.88 1.69 509.3 0.64 1.72 510.3 1.065 1.58 1454

0.2 0.668 1.84 231.5 1.013 1.67 678.6 1.54 1.69 757

Fig. 4 Rheogram of iron ore slurries at QL dosages of 0 to 2 % and Cv of 18.8 %.
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Fig. 5 Rheogram of iron ore slurries at QL dosages of 0 to 2 % and Cv of 22.1 %.

Fig. 6 Rheogram of iron ore slurries at QL dosages of 0 to 2 % and Cv of 25.8 %.
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Fig. 7 Rheogram of iron ore slurries at HL concentrations of 0 to 2 % and Cv of 18.8 %.

Fig. 8 Rheogram of iron ore slurries at HL concentrations of 0 to 2 % and Cv of 22.1 %.
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Fig. 9 Rheogram of iron ore slurries at HL concentrations of 0 to 2 % and Cv of 25.8 %.

Fig. 10 Rheogram of iron ore slurries at SHMP concentrations of 0 to 2 % and Cv of 18.8 %.
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Fig. 11 Rheogram of iron ore slurries at SHMP concentrations of 0 to 2 % and Cv of 22.1 %.

Fig. 12 Rheogram of iron ore slurries at SHMP concentrations of 0 to 2 % and Cv of 25.8 %.
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Figs. 10–12 illustrate the relationship between shear 
stress versus shear rate and viscosity versus shear rate for 
the iron ore slurries at Cv of 18.8 %, 22.1 % and 25.8 % 
using different dosages of SHMP as a dispersing agents. 
It can be seen that low shear stress and viscosity were ob-
tained at additive dosage of 1.5 % for Cv of 18.8 % and at 
2 % for Cv of 22.1 and 25.8 %. The same trends also ob-
served as that of lime (QL and HL) at low shear, particu-
larly less than 60 s-1, the rheogram values increased at all 
solid concentrations and additives dosages but the rate of 

increment is higher than lime. Furthermore, the values of 
n were decreased as the solid concentrations increased for 
additives concentrations 0.05 % and then increased for 
the remaining dosages of additives for all concentrations 
(Table 6).

The effects of Acti-Gel dosages on the shear stress and 
viscosity of iron ore slurries at Cv of 18.8, 22.1 and 25.8 % 
are presented in Figs. 13–15. From these figures it can be 
observed that minimum shear stress was registered at 
0.2 % of Acti-Gel for Cv of 18.8 % and at 0.1 % for 22.1 % 

Fig. 13 Rheogram of iron ore slurries at Acti-Gel concentrations of 0 to 0.2 % and Cv of 18.8 %.

Fig. 14 Rheogram of iron ore slurries at Acti-Gel concentrations of 0 to 0.2 % and Cv of 22.8 %.

Fig. 15 Rheogram of iron ore slurries at Acti-Gel concentrations of 0 to 0.2 % and Cv of 25.8 %.
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and 25.8 % of solid concentrations. It can also be seen 
that viscosity was increased drastically at the lower shear 
rate (usually less than 90 s-1) for all additives and solid 
concentrations. A minimum yield stress was obtained at 
additive concentrations of 0.2 %, 0.1 % and 0.05 % for Cv 
of 18.8, 22.1 and 25.8 % respectively. But these minimum 
values were higher than the yield stress at 0 % additive 
(Table 7). Furthermore, it is also shown that the values of 
n were higher when this chemical was added for all range 
of solid concentrations which indicate that the slurry 
shows more yield thickening behaviours.

5. Conclusions

The iron ore slurries, with and without the additions of 
chemical agents, considered in this particular study ex-
hibit shear thickening properties and best represented by 
Herschel-Bulkley model. The shear stress and viscosity 
were decreased beyond 0.5 % of QL and minimum results 
were registered at the maximum additive dosage (2 %) on 
18.8 % solid concentration. Furthermore, the addition of 
QL increased the yield stress and minimum flow be-
haviour index was obtained at 25.8 % solid concentration 
with 2 % additive dosage. In contrary to the above, the 
addition of HL increased markedly the values of shear 
stress, viscosity, flow consistency and flow behavior indi-
ces. When SHMP is used, minimum shear stress and vis-
cosity were obtained at a dosage of 1.5 % for Cv of 18.8 % 
and at 2 % for Cv of 22.1 % and 25.8 %. Acti-Gel resulted 
higher values of τy and n for all ranges of solid concentra-
tions.

The pH values of the slurries were remarkably in-
creased when QL and HL were used in all solid concen-
trations and additive dosages. On the other hand Acti-Gel 
showed negligible effect on pH due to its inert property 
and the friction factors increased at all solid concentration 
and Acti-Gel dosages.

Further investigation is needed on how these most ef-
fective chemical agents change the chemical composition 
and properties of the iron ore slurries for the intended 
purposes.
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Nomenclature

Cw Concentration by weight (%)

Cv Volumetric solid concentration (%)

D Pipe diameter (m)

f Fanning friction factor (–)

f0 Reference fanning friction factor (–)

f’ Normalized friction factor (–)

HL Hydrated lime

K Flow consistency index (Pa sn)

n Flow behaviour index (–)

QL Quick lime

Re Reynolds number (–)

Sg Specific gravity (–)

SHMP Sodium hexametaphosphate

U Flow velocity (m/s)

ρm Density of mixture (kg/m3)

τy Yield stress (Pa)

ηp Plastic viscosity (Pa s)

γ  Shear rate (s–1)
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Compression and Relaxation Properties of Municipal  
Solid Waste Refuse-Derived Fuel Fluff †

Charley Sprenger, Lope G. Tabil * and Majid Soleimani
1 Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering, University of Saskatchewan, Canada

Abstract
The compression and relaxation characteristics of municipal solid waste (MSW) refuse-derived-fuel (RDF) fluff 
were investigated with respect to biodegradable fraction, grind size, moisture content, applied load, and pelleting 
temperature. Experimental trials were performed by using a single pelleting unit mounted on an Instron universal 
testing machine. Two grind sizes of each sample were prepared, 3.18 mm and 6.35 mm, and moisture contents 
were increased to 8 %, 12 %, and 16 % w.b. The applied loads were set at 2 kN, 3 kN, and 4 kN at two 
temperature settings, 50 °C and 90 °C. The experimental data for these trials was collected and multiple 
compression and relaxation models were fitted to the applied pressure, compact density or volume data. The 
results indicated that the compact density of RDF improved by increasing the grind size, while the compact 
density of biodegradable pellets increased with increasing pelleting load and temperature. The compact density of 
pellets produced from RDF ranged from 880–1020 kg/m3; the compact density of the biodegradable pellets ranged 
from 1120–1290 kg/m3. The Walker and Jones models both indicated that the biodegradable material fraction has 
a higher compressibility than the RDF material, where neither moisture content nor grind size at all levels had a 
significant effect on the compressibility of either material. The Kawakita-Lüdde model estimated the porosity of 
the pelleted samples, while the Cooper-Eaton model indicated that the primary mechanism of densification was 
particle rearrangement. Application of the Peleg and Moreyra model for analysis of relaxation properties of the 
compressed materials determined the asymptotic modulus of the residual stress to be between 89 and 117 MPa for 
all experimental parameters; however, the RDF material produced more rigid pellets than the biodegradable 
material.

Keywords: densification, asymptotic modulus, visco-elastic properties, municipal solid waste, bio-processing, 
biofuels

1. Introduction

In an age of societal dependence on fossil-based re-
sources, paired with concerns over environmental sus-
tainability, researchers and policy makers are avidly 
looking towards biofuels as an alternative means to meet 
the demand for energy in future generations. In particu-
lar, ‘advanced’ biofuels—those that are made with mate-
rials that do not compete with food or land resources—
are of high research and development interest as a means 
to achieve the energy goal in the most sustainable means 
possible (BioFuelNet, 2015). Biofuels are recognized with 
being carbon-neutral, slowing the exponentially rising 
consequences of greenhouse gas emissions, and are de-
veloped from renewable resources.

Municipal solid waste (MSW) consists of both organic 
and inorganic fractions and may include paper, plastic, 
glass, metal, food waste, wood, and other composite mate-
rials (Mor et al., 2006). There is potential for the utilization 
of MSW in the form of refuse derived fuel (RDF) as a 
feedstock for thermochemical conversion in this advanced 
biofuels industry. Typically, MSW is disposed of in land-
fills as garbage, as such the conversion to RDF would 
provide a more sustainable alternative disposal method 
for the waste. The City of Edmonton in collaboration with 
Enerkem Alberta Biofuels currently operates a Waste-to- 
Biofuels facility in which processed MSW (RDF-fluff) is 
converted into methanol through patented, low-severity 
gasification technology (EWMC, 2015). Densification of 
this RDF-fluff would produce a higher quality feedstock 
that is more durable, improving storage and handling as 
well as providing a more uniform product for conversion.

Literature indicates that there are numerous variables 
that influence biomass densification; these include both 
process conditions and material characteristics. The pro-
cess variables imposed on the densification procedure 
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include temperature, applied pressure, hold time, die 
geometry, and application rate. The addition of heat re-
sults in a reduced resistance to applied load by biomateri-
als (Sokhansanj et al., 2005). Increased applied pressure 
will indeed result in higher densities, however there is an 
optimal pressure that should be utilized at which the me-
chanical strength of the material due to plastic deforma-
tion is reached (Yaman et al., 2000). Hold times are most 
significant in reducing the effect of ‘spring-back’ from 
elastic deformation during compression. Die geometry 
influences the amount of material that can be pelleted; 
smaller diameters will increase the restriction and there-
fore the energy required to produce a pellet. Material vari-
ables such as moisture content, particle size distribution, 
biochemical composition, and pretreatment are character-
istic of particular biomass feedstocks. Several sources in-
dicate that moisture contents between 8–12 % result in 
denser and higher quality pellets from cellulosic materials 
(Sokhansanj et al., 2005). Water acts as a binder in which 
the contact area of the particles is increased, allowing for 
the formation of bonds by van der Waal’s forces (Mani et 
al., 2003). Particle size distribution in addition to geomet-
ric mean diameter has an effect on the quality and density 
of pellets (Payne, 1978). The biochemical composition of 
a feedstock (i.e. the fraction of starch, cellulose, protein, 
etc ...) will also affect the densification process and may 
indicate the necessity for pretreatment such as the case of 
lignocellulosic materials which are very resistant to de-
formation. Knowledge of the effects of these characteris-
tics will assist in designing energy efficient compaction 
methods to produce high quality pellets for thermochemi-
cal conversion and provide understanding for the imple-
mentation of feasible waste management strategies.

Various models have been adapted in previous studies 
to examine the compression and relaxation characteristics 
of biomass feedstocks. The Jones, Walker, Kawakita- 
Lüdde, and Cooper-Eaton models are fitted to experimen-
tal compression data, while the Peleg and Moreyra model 
is fitted to relaxation data to determine a material’s as-
ymptotic modulus (Adapa, et al., 2010). Relationship be-
tween compression pressure and compact density, from 
both Walker and Jones models, indicates the compress-
ibility of a material and points to an optimal pelleting 
pressure to be used for energy-efficient compaction of 
different samples (Mani, et al., 2006). Porosity of com-
pacted samples estimated using the Kawakita-Lüdde 
model allows comparison to the solid density of the loose 
material; the solid density is the maximum value that can 
be achieved during compression where there is zero po-
rosity. The Cooper-Eaton model hypothesizes the mecha-
nisms of densification as particle rearrangement and 
deformation and that if the sum of these two parameters 
do not result in unity, then there must be another mecha-
nism involved in the compaction process; thus, analysis of 

these parameters can assist in determining the ratio of the 
mechanisms involved in the densification of new materi-
als (Adapa, et al., 2010). A material’s asymptotic modulus, 
estimated by the Peleg and Moreyra model, implies its 
ability to sustain unrelaxed stresses or its rigidity (Talebi, 
et al., 2011). A material with a high compressibility result-
ing in a highly compact, rigid pellet is the desired out-
come of a densification process, thus analysis of these 
parameters can result in optimizing the conditions for 
pelletization.

The objective of this study is to investigate how com-
position, grind size, moisture content, applied load, and 
processing temperature affect the compression and relax-
ation characteristics of MSW RDF-fluff.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

Municipal solid waste (MSW) refuse-derived fuel (RDF) 
fluff was supplied by the Edmonton Waste Management 
Centre (EWMC), Edmonton, AB, Canada. The fluff upon 
receipt had a moisture content of 5.5 % wet basis (w.b.) 
and an average bulk density of 54.6 kg/m3. It is to be 
noted that the EWMC facility experiences RDF-fluff 
moisture contents of upwards of 20–30 % w.b.

Pelleting characteristics were examined for two differ-
ent fractions of the RDF-fluff material. The first material 
utilized the RDF in its raw composition; this consisted of 
approximately 35 % paper, 22 % plastics, 14 % textiles, 
6 % wood/organics, and the remainder fines and inerts, 
determined by a composition sort. The second material 
consisted of only biodegradable components, wood and 
paper, after undergoing sorting to remove plastics and 
textiles.

Each material was ground in two screen sizes, 3.18 mm 
and 6.35 mm, of the knife mill (Retsch GmbH, Haan, 
West-Germany). The moisture content of each of the 4 
material/grind size samples was determined according to 
ASABE Standard S358.3 (ASABE, 2008), then adjusted 
to 8 %, 12 %, and 16 %, w.b. Samples were allowed to 
equilibrate in air-tight containers for a minimum of 3 
days prior to the start of the experiment.

2.2 Compression and relaxation tests

The compression tests were performed using a single 
pelleting unit (SPU) apparatus mounted on an Instron 
Universal Testing Machine (Model No. 3366, Instron 
Corp., Norwood, MA). This SPU consisted of a cylindri-
cal die fixed to the base of the machine with a plunger at-
tached to the moving crosshead of the Instron machine 
(Shaw, 2008). A heating element was attached to the pel-
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leting die in order to control the temperature of the pro-
cess; temperatures were compared at 50 °C and 90 °C, 
with the pelleting protocol allowing time for the material 
to preheat in the die before being compressed. Approxi-
mately 0.55 ± 0.05 g of biomass was fed into the die to 
produce each pellet. The Instron was then used to apply 
the load to compress the charged material at a rate of 
50 mm/min until the desired compressive force (2, 3, and 
4 kN) was achieved, at which point the plunger was held 
for 60 s as a retention time to avoid “spring-back” typical 
of densified biomass. A gate in the platform of the SPU 
apparatus was then opened manually to allow the plunger 
to eject the newly formed pellet from the die. The soft-
ware programmed to control the Instron and complete 
the densification process recorded the time and force- 
displacement data for each pellet. Twelve pellets (repli-
cates) were produced for each treatment combination; the 
dimensions and mass of each pellet was measured after 
each pellet was stored at room conditions for subsequent 
analyses.

2.3 Data analysis

The experimental data collected was analyzed using 
several compression and relaxation models for powders. 
All of the models were fitted to the experimental data us-
ing Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA) 
with the exception of the Cooper-Eaton model, in which 
SAS (Statistical Analysis System, Cary, NC) was em-
ployed. The Microsoft Excel analysis incorporated the 
solver tool and non-linear regression techniques, in which 
constants for the appropriate models were determined for 
each set of experimental data by the method of least 
squares. Acceptability of the correlation between the 
model constants and the experimental data was deter-
mined by the mean square error and the coefficient of de-
termination (R2) of the respective models.

The purpose of fitting the compression and relaxation 
data of the densification experiments was to determine 
the relationship between compression pressure and com-
pact density in order to determine the most energy- 
efficient means of producing quality pellets for different 
material conditions.

Models proposed for analyzing the compressibility of 
powders have also been successfully applied to the com-
pression of biomaterials such as timothy hay. Compres-
sion of non-metallic powders were modelled by Walker 
according to the volume ratio to applied pressure (Equa-
tion 1) (Walker, 1923).

s
lnV m P b

V
    (1)

Where, V = volume of compacted hay, m3; Vs = void-free 
solid volume, m3; P = applied pressure, MPa; m, b = con-

stants.
Jones (1960) described the compression of industrial 

metal powders through the linear relationship of the natu-
ral logarithm of both pressure and density (Equation 2).

ln lnρ m P b     (2)

Where, ρ = compact density, kg/m3; m', b' = constants.
Kawakita and Lüdde (1971) related pressure to the vol-

ume reduction of metallic powders (Equation 3).
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  (4)

Where, C = volume ratio; V0 = initial volume at zero pres-
sure, m3; a1, b1 = constants.

Cooper and Eaton (1962) attributed the compression of 
ceramic powders to two independent processes; the filling 
of large voids through material sliding past one another 
and slight fractures followed by the filling of small voids 
through plastic flow and fragmentation (Equation 5).
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Where, a2, a3, k1, k2 = constants.
The relaxation characteristics of solid foods are mod-

elled by Peleg and Moreyra and can be used to compare 
different materials (Equation 6).

0
3 4

0 ( )
F t k k t

F F t


  
  (6)

Where, F0 = initial relaxation force, kN; F(t) = relaxation 
force at time t, kN; t = time, s; k3, k4 = constants.

A modified model by Peleg and Moreyra (1980) gives a 
slope index that describes the solidity of compressed ma-
terials; this can be used to determine the asymptotic mod-
ulus of solid foods and powders. The asymptotic modulus 
is defined as the ability of the compressed material to sus-
tain un-relaxed stress, represented by the residual stress 
in the Peleg and Moreyra model (Equation 7).

0
A

a 4

11FE
A ε k

   
   (7)

Where, EA = asymptotic modulus, MPa; ε = strain; Aa = 
cross-sectional area, m2.

The percent average relaxation was calculated by using 
the initial force at the beginning of the relaxation phase and 
the final force after an elapsed time of 60 s (Equation 8).

 0 e

0

100 F FPercent average relaxation
F

 
   (8)

Where, Fe = final relaxation force, kN.
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3. Results and discussion

The SPU trials resulted in data for 12 replicates of each 
material property and pelleting condition combinations. 
The aforementioned models were fitted to the data from 
these trials to evaluate the compression and relaxation 
characteristics for each sample. Fig. 1 displays a typical 
compression curve for the biodegradable material fraction 
of RDF.

The moisture content of the unprepared samples was 
determined to be 5.45 % w.b. for the RDF material and 
7.15 % w.b. for the biodegradable fraction of the RDF ma-
terial. These values were used to condition the samples, 
using the standard ASABE S358.3, to experimental mois-
ture contents of 8, 12, and 16 %.

Prior to the experiments, the particle density of each 
material was determined for each moisture content and 
grind size combination using a pycnometer (Multipyc-
nometer, Quantachrome Corp., Boynton Beach, FL); par-
ticle density is the maximum compact density that can be 
achieved during compression. Moisture content had little 
significance over the particle density; however, the densi-
ties for RDF ground by 3.18 and 6.35 mm screens were 
approximately 1350 and 1280 kg/m3 (Table 1), respec-
tively, while the densities for biodegradable material 
ground by 3.18 and 6.35 mm screens were approximately 
1230 and 1140 kg/m3, respectively.

3.1 Density

Table 1 shows the effects of material grind size, mois-
ture content, pelleting load and temperature of the RDF 
and biodegradable materials, respectively. Densification 
of the RDF pellets was only affected by the material grind 
size, in which the material ground in a 6.35 mm screen in 

Table 1 Effects of pelleting parameters on compact density (kg/m3) of refuse derived fuel fluff and biodegradable material fraction.

Grind Size 
(mm)

Moisture 
Content 
(% w.b.)

Applied Load (kN)

2 3 4

Die Temperature (°C)

50 90 50 90 50 90

Refuse Derived Fuel Fluff

3.18

8 938 (34)a 885 (28) 887 (32) 887 (34) 918 (47) 926 (37)

12 898 (40) 870 (33) 896 (20) 913 (17) 937 (24) 929 (19)

16 905 (20) 923 (40) 915 (23) 938 (19) 926 (13) 930 (45)

6.35

8 950 (36) 972 (36) 993 (47) 1000 (41) 1010 (29) 1010 (48)

12 988 (44) 979 (40) 989 (49) 998 (42) 1007 (58) 990 (35)

16 982 (36) 1014 (40) 991 (39) 1018 (34) 993 (59) 1010 (28)

Biodegradable material

3.18

8 1126 (15) 1134 (21) 1194 (27) 1218 (18) 1206 (28) 1237 (22)

12 1179 (19) 1190 (19) 1199 (12) 1232 (24) 1235 (22) 1250 (34)

16 1154 (15) 1175 (13) 1194 (29) 1217 (16) 1219 (17) 1254 (29)

6.35

8 1122 (15) 1155 (38) 1181 (27) 1199 (14) 1253 (25) 1285 (18)

12 1135 (25) 1184 (33) 1189 (29) 1227 (19) 1233 (23) 1255 (14)

16 1161 (30) 1182 (20) 1204 (36) 1217 (21) 1227 (18) 1242 (21)
a Value in parentheses indicates the sample standard deviation where n = 12.

Fig. 1 Typical compression curve as a function of compres-
sion and relaxation time at preset loadings for 3.18 mm 
grind, 16 % m.c. (moisture content) biodegradable ma-
terial at 50 °C.
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the knife mill resulted in greater compaction. Compact 
density of the biodegradable pellets increased with in-
creasing pelleting load and temperature, while there was 
no significant effect of moisture content or grind size of 
the material. There were significant differences in the 
compact density of the two materials; the biodegradable 
material produced high density pellets; 1100–1250 kg/m3, 
at all applied pressure and temperature combinations, 
while the RDF material produced pellets with densities of 
850–1000 kg/m3. Bulk density of the pellets produced 
during the single-pelleting trial was unable to be mea-
sured due to the small sample size, however a bulk den-
sity of pellets produced in a subsequent pilot-scale trial 
was determined to be approximately 590 kg/m3 and 
660 kg/m3 for RDF and biodegradable materials, respec-
tively. The bulk density of the raw RDF-fluff was 55 kg/m3, 
therefore both the RDF and the sorted biodegradable ma-
terials produced a feedstock that was at least 10 times 
denser than the original product following pelletization.

3.2 Compression models

The relationship between pressure, volume, and density 
of the RDF and biodegradable material during the com-
pression portion of the tests (i.e. until maximum loading 
was achieved) were fitted to models that have been devel-
oped for powders. The Walker model describes the rela-
tionship of volume ratio to pressure, which decreases 
linearly as the pressure increases. All test combinations 
resulted in a fitted Walker model that yielded an average 
coefficient of determination value (R2) of greater than 
0.90. Fig. 2 shows a sample relationship between the vol-
ume ratio and the natural logarithm of applied pressure. 
The slope, m, of the fitted Walker model is referred to as 
the compressibility constant and it remained fairly con-
stant for all parameter tests for each material type. For 

RDF samples, the slope had an average value of −0.3197 
with a standard deviation of 0.0194; while the biodegrad-
able fraction of RDF had an average slope value of 
–0.3410 with a standard deviation of 0.0235. The biode-
gradable samples showed a higher slope (absolute value) 
indicating higher compressibility than the RDF material. 
This variation could probably be attributed to the differ-
ent compression properties of the additional plastic frac-
tion in the RDF material. The value of ‘b’ was greater at 
lower grind size and for the RDF material.

The Jones model describes the relationship of compact 
density to pressure, which increases linearly as the pres-
sure increases. All test combinations resulted in a well- 
fitted Jones model, yielding an average R2 value of 
greater than 0.97. The values of the slope, m’, for the 
model indicates the compressibility of the material. For 
RDF samples, the slope had an average value of 0.1644 
with a standard deviation of 0.0084; while the biodegrad-
able samples had an average slope value of 0.1906 with a 
standard deviation of 0.0079. Similar to the results of the 
Walker model, the biodegradable samples showed a 
higher slope (m’) indicating higher compressibility than 
the RDF material. For all moisture content/grind size 
combinations, the value of the slope appeared to decrease 
with an increase in either pelleting conditions, tempera-
ture or applied load. There was no significant difference 
in compressibility between trials with different material 
conditions, moisture content or grind size. The value of b’ 
of the Jones model was relatively constant for all tests for 
both RDF and biodegradable materials at an average 
(standard deviation) of 7.2331 (0.1611) and 7.5622 (0.1509), 
respectively.

The Kawakita and Lüdde model indicated a good fit to 
the data, resulting in mean square error (MSE) values of 
less than 5 × 10–4. However, there was no correlation 
found between the model constants and any of the experi-
mental variables for either material. Established by 
Kawakita and Lüdde (1971), the model constant a1 rep-
resents the initial porosity of the sample, while the param-
eter 1/b1 indicates the yield strength or failure stress of 
the compaction process (MPa). As such, the model indi-
cates a higher average initial porosity for RDF material at 
a grind size of 6.35 mm, 0.899 compared to 0.753 at the 
3.18 mm grind size. This is reasonable as the smaller par-
ticles would exhibit greater mechanical interlocking and 
thus, a lower initial porosity. The opposite observation is 
made for that of the biodegradable material, in which 
model determined initial porosities of 0.801 and 0.772 
were for grind sizes of 3.18 mm and 6.35 mm, respec-
tively. This contradiction may be attributed to the fact that 
while the materials were ground using a particular screen 
size, not all of the particles were exactly the same size; a 
particle size analysis indicated that the biodegradable ma-
terial, once ground, consisted of a higher fraction of fine 

Fig. 2 Fitted Walker model relationship to compression data 
for 3.18 mm, 16 % m.c. biodegradable material under 
pelleting conditions of 4 kN applied force and 50 °C 
die temperature.
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particles than the equivalent RDF ground material. De-
crease in grind size resulted in a decrease in the yield 
stress (1/b1) for both the RDF and biodegradable material, 
however the actual values (standard deviation) were simi-
lar at 2.59 (0.61) kPa and 2.65 (0.60) kPa, respectively.

Cooper-Eaton model speculates the two mechanisms 
involved in densification; particle rearrangement and de-
formation. The constants a2 and a3 in the Cooper-Eaton 
model, respectively represent the two mechanisms. Fitting 
the model to the experimental data yielded values for a2 
ranging from 0.66 to 0.97 and values for a3 ranging from 
0.00 to 0.23; this indicates that the majority of the com-
paction mechanism is resultant of particle rearrangement 
by the filling of large pores. The R2 values for each sam-
ple were above 0.86 with most being at least 0.95, indicat-
ing a good fit of the model to the experimental data.

3.3 Relaxation characteristics

After the desired compression pressure was reached 
through the applied loading, the relaxation characteristics 
were observed for all trials. Noticeable relaxation was ob-
served during the 60 s holding period; this indicates that 
complete plastic deformation was not fully achieved upon 
the applied loading.

The Peleg and Moreyra model was fitted to the linear-
ized data of compressive pressure in relation to relaxation 
time. The slope of the model, k4, is referred to as the so-
lidity index and was used to calculate the asymptotic 
modulus, Ea, for the material. The asymptotic modulus 
indicates a material’s ability to sustain unrelaxed stresses, 
such that a higher Ea leads to a more rigid restraint of a 
pellet’s compact density (Table 2). Pellets produced from 
RDF material resulted in an asymptotic modulus of be-
tween 94 and 117 MPa, while the biodegradable pellets 
had an Ea value of 89 to 103 MPa. This indicates that the 
RDF material produces a more rigid pellet than the biode-
gradable material. The combined effects of pelleting tem-

perature and initial moisture content have a positive 
correlation with the asymptotic modulus value for each 
material. Pellets produced at 90 °C had Ea values 3 to 17 
percent larger than those produced at 50 °C; the highest 
percent difference was observed at 16 % m.c. (w.b.) for 
each grind size. The asymptotic modulus values calcu-
lated for the RDF-fluff samples were comparable to other 
biological materials according to literature; for example 
corn stover, barley straw, and wheat straw display Ea val-
ues between 20 and 160 MPa (Mani et al., 2006).

As previously noted, relaxation was observed during 
the experiment and was quantified as the percent average 
relaxation (PAR) (Table 3). Values ranging from 21 to 
35 % and from 29 to 37 % were determined for the RDF 
and biodegradable pellets, respectively. These values are 
consistent with literature values for timothy hay, wherein 
PAR values of 27 to 53 % were published (Talebi, et al., 
2011). As with the asymptotic modulus, die temperature 
has the highest positive correlation to PAR.

4. Conclusions

The compression and relaxation characteristics of RDF-
fluff samples were investigated and the following conclu-
sions were made:
1. The compact density of RDF pellets was only affected 

by grind size, in which it was greatest with material 
that was ground with a 6.35 mm screen in the knife 
mill; compact density of biodegradable pellets in-
creased with increasing pelleting load and tempera-
ture, while there was no significant effect of moisture 
content or grind size of the material.

2. Both Walker and Jones model resulted in good fits to 
the experimental data and indicated that the biode-
gradable material had a higher compressibility than 
the RDF material for all conditions.

3. Fitting of the Kawakita-Lüdde model to the compres-

Table 2 Effects of experimental variables on asymptotic modulus, Ea (MPa).

Grind Size 
(mm)

Moisture 
Content 
(% w.b.)

Refuse Derived Fuel Fluff Biodegradable Material

Die Temperature (°C)

50 90 50 90

3.18

8 102.31 (2.06)a 105.91 (0.98) 96.23 (0.39) 99.23 (12.10)

12 94.33 (1.45) 99.76 (1.57) 98.06 (0.16) 102.07 (0.76)

16 100.28 (9.40) 117.99 (3.92) 91.07 (0.87) 95.56 (0.49)

6.35

8 102.92 (1.06) 108.68 (1.55) 96.88 (0.49) 102.43 (2.17)

12 100.24 (4.68) 104.10 (1.58) 93.82 (1.91) 99.88 (1.94)

16 102.26 (8.68) 116.65 (2.04) 89.11 (3.56) 98.45 (3.89)
a Value in parentheses indicates the sample standard deviation where n = 6.
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sion data resulted in no significant correlation 
(P = 0.05) between the model parameters and the ex-
perimental variables.

4. The Cooper-Eaton model indicates that the primary 
mechanism in the densification of RDF derived bio-
mass is attributed to particle rearrangement, with 
some secondary influence from plastic deformation or 
particle fragmentation.

5. Peleg and Moreyra’s model, fit to the data, estimated 
the asymptotic modulus (Ea) for each sample and indi-
cated that pellets formed from the RDF material had a 
higher Ea value than the biodegradable pellets; 
RDF-derived materials are determined to have com-
parable Ea values to literature values for other biologi-
cal residues.
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Nomenclature

ASABE American Society of Agricultural and Biological 
Engineers

BFN BioFuelNet

EWMC Edmonton Waste Management Centre

MSW Municipal Solid Waste

PAR Percent Average Relaxation

RDF Refuse Derived Fuel

SPU Single Pelleting Unit

Aa cross-sectional area (m2)

a1 Kawakita-Lüdde model constant

a2 Cooper-Eaton model constant

a3 Cooper-Eaton model constant

b1 Kawakita-Lüdde model constant

b Walker model constant

b' Jones model constant

C volume ratio

Ea asymptotic modulus, (MPa)

Fe final relaxation force (kN)

F0 initial relaxation force (kN)

F(t) relaxation for at time t (kN)

k1 Cooper-Eaton model constant

k2 Cooper-Eaton model constant

k3 Peleg-Moreyra model constant

k4 Peleg-Moreyra model constant

m Walker model constant

m' Jones model constant

P pressure (MPa)

t time (s)

T temperature (K)

V volume of compacted material (m3)

V0 initial volume at zero pressure (m3)

Vs void-free solid volume (m3)

ε strain

ρ compact density (kg/m3)

Table 3 Effects of experimental variables on percent average relaxation, PAR (%).

Grind Size 
(mm)

Moisture 
Content 
(% w.b.)

Refuse Derived Fuel Fluff Biodegradable Material

Die Temperature (°C)

50 90 50 90

3.18

8 31.41 (1.15)a 28.00 (0.52) 33.47 (0.28) 34.58 (1.16)

12 35.46 (0.71) 31.90 (1.20) 32.02 (0.19) 29.11 (0.51)

16 31.86 (5.15) 21.65 (1.18) 36.52 (0.71) 33.40 (0.39)

6.35

8 31.53 (0.38) 27.44 (0.76) 32.29 (1.44) 29.16 (1.07)

12 32.23 (2.65) 29.43 (0.39) 34.71 (1.30) 30.25 (1.34)

16 31.17 (4.84) 22.62 (1.07) 37.68 (1.78) 31.52 (2.16)
a Value in parentheses indicates the sample standard deviation where n = 6.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the photostabilization mechanism of risperidone tablets. Risperidone is 
widely used for sensory integration disorder. It is formulated as tablets, orally disintegrating tablets, fine granules, 
oral solutions, and intramuscular injections. We found that risperidone was unstable in tablets and generated 
oxidized products. Formation of the oxidized product R5 was promoted in the presence of hydroxypropylcellulose 
by photoirradiation. On the other hand, photostability improved greatly when carmellose (CMC) or carmellose 
calcium (CMC-Ca) was used as a disintegrant. Since CMC and CMC-Ca are acidic substances, the photostability 
of tablets may have been affected by pH. Therefore, the effects of different pHs were examined. Risperidone was 
dissolved in methanol and the buffer (in the presence or absence of hydroxypropylcellulose) at different pHs (1.2, 
3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 6.8) was added. The photodegradation of risperidone was not observed at less than pH 3.0 in the 
presence of hydroxypropylcellulose, and low pHs improved the photostability of risperidone. On the other hand, 
risperidone solution without hydroxypropylcellulose was stable at all pH values. Therefore, risperidone was 
photochemically oxidized in the presence of hydroxypropylcellulose at high pHs.

Keywords: photostability, risperidone, carmellose, pH, hydroxypropylcellulose, tablet

1. Introduction

Risperidone (3-{2-[4-(6-fluoro-1,2-benzisoxazol-3-yl)-1- 
piperidinyl]ethyl}-6,7,8,9-tetrahydro-2-methyl-4H-pyrido 
[1,2-α] pyrimidin-4-one) is a benzisoxazol derivative that 
is widely used for sensory integration disorder (Janssen 
P.A.J., 1987); it has both serotonin 5-HT2 and dopamine D2 
antagonistic activities (Janssen P.A.J. et al., 1988; Leysen 
J.E. et al., 1988; Grant S. and Fitton A., 1994).

Risperidone was developed by Janssen Pharmaceutica 
Inc. and won FDA approval in the US on December 29, 
1993 (where it is marketed as RISPERDALTM), and sub-
sequently achieved worldwide acceptance (Germann D. et 
al., 2012).

9-Hydroxylation of risperidone is mainly generated by 
two cytochrome P-450 enzymes, CYP2D6 and CYP3A4. 
9-Hydroxyrisperidone is the major metabolite of risperi-
done in plasma. 9-Hydroxyrisperidone has pharmacologi-
cal activity as well as risperidone (Yasui-Furukori N. et 
al., 2001).

Risperidone is formulated as tablets, orally disintegrat-
ing (OD) tablets, fine granules, oral solutions (Berus P. et 
al., 2005), and intramuscular injections. It is practically 
insoluble in water, freely soluble in methylene chloride, 
and sparingly soluble in ethanol. It dissolves in dilute acid 
solutions (Merck Index, 14th ed., 2006).

This active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) is hydro-
lyzed into the R2 form in the presence of water, and is 
also oxidized into the R5 form during preservation 
(Tomar R.S. et al., 2004; Bharathi Ch. et al., 2008). R5 is 
an N-oxide product of risperidone and one of the major 
degraded substances that is generated by photoirradiation. 
The chemical structures of risperidone, R2, and R5 are 
shown in Fig. 1.

OD tablets are a new type of solid dosage form that are 
easily dispersed or dissolved in the oral cavity and are 
swallowed without water. The compliance and acceptabil-
ity of patients are improved by OD tablets (Rahman Z. et 
al., 2010). The EP (European pharmacopoeia) describes 
OD tablets as uncoated tablets intended to be placed in 
the mouth where they disperse rapidly before being swal-
lowed and as tablets which should disintegrate within 
3 min. FDA defines OD tablet as a solid dosage form 
which contains a medicinal substance or active ingredient 
which disintegrates rapidly within a matter of seconds 
when placed upon a tongue (Bhatu P.B. et al., 2011).

In the case of tablets that are unstable to light, film 
coating technology may be performed to improve the sta-
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bility. For example, titanium oxide, which is often formu-
lated in the film has light shielding properties. However, 
film coating technology is not applicable to OD tablets 
because the film does not dissolve promptly with saliva. 
Also, the surface of the OD tablet is often brittle, the sur-
face may collapse during film coating.

To develop the optimal formulation for risperidone OD 
tablets, the effects of excipients on the stability of risperi-
done were investigated.

When the risperidone OD tablets were previously for-
mulated, the stability of risperidone against heat and pho-
toirradiation was improved by adding carmellose (CMC) 
(Iwakura Y. et al., JP Patent, P2013-60392A).

It is well established that photochemical reactions of 
API are often affected by the excipients. Testing of the 
photostability of a drug substance and of the final dosage 
form is important to ensure the life span of the product 
(Tønnesen H.H., 2001).

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the stabiliza-
tion mechanism of risperidone and other additives in 
risperidone OD tablets against photoirradiation.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Formulation and manufacturing methods of 
risperidone orally disintegrating tablets

The formulation of risperidone OD tablets is shown in 
Table 1.

Risperidone was obtained from Assia Chemical Indus-

tries Ltd. (Israel) for JP grade. Aspartame was JPE grade. 
Other materials were JP grade.

HPC was obtained for L grade of NISSO HPC (Nippon- 
Soda, Japan).

The OD tables were prepared by three different manu-
facturing methods as follows.

Method A: From No. 1 to No. 6 in Table 1 were mixed 
in a fluidized bed granulator and then granulated by 1 % 
(w/w) HPC aqueous solution. The granules were sieved 
using a 710 μm screen and excipients from No. 8 to No. 
11 were mixed. The mixture was compressed using a tab-
let press.

Method B: From No. 1 to No. 7 in Table 1 were mixed 
in a fluidized bed granulator and then granulated using 
purified water. The granules were sieved using a 710 μm 
screen and excipients from No. 8 to No. 11 were mixed. 
The mixture was compressed using a tablet press.

Method C: From No. 1 to No. 6 in Table 1 were mixed 
in a fluidized bed granulator and then granulated by puri-
fied water. Additionally, 1 % (w/w) HPC aqueous solution 
was sprayed for granulation. The granule was sieved us-
ing a 710 μm screen and excipients from No. 8 to No. 11 
were mixed. The mixture was compressed using a tablet 
press.

Fluidized bed granulator: Multiplex Coater (MP-01, 
Powrex, Japan). Tablet press: PICCOLA (RIVA S.A., Ar-
gentina).

2.2 Irradiation test of risperidone OD tablets

Sample tablets of methods A, B, and C were stored in a 
light-irradiation tester with a D65 lamp (LT-120, Nagano 
Science, Japan), as previously demonstrated (Teraoka R. 

Fig. 1 Structural formulas of risperidone, R2, and R5.

Table 1 Formulation of risperidone OD tablets.

Ingredient Weight 
(mg/tab)

1 Risperidone 0.5

2 D-Mannitol q.s.

3 Corn Starch 3.0

4 Anhydrous Dibasic Calcium Phosphate 10.0

5 Carmellose (CMC) 5.0

6 Carmellose Calcium (CMC-Ca) 5.0

7 Hydroxypropylcellulose (HPC) 0.5

8 Light Anhydrous Silicic Acid 0.75

9 Magnesium Stearate 0.5

10 Aspartame 2.0

11 Flavor 0.15

Total 50.0
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et al., 2001).
Irradiation was carried at 1000 lx for 25 days. The tem-

perature in the light-irradiation tester was kept at 298 K.

2.3 High-performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC)

The analysis of risperidone and its degradation forms 
by an HPLC system in tablets has been reported (Suthar 
A.P. et al., 2009). The R5 formation rate was analyzed 
with an HPLC system (Prominence UFLC, Shimadzu, 
Japan) equipped with a UV detector (SPD-20AV, Shi-
madzu, Japan) operated at 275 nm. The packaged column 
was a reverse-phase C18 column (Zorbax SB-C18, 3.5 μm, 
3.0×150 mm, Agilent, USA) operated at 298 K. The flow 
rate was kept at 1.1 mL/min. The mobile phase consisted 
of purified water:acetonitrile:trifluoroacetic acid (1600: 
400:3) and the pH value was adjusted to 3.0 by adding NH3 
solution. After photoirradiation, 5 risperidone OD tablets 
were added into 25 mL of 0.1 mol/L hydrochloric acid/
methanol mixture (3:2). After shaking, this solution 
was filtered using a polyolefin disposable syringe filter 
(Chromatdisk 25A, 0.45 μm, GL Science, Japan). A total 
of 10 μL of sample solution was subjected to HPLC analysis.

2.4 Colorimetric measurement

The color of a sample tablet was measured with a chro-
mameter (Spectrophotometer SE6000, Nippon Denshoku, 
Japan) with the L*a*b* colorimetric system.

The average of 5 tablet measurements of ΔE*, before 
and after photoirradiation in the 3-dimensional L*a*b* 
color space, was calculated as follows.

ΔE* = [(ΔL*)2 + (Δa*)2 + (Δb*)2]1/2

ΔL*: the lightness difference
Δa*: the red/green difference
Δb*: the yellow/blue difference

2.5 Preparation of sample powders

The sample powders of risperidone and other additives 
were prepared as described in Table 2.

2.6 Solid-state UV-VIS spectra

UV-VIS solid-state absorption spectra of samples from 
a) to d) were measured on a UV-2450 system (Shimadzu, 
Japan) equipped with an integrating sphere unit (Shi-
madzu ISR-2200) at room temperature. A cell was filled 
with sample powder and the spectra were acquired with 
0.2 nm sampling pitch in the wavelength range from 300 
to 400 nm.

2.7 Solid-state NMR

13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of samples a)~d) were mea-
sured on a Varian NMR System 500 with a zirconia sam-
ple tube (outer diameter: 5 mm, scanning speed: 20 kHz).

2.8 Formulation of sample tablets to examine the effect 
of CMC amount on stability

To examine the effect of CMC in tablets on photosta-
bility, three different amounts of CMC in tablets were 
prepared, as shown in Table 3. All formulations were 
manufactured by method C described in 2.1. Sample tab-

Table 2 Preparation of sample powders.

Sample Preparation Method

a) RIS/CMC 
(powder)

7.5 g of risperidone and 7.5 g of CMC were 
mixed using a pestle in a mortar for 2 min.

b) RIS/CMC 
(pellet)

7.5 g of risperidone and 7.5 g of CMC were 
mixed and granulated in a mortar with 3 mL 
of purified water. The granules were dried at 
343 K for 2 h by a hot air circulation-type 
constant-temperature oven (MO-921, Toyama 
Sangyo, Japan).

c) RIS/HPC 
(powder)

7.5 g of risperidone and 7.5 g of HPC were 
mixed using a pestle in a mortar for 2 min.

d) RIS/HPC 
(pellet)

7.5 g of risperidone and 7.5 g of HPC were 
mixed and granulated in a mortar with 3 mL 
of purified water. The granules were dried at 
343 K for 2 h by a hot air circulation-type 
constant-temperature oven (MO-921, Toyama 
Sangyo, Japan).

Table 3 Formulation of different amounts of CMC in risperi-
done OD tablets.

Ingredient Weight (mg/tab)

(Amount of CMC) 0 2.5 5.0

1 Risperidone 0.5 0.5 0.5

2 D-Mannitol q.s. q.s. q.s.

3 Corn Starch 3.0 3.0 3.0

4 Anhydrous Dibasic 
Calcium Phosphate 10.0 10.0 10.0

5 CMC 0 2.5 5.0

6 CMC-Ca 5.0 5.0 5.0

7 HPC 0.5 0.5 0.5

8 Light Anhydrous 
Silicic Acid 0.75 0.75 0.75

9 Magnesium Stearate 0.5 0.5 0.5

10 Aspartame 2.0 2.0 2.0

11 Flavor 0.15 0.15 0.15

Total 50.0 50.0 50.0
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lets were stored at 1000 lx for 14 days and R5 was mea-
sured by HPLC.

2.9 Formulation of sample solutions to examine 
the effect of pH on stability

A total of 1 mL of 0.5 mg/mL risperidone in methanol 
was mixed with 2 mL of 1 % (w/w) HPC buffer solution 
with various pHs (1.2, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.8). Sample solution 
was injected in a quartz cell and stored in a light-irradiation 
tester with a D65 lamp (3500 lx) for 14 days. The R5 for-
mation rate was analyzed by HPLC. Each pH of buffer 
solution is shown as follows.

pH 1.2: 1st fluid for dissolution test (JP)
pH 3.0: Dilute McIlvaine buffer solution, pH 3.0
pH 4.0: Dilute McIlvaine buffer solution, pH 4.0
pH 5.0: Dilute McIlvaine buffer solution, pH 5.0
pH 6.8: 2nd fluid for dissolution test (JP)

2.10 Formulation of sample solutions to examine 
the effect of HPC concentration

A total of 1 mL of 0.5 mg/mL risperidone in methanol 
was mixed with 2 mL of each concentration (0 %, 0.01 %, 
0.1 %, 1 %) of HPC buffer solution at pH 6.8. Sample 
solution was injected in a quartz cell and stored in a 
light-irradiation tester with a D65 lamp (3500 lx) for 14 
days. The R5 generation rate was analyzed by HPLC.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Photostability of risperidone OD tablets by 
different manufacturing methods

Tablets produced by methods A, B, and C were sub-
jected to accelerated stability testing at 1000 lx for 25 
days using a D65 lamp. The R5 formation rate was mea-
sured by HPLC and color differences were measured us-
ing a chromameter.

The results of photostability testing are shown in 
Table 4. Comparing these three manufacturing methods 
in terms of stability, method A was most unstable and 
method C was most stable. Similarly, the most color 

change was observed in method A. The color difference 
in method C was very limited.

It was considered that method C is the most stable man-
ufacturing method among these three methods.

3.2 Measurement of solid-state UV-VIS spectra 
and solid-state NMR

There was a possibility that the change of photostability 
was due to a shift of the absorption wavelength (Kojima T. 
et al., 2007). Spectrum from 300 nm to 400 nm in a solid 
state was measured and the relative absorbance spectrum 
was plotted with the absorbance of 300 nm set as 1.0.

Sample d) was not measured because rubber-like pel-
lets were obtained and these pellets were not suitable for 
the measurement because they were not solidified by the 
press.

As shown in Fig. 2, a shift of spectrum was not ob-
served in any sample. Therefore, there was no change in 
the absorption wavelength.

Solid-state NMR has developed as an important tech-
nique for the characterization of pharmaceutical solids as 
well as DSC, FT-IR, and PXRD. Physicochemical infor-
mation about both API and the formulated product was 
provided by the measurement (Berendt R.T. et al., 2006). 
It has been reported that risperidone has three poly-
morphs (Karabas I. et al., 2007; Krochmal B. et al., 2004). 
There was a possibility that the crystal form of risperi-
done was changed and a difference in the stability was 
observed. Measurements of samples a)~d) and risperidone 
were performed using solid-state NMR to determine 
whether the crystal form had changed or not and their 
spectra were compared. As shown in Fig. 3, changes in 
the spectra were not observed and it was suggested that 
there were no changes in the crystal forms.

Fig. 2 Solid-state UV-VIS spectra of risperidone and samples 
a)~c).

Table 4 R5 formation rate and color difference of risperidone 
OD tablets after photoirradiation.

Method R5 formation 
(%)

Color difference 
(ΔE*)

A 2.7 1.74

B 1.1 0.76

C 0.5 0.40
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3.3 Effect of CMC in tablets on the photostability

CMC is widely used as a relatively acidic disintegrant. 
A total of 1.0 g of CMC was dispersed in 100 mL of puri-
fied water and the suspension showed about pH 3.5 to 5.0 
(European Pharmacopoeia 8th Edition, 2014).

To examine the effect of CMC on the photostability, 
three different amounts of CMC (0, 2.5, 5 mg) in OD tab-
lets were formulated and stored at 1000 lx for 25 days. 
The pH of the tablet was also measured by dispersing the 
tablet in 20 mL of purified water for 20 min.

As the amount of CMC in the tablet increased, the pH 
value was lowered.

As shown in Table 5, No R5 was detected in any sam-
ple before photoirradiation by HPLC analysis. After pho-
toirradiation, R5 was detected and its amount varied in a 
CMC-dependent manner.

3.4 R5 formation rate in different pH solutions

The R5 formation rate of risperidone/HPC solution at 
different pHs was investigated. The results of photostabil-
ity testing are shown in Table 6 and Fig. 4. In light 
shielding conditions, all samples were stable. When sam-
ples were exposed to light, R5 was generated at high-pH 
conditions. It is considered that the photostability of 
risperidone was affected by the pH of the solution.

3.5 R5 formation rate at different hydroxyl-
propylcellulose concentrations

To evaluate the effect of HPC on the stability of API, 
risperidone was dissolved in different concentrations of 
HPC aqueous solution. As shown in Table 7, R5 forma-
tion was not observed at any sample in light shielding 
conditions. On the other hand, R5 formation was in-
creased with increasing HPC concentration when samples 
were exposed to light.

Fig. 3 Solid-state NMR spectra of risperidone and samples 
a)~d).

Table 5 R5 formation rate at different amounts of CMC in OD 
tablets.

CMC 
(mg/tab)

pH R5 formation rate (%)

Initial 1000 lx 
25 days

0 7.6 N.D. 4.14

2.5 6.0 N.D. 1.31

5.0 5.1 N.D. 0.87

Table 6 R5 formation rate at different pH solutions (HPC 
concentration: 1 %).

pH R5 formation rate (%)

Initial 3500 lx 14 days

Light 
shielding

Exposure 
to light

1.2 N.D. N.D. N.D.

3.0 N.D. N.D. 0.02

4.0 N.D. N.D. 0.13

5.0 N.D. N.D. 0.63

6.8 N.D. N.D. 1.14

Fig. 4 R5 formation rate in different pH solutions (HPC con-
centration: 1 %).

Table 7 R5 formation rate at different HPC concentrations 
(pH 6.8).

HPC (%) R5 formation rate (%)

Initial 3500 lx 14 days

Light 
shielding

Exposure 
to light

0 N.D. N.D. N.D.

0.01 N.D. N.D. 0.07

0.1 N.D. N.D. 0.15

1 N.D. N.D. 0.86
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4. Conclusions

By the difference of manufacturing method, the photo-
stability of risperidone in OD tablets was changed.

The photostability was significantly improved by add-
ing purified water before granulation. These differences 
in stability suggested that risperidone and HPC reacted 
upon photoirradiation and formed degradation sub-
stances.

From the analysis of solid-state UV-VIS spectrum and 
solid-state NMR, no physical change was observed.

At low pH, risperidone in HPC solution was stable 
upon photoirradiation. On the other hand, risperidone in 
HPC solution was stable at any pH under light shielding 
conditions. It is suggested that this photo-reaction is sup-
pressed at low pH because risperidone has mono- and 
di-protonated forms (pK1 = 8.1–8.6, pK2 = 3.1) (Alparone 
A., 2011).

The photostability of risperidone in HPC solution de-
pended on the concentration of HPC.

To improve the photostability of risperidone OD tab-
lets, it is important to use acidic excipients and a small 
amount of HPC.

Nomenclature

API active pharmaceutical ingredient

CMC carmellose (carboxymethylcellulose)

CMC-Ca carmellose calcium

DSC differential scanning calorimetry

EP European pharmacopoeia

FDA Food and drug administration

FT-IR Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

h hour

HPC hydroxypropylcellulose

JP Japanese pharmacopoeia

lx lux

min minute

N.D. not detected

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance

OD orally disintegrating

PXRD powder X-ray diffraction

q.s. quantum sufficiat

tab tablet

w weight
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Simulation of Mechanical Degradation of Iron  
Ore Pellets in a Direct Reduction Furnace †
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Abstract
The increase in production of steel in electric arc furnaces in recent years influenced directly the world production 
of direct reduction iron (DRI). Amongst the most widely used technologies for DRI production is the MIDREX® 
process. The behavior of the metallic charge used in these furnaces, mainly made up of iron ore pellets, influences 
directly their productivity. Fines contained in the feed are typically removed by screening, in order to prevent 
them from impacting negatively the productivity of the furnace. However, fines still may be generated inside the 
furnace as a result of the collisions amongst pellets and between them and internals of the furnace as they move 
downwards from the feed to the discharge of the shaft furnace. Predicting and preventing such mechanical 
degradation is critical in the furnace operation. The present work deals with the prediction of degradation of iron 
ore pellets during reduction in a MIDREX furnace. Collision energies involved in the vertical flow of pellets 
along a MINIMOD® MIDREX direct reduction furnace were estimated using the discrete element method. Using 
this technique along with a model of degradation that considered assumptions based on information from the 
literature it was possible to estimate the proportion of fines generated inside the reactor, which was consistent 
with plant practice. Finally, it was predicted that the generation of fines in the reduction zone of the furnace would 
vary from 3.4 % to 4.6 % as the throughput of the furnace increased in 50 %.

Keywords: discrete element method, simulation, iron ore pellets, direct reduction, degradation

1. Introduction

Because of the reduced supply of good quality lump 
iron ore in the world market and the growing environ-
mental constraints to sintering, iron ore pellets began to 
occupy an important role as raw material for primary iron 
production. Their participation in the production of pig 
iron and direct reduction iron (DRI) has increased year 
after year due to their advantages in comparison to lump 
ore. Some of the advantages are their higher uniformity in 
size, greater control of chemical composition, besides 
their reduced amenability to mechanical degradation 
during handling and under reduction.

The increase in production of steel using electric arc 
furnace impacted directly the production of DRI, raising 
it from 40 Mt in the beginning of this century to 74 Mt in 
2014 (MIDREX, 2015). Several processes are used in the 
production of sponge iron, however the most widely used 
is the MIDREX (Midland Ross Experimental) process, 

which responds for more than half of the world’s DRI pro-
duction (MIDREX, 2014). In this process lump ore and/or 
iron ore pellets as used to compose the metallic charge, 
with iron ore pellets contributing to improve operational 
stability and increase productivity and/or metallization of 
charge, making this raw material the most attractive 
charge for producers of sponge iron in MIDREX furnaces 
(MIDREX, 2014).

In spite of their greater resistance to degradation, iron 
ore pellets still suffer from this problem, although to a 
more limited extent when compared to lump ore. Such 
degradation can take place either during handling from 
the pellet producer until loading the furnace, or under re-
duction, generating either coarse fragments or fines. Fines 
that are generated by handling prior to loading the fur-
nace can be removed by screening. However, mechanical 
degradation can also occur inside the direct reduction 
furnace, as the result of the combined effect of weakening 
of the pellet structure due to reduction (Huang et al., 
2012) and to the stresses which pellets withstand until 
they are discharged at the bottom of the furnace. When 
such mechanical degradation occurs inside the furnace, 
either coarse pellet pieces or fines may be produced. In-
deed, such fines have been estimated to represent between 
2 and 4 % in weight of the product, based on measurements 
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in plants that screen the furnace discharge (MIDREX, 
2011). Such fragments can cause loss of furnace produc-
tivity because they affect negatively the permeability of 
the pellet bed, thus resulting in lower metallization of the 
charge. In addition to that, these fines can contribute to 
the pellets sticking to each other resulting in the forma-
tion of clusters, which besides contributing negatively to 
the permeation of reduction gasses, also create a distur-
bance in the flow of the charge (Wong et al., 1999; Basdag 
and Arol, 2002). Therefore, prediction of the amount of 
fines that are generated inside the reactor owing to the use 
of a particular type of iron ore pellet would be useful. 
This information could be used to assist in selecting the 
optimal feed blend to the direct reduction reactor, besides 
enabling the choice of the operational parameters that can 
reduce the impact of the formation of fines. However, no 
study in the published literature has been found that ad-
dressed simulating such mechanical degradation of iron 
ore pellets in direct reduction furnaces.

The present work uses a combination of the discrete el-
ement method (DEM) (Weerasekara et al., 2013) and 
models that describe pellet breakage and attrition to pre-
dict iron ore pellet degradation and fines generation in a 
vertical shaft direct reduction furnace in a one-way cou-
pling strategy.

2. DEM simulation approach

The overview of the simulated direct reduction furnace 

is presented in Fig. 1. The furnace consists of a feeding 
system, containing 16 conduits (called legs), a first sec-
tion, named reduction zone, on the bottom of which the 
reformed gases are introduced. The charge then travels 
downwards and encounters the upper burden feeders, 
which are axles that are meant to oscillate at predeter-
mined angles at a speed that is adjusted to promote uni-
form transverse movement of the load and to limit the 
size of clusters formed. The identification of the sections 
and the corresponding numbers of pellets involved in the 
simulations can also be found in Fig. 1. The charge then 
encounters the region where the cooling gases are in-
jected, to then find the sets of middle and lower burden 
feeders, until it is discharged from the bottom of the fur-
nace.

The furnace simulated is designated MINIMOD®, and 
it has the smallest production capacity among the indus-
trial furnaces that use the MIDREX technology (Atsushi, 
2010). With 4.25 m in diameter, it can produce about half 
a million tons of sponge iron per year. The selection of 
this scale in the present work was due to challenges asso-
ciated to the number of pellets that are present in this fur-
nace at any time, which is in the order of several millions, 
which is only a fraction of the billions that occupy the 
2-million ton-per-year Super Megamod® furnace measur-
ing 7.15 m in diameter (Atsushi, 2010).

In spite of being the smallest industrial scale furnace, the 
MINIMOD® still contains an exceedingly large number 
of particles for a computationally cost-effective simula-
tion using DEM. In order to reduce the number of parti-

Fig. 1 Overview of the MINIMOD® MIDREX shaft furnace (left) and view of the simulated sections (middle 
and right). The number of particles corresponded to the 25 mm spheres simulated in each section.
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cles within the simulation, the furnace was first split from 
top to bottom into four sections for simulation in separate, 
which were numbered 1 to 4 (Fig. 1). In order to further 
reduce the number of particles, only a fraction of the vol-
ume, with periodic boundaries, was simulated in sections 
#1 to #3. The region around the lower burden feeders (#4), 
on the other hand, was simulated with the full particle 
population.

Still with the aim of reducing the computation effort in 
the simulations pellets were assumed to present spherical 
geometry, which is a reasonable assumption in the case of 
iron ore pellets. In addition to that, pellets with nearly 
twice the average diameter of the actual pellets usually 
used industrially (9–19 mm), that is, 25 mm, were simu-
lated. In spite of their uniform shape and size, no crystal-
lization structures were identified in simulating the 
different sections of the furnace.

The software used in the DEM simulations was 
EDEM® by DEM Solutions (Edinburgh, UK), version 2.7. 
In all simulations the Hertz-Mindlin contact model avail-
able in EDEM® was adopted, and only gravity was consid-
ered as external force. The material parameters used in 
the simulations were those estimated on the basis of de-
tailed testing by Barrios et al. (2013) with unreduced fired 
iron ore pellets. It is assumed that the contact properties 
would not change as pellets undergo reduction in the fur-
nace. These and other material properties (density and 
shear modulus) are summarized in Table 1.

The speed of descent of metallic charge for each sec-
tion was determined based on the simulated reactor with 
production of 58 t/h, which would correspond to an an-
nual production in the order of half of a million tons. In 
addition to that, simulations were also conducted consid-
ering an increase in 50 and 100 % in the throughput of the 
system, resulting in simulated production of 86.8 and 
116 t/h. These scenarios would correspond to cases when 
the residence time of the pellets in the furnace would be 
reduced significantly. The three systems of burden feeders 
were inserted in the model and the dimensions and modes 
of operation of these parts that turn were programmed on 
the basis of the parameters listed in Table 2.

For instance, the computational effort was such that in 
order to simulate 25 seconds of operation of the charge in 
section #1, approximately 240 hours of processing in a 
state-of-the-art workstation were required. Indeed, simu-
lations were conducted until steady-state conditions were 
reached. Upon completion of the simulations, data from 
each collision, discriminated between the normal and the 
tangential component, were collected and processed using 
a post-processing routine developed in the authors’ labo-
ratory (Carvalho, 2013). Energies in the collisions were 
first equally split between each pair of pellets involved 
and then divided by the simulated particle weight, result-
ing in the specific collision energy. Fig. 2 shows that the 

magnitudes of the specific collision energies are very 
similar for the 25 mm pellets simulated throughout the 
work and the 12.5 mm here analyzed in the lower burden 
feeder region of the furnace, thus demonstrating the va-
lidity of considering the larger pellet sizes in the remain-
der of the simulations.

Table 1 Hertz-Mindlin contact and material parameters of 
iron ore pellets (Barrios et al., 2013).

Steel Pellet

Poisson’s ratio 0.3 0.25

Shear modulus (MPa) 7000 16

Density (kg/m3) 7800 3948

Steel-pellet Pellet-pellet

Coefficient of restitution 0.48 0.39

Coefficient of static friction 0.49 0.50

Coefficient of rolling friction 0.21 0.25

Fig. 2 Cumulative distribution of specific energy dissipation 
in the lower burden feeder section from simulations 
considering pellets of different diameters (12.5 and 
25.0 mm).

Table 2 Operating parameters used for the burden feeders.

Position Angle of  
rotation (°)

Period of  
rotation (s)

Frequency  
(rad/s)

Upper 45 180 0.0044

Middle 90 30 0.0524

Lower 60 10 0.1047

Position Shaft radius  
(m)

Burdenfeeders 
radius (m)

Upper 0.228 0.487

Middle 0.080 0.175

Lower 0.069 0.160
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3. DEM simulation results

From the DEM simulations it was possible to analyze 
the profile of the compressive forces in the sections stud-
ied. Fig. 3 shows the influence of the depth in the pellet 
column inside the reduction zone (section #1) on the mag-
nitude of compressive forces. In the following section 
(#2), shown in Fig. 4, the force applied was transferred 
from the previous section in order to allow simulating the 
entire column of pellets to which that section was sub-
jected. In the figure it is observed that the magnitudes of 
the forces are similar to those presented on the basis of 
the column of reduction zone and the burden feeders work 
as a support to the column of pellets, withdrawing from 

the regions beneath it the effect of load from the column 
of pellets above. In sections #3 and #4, on the other hand, 
this method was not used, given the ability of the burden 
feeders of supporting the charge, reducing the magnitude 
of the contact forces (Fig. 5).

The energy dissipations in the collisions were analyzed 
in each section, with the larger frequency of higher en-
ergy collisions found closer to the bottom of the reduction 
column (Fig. 3), showing that there is a relative effect of 
depth of the pellets column. This effect becomes evident 
in Fig. 6, where the variation of the average normal en-
ergy dissipated in the collisions as a function of height 
and radius of furnace becomes evident.

A summary of the energy dissipation spectra in the dif-

Fig. 3 Simulation of the reduction zone (section #1), showing detail in the bottom layer of the column with the 
profile of the compressive forces.

Fig. 4 Simulation showing the compression forces in section #2, influenced by the presence of the upper burden 
feeder.
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ferent sections of the furnace is presented in Table 3 for 
comparison. It becomes evident that the highest energy 
dissipation occurs in the reduction zone (section #1), 
whereas the sections around the burden feeders (sections 
#2–4) exhibit very low energy dissipations (Fig. 7).

An approach often used to increase the productivity in 
direct reduction furnaces is to increase the flow of re-
forming gases coupled to the throughput of the furnace. 
However, an adverse effect of this is the increase in the 
degradation of the pellets inside the furnace (MIDREX, 
2011). Table 4 compares predictions of the collision en-
ergy spectrum of the base case to two hypothetical cases in 
which the throughput was raised, showing that important 
increases in the average collision energies would result.

4. Modeling of pellet breakage

Depending on the magnitude of the collisions that hap-
pen amongst the pellets and between the pellets and the 
walls and furnace internals as the charge moves down-
wards from the feed to the discharge, breakage of pellets 

may occur. Breakage of pellets can occur catastrophically, 
which is called body breakage, every time a pellet loses 
more than 10 % of its original weight in any event (Tavares 
et al., 2015). On the other hand, pellets may suffer only 
surface breakage or attrition, also called breakage by 
abrasion or chipping, which results in generation of fines, 
besides leaving the core of the original pellet nearly un-
disturbed, since it contains no less than 90 % of the mass 
of the original pellet prior to the collision event. In this 
later case, it is possible that the pellet becomes more 
amenable to breakage in a future stressing event. A model 
framework that has been developed to describe this in the 
context of degradation of ores during handling is de-
scribed elsewhere (Tavares and Carvalho, 2011) and ele-
ments of it are here used to predict breakage in the 
MINIMOD MIDREX furnace.

The threshold between these two modes of breakage 
efined above is given by the mass-specific particle frac-
ture energy of the pellets (Tavares et al., 2015). Fig. 8 
presents the distributions of specific fracture energies for 
fired pellets contained in different size classes under slow 
compression conditions. A comparison between these and 

Fig. 5 Simulation showing the compressive forces in section 
#4 influenced by the presence of the lower burden 
feeder. Fig. 6 Normal average energy transferred to particles as a 

function of normalized depth (0: bottom of reduction 
zone; 1: top) and radius of the section #1 of the reactor.

Table 3 Summary of the total energy dissipation distributions (in J/kg) of collisions by furnace section for a throughput 
of 58 t/h.

Statistic (J/kg)
Furnace section

#1—Reduction  
Zone

#2—Upper  
Burdenfeeder

#3—Middle  
Burdenfeeder

#4—Lower  
Burdenfeeder

Mean 0.214 0.0013 0.0018 0.0023

Median 0.0035 6.82E-05 1.85E-04 2.99E-04

95th percentile 0.294 0.0042 0.089 0.0103

Standard deviation 2.032 0.0094 0.0059 0.0093
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the distributions presented in Fig. 7 suggests that no pel-
lets would suffer catastrophic breakage inside the furnace, 
since the energy required to break the weakest fired pellet 
is higher than the collision energy of highest magnitude 

inside the furnace. However, as pellets move downwards 
in the furnace, they undergo reduction, having their 
strength reduced. Work by Huang et al. (2012) demon-
strated that the compressive strength—and therefore the 
fracture energy—of iron ore pellets drops significantly as 
reduction occurs (Fig. 9). As such, considering such esti-
mate that particles loose in the order of 75 % of their 
compressive strength upon reduction (Huang et al., 2012) 
and assuming that the mass-specific fracture energies 
would be reduced in the same magnitude, it would be 
more likely that breakage of pellets might occur in the re-
duction section of the furnace (section #1). However, even 
considering that reduced pellets would further lose their 
fracture energies upon undergoing repeated stresses in 
the furnace, this effect may be considered negligible un-
der the conditions simulated (Fig. 7).

It is important to recognize, however, that the presence 

Table 4 Summary of the energy dissipation spectra (in J/kg) 
of collisions for section #1 of the furnace as a func-
tion of throughput.

Statistic  
(J/kg)

Estimated throughput

58 t/h 87 t/h 116 t/h

Mean 0.214 0.238 0.251

Median 0.0035 0.0039 0.0038

95th percentile 0.294 0.318 0.321

Std. dev. 2.032 2.536 2.539

Fig. 8 Distribution of specific fracture energies of fired iron 
ore pellets.

Fig. 9 Effect of degree of reduction on the compressive 
strength and surface hardness of iron ore pellets (data 
from Huang et al., 2012). Copyright: (2012) Powder 
Technology.

Fig. 7 Cumulative distribution of total energy dissipated in the four sections of the furnace simulated. Also 
shown for comparison are the fracture energy distributions of unreduced and estimated values after 
complete reduction.
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of coarse fragments, generated during handling prior to 
feeding the furnace, may be responsible for the appear-
ance of lower fracture energies particles than well-formed 
pellets, which could still undergo body breakage inside 
the furnace.

Although unlikely to suffer body breakage, pellets in-
side the furnace will be subjected to stresses that will cer-
tainly be responsible for surface breakage or attrition. A 
model that describes the relationship between the stress-
ing energy and the generation of fines as the result of sur-
face breakage is (Cavalcanti, 2015)

o
 

λEk a
E

   
 

 

  

 (1)

where k is the proportion of fines generated in each colli-
sion event, Eo is a reference specific collision energy, 
taken as 10 J/kg, and a and λ are dimensionless fitting pa-
rameters to be calibrated from experimental data. It is 
worth noting that in the case where the constant λ is equal 
to 1, this model becomes equivalent to the one proposed 
by Ghadiri and Zhang (2002). E is the effective mass- 
specific energy in each collision, obtained from a combi-
nation of the normal component of the energy dissipated 
in the normal direction of the collision added to 57 % of 
the contribution from the shear component. This compo-
sition of the collision energy was estimated on the basis 
of impacts of pellets against angled targets (Cavalcanti, 
2015). Fig. 10 presents data for an unreduced iron ore 
pellet, comparing it to the model fit, resulting in the val-
ues of a and λ equal to 0.00029 and 1.16, respectively. The 
fitted model parameters, however, are only valid for unre-
duced pellets. Huang et al. (2012) demonstrated that the 
hardness of an outer layer of the pellet reduces as pellets 
undergo reduction (Fig. 9). Recent work in the authors’ 
laboratory (Cavalcanti, 2015) proposed a relationship be-
tween the Vickers hardness of the region close to the sur-
face of unreduced iron ore pellets to their amenability to 

surface breakage (Fig. 11).
Combining now the results from Huang et al. (2012) 

and Fig. 11, it is possible to estimate the change in abra-
sion response as a function of degree of reduction. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 12, which shows predictions on the ef-
fect of effective collision energy on the mass loss in a sin-
gle collision of a pellet inside the furnace with different 
levels of reduction.

A comparison of Fig. 7 and Fig. 10 demonstrates that 
the collision energies found in the furnace are still com-
paratively low, so that significant extrapolation in the 
model became necessary.

5. Simulation of pellet degradation in the 
MINIMOD furnace

Degradation in the furnace, assuming stresses are in-
sufficient to cause body breakage, only surface breakage 
(attrition), can then be predicted considering that pellets 
will undergo collisions from the feed to the discharge of 

Fig. 12 Predicted percentage of fines generated in pellets with 
different levels of reduction as a function of effective 
collision energy.

Fig. 11 Relationship between parameter a from Eqn. 1 and 
Vickers hardness in the periphery of unreduced iron 
ore pellets (Cavalcanti, 2015). Copyright: (2015) Uni-
versidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro.

Fig. 10 Experimental results and model fit for fines generation 
due to attrition of fired pellets as a function of effec-
tive collision energy (Cavalcanti, 2015). Model coeffi-
cient of correlation (R2) of 0.97. Copyright: (2015) 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro.
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the furnace flowing like a piston, so that
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where wi is the fraction of pellets in size class i, n is the 
number of size classes, E is the effective specific energy 
applied to each pellet in each collision and h is the frac-
tional depth in the furnace.

The proportion of material contained in the finer size 
range (fines) generated is then calculated by

Fines generated = wn,out − wn,in (4)

The challenge in applying the equations above lies in 
the fact that kj, the proportion of degraded material by 
surface breakage, not only varies with collision energy, 
but also with the degree of reduction and, therefore, the 
vertical normalized position in the furnace h. Fortunately, 
work by Parisi and Laborde (2004) made it possible to es-
timate the degree of reduction of the pellets along the ver-
tical axis of the furnace, from the feed to the end of the 
reduction section, that is, the entrance of the point of en-
try of the reforming gases. Parisi and Laborde (2004) pro-
posed this model on the basis of data from two industrial 
MIDREX plants. Fig. 13 shows outputs of their simula-
tions, which were used as the basis for the present work. 
The figure also presents predictions of the surface break-
age parameter a from Eqn. 1, now considering the model 
described in Fig. 11, which nearly doubled in magnitude 
from the feed to the end of the reduction section.

The assumptions considered in the present work were:
• The variability of the fracture energies as well as the 

stiffness of iron ore pellets do not change with the de-
gree of reduction

• All characteristics of the pellets remain unchanged af-
ter the charge passes the zone of introduction of re-
forming (reducing) gases

Simulations were carried out considering the base case 
(Table 4), which resulted in Fig. 14. It shows that the fines 
generation in the reduction zone is 3.4 %. Considering 
this, as well as the additional contribution of fines genera-
tion in the other sections (#2 to #3, of the burden feeders), 
the final predicted value for the amount of fines generated 
inside the reactor is estimated as 3.5 % (Table 5). This 
result shows good agreement with those seen in industrial 
plants that produce cold DRI and perform screening of 
discharge (2 to 4 %) (MIDREX, 2011). With this value 
considered for fines generation, the resulting production 
loss would be 17600 t/year approximately.

It is important to remember that the reference value 
mentioned only corresponds to discharge and other fines 
generated inside the reactor, e.g. in take-off, for correct 
comparison with the value found by the model, must also 
be computed. As such, the predictions by the model may 
still be conservative. If the change in the amenability of 
the pellets to surface breakage resulting from reduction is 
not accounted for, then predictions would be of only 
2.64 % of fines, which very likely underestimates the pro-

Table 5 Summary of the predictions of fines generation for 
the different sections of the furnace for the feedrate 
of 58 t/h.

Section Estimated fines  
generation (%)

#01—Reduction zone 3.42

#02—Upper Burdenfeeder 0.07

#03—Middle Burdenfeeder 0.01

#04—Lower Burdenfeeder 0.03

Total 3.53

Fig. 14 Prediction of the evolution of fines generation relative 
to the depth of the furnace in reduction zone with the 
effect of loss of mechanical strength caused by the re-
duction.

Fig. 13 Variation of the degree of reduction (based on Parisi 
and Laborde model) and the surface breakage param-
eter a in Eqn. 1 as a function of depth in the reduction 
section of the furnace.
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portion of fines generated in the furnace.
Simulations have also considered the case when the 

throughput of the furnace is increased (Table 4). The in-
crease in throughput by 25 and 50 % would increase the 
fines production to 4.26 and 4.63 % in the reduction zone, 
demonstrating the increased importance of this problem.

6. Conclusions

Based on simulations of motion of iron ore pellets in a 
MIDREX MINIMOD furnace using the discrete element 
method and to the application of a simple degradation 
model, it was possible to conclude that:
• Body breakage is unlikely to occur with well-formed 

pellets, but surface breakage has a significant role in 
degradation inside the furnace studied in the reduc-
tion zone.

• The reduction zone, especially the region closest to 
the injection of reducing gases, is the greatest respon-
sible for the most severe collisions, with magnitudes 
capable of generating fines due to attrition. Indeed, 
the dissipation of energy of the collisions was found to 
have direct influence of the height of the column of 
pellets. Simulation of the increase of production, cor-
responding to the increase of descent of the charge 
demonstrated an increase in severity of the collisions.

• In the region around the burden feeders, the dissipa-
tion of energy in collisions of the pellets showed was 
very low. Because of this, little additional fragmenta-
tion due to collisions takes in these regions. Such deg-
radation, however, can increase with the use of higher 
speeds of rotation of the burden feeders.

• Simulations demonstrated that about 3.4 % fines for 
normal operation and up to 4.6 % at higher through-
puts would be generated in the reduction zone of the 
MINIMOD furnace.
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Abstract
The bulk properties of powders depend on material characteristics and size of the primary particles. During 
storage and transportation processes in the powder processing industry, the material undergoes various modes of 
deformation and stress conditions, e.g., due to compression or shear. In many applications, it is important to know 
when powders are yielding, i.e. when they start to flow under shear; in other cases it is necessary to know how 
much stress is needed to keep them flowing. The measurement of powder yield and flow properties is still a 
challenge and will be addressed in this study.
In the framework of the collaborative project T-MAPPP, a large set of shear experiments using different shear 
devices, namely the Jenike shear tester, the ELE direct shear tester, the Schulze ring shear tester and the FT4 
powder rheometer, have been carried out on eight chemically-identical limestone powders of different particle 
sizes in a wide range of confining stresses. These experiments serve two goals: i) to test the reproducibility/
consistency among different shear devices and testing protocols; ii) to relate the bulk behaviour to microscopic 
particle properties, focusing on the effect of particle size and thus inter-particle cohesion.
The experiments show high repeatability for all shear devices, though some of them show more fluctuations than 
others. All devices provide consistent results, where the FT4 powder rheometer gives lower yield/steady state 
stress values, due to a different pre-shearing protocol. As expected, the bulk cohesion decreases with increasing 
particle size (up to 150 μm), due to the decrease of inter-particle cohesion. The bulk friction, characterized in 
different ways, is following a similar decreasing trend, whereas the bulk density increases with particle size in 
this range. Interestingly, for samples with particle sizes larger than 150 μm, the bulk cohesion increases slightly, 
while the bulk friction increases considerably—presumably due to particle interlocking effects—up to 
magnitudes comparable to those of the finest powders. Furthermore, removing the fines from the coarse powder 
samples reduces the bulk cohesion and bulk density, but has a negligible effect on the bulk friction.
In addition to providing useful insights into the role of microscopically attractive, van der Waals, gravitational 
and/or compressive forces for the macroscopic bulk powder flow behaviour, the experimental data provide a 
robust database of cohesive and frictional fine powders for industrially relevant designs such as silos, as well as 
for calibration and validation of models and computer simulations.

Keywords: cohesive powders, shear testers, yield locus, bulk friction, bulk cohesion, particle size effect, 
T-MAPPP, database

1. Introduction

Granular materials are omnipresent in our daily life 

and widely used in various industries such as food, phar-
maceutical, agriculture and mining. Interesting granular 
phenomena like yielding and jamming (Liu and Nagel, 
1998; Bi et al., 2011; Luding, 2016; Kumar and Luding, 
2016), dilatancy (Cates et al., 2005; Van Hecke, 2009; 
Yang et al., 2015), shear-band localization (Alshibi and 
Sture, 2000; Singh et al., 2014), history-dependence 
(Thakur et al., 2014), and anisotropy (Radjai et al., 1996; 
Majmudar and Behringer, 2005) have attracted significant 
scientific interest over the past decades (Savage and Hutter, 
1989; Cundall, 1989; Radjai et al., 1999; Wolf et al., 2000; 
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GDR-MiDi, 2004; Tomas, 2005; Alonso-Marroquin and 
Herrmann, 2004; Luding 2005a, b, 2008). Various labora-
tory element tests can be performed to study the bulk be-
haviour of granular materials (Schwedes, 2003). Element 
tests are also a valuable tool to understand the influence 
of particle properties, e.g. density, size-distribution and 
shape, on the macroscopic bulk response. Moreover, such 
element tests are commonly used for the industrial de-
signs of silos (Jenike, 1967; Schwedes and Schulze, 1990; 
Schulze, 2003a).

Element tests are (ideally homogeneous) macroscopic 
tests in which the force (stress) and/or displacement 
(strain) path are controlled. The most widely performed 
element test in both industry and academia is the shear 
test, where a granular sample is sheared until failure is 
reached and the material starts to flow. Shear testers are 
usually classified into two groups: direct and indirect 
methods (Schwedes, 2003; Schwedes and Schulze, 1990). 
In direct shear testers, the shear zone is pre-defined by the 
device design, and the shear failure is forced in a specific 
physical location. On the contrary, in the indirect devices, 
the shear zone develops according to the applied state of 
stress. The most common indirect devices are the uni- 
axial compression tester (Russell et al., 2014; Thakur et 
al., 2014; Imole et al., 2016) and bi-axial shear box 
(Morgeneyer et al., 2003; Morgeneyer and Schwedes, 
2003; Feise and Schwedes, 1995). Direct devices can be 
further categorised into two sub-groups: translational and 
rotational. Typical translational shear testers include the 
direct shear tester (Casagrande, 1936; Schwedes, 1979; 
Shibuya et al., 1997) and the Jenike shear tester (Jenike, 
1964), while torsional or rotational shear testers include 
the FT4 powder rheometer (Freeman, 2007), the Schulze 
ring shear tester (Schulze, 1994) and the Brookfield pow-
der flow tester (Berry et al., 2015). Detailed reviews of 
testers have been presented by several authors (Schwedes, 
2003; Tsunakawa and Aoki, 1982; Schulze, 2008), and 
more (non-commercial) shear testers with higher com-
plexity can be found in literature (Harder and Schwedes, 
1985; Janssen and Zetzener, 2003; Bardet, 1997).

Quality and reproducibility of results are key aspects 
for proper material characterization. Although shear test-
ing technologies have been developed and studied exten-
sively, significant scatter in measurements is still common 
when testing powder flowability using different devices in 
different labs/environments (Freeman, 2007; Schulze, 
1994; Berry et al., 2015; Schulze, 2001; Kamath et al., 
1993; Kamath et al., 1994). Previous studies have been 
focusing on this problem by performing round-robin ex-
perimental studies on the Jenike tester (Akers, 1992), the 
Schulze ring shear tester (Schulze, 2001) and the Brook-
field powder flow tester (Berry et al., 2015) as well as 
comparing different devices (Koynov et al., 2015). The 
earliest round-robin study (Akers, 1992) resulted in a 

certified material (CRM-116 limestone powder) and a 
common standard experimental testing procedure for 
determining the yield locus. Schulze (Schulze, 2011) has 
collected 60 yield loci obtained using the small Schulze 
shear tester RST-XS (21 labs) and 19 yield loci using the 
large Schulze shear tester RST-01 (10 labs) on one lime-
stone powder (CRM-116). Results have been compared 
among them as well as with the results from reference 
Jenike tester. While results from RST-01 and RST-XS are 
in good agreement, a considerable deviation (up to 20 %) 
was observed when comparing results from the Schulze 
ring shear tester to the Jenike shear tester. Similar outputs 
are found by other researchers (Berry et al., 2015; Koynov 
et al., 2015; Salehi et al., 2017), where yield loci from the 
Brookfield powder flow tester, the Schulze ring shear tes-
ter, the FT4 powder rheometer and the Jenike shear tester 
are compared. The Brookfield powder flow tester and the 
FT4 powder rheometer show systematically lower shear 
responses in comparison to the other two shear testers.

Other studies have compared different industrially rele-
vant powders but only in a single device (Teunou et al., 
1999; Fitzpatrick et al., 2004). Moreover, these compara-
tive studies have been limited to relatively low stresses. 
A deeper understanding of the flow behaviour of powders 
in several shear devices over a wide stress range is still 
missing.

Our collaborative network, EU/ITN T-MAPPP (www.
t-mappp.eu), offers the unique possibility to shed light on 
the complex topic of powder yielding and flow, extending 
beyond the boundaries of previous projects. The network 
involves 16 partners in both academia and industry across 
Europe. The present study has multiple goals. Firstly, we 
want to investigate the consistency and repeatability of 
yield loci measurements between commonly used shear 
testers. This can provide a robust platform to establish the 
reliability of the testing methodology and procedures. 
Secondly, we aim to study the influence of cohesion on 
powder flowability by testing powders that have same 
chemical composition but different particle size, leading 
to different degrees of bulk cohesion. Finally, once the 
agreement between the shear devices is established, mea-
surements can be combined to characterise the powders 
over a wider stress range, which is not achievable with a 
single device. To achieve this goal, a systematic study has 
been carried out by testing 8 powders (Eskal limestone 
with median particle diameter from 2.2 to 938 μm) in 5 
shear testers (the Jenike Shear Tester, the Direct Shear 
Tester, the Schulze Ring Shear Tester with two shear cell 
sizes, and the FT4 Powder Rheometer) at 4 partner loca-
tions by different operators. Limestone powder has been 
chosen due to its negligible sensitivity towards humidity 
and temperature changes.

The work is structured as follows: In section 2, we pro-
vide information on the limestone samples/materials, in 
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section 3 the description of the experimental devices and 
in section 4 the test procedures. Sections 5 and 6 are de-
voted to the discussion of experimental results with focus 
on shear devices and materials, respectively, while con-
clusions and outlook are presented in section 7.

2. Material description and characterization

In this section, a brief description of the limestone sam-
ples along with their material properties is provided. Eight 
size grades with the same chemical composition, i.e. Eskal 
limestone (calcium carbonate), are used, with median par-
ticle sizes that almost span three orders of magnitude 
from μm to mm.

The Eskal series (KSL Staubtechnik GmbH, Germany) 
is extensively used in many fields including construction 
and automotive industries. Eskal is also used as a refer-
ence powder for standard testing and calibration of equip-
ment in powder technology, for instance, shear testers 
(Feise, 1998; Zetzener and Schwedes, 2002) and optical 
sizing systems due to the favourable physical properties: 
high roundness, low porosity and an almost negligible 
sensitivity towards humidity and temperature changes, 
which allows to avoid sample pretreatment.

Table 1 summarizes the physical properties of the Eskal 
samples. Median particle size d50 ranges from 2.22 μm 
(cohesive, sticky primary particles that form clumps) to 
938 μm (free-flowing primary particles). In this study, all 
powders are named with their original commercial name 
(e.g. Eskal150, Eskal300), except for Eskal K0.1–0.5 and 
K0.5–0.8 (original product names are Eskal Körnung 0.1–
0.5 and Körnung 0.5–0.8), which for sake of brevity, is 
referred to as “K”. The particle size distributions were 
determined by laser diffraction (HELOS + RODOS, 
Sympatec GmbH) with the dry dispersion unit. The span 
of the particle size distribution decreases with increasing 
particle size from 1.52 to 0.7, whereas the initial bulk den-

sity (bulk density measured directly after filling) in-
creases from 540 to 1400 kg/m3. Primary particle density 
ρp is measured using a helium pycnometer at 0.9 % mois-
ture content and is found to be independent of size. Parti-
cle roundness, which is the ratio of the perimeter of the 
equivalent circle to the real perimeter of the projected pri-
mary particle, was measured with the Sympatec-QICPIC 
imaging system. The working principle of this technique 
consists of a high-speed image analysis sensor capable of 
capturing 500 frames per second with low exposure time 
below 1 ns; this set-up allows to capture and measure 
with a high detail size and shape information of an ex-
tremely large number of particles in the size range of 
1 μm to 30 mm (Witt et al., 2006). Values are the average 
over approximately the range between 20000 and 
8000000 particles, depending on the median size of pri-
mary particles in the powders. The median particle size, 
d50, is used in the following as reference to the different 
Eskal samples.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the scanning electron microscopy 
images of Eskal30 and Eskal K0.1–0.5, in two different 
length scales. The topography of the surfaces are created 
using secondary electron imaging (SEI) method. In Fig. 1, 
we see that all the Eskal30 primary particles have similar 
shapes (left) and rough surfaces (right). But for Eskal 
K0.1–0.5, in Fig. 2, we observe more fines between the 
coarse particles (left) as well as on the surface (right). The 
other Eskal samples have mostly similar shapes (difference 

Table 1 Material parameters of the experimental samples. The initial bulk density represents bulk density from raw materials. 
Here, K0.1–0.5 means Körnung 0.1–0.5, which follows the commercial product naming. The initial bulk density values are pro-
vided by the manufacturer.

Property (Eskal) Unit 300 500 15 30 80 150 K0.1–0.5 K0.5–0.8

Particle size

d10 μm 0.78 1.64 12 21 39 97 4.5 738

d50 μm 2.22 4.42 19 30 71 138 223 938

d90 μm 4.15 8.25 28 43 106 194 292 1148

Span (d90–d10)/d50 [–] 1.52 1.50 0.84 0.73 0.94 0.70 1.29 0.44

Particle density ρp kg/m3 2737 2737 2737 2737 2737 2737 2737 2737

Moisture content w % 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

Roundness Ψ [–] 0.75 0.55 0.48 0.66 0.84 0.88 0.74 0.85

Initial bulk density ρ0 kg/m3 540 730 1110 1230 1330 1370 1400 1276

Fig. 1 SEM topography images of Eskal30 (d50 = 30 μm) in 
two different length scales as shown in the scale bars.
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in the range of 20 %, considering the mean values of 
roundness) irrespective of median particle size of the 
samples.

3. Experimental set-up

Many testers have been devised for measuring the 
yielding and flow properties of bulk solids in the last 70 
years, ranging from the Jenike Shear Tester to the 
semi-automated or fully automated testers that are being 
developed in the present days (Carr and Walker, 1968). 
Here we present a comparison between measurements in 
five direct shear devices, specifically the two “transla-

tional” devices, namely the ELE direct shear tester and 
the Jenike shear cell, and three “rotational” devices (The 
Schulze ring shear testers and the FT4 powder rheometer).

A detailed comparison between the main features of all 
testers is shown in Table 2 and a comparison of results 
from all these testers is presented in section 5. Two main 
characteristics of these devices are the degree of automa-
tion and the normal stress regime. The Schulze ring shear 
tester and the FT4 powder rheometer are in most of the 
operational stages completely automated, which strongly 
reduces the operator influences. The ELE direct shear tes-
ter can reach the highest normal stress among all the de-
vices we investigated.

3.1 Jenike shear tester

The Jenike tester is a direct translational shear tester, de-
veloped in the 1960s (Jenike, 1964) and it is recognized as 
one of the industrial standards for designing reliable bulk 
solids handling equipment such as storage bins, silos and 
hoppers. The tester consists of a shear cell (D = 93 mm) 
which includes a closed-bottom hollow base fitted to a 
fixed bearing plate. A shear ring capable of moving hori-
zontally is placed over the base with a top lid, used to 
close the cell, see Fig. 3(a). The shear cell is filled with 

Fig. 2 SEM topography images of Eskal K0.1–0.5 (d50 = 223 μm) 
in two different length scales as shown in the scale 
bars.

Table 2 Specification comparison of the Schulze ring shear tester (RST-1), ELE direct shear tester (DST), FT4 powder rheometer 
(FT4) and Jenike shear cell (Jenike). The actual shear velocities used are indicated in parentheses, stars refer to the default value from 
control softwares.

Property Jenike DST RST-01 RST-XS FT4

Cell volume (cm3) 189 126 204 31.4 86.4

Cell geometry cylinder box ring ring cylinder

Wall material aluminium stainless steel aluminium aluminium borosilicate glass

Diameter (D) or Length (L) (cm) 9.3 6 6 (inner) 
12 (outer)

3.2 (inner) 
6.4 (outer) 5

Height (H) (cm) 2.8 3.5 2.4 1.3 4.4

Aspect ratio H/D or H/L 0.30 0.58 0.27 0.27 0.88

Shear displacement limit (mm) 8 10 unlimited unlimited unlimited

Test control Manual Manual Computer Computer Computer

Sample weighing offline offline offline offline on-board

Compression device top lid top lid top ring top ring vented piston

Driving velocity 1–3 (2) 
(mm/min)

0.001–2 (2) 
(mm/min)

0.0038–22.9 (*) 
(°/min)

0.0038–22.9 (*) 
(°/min)

6–18 (6) 
(°/min)

Max. normal stress (kPa) 10–30 2778 50 20 22

Sample conditioning 
before pre-shear

pluviation 
(manual)

pluviation 
(manual)

pluviation 
(manual)

pluviation 
(manual)

rotated blade 
(automatic)

Yield locus test duration 2 hours 2 hours 20 mins 20 mins 30 mins

Stress measure direction horizontal horizontal 
and vertical

rotational 
and vertical

rotational 
and vertical rotational
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the test sample, which rests within the base and the shear 
ring, as shown in Fig. 3(b). A normal force is applied to 
the shear lid by loading weight on a hanger. A shear force 
is then applied using a bracket and a pin on the shear ring. 
The bulk solid undergoes shear deformation due to the 
simultaneous displacement of the upper ring and the lid 
against the stationary bottom ring. The stem is moved by 
a motor at a constant speed of around 1–3 mm/minute and 
the shear force is measured by a force transducer and is 
recorded on a computer.

For conducting a shear test, a sample of powder is uni-

formly filled into the shear cell using a spatula and/or a 
sieve. The sample is initially pre-consolidated by twisting 
a special lid covering the powder bed under a certain nor-
mal load. Then the lid and the filling ring are replaced 
with a shear lid and the pre-consolidated sample is pre-
sheared until a steady state flow is reached, which is de-
fined as a state of constant shear force and bulk density 
for a given normal stress. After retracting the shear stem 
and reducing the normal load, the shearing process is 
re-initiated under a reduced normal load until a maximum 
shear stress is recorded. This peak value represents a sin-
gle point on the yield locus. The pre-shear and shear pro-
cess is repeated for lower normal loads in order to get the 
complete yield locus. A more detailed description of the 
standard testing procedure is reported in the ASTM stan-
dard D-6128 (ASTM-D6128, 2006). The laborious work 
of filling and sample conditioning as well as a potential 
influence of the operator are the major drawbacks of this 
technique.

3.2 ELE direct shear tester (DST)

The second direct shear tester (ELE International, 
United Kingdom), is illustrated in Fig. 4(a). It operates with 
specimens with a square cross-section of 60 mm × 60 mm 
and a height of 30 mm. The apparatus is enclosed in a 
robustly constructed case. It is designed for and can reach 
shear stress up to 1250 kPa and normal stress up to 
2778 kPa. The speed range is between 0.0001 to 2 mm/min. 
The ELE direct shear tester is designed for much higher 
load in soil testing, employs a simple shear principle as 
the Jenike shear cell, has a larger shear displacement 
range (up to 12 mm in horizontal direction) and the possi-
bility of reverse box movement.

The shear test sequence starts with the filling of the 
shear box by dry pluviation of the powder into the box 
until a height of approximately 40 mm is reached; then 

Fig. 3 (a) Jenike direct shear tester and (b) the schematic rep-
resentation of the Jenike shear cell. For technical de-
tails see Table 2. Fig. 3(b), reprinted with permission 
from author (Schulze, 2002). Copyright: (2002) Diet-
mar Schulze.

Fig. 4 (a) The ELE direct shear tester and (b) the schematic representation of the ELE direct shear cell set-up. 
For technical details see Table 2.
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the top excess powder is removed by a scraper to ensure 
that the top surface of the sample is flat. Finally the top 
lid is mounted and the powder sticking to the sides of the 
box is removed carefully using a small paint brush. In ad-
dition to the typical direct shear testers as listed in Sec. 
3.1, the main drawback for this tester is the possible ejec-
tion of powder through the inter-quadrate opening. In or-
der to compare results in DST with other devices properly, 
shear tests in this study are performed following the same 
ASTM standard D-6128 (ASTM-D6128, 2006) as in Je-
nike shear tester. For the steady state test, in analogy to 
the normal wall friction procedure, the sample is first 
sheared to steady state at the highest normal load chosen. 
Then step by step the normal load is decreased and shear 
is continued until steady state is reached.

3.3 Schulze ring shear tester—RST-01 and RST-
XS

Among the shear devices for powder characterization, 
the Schulze rotational ring shear tester (1994) is one of the 
most widely used testers. The Schulze ring shear tester 
(RST-01) operates connected to a personal computer run-
ning a control software that allows the user to obtain, 
among other things, yield loci and wall yield loci. A 
smaller version of the ring shear tester with exactly the 
same working principle is the so-called RST-XS, devel-
oped for smaller specimen volumes (3.5 ml to 70 ml, 
rather than 204 ml for the RST-01). For both testers, ring-
shaped (annular) bottom ring of the shear cell contains the 
bulk solid specimen. An annular-shaped lid is placed on 
top of the bulk solid specimen and it is fixed at a cross-
beam (Fig. 5).

A normal force, FN, is exerted on the cross-beam in the 
rotational axis of the shear cell and transmitted through 
the lid onto the specimen. Thus a normal stress is applied 
to the bulk solid. In order to allow small confining stress, 
the counterbalance force, FA, acts in the centre of the cross-
beam, created by counterweights and directed upwards, 
counteracting the gravity forces of the lid, the hanger and 
the cross-beam. Shearing of the sample is achieved by ro-
tating the bottom ring with an angular velocity ω, whereas 
the lid and the cross-beam are prevented from rotation by 
two tie-rods connected to the cross-beam. Each of the tie-
rods is fixed at a load beam, so that the forces, F1 and F2, 
acting on the tie-rods can be measured. The bottom of the 
shear cell and the lower side of the lid are rough in order 
to prevent sliding of the bulk solid on these two surfaces. 
Therefore, rotation of the bottom ring relative to the lid cre-
ates a shear deformation within the bulk solid. Through 
this shearing the bulk solid is deformed, and thus a shear 
stress τ develops, proportional to the forces on the tie-rods 
(F1 + F2). All the tests performed here follow the ASTM 
standard (ASTM-D6773-16, 2008).

3.4 FT4 powder rheometer

The last experimental equipment used in this work is 
the FT4 Powder Rheometer (Freeman technology Ltd., 
UK), depicted in Fig. 6(a). Standard accessories for the 
shear test include the 50-mm-diameter blade for sample 
conditioning, the vented piston for compression, the shear 
head for the shearing process and the 50-mm-high with 
50 mm diameter borosilicate test vessel. One advantage of 
the commercial FT4 Powder Rheometer is the automated 
nature of the test procedure requiring minimal operator 
intervention.

The shear test sequence under the ASTM standard 
D7891 (ASTM-D7891-15, 2015) can be summarized as 
follows: the test vessel is carefully filled with the powder 
of interest using a spatula after obtaining the tare weight. 
The conditioning procedure involves the movement of the 
conditioning blade into the test sample to gently disturb 
the powder bed for a user-defined number of cycles before 
it is removed slowly. A cycle consists of the inward and 

Fig. 5 (a) The Schulze ring shear tester RST-01 and (b) the 
working principle of the Ring shear cell set-up. The 
difference between RST-XS and RST-XS is the shear 
cell size. For technical details see Table 2. Fig. 5(b), 
reprinted with permission from author (Schulz, 2003b). 
Copyright: (2003) Dietmar Schulze.
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outward movement of the conditioning blade into the 
powder bed with a constant rotation movement all the 
time. In order to prevent the conditioning blade from 
touching the base of the vessel, the direction of the blade 
movement is reversed as soon as it is within 1 mm of the 
vessel base. It is believed that this creates a uniform, 
loosely packed test sample that can be readily reproduced 
(Freeman, 2007).

In this study, we perform three pre-conditioning cycles 
before the shear tests are carried out (pre-conditioning 
does not involve a confining stress like in the other 3 tes-
ters). The portion of the base insert of the test vessel are 
excluded from the calculation of the vessel height, leading 
to a maximum vessel height of 44 mm instead of 50 mm 
and an aspect ratio α of 0.88. Subsequent to pre- 
conditioning, the blade is replaced with a vented piston, 
which incorporates a stainless steel mesh to allow the 
enclosed air in the powder to escape uniformly across the 
surface of the powder bed. The vessel assembly is then 
split (and thus levelled) after the vented piston executes 
the compression until the pre-shear normal stress level is 
reached. Then the powder mass is recorded after splitting 
to compute the bulk density before the shear tests start. A 
detailed description of the vessel split-and-levelling pro-
cedure is reported by Freeman et al. (2009).

A shear test begins after changing the vented piston to 
the shear head as shown in Fig. 6(b). The shear head 
moves downwards inserting the blades into the powder 
and induces a normal stress as the shear head bottom sur-
face is in contact with the top of the powder. The shear 
head continues to move downwards until the required 
pre-shear normal stress is reached. At this point slow ro-
tation of the shear head begins, inducing an increasing 
shear stress. As the powder bed resists the rotation of the 
shear head, the shear stress increases until failure, at the 
point a maximum shear stress is observed. As a conse-
quence, a shear plane is formed just below the ends of the 

blades. The shear head is kept moving until the shear 
stress does not change anymore for the pre-shear step and 
is stopped immediately after the maximum is reached 
for each shear step. A constant normal stress is main-
tained throughout each pre-shear or shear step. Note that 
pre-shear in FT4 is a multi-stage process and will be dis-
cussed in the next section. All the tests performed with 
the FT4 powder rheometer follow ASTM standard 
(ASTM-D7891-15, 2015).

4. Test procedures

In this section, an overview of the testing procedures as 
well as all the details of the tests performed using shear 
devices for different limestone specimens are presented.

The diagram in Fig. 7 illustrates the common testing 
procedures used for measuring the yield locus. The 
Schulze ring shear tester RST-01 only requires one single 
pre-shear cycle before the first shear point and the steady 
state is reached (Fig. 7 top). And this pre-shear determi-
nation is also similar in the DST and Jenike. However, the 
FT4 powder rheometer involves multiple pre-shear cycles 
before the first shear is initiated, and it determines the 
steady state only when the difference between the end 
point shear stress values from two consecutive pre-shear 
cycles is within 1 % (Fig. 7 bottom). The number of mul-
tiple pre-shear cycles in the FT4 usually varies from 4 for 
cohesive powders to 6 for free-flowing powders. And the 
influence of this difference on powder flow properties 
will be further elaborated in Sec. 5.3.

The main quantities referred to in this study (linearised 
effective yield locus, yield locus and steady state/termina-
tion locus) are explained in Fig. 8, where the pre-shear 
and shear points are the measured values as indicated in 
Fig. 7. According to these three loci, three different an-
gles can be determined: effective angle of internal friction, 

Fig. 6 (a) The FT4 Powder Rheometer and (b) the working 
principle of the FT4 shear cell set-up. For technical de-
tails see Table 2.

Fig. 7 Schematic drawing of typical yield locus measurement 
steps for RST-01 (top) and FT4 (bottom).
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ϕe, angle of internal friction, ϕ, and steady state angle of 
internal friction, ϕss as depicted in Fig. 8 and the details 
are given by Schulze (2008). The intercept of yield locus 
for normal stress equals to zero is named as cohesive 
strength, and it qualitatively indicates the bulk cohesion 
of a given sample under a given normal stress. Note that 
all the quantities measured from different testers are us-
ing the same definition here.

Since all the devices investigated here have been de-
signed for different purposes, they are adapted to test the 
materials in preferable normal stress ranges. In Fig. 9, we 
show schematically the range of normal stress that each 
device can cover with acceptable accuracy. In the same 
plot, we indicate the extended normal stress ranges of 
Jenike and DST (dashed lines). For Jeinke in higher nor-
mal stress range, the data are highly difficult to acquire 
and less reliable due to insufficient shear path available in 
shearing direction. On the other hand, low/intermediate 
normal stress results from DST are less accurate due to 

the limit of the force sensor. The actual normal stresses 
used for this study are also highlighted with black dots on 
the solid lines and summarized in Table A1. In Fig. 9, we 
divide the whole normal stress range into three regimes: i) 
low normal stress, where Jenike, RST-01/RST-XS and 
FT4 can be used; ii) moderate normal stress, where RST-
01 and FT4 are available; iii) high normal stress that DST 
and RST-01 can be relied on.

The Schulze RST-01 was chosen as a reference device 
and used to test all 7 Eskal samples at 3 different pre-
shear normal stress levels since it covers the widest stress 
range. A limited number of cases were tested with the 
other devices depending on the accuracy and material 
availability. However, for each pre-shear normal stress, 
tests on one powder have been performed using at least 
two devices in order to check the reproducibility of the 
results between the testers. Each test was repeated three 
times (3 fresh samples) to investigate the repeatability 
within a single device. Details on the pre-shear and shear 
normal stress levels used are given in Table A1. In addi-
tion, we have also performed steady state locus study us-
ing 4 powders in DST. We have chosen a pre-shear normal 
stress values between 1.4 and 36.1 kPa. The test details 
are summarized in Table A2.

5. Comparison of shear devices

In this section, we compare the measurement from dif-
ferent shear devices and a general overview of the repeat-
ability and reproducibility of the test results is given. In 
order to compare the yield loci from different testers, two 
limestone powders were chosen as reference powders (see 
Table 3), namely cohesive Eskal300 (2.22 μm) and free 
flowing Eskal150 (138 μm).

Fig. 8 Schematic drawing of effective yield locus, yield locus 
and steady state locus.

Table 3 Summary of the tests performed. The numbering in 
the table are the number of powders tested with a certain device 
under a certain pre-shear stress level. For more details, see 
Table A1. Note that the values in the parentheses refer to the 
pre-shear normal stress values used for a specific device.

Stress in kPa 
Device

Low stress 
5 (4.3)

Moderate 
stress 20

High stress 
35 (36.1)

Jenike 2 (4.3) [–] [–]

DST [–] [–] 4 (36.1)

RST-01 7 8 7

RST-XS 4 (4.3) [–] [–]

FT4 [–] 4 [–]

Fig. 9 Schematic drawing of typical yield locus. Black arrows 
at the bottom: typical normal stress ranges used for 
each device; dashed lines are extended normal stress 
limits. Black points indicate the actual normal stress 
levels used for different shear testers.
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5.1 Low normal stress: Schulze ring shear tester 
(RST-01) vs Jenike tester

In the low normal stress regime, we first compare the 
RST-01 with the standard Jenike tester at pre-shear nor-
mal stress of 5 kPa. Each shear point is measured with 3 
fresh samples to acquire the standard deviations. The 
yield loci for Eskal150 (138 μm) and 300 (2.22 μm) are 
shown in Fig. 10. Both testers show quite good repeat-
ability with a higher standard deviation from the Jenike 
tester. When we look at the individual powders, the agree-
ment between the two shear testers for Eskal150 is good, 
with the difference increasing slightly with increasing 
normal stress. The pre-shear stress values are also close 
within the deviation range. For the finer Eskal300, the 
discrepancy between the two devices becomes higher, but 
still within the standard deviation. A big discrepancy is 
observed for the pre-shear points, where the Jenike shows 
lower values and higher standard deviations compared to 
RST-01. This may be related to the manual control proce-
dure of the Jenike shear cell. Often the pre-shear must be 
stopped to prevent the risk of running out the shear dis-
placement.

5.2 Low normal stress: Schulze ring shear tester 
(RST-01) vs (RST-XS)

In the same low normal stress range, we have also 
tested the two reference powders using the smaller 
RST-XS, and the data are compared to RST-01 as shown 
in Fig. 11. For both devices, the repeatability is very high, 
with the standard deviations within the symbol size. For 
the free flowing Eskal150, the yield loci measured by the 

two devices demonstrate a very good agreement although 
a slightly different pre-shear normal stresses are used. For 
the cohesive Eskal300, data from RST-XS are consistently 
lower than data from RST-01. However, both devices 
show a non-linear behaviour with the slope (decreasing 
with increasing normal stress).

To further investigate RST-XS, we have tested Eskal300 
in the RST-XS using the same pre-shear and shear stress 
levels as in RST-01, and results are also plotted in Fig. 11. 
We observe that, also in this case of same pre-shear nor-
mal stress, the RST-XS values are systematically lower 
than the RST-01 values (around 5 %). As the only known 
difference between RST-XS and RST-01 is the shear cell 
size, our results indicate that the powder response may be 
influenced by the system size in the case of cohesive ma-
terial.

5.3 Moderate normal stress: Schulze ring shear 
tester (RST-01) vs FT4 powder rheometer

In the moderate normal stress regime, we compare the 
most commonly used rotational shear testers, the RST-01 
and the FT4 rheometer. Both testers are automated and al-
low selection of a pre-shear normal stress value, σpre, 
which was set to 20 kPa for our comparison.

The yield loci for Eskal300 and Eskal150 are shown in 
Fig. 12. Both the RST-01 and the FT4 show good repeat-
ability for each measurement point, with the standard de-
viations within the symbol size. For the free-flowing 
Eskal150, the yield loci measured by the two devices are 
in very good agreement except for the pre-shear points, 

Fig. 10 Yield locus (shear stress versus normal stress) of Es-
kal150 (138 μm) and Eskal300 (2.22 μm) using RST-
01 and Jenike. The pre-shear normal stress is kept at 
5 kPa for both devices. Points with and without lines 
are shear and pre-shear points, respectively. Lines are 
guides to the eye.

Fig. 11 Yield locus (shear stress versus normal stress) of Es-
kal150 (138 μm) and Eskal300 (2.22 μm) using RST-
01 and RST-XS. The pre-shear normal stresses are set 
to 5 and 4.3 kPa for RST-01 and RST-XS, respectively 
(Eskal300 has one extra 5 kPa pre-shear using 
RST-XS). Points with and without lines are shear and 
pre-shear points, respectively. Lines are guides to the 
eye. Note that here the data for RST-01 are the same 
as in Fig. 10.
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where the FT4 gives a much lower value than the RST-01. 
However, for the cohesive Eskal300, we see a pronounced 
difference between results obtained by the two devices 
(around 10–20 %), although the angle of internal friction 
(slope) between the two devices stays almost the same. A 
similar trend is observed with the other two cohesive 
samples: Eskal500 and Eskal15, with the values measured 
by FT4 systematically lower than the ones from RST-01 
(data not shown here, for details see Tables B1 and B2).

We associate the difference in the behaviour between 
the two devices to the test protocols as explained in Sec. 4. 
The Schulze ring shear tester, based on the ASTM stan-
dard D-6773 (ASTM-D6773-16, 2008), uses the conven-
tional pre-shear determination criterion: the steady state 
shear stress plateau is determined in one pre-shear stage 
and the following pre-shear stages after incipient flow fol-
lows this one pre-shear state value. On the other hand, for 
the FT4 powder rheometer, based on the ASTM standard 
D7891 (ASTM-D7891-15, 2015), several pre-shear cycles 
are performed until the steady state reaches a constant 
shear stress value (within 1 % difference). This value is 
the assumed as pre-shear steady state and the shear stage 
starts. In the case of cohesive powders, the samples need 
3–10 repetitions for the pre-shear to fulfil the steady state 
criterion in the FT4. This may lead to formation of a 
pre-defined shear failure plane in the sample that reduces 
its shearing resistance along the shear direction. We point 
out here that both shear devices are automated using their 
own test software where the test protocols are in-built and 
therefore impossible to change by the users. In addition, 
there is another significant difference between the two 
testers in that the Schulze ring shear tester has an annular 
cross-section where the shear displacement is applied 

fairly uniformly over the solid shearing surface; whilst 
the FT4 rheometer has a circular cross-section where the 
shearing displacement is highly non-uniform with values 
decreasing towards zero at the centre of the cross-section. 
It is thus probable that critical shearing state may not be 
fully achieved particularly near the central zone of the 
cross-section, thereby producing a smaller overall critical 
shear stress.

5.4 High normal stress: Schulze ring shear tester 
(RST-01) vs direct shear tester (DST)

In the high normal stress regime, we compare the refer-
ence Schulze ring shear tester (RST-01) with the direct 
shear tester (DST) as shown in Fig. 13. The pre-shear 
stress σpre is set to 35 kPa for the RST-01 and 36.1 kPa for 
the DST. This small difference in the pre-shear normal 
stress applied is due to the design limitation of DST, 
where one can only change the normal stress discontinu-
ously.

As we can see clearly from the figure, the results from 
DST and RST-01 are in good agreement for both powders. 
The standard deviation of DST data is higher than the 
RST-01, and becomes more prominent for low stress lev-
els as well as for the free-flowing sample Eskal150. In the 
case of pre-shear points, the DST shows a slightly lower 
value compared to the RST-01, but the difference is negli-
gible. For the yield locus of Eskal150, data from the two 
devices overlap within the error bars. When we focus on 
Eskal300, DST underestimates the shear stress values on 
the yield locus with respect to the RST-01, especially for 
low normal stresses. We want to point out that the low 
stress data from DST may be less reliable that the shear 

Fig. 12 Yield locus (shear stress versus normal stress) of Es-
kal150 (138 μm) and Eskal300 (2.22 μm) using RST-
01 and FT4. The pre-shear normal stress is kept at 
20 kPa for both devices. Points with and without lines 
are shear and pre-shear points, respectively. Lines are 
guides to the eye.

Fig. 13 Yield locus (shear stress versus normal stress) of Es-
kal150 (138 μm) and Eskal300 (2.22 μm) using RST-
01 and DST. The pre-shear normal stresses are kept at 
35 and 36.1 kPa for RST-01 and DST, respectively. 
Points with and without lines are shear and pre-shear 
points, respectively. Lines are guides to the eye.
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force measurement system of DST has a lower limit value 
of 1 N (1 kPa).

Finally, in order to confirm the reproducibility between 

the two devices, we further test the steady state shear re-
sponses for Eskal K0.1–0.5 and Eskal K0.5–0.8, as shown 
in Fig. 14. Results from the two shear devices show good 
agreements for the tested two powders, with the data 
points following the two linearised yield loci within the 
standard deviations.

5.5 Summary of device comparison

In order to validate the consistency of the results ob-
tained from different shear devices, we extrapolate the 
linearised yield loci and compare both angle of internal 
friction as well as cohesive strength (interception of lin-
earised yield locus on y-axis) for the two reference pow-
ders (Figs. 15 and 16). The data from different shear 
testers are interpreted in different ways. In the case of the 
yield locus from the Jenike tester and DST, the shear 
points are linearised using a least square method, while 
the RST-01, RST-XS and FT4 are linearised using the de-
fault software with pro-rating method. For a free-flowing 
powder, Eskal150 (138 μm), we get a good agreement 
among the RST-01, the RST-XS and the FT4 for the cohe-
sive strength, c, but higher values from the Jenike and es-

Fig. 14 Steady state locus (shear stress versus normal stress) 
of Eskal K0.1–0.5 (223 μm) and K0.5–0.8 (938 μm) 
using RST-01 and DST. The lines are the least mean 
square linear regression to the data with angle 
ϕss = 36.2° for Eskal K0.1–0.5 and 41.5° for Eskal 
K0.5–0.8.

Fig. 15 (a) Cohesive strength, c and (b) angle of internal fric-
tion, ϕ, plotted against normal stress, σn, for Eskal150 
(138 μm tested using all the devices in this study.

Fig. 16 (a) Cohesive strength, c and (b) angle of internal fric-
tion, ϕ, plotted against normal stress, σn, for Eskal300 
(2.22 μm) tested using all the devices in this study.
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pecially from the DST with also larger standard 
deviations (Fig. 15(a)). A similar observation is also 
found for the angle of internal friction as shown in 
Fig. 15(b), but the ϕ value obtained from the DST is lower 
than the other devices. This is caused by the limit of the 
direct shear tester in the low stress range (below 1.0 kPa). 
The direct shear tester is initially designed for measuring 
the strength of soil samples in civil engineering, where 
the stresses applied are usually high, whereas our tests 
were performed at much lower stress levels, close to the 
accuracy limit (around 0.5 kPa) of the force ring on direct 
shear tester, resulting in a decrease in measurement accu-
racy for the direct shear tester using free-flowing pow-
ders. In the case of the Jenike shear tester, the ϕ value is 
higher than the other devices, but still within the devia-
tion range.

In Fig. 16, we investigate the reproducibility of all the 
devices by looking at the most cohesive Eskal300 powder 
(2.22 μm). DST shows a good agreement with the highest 
standard deviation for cohesive strength, c, (Fig. 16(a)). 
However, the difference between the DST and the RST-01 
is around 20 %. The RST-XS, Jenike and the RST-01 have 
a good agreement but FT4 shows a relatively lower value 
for c, thus underestimating the flowability of very cohe-
sive powders. When we look at the ϕ value as shown in 
Fig. 16(b), Jenike unexpectedly gives the lowest value 
with the highest standard deviation. The DST shows 
slightly lower values than the RST-01 and the FT4 has a 
good agreement with the RST-01 (within deviation range). 
Similar behaviour is observed for two other Eskal powders 
tested using RST-01, RST-XS, FT4 and DST: cohesive 
Eskal500 and easy-flowing Eskal15 (data are not shown 
here, see the Tables in Appendix B). Note that the vertical 
axes of cohesive strength are different in Fig. 15 and 
Fig. 16.

6. Effects of varying particle size

In this section, we present the comparison of seven 
Eskal powders tested by the Schulze ring shear tester 
(RST-01) at different pre-shear stresses as given in Table 3. 
For the analysis of RST-01 data, we used the standard 
RST-CONTROL 95 software with “N-RHOB-correction” 
activated (Schulze, 2011). The powder have sizes ranging 
from 2.22 to 938 μm, and identical chemical composition 
as explained in Table 1. We characterize the above- 
mentioned seven powders in terms of bulk density, angle 
of internal friction, cohesive strength, steady state angle 
of internal friction, effective angle of internal friction and 
flow function.

6.1 Bulk density at steady state

As a first step, we look at the dependence of the bulk 
density on the normal stress and particle size for all the 
powders. Data are shown in Fig. 17(a). Zero normal stress 
(arrows on bulk density axis) corresponds to the initial 
bulk density of the fresh samples before applying any 
stresses (provided by the manufacturer). By increasing 
normal stress, the bulk density increases for all powders 
with different rates, higher for small-particle-size powder 
and almost zero for Eskal80 (71 μm) and 150 (138 μm). 
However, for Eskal K0.1–0.5 (223 μm), the bulk density 
increases with increasing normal stress. We associate this 
trend to the wider particle size distribution (large span 
value 1.29 as shown in Table 1) and the visible huge 
amount of fines as shown in Fig. 2. A wider particle size 
distribution allows easy rearrangement of the packing 
structure when applying external load.

In Fig. 17(b), we plot the bulk density with respect to 

Fig. 17 Bulk density in steady state, ρb, plotted against (a) 
normal (pre-shear) stress, σn, (b) median particle size, 
d50. Arrows represent the initial bulk density of the 
raw samples before stress and shear are applied. Sym-
bols in the dashed area are sieved Eskal K0.1–0.5 
(223 μm) sample sheared at σn = 20 kPa. Lines are 
guides to the eye.
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the median particle size for different normal stresses. We 
observe an increasing trend with increasing particle size 
consistent for all normal stresses. This can be explained 
by the presence of cohesive forces (van der Waals) be-
tween primarily particles other than gravitational forces. 
Since Eskal powders are relatively dry, the presence of 
liquid bridging and other forces are expected to be small, 
the dry cohesive interaction will result in forming clusters 
and create many voids in the bulk, and therefore decrease 
the bulk density. As cohesive forces become smaller with 
increasing size, particles will have mainly frictional and 
gravitational forces without forming clusters and there-
fore the material can form a denser bulk solid. One extra 
powder, Eskal K0.5–0.8 (938 μm), is also tested under 
20 kPa normal stress. This powder breaks the trend seen 
previously and shows a lower bulk density associated with 
the largest median particle size. In order to investigate 
further the role of the span in the bulk density behaviour, 
we perform sieving on the sample with largest span, Eskal 
K0.1–0.5 (223 μm). Two sieving methods are used: stan-
dard vibration sieving and high pressure air sieving. The 
median particle sizes reduce to 101 μm and 208 μm, in 
the case of vibration sieving and air sieving, respectively. 
The vibration sieving is only effective in removing the 
coarse particle but not the fines and thus leads to an in-
crease of the span from 1.289 to 2.173. While the air siev-
ing is effective enough to remove both coarse and fines 
and decrease the span to 0.395. The bulk densities for Es-
kal K0.1–0.5 (223 μm) after sieving are plotted in the 
dashed area of the same Fig. 17(b). The bulk density of 
the sieved samples both decrease to values that are similar 
to the values of the largest median particle size powder, 
Eskal K0.5–0.8 (938 μm). This indicates that for a given 
median particle size, the span has a dominating effect on 
the bulk density of a powder.

6.2 Bulk responses from incipient and steady state 
flow

6.2.1 Angle of internal friction from incipient flow
The angle of internal friction describes the bulk fric-

tion during incipient flow of a powder, which is deter-
mined from the linearised yield locus as shown in Fig. 8. 
Although the yield locus for cohesive powder is non- 
linear by nature, the linearised yield locus can still be 
used to estimate the angle of internal friction in a certain 
stress range. This estimated value is one important prop-
erty that determines the maximum bulk friction of a pow-
der from a given pre-consolidation history. Here, unless 
specified, all angles of internal friction originate from lin-
earised yield loci.

In Fig. 18, we plot the angle of internal friction against 
normal stress at three different pre-shear normal stress 
and particle size for the 7 powders studied (Eskal K0.5–

0.8 is also included here but with only one point). Within 
the stresses investigated, there is no apparent dependence 
of the angle of internal friction on the normal stress 
(Fig. 18(a)). However, if we focus on the dependence on 
the particle size as shown in Fig. 18(b), we observe that 
when d50 is lower than approximately 30 μm, ϕ decreases 
with increasing particle size. Then, for 30 < d50 < 150 μm, 
we observe that the ϕ is almost constant with changing 
particle size for the three pre-shear normal stresses cho-
sen. Interestingly, if the particle size keeps rising to 
d50 < 150 μm, ϕ follows a parallel rise and achieves simi-
lar values to the ones obtained for samples smaller than 
30 μm. For Eskal K0.1–0.5 (d50 = 223 μm), the angle of 
internal friction increases back to around 38°.

We have run several tests/checks with the goal of eluci-
dating the non-monotonic behavior that observed in 
Fig. 18(b). First, we further test another sample in the 
range of d50 > 150 μm, namely Eskal K0.5–0.8 (d50 = 
938 μm), at 20 kPa pre-shear stress. The ϕ value of Eskal 
K0.5–0.8 increases even further to around 42°. This con-
firms that the increasing trend is not limited only to a 

Fig. 18 Angle of internal friction, ϕ, plotted against (a) pre-
shear normal stress, σn, (b) median particle size, d50. 
Symbols in the dashed area are sieved Eskal K0.1–0.5 
(223 μm) sample sheared at σn = 20 kPa. Lines are 
guides to the eye.
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specific sample. As second step, we have measured the 
angle of internal friction for the two sieved samples ob-
tained after sieving Eskal K0.1–0.5 (223 μm) via vibration 
and air methods that are already introduced in Sec. 6.2.1. 
While the bulk density strongly reduces after sieving, the 
angle of internal friction remains unaffected as shown in 
the dashed area of Fig. 18(b), which indicates that the 
span of particle size distribution is not the primary factor 
influencing the bulk friction. Finally, in order to check the 
influence of the devices, we have further tested Eskal 
K0.1–0.5 (223 μm) and K0.5–0.8 (938 μm) in the direct 
shear tester (DST), and the results are reported in Fig. 14. 
The flow behaviour of both powders are very similar us-
ing RST-01 and DST. This agreement clarifies that the be-
haviour originates from material properties rather than 
from a specific shear device.

One possible explanation of this interesting behaviour 
on bulk friction would be that the different size particles 
have a similar shape (this is visible by comparing the 
roundness between Eskal K0.1–0.5 and K0.5–0.8 in 
Table 1) but different surface roughness/asperity, but this 
has to be further investigated and it is far beyond the 
scope of this study. Another possibility is the competition 
between the inter-particle cohesion and inter-particle fric-
tion (caused by shape). When the particles are small, the 
inter-particle cohesion dominates the flow behaviour and 
enhances the shear resistance. Also when a sample is con-
fined under a given confining stress, if the inter-particle 
cohesion is high, the sample bulk density will be low, 
which gives more free spaces for particles to move 
around. Therefore, the geometrical interlocking does not 
play an important role here. When the particle size is 
large, we have almost no influence from inter-particle co-
hesion and the whole powder is more densely packed, so 
that the inter-particle friction/interlocking (shape/geome-
try) is the ruling mechanism of the bulk friction be-
haviour. For an intermediate particle size, these two 
effects are both reducing but still competing with each 
other, and they cannot be distinguished.

6.2.2 Cohesive strength from incipient flow
As a complement to the angle of internal friction, one 

has to also look at the cohesive strength, which is the ex-
trapolated intercept from the linearised yield locus, and 
gives an indication of the strength of the powder under 
zero confining stress (σn). In Fig. 19(a), we plot the cohe-
sive strength against the pre-shear normal stress. As ex-
pected, the values of cohesive strength at given stress 
levels are higher for powders with finer particle size. The 
cohesive strength of all powders increases with increasing 
normal stress, but with different slopes. The cohesive 
strength of the two finest powders, Eskal300 (2.22 μm) 
and Eskal500 (4.42 μm), increase conspicuously with nor-
mal stress.

As we focus on the particle size dependence in 
Fig. 19(b), we see a monotonically decreasing bulk cohe-
sion with increasing particle size for all the normal stress 
levels investigated. However, the cohesive strength for 
raw Eskal K0.1–0.5 (223 μm) increases above this trend 
(as shown in the dashed area in the figure). This apparent 
discrepancy was also observed in the bulk density and the 
angle of internal friction, as explained earlier. We further 
investigated this behaviour by sieving the sample using 
different techniques. It seems that our air sieving proce-
dures are effective and reduce the cohesive strength of the 
powder by separating the fines from the coarse fractions. 
The theory that smaller particles have the strongest cohe-
sive forces, acting most effectively on each other, is con-
sistent with the strongest decrease in cohesion for the air-
sieved samples in which the fines are most effectively 
removed. The observation of removing fines reduces bulk 
cohesion but does not affect bulk friction supports the hy-
pothesis that frictional flow behaviour of powders in the 

Fig. 19 Cohesive strength, c, plotted against (a) pre-shear nor-
mal stress, σn, (b) median particle size, d50. Symbols 
in the dashed area are sieved Eskal K0.1–0.5 (223 μm) 
sample sheared at σn = 20 kPa. Lines are from the fit-
ted function: c(d50) = σpre * dc/d50 with dc = 0.6919, 
0.3953 and 0.2809 μm for σpre = 5, 20 and 35 kPa, 
repectively.
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range of d50 > 150 μm is governed by particle interlock-
ing.

In Fig. 19(b), we have also given fitted lines based on 
the equation as shown in the caption. All our data fitted 
well with a power law dependence and this power has its 
origin from the adhesive forces between two particles, as 
introduced by Rumpf in 1990 (Rumpf 1990, Rabinovich 
et al. 2000), where the adhesion force between two parti-
cles is linearly proportional to particle diameter: Fad ∝ d. 
While for the cohesive strength, it is a bulk property with 
an unit of stress. Therefore, cohesive strength is propor-
tional to the adhesion force divided by effective contact 
area: c ∝ Fad/d2, and finally we get c ∝ d−1, which is the 
relation used for our fitting.

6.2.3 Bulk friction from steady state flow
Along with the bulk density (volume fraction), angle of 

internal friction and cohesive strength, the steady state 
angle of internal friction, ϕss, also plays a major role in 
determining the powder flow behaviour. The steady state 

flow does not depend on time change or sample history 
and one could get a unique bulk friction response to 
shearing for each normal stress level for a given sample. 
We first look at the ϕss with respect to the applied normal 
stress in Fig. 20(a). For samples with median particle size 
higher than 20 μm (Eskal30, 80, 150 and K0.1–0.5), the 
ϕss behaves similarly as ϕ, no clear dependence on normal 
stress is observed. However, for samples smaller than 
20 μm (Eskal300, 500 and 15), ϕss decreases with increas-
ing normal stress.

When we look at the size influence on ϕss in Fig. 20(b), 
we observe a very similar trend to the angle of internal 
friction in Fig. 18(b). However, the value of ϕss for largest 
size powder is lower than the value of the finest powder, 
where ϕ of the coarsest powder exceeds the finest. This 
indicates that the inter-particle cohesion contributes more 
to the shear resistance at steady state flow than at incipi-
ent flow. When looking at the behaviour of the two sieved 
samples, ϕss stay almost unchanged after sieving, which is 
consistent with Fig. 18(b).

6.3 Quantities relevant for silo design

The parameters mentioned in the sections above are 
determined directly from the physical response of pow-
ders in the shear tester, e.g., bulk friction values can be 
directly calculated from the measured normal and shear 
stresses, and are very useful for understanding the pow-
der’s physical behaviour. However, for designing a silo, 
some additional parameters play an important role (Jenike, 
1976; Schulze, 2008, 2014b). These will be discussed in 
the following sections.

6.3.1 Effective angle of internal friction
The effective angle of internal friction is defined as the 

angle of the effective yield locus, which is the line start-
ing at the origin of the σn – τ plane and tangent to the 
Mohr circle (see Fig. 8). And this property is crucial for 
designing the hopper angle in order to achieve mass flow 
in a silo.

In Fig. 21, the effective angle of internal friction is 
plotted against the normal stress and median particle size. 
Within the stress levels investigated, ϕe decreases with in-
creasing normal stress, except for two intermediate size 
powders—Eskal30 (30 μm) and 150 (138 μm), which 
shows a consistent behaviour with ϕss independent of the 
normal stress. Interestingly, for even higher particle size, 
Eskal K0.1–0.5 (223 μm), ϕe again decreases with applied 
normal stress.

When we focus on the dependence of the effective an-
gle of internal friction on the particle size as shown in 
Fig. 21(b), we observe a very similar trend as ϕ and ϕss, 
especially with values of ϕe consistently higher than ϕss 
for both very fine and very coarse powders. Also in this 

Fig. 20 Steady state angle of internal friction, ϕss, plotted 
against (a) pre-shear normal stress, σn, (b) median 
particle size, d50. Symbols in the dashed area are 
sieved Eskal K0.1–0.5 (223 μm) sample sheared at 
σn = 20 kPa. Lines are guides to the eye.
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case, sieving barely affects the behaviour of the powders, 
see dashed area in Fig. 21(b).

6.3.2 Flow function and powder flowability
Finally, we process the results to look at the powder 

flowability in the form of the flow function to evaluate 
how a given powder would fail/flow under a given major 
consolidation stress (see Fig. 8). This is also of great sig-
nificance for designing the outlet diameter of a silo 
(Schulze, 2014a). When a powder sample is compressed in 
a confined geometry, e.g. a cylinder in a uni-axial tester, 
the major consolidation stress is named as σ1, which indi-
cates the maximum compressive stress achieved in the 
sample. If the powder is sufficiently cohesive, it will form 
an intact bulk/block after the confinement is removed. If 
the block is compressed again, the minimum stress 
needed to achieve sample failure/breakage is called the 
unconfined yield strength, σc. Note that the sample stress 
paths in uni-axial testers and shear testers are different, 
but the stress states could be linked using Mohr’s Circle. 
The curve σc = f(σ1) is called flow function in powder en-
gineering, which can be used to characterize material 

flowability, ffc = σ1/σc (Schulze, 2008). The flowability is 
defined as follows:

• ffc < 1 not flowing
• 1 < ffc < 2 very cohesive
• 2 < ffc < 4 cohesive
• 4 < ffc < 10 easy flowing
• ffc > 10 free flowing
In Fig. 22, we plot the flow functions for 7 limestone 

powders. As we can see, our powders cover almost the 
whole range of flowability, from cohesive to free flowing. 
In the stress range we investigated, σc increases for all the 
samples with increasing σ1. As expected, the slope of the 
increase trend becomes higher with decreasing particle 
size, with the maximum slope of Eskal300 (minimum 
particle size). The flowability of a certain powder depends 
not only on the major consolidation stress σ1, but also on 
particle size.

7. Conclusion and outlook

In this study, we have systematically examined the 
powder flow behaviour of limestone powder samples with 
varying median particle sizes in different shear testers at 
different confining stress levels. The major goal is to un-
derstand the relation between microscopic properties such 
as particle size and contact cohesion and macroscopic, 
bulk properties such as bulk density, cohesive strength 
and shear resistance (characterized by the effective angle 
of internal friction, the internal friction at steady state 
flow, and the internal friction).

All shear testers investigated show highly repeatable/

Fig. 22 Flow function: unconfined yield strength, σc, plotted 
against major consolidation stress, σ1 under 3 differ-
ent pre-shear stresses using RST-01. Different sym-
bols/colours represent different materials. Note that 
for Eskal K0.5–0.8, there is only one point, and we 
have error bars with both σc and σ1. Lines are guides 
to the eye.

Fig. 21 Effective angle of internal friction, ϕe, plotted against 
(a) pre-shear normal stress, σn, (b) median particle 
size, d50. Symbols in the dashed area are sieved Eskal 
K0.1–0.5 (223 μm) sample sheared at σn = 20 kPa.
Lines are guides to the eye.
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reproducible results and good overall, consistent agree-
ment among each other. Direct shear devices (Jenike and 
ELE direct shear tester) give the highest standard devia-
tions. The yield loci obtained by the Schulze ring shear 
tester (RST-01) are consistently slightly higher than the 
results from other testers, which, on the practical side, re-
sults in a more conservative but safer silo design. The 
shear protocol evidently influences the measurements as 
shown by comparing the RST-01 and the FT4, where the 
latter gives a significantly lower yield locus, which we at-
tribute to a different pre-shear protocol. As a conclusion, 
while the automated devices minimize the operator influ-
ence, the output should be carefully interpreted, as differ-
ences in the protocol can result in considerable deviations 
in the measured material response even if the qualitative 
trends are found to be consistent among different testers.

In order to study the material behaviour, eight lime-
stone powders with identical chemical composition and 
median particle size ranging from 2.2 μm to 938 μm have 
been tested in a wide range of normal stresses (5, 20 and 
35 kPa). Both factors, size and stress, are found to influ-
ence the bulk flow significantly. As expected, the bulk 
density and cohesive strength increase with increasing 
normal stress, the effect being stronger for finer particles. 
On the other hand, the angle of internal friction seems to 
be unaffected by the normal stress (at least in the range 
investigated here), while the effective angle of internal 
friction and the steady state angle of internal friction 
show a decreasing trend with normal stress.

When we look at the dependence of the macroscopic 
flow on particle size, two regimes can be distinguished, 
above and below the median particle size of about 
150 μm. For the fine particle regime, contact cohesion 
dominates the bulk behaviour, the effect getting smaller 
with increasing particle size. The bulk density increases 
monotonically with particle size, and the bulk cohesion 
(cohesive strength) decreases to nearly zero. The friction 
angles (effective angle of internal friction, angle of inter-
nal friction and steady state angle of internal friction), 
follow a similar decreasing trend as bulk cohesion.

In the coarse particle regime (150 to 938 μm), the bulk 
behaviour is less obvious. The bulk cohesion slightly in-
creases while bulk density increases, then decreases. The 
bulk friction angles increase with increasing particle size 
up to values comparable to those of the finest powders. In 
order to check the effect of small particles in this regime, 
fines are removed from the coarse samples via air sieving. 
This results in a significant reduction in bulk density and 
bulk cohesion, while the bulk friction angles are barely 
affected. This proves that the fine particles being the main 
source of cohesion. The competition between contact co-
hesion and geometrical effects can explain the transition 
between the two regimes. For dry powders consisting of 
large particles, the inter-particle cohesive forces, espe-

cially the van der Waals forces, become negligible. The 
interlocking between particles due to the surface rough-
ness and shape dominates the bulk behaviour of coarse 
samples, while cohesion is the key contribution that gov-
erns the shear strength of fine powders. The geometrical 
interlocking effect is further enhanced by the increase of 
the bulk density for coarse samples. On the other hand, 
low density is associated with small median particle size, 
due to the presence of clusters and large pores.

For the sake of completeness, we also look at the flow 
behaviour of our powders, as relevant for the silo-design 
procedure. Overall, the flowability increases when in-
creasing normal stress (powders become more free flow-
ing) for finer samples, with the effect becoming weaker 
for coarse samples that are more free flowing anyway.

The present paper is the beginning of a collection of 
experimental data that, in the future, can be enriched with 
more data from many more materials of both industrial 
and academic interest. Our speculations on the interesting 
bulk cohesion and friction behaviour with increasing par-
ticle size have to be further investigated. Furthermore, 
this experimental database can be used as a source for de-
sign (e.g. silo) procedures and as a benchmark for further 
experimental studies. Last but not least, the development, 
calibration and validation of particle models and simula-
tions, especially the DEM contact models, and simula-
tions of element tests (shear tests), require experimental 
data as presented here.
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Nomenclature

ρp Particle density (kg/m3)

ρ0 Initial bulk density (kg/m3)

ρb Bulk density (kg/m3)

w Moisture content (%)

d10 Particle diameter where 10 % of distribution is below 
this value (μm)

d50 Particle median size where 50 % of distribution is 
below this value (μm)
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d90 Particle diameter where 90 % of distribution is below 
this value (μm)

Ψ Roundness ([–])

τ Shear stress (kPa)

τss Steady state shear stress (kPa)

τp Peak failure shear stress (kPa)

σn Normal stress (kPa)

σpre Pre-shear normal stress (kPa)

c Cohesive strength of yield locus or bulk cohesion (kPa)

css Cohesive strength of steady state locus (kPa)

σc Unconfined yield strength (kPa)

σ1 Major consolidation stress (kPa)

σ2 Minor consolidation stress (kPa)

ϕ Angle of internal friction (°)

ϕe Effective angle of internal friction (°)

ϕss Steady state angle of internal friction (°)

ffc Flowability ([–])
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Appendix A. Test details on yield locus and steady state locus

Table A1 Summary of pre-shear/shear normal stress values used in each shear device to measure yield locus.

Device Samples Normal stress applied (kPa)

RST-01

Eskal 300, 500, 15, 30,  
80, 150, K0.1–0.5

Pre-shear at 5
Shear at 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3

Eskal 300, 500, 15, 30,  
80, 150, K0.1–0.5, K0.5–0.8

Pre-shear at 20
Shear at 2, 5, 8, 12, 16

Eskal 300, 500, 15, 30,  
80, 150, K0.1–0.5

Pre-shear at 35
Shear at 2, 5, 10, 15, 20

RST-XS Eskal 300, 500, 15, 150 Pre-shear at 4.3
Shear at 0.35, 0,85, 1.4, 2.1, 3.6

DST Eskal 300, 500, 15, 150 Pre-shear at 36.1
Shear at 1.4, 13.9, 19.4, 25, 30.5

FT4 Eskal 300, 500, 15, 150 Pre-shear at 20
Shear at 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 8, 16

Jenike Eskal 300, 150 Pre-shear at 5
Shear at 0.5, 1.5, 3

Table A2 Summary of normal stress values applied using direct shear tester (DST) to measure steady state locus.

Samples Normal stress applied (kPa)

Eskal 300, 500, 15, 150 1.4, 2.8, 4.2, 5.5, 6.9, 8.2, 9.6, 11, 12.3, 13.9, 19.4, 25, 30.5, 36.1

Eskal K0.1–0.5 13.9, 36.1

Eskal K0.5–0.8 13.9, 19.4, 25, 30.5, 36.1
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Appendix B. Test results of all the powders and devices shown in this paper

Table B2 Data measured from RST-XS, FT4 and DST for several Eskal powders and different pre-shear stresses.

Device Sample d50 (μm) σpre (kPa) c (kPa) σ1 (kPa) σc (kPa) ρb (kg/m3) ϕe (°) ϕ (°) ϕss (°)

RST-XS

Eskal150 138

4.3

0.01 7.67 0.13 1447.67 34.13 32.00 29.93

Eskal15 19 0.07 7.91 0.26 1416.67 34.57 33.80 32.53

Eskal500 4.42 0.41 8.70 0.93 1015.00 40.83 38.33 37.50

Eskal300 2.22 1.09 9.39 4.16 767.67 50.90 39.03 42.97

FT4

Eskal150 138

20

0.12 30.88 0.43 1441.45 33.75 33.41 24.91

Eskal15 19 0.20 32.57 0.75 1297.10 33.51 32.95 29.82

Eskal500 4.42 0.75 36.68 2.94 1081.57 37.59 35.68 34.16

Eskal300 2.22 1.92 41.06 7.75 782.16 41.82 37.20 38.21

DST

Eskal150 138

36.08

0.86 59.83 1.95 1429.09 32.61 31.00 31.22

Eskal15 19 1.30 60.83 3.10 1281.59 35.83 34.08 34.91

Eskal500 4.42 2.13 61.33 7.40 1204.08 37.60 34.61 35.24

Eskal300 2.22 3.67 64.47 10.07 952.30 42.01 37.21 38.27

Jenike
Eskal150 138

5
0.22 18.17 0.35 1445.63 35.31 34.13 32.09

Eskal300 2.22 1.71 11.30 7.17 788.91 47.95 33.83 37.95

Table B1 Data measured from RST-01 for several Eskal powders and different pre-shear stresses.

Device Sample d50 (μm) σpre (kPa) c (kPa) σ1 (kPa) σc (kPa) ρb (kg/m3) ϕe (°) ϕ (°) ϕss (°)

RST-01

K0.5–0.8 938

5 0.08 11.49 0.33 1288.00 41.37 40.57 38.97

20 0.23 45.77 0.51 1275.67 42.53 42.37 40.30

35 0.06 88.49 0.27 1299.67 42.30 42.23 41.20

K0.1–0.5 223

5 0.33 9.47 1.33 1463.33 40.37 37.00 35.87

20 0.45 39.23 1.82 1506.00 38.67 37.60 35.90

35 0.58 70.17 2.33 1531.67 38.60 37.87 36.27

Eskal150 138

5 0.01 8.53 0.06 1386.00 32.93 32.22 31.00

20 0.10 35.34 0.31 1392.33 33.33 33.17 31.37

35 0.21 66.07 0.19 1400.33 33.93 33.87 31.67

Eskal80 71

5 0.08 8.88 0.31 1319.33 34.43 32.80 31.87

20 0.07 35.02 0.25 1341.67 33.10 32.97 31.10

35 0.19 63.9 0.68 1356.33 32.77 32.50 31.53

Eskal30 30

5 0.09 8.83 0.31 1309.67 33.03 32.17 31.37

20 0.14 34.84 0.49 1331.00 33.07 32.73 31.00

35 0.20 62.20 0.74 1342.00 32.67 32.40 31.07

Eskal15 19

5 0.21 9.44 0.82 1247.00 36.73 34.63 34.13

20 0.34 37.08 1.23 1257.67 35.77 34.97 33.77

35 0.42 64.34 1.31 1262.00 35.13 34.67 33.00

Eskal500 4.42

5 0.86 10.47 3.25 1011.33 44.43 36.30 39.53

20 1.76 39.45 5.44 1157.67 39.87 35.70 36.60

35 1.97 67.79 6.17 1190.00 39.33 37.20 36.03

Eskal300 2.22

5 1.52 11.33 6.21 760.67 51.20 36.97 43.53

20 3.59 43.06 12.97 861.00 43.87 36.37 39.93

35 4.57 72.81 17.82 932.33 43.47 38.43 39.17
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Appendix C. The explanation on the graphical abstract

Fig. C1: Steady state bulk friction, μss = tan(ϕss), plotted against median particle size, d50. Solid line is the fitted func-
tion, μ, in Eq. (1C). Orange and purple dashed lines represent contributions from inter-particle cohe-
sion and geometrical/inter-locking, respectively.

In Fig. C1, we have plotted the same data as shown in Fig. 20(b), but with a proposed theory which fits the data with 
σpre = 20 kPa:

 c 50
0

50 g
1 μ

μ

d dμ μ
d d

 
   

 
  (1C)

where, the fitted values are μ0 = 0.57, dcμ = 1.12 μm and dgμ = 1790 μm with “c” denoting cohesion and “g” geometry. 
In Fig. C1, the curve μ1 represents the first contribution inversely proportional to d50 due to inter-particle cohesion, which 
decays to zero with increasing particle size and it has the same power law as the cohesive strength, see Fig. 19(b). In con-
trast, the second term μ2 is an empirical relation due to contributions from particle geometrical/inter-locking, which in-
creases with particle size. The combination of these two contributions gives the total steady state bulk friction of the 
limestone powders in Eq. (1C).
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Abstract
Electrodynamic sorting is a process that sorts metals based on conductivity, density, and geometry. The process 
works by inducing electrical eddy currents within particles placed in a time-varying magnetic field. For the 
special case of a perfect, uniform sphere, an approximate equation can be used to predict the net force under a 
linear magnetic gradient. This paper explores the accuracy of that model by measuring the net force on spherical 
samples of copper, brass, and aluminum with varying sizes and excitation frequencies. Results consistently show 
strong agreement with the approximate models over all conditions. We also explore several non-spherical 
geometries, including cylinders, cubes, and disks. We found that they could be modeled as equivalent spheres, 
given an appropriate radius, and had reasonable accuracy over frequency.

Keywords: electrodynamics, eddy current, time-varying magnetic field, scrap metal waste

1. Introduction

Scrap metal recycling is a high-value industry that re-
duces pollution from primary production. As it can poten-
tially be recycled an infinite number of times, scrap metal 
may even eliminate the mining of some metals altogether. 
This factor alone is significant since reducing the primary 
production of metals is becoming an essential means of 
decreasing man-made pollutants that aggravate the envi-
ronment (Förstner et al., 2012). In 2016, for example, alu-
minum recovered from old scrap was equivalent to about 
31 % of apparent consumption while copper scrap con-
tributed similar values to the total US supply (USGS, 
2017). Such low percentages of recycled material reveal 
the importance of investing in scrap metal recycling.

Since the value of scrap metal depends heavily on pu-
rity, a key aspect of the recycling process is sorting. Ob-
taining high-grade metal, however, can be economically 
difficult for many reasons. Alloys, for example, often 
have nearly indistinguishable properties and are thus dif-
ficult to tell apart. Furthermore, the material feedstock 
might vary from day-to-day. Automobiles, for instance, 
have changed dramatically in composition since the 1980s 
and continue to do so today (Wernick and Themelis, 
1998). Consequently, there is strong economic incentive 
to find efficient new methods for purifying scrap metal.

To meet this challenge, several technologies exist to re-
cover metals from mixed material streams. Magnetic sep-
arators, for example, remove ferrous material through the 
use of fixed permanent magnets (Oberteuffer, 1974). 
Dense media separation recovers certain nonferrous met-
als by separating light elements from the heavy (Weiss, 
1985). Mechanical eddy current separators recover elec-
trically conductive metals from non-conductive materials 
by rotating a drum of alternating north/south magnets 
(Rem et al., 1998). Metallic particles entering the magnetic 
field are excited with electrical eddy currents, which in 
turn accelerate the particle due to magnetic forces against 
the moving electrical charge. Even hand sorting by visual 
inspection can be effective in certain developing coun-
tries where the cost of human labor is very low (Wilson et 
al., 2006).

Despite the many available technologies, material re-
covery is still very limited. For example, magnetic sepa-
rators can only recover ferrous materials from nonferrous. 
Density separation cannot distinguish between alloys 
with similar densities. Mechanical eddy current separa-
tors are generally only effective on particles greater than 
an inch in size and when the materials that are being sep-
arated have significantly different conductivity (Norrgran 
and Wernham, 1991). Hand sorters cannot easily distin-
guish between metals that look alike nor can they effec-
tively process small particles in large quantity.

One emerging technology that addresses many of these 
problems is electrodynamic sorting (EDX) (Dholu et al., 
2017; Smith et al, 2017). The process is similar to mechani-
cal eddy current separation but, rather than spin an array 
of permanent magnets, it utilizes a fixed electromagnet. 
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Unlike mechanical eddy current separators, however, 
EDX can reach far higher frequencies of excitation and 
thus operate on particles well below an inch in size. The 
tunability of frequency and intensity also allows for sepa-
ration as a function of density, conductivity, and even ge-
ometry.

Although the basic principle of EDX has been demon-
strated empirically, there does not yet exist a clear mathe-
matical framework by which to model the forces on scrap 
metal particles. The most relevant contributions to date 
appear to stem from Peter Rony (1964) and George 
Lohöfer (1989), both of whom studied the heating effects 
of eddy current induction on uniform spheres. More re-
cently, Bidinosti et al. (2007), developed a workable 
model for the eddy current distribution throughout a uni-
form metal sphere in a time-varying magnetic field. The 
recent work of Nagel (2017) has also helped to formalize 
the theory of eddy current induction in various canonical 
geometries. To date, however, there still has yet to be any 
direct application of this theory to the field of scrap metal 
recycling.

This paper seeks to validate the theoretical predictions 
of forces acting on metal particles in a time-varying mag-
netic field. We begin by reviewing the relevant theory on 
the subject and modeling the net force acting on a uniform 
metal sphere. We then test that model by measuring the 
forces on several spherical particles under excitation by 
an EDX magnet. Lastly, we expand on that analysis by fit-
ting the same equations to non-spherical geometries in an 
effort to quantify the behavior of more realistic particles. 
Results show that even non-spherical particles can be rea-
sonably represented by spheres, thus greatly enhancing 
our ability to predict the behavior of scrap metal particles 
as they travel through an EDX magnet.

2. Theory

We consider a sphere with known radius a and conduc-
tivity σ situated in a uniform magnetic field B = B0 
cos(ωt)ẑ. Since the excitation field is in a sinusoidal steady 
state, we can express this using phasor notation as simply 
B = B0ẑ. Building on the work done by Rony (1964), the 
magnetic dipole moment m of the sphere can be shown to 
satisfy
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2
0

2π  cosh sinh1 3
sinh

ˆB a ka ka ka
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m z  (1)
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where 0k jωμ σ  and μ0 is the permeability of free 
space. Due to the presence of the applied magnetic field 
B, there also exists a net force F acting on m, given by 
Jackson (1999)

( )  F m B . (3)

It is important to note that Eqn. 2 is only a first-order 
approximation derived under the assumption of a linear 
magnetic field gradient. It also shows that a uniform mag-
netic field will produce no net force since the quantity 
m·B becomes constant. We therefore introduce a linear 
gradient α to the magnetic field such that B = (B0 + αx)ẑ. 
The gradient α is assumed to introduce only a small per-
turbation, meaning that m does not change significantly 
in the applied gradient. Substituting back into Eqn. 2 
therefore reveals
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Noting that F is still a phasor quantity in sinusoidal 
steady state, we next calculate the time-averaged force 
using

avg
1 { }
2
ReF F , (7)

where Re{x} denotes the real part of x. After some lengthy 
derivation, the time-averaged force finally evaluates to
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where q = 2α/δ and 02 / ( )δ ωμ σ  is the skin depth.

3. Method

Fig. 1 shows a diagram of the experimental configura-
tion. A signal generator sets a desired frequency and volt-
age, which is then fed to a high-current amplifier. In order 
to negate the high impedance from the magnetic induc-

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the force measurement cir-
cuit.
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tance, a capacitor bank is placed in series with the induc-
tor to create a resonant RLC circuit. A 1.0-Ω resistor is 
also placed in series with the capacitors to serve as a 
current- sense resistor for the entire circuit.

A custom-built 360-mm NiZn toroid magnet and a 
Mark-10 force gauge were used for our measurements. 
Depicted in Fig. 2 the magnet is wound with 300 turns, 
using 18-gauge Teflon-insulated stranded-copper wire. At 
one end of the magnet, a specialized air gap was cut out 
so as to channel the magnetic field into a small volume of 
space. Once the system was activated, any test particles 
placed inside the gap were accelerated into the force gauge, 
thereby producing a force measurement. To negate grav-
ity, the test particles were also glued to non-conductive 
string and suspended in the gap.

Because the probe on the force gauge is made out of 
metal, it could not be placed near the magnetic gap during 
excitation. To address this issue, a 3D-printed plastic ex-
tender was attached to the force gauge. The extender was 
then placed directly in front of the test particle, thereby 
catching it as soon as it was acted on by the magnetic 
field. The force then transferred directly down the rigid 
extender and into the gauge, resulting in a reliable force 
measurement.

Fig. 3 shows some metal samples used for our mea-
surements. Though the theoretical model is technically 
only supposed to apply to spheres, industrial scrap metals 
rarely present as such perfect shapes. We were therefore 
particularly interested in testing the validity of Eqn. 8 on 
non-spherical geometries. The particle sizes used in this 
experiment ranged from 5 to 13 mm to represent typical 
sizes of fine scrap material. Each sample was also made 
from different metals and alloys, including copper, brass, 
and aluminum, which are commonly found in industrial 
scrap. For each metal shape, we likewise printed a unique 
plastic extender to fit the geometry. For example, an ex-
tender with a concave end would fit the spheres and cylin-
ders, a flat end would hold the cubes, and a U-shaped end 
would steady the disks.

Fig. 4 shows the magnetic field profile that was mea-
sured at 10-A DC down the centerline of the gap. The 

peak of the field at x = 0 indicates the rear of the gap at 
the inner radius to the toroid. Measurements at several 
frequencies between 0–10 kHz also showed a fairly con-
sistent field profile over the bandwidth of interest. The 
vertical bars indicate the region where test particles were 
inserted and measured. This specific region was chosen 
due to its approximate linearity, high field intensity, and 
physical space into which the particles could fit.

Though the field profile was consistent across fre-
quency, we did notice that the magnetic field decreased 
when particle samples were placed within the gap. This 
problem was caused by the eddy currents induced in the 
test sample itself, which tended to oppose the applied 
magnetic field of excitation. As a result, less magnetic 
flux would bridge the gap, thereby lowering the total in-
ductance of the circuit. With the inductance lowered, the 
resonant frequency of the RLC circuit would shift slightly 
and thus lower the total drive current across the coils. 

Fig. 2 NiZn magnet and force gauge used for experiment.

Fig. 3 Some test particles used in the force experiment.

Fig. 4 Magnetic field versus position at DC. The vertical lines 
indicate the volume of space where test particles were 
measured.
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Since the excitation field is directly proportional to drive 
current, we compensated for it by simply increasing the 
drive voltage until the current reached its pretest ampli-
tude.

Another problem we encountered during our measure-
ments was thermal instability. When excited by a mag-
netic field, induced eddy currents tended to dissipate a 
great deal of heat throughout the particles. Even though 
measurements lasted for only a few seconds, the particle’s 
temperature would often jump to over 100 °C. Since con-
ductivity tends to somewhat vary with temperature, there 
was some worry about thermal consistency over the 
course of several measurements. To alleviate such con-
cerns, all particles were immersed in a cup of ice water to 
ensure stable and reproducible temperatures before each 
test. Measurements were then repeated four times to en-
sure accuracy.

4. Results and Discussion

The first set of experiments focused solely on the 
spherical particles, with parameters displayed in Table 1. 
The radius r of each sphere was measured using a caliper. 
The magnetic field intensity B was measured from the 
center of the sphere using a Gauss probe and fixed to a 
value of 49.5 mT peak (or equivalently, 35 mT RMS) over 
all experiments. The field gradient α was then obtained by 
calculating the central difference around the center of 
each sphere. Note that there are small differences in α 
even though each measurement had the same magnetic 
field intensity. These differences are due to variations in 
the particle’s placement in the gap, which was primarily 
determined by its size. Lastly, electrical conductivity σ of 
each particle was measured with a Fisher Sigmascope 
conductivity probe. Results from the spherical force mea-
surements are summarized in Fig. 5 and strongly agree 
with the predictions of Eqn. 8.

While encouraging, it is important to remember that 
scrap metal waste is rarely spherical. At the same time 
however, due to the strong predictability and convenience 
of Eqn. 8, we would still like to try and approximate 
non-spherical geometries as spheres. To that end, we note 
that for any arbitrary geometry at a given excitation fre-
quency, there exists a hypothetical sphere which will ex-
perience the same force under identical conditions. If the 
radius of such a sphere were to remain consistent over a 
large bandwidth, then we can use that sphere as an ap-
proximate model for the non-spherical particle. To test 
this hypothesis, we measured the force on several non- 
spherical geometries and plotted their frequency response 
against an ideal sphere with an appropriate radius.

To derive an equivalent spherical radius, we began by 
calculating the equivalent volume of some non-spherical 
particle. For example, a cylinder could satisfy

2 3
scyl

4π π ,
3

r h r  (9)

where rcy1 is the measured radius of the cylinder, h is the 
cylinder height, and rs is the radius of some equal-volume 
sphere. Solving for rs, we have

Table 1 Test parameters used in the force calculations of 
sphere samples.

Material r [mm] B [mT] α [T/m] σ [MS/m]

Al 2017 2.8 49.5 –1.7 16.1

Al 6061 6.1 49.5 –1.8 25.5

Al 2024 6.3 49.5 –1.7 17.3

Al 1100 6.3 49.5 –1.7 24.3

Brass 3.2 49.5 –1.7 13.8

Brass 9.5 49.5 –1.8 12.7

Copper 2.8 49.5 –1.8 46.6

Copper 7.5 49.5 –1.8 49.6

Fig. 5 Spherical force measurements compared to analytic 
calculations.
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We then multiply rs by a correction coefficient ε to find

0 s ,r εr   (11)

where r0 is the equivalent radius of a sphere that would 
produce the same force as the measured particle under 
identical conditions. If ε < 1, then it can be understood 
that r0 < rs, thus implying a lower force density than 
would have been achieved if the particle were compacted 
into a sphere of equal volume. Likewise, for ε > 1, the 
particle has a higher force density than its equal-volume 
sphere. To find ε for a given particle, we simply searched 
over increments of 0.01 until the theoretical curve gener-
ated by Eqn. 8 reasonably fit the measured data. 

Results of this experiment are summarized in Fig. 6–8 
with the parameters for each experiment summarized in 
Tables 2–4. For the cylinders, we found that ε was gener-
ally between 0.95–1.05. The only exception was a small 
brass cylinder, which may have been an experimental 
outlier. Cubes, however, were consistently between 0.92–
0.99. The disks consistently resulted in ε values well 
above 1.2, which is most likely the result of their high 
cross-sectional area relative to their volume. If the disks 
were instead oriented along their minimum cross-section, 
then ε would naturally decrease accordingly. The key 
finding here, however, is that once a suitable r0 was de-
rived, Eqn. 8 seemed to produce a very good fit to the 
measured data. This seems to strongly indicate that even 
non-spherical particles can, in principle, be modeled in 
terms of some equivalent sphere over a large bandwidth.

In summary, we found that Eqn. 8 very accurately pre-
dicts the expected force on conductive spheres in the pres-
ence of a time-varying magnetic field. We also found that, 
given the appropriate equivalent radius, non-spherical ge-
ometries could likewise follow curves similar to Eqn. 8. 
Such knowledge has tremendous practical application in 
the field of magnetic separation of nonferrous metals.

To illustrate, consider the limit as F→∞. Since the net 
force found in Eqn. 8 is a function of the product between 
conductivity and frequency, all particles of similar geom-
etry must eventually converge to the same value. Density, 
however, is a fixed property of the material itself and does 
not vary. For example, copper is roughly three times 
denser than aluminum, meaning an aluminum particle 

Fig. 6 Cylinder force measurements compared to analytical 
calculations.

Fig. 7 Cube force measurements compared to analytical cal-
culations.

Fig. 8 Disk force measurements compared to analytical calcu-
lations.
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will experience three times the acceleration under the 
same magnetic field. As was demonstrated by Dholu 
(2017), this allows us to separate aluminum from copper 
by simply throwing the aluminum particles a much fur-
ther distance. Further research will be necessary to ex-
plore the practical limits of this concept on real-world 
industrial applications.
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Table 2 Test parameters used in the force measurements of 
cylinder samples with radius r and height h.

Material r [mm] h [mm] B [mT] α [T/m] σ [MS/m]

Al 2017 3.0  6.1 49.5 –1.7 25.1

Al 6061 6.4 13.1 49.5 –1.8 12.8

Brass 3.3  6.2 49.5 –1.8 12.8

Brass 6.3 13.1 49.5 –1.7 12.8

Cu alloy 3.4  6.2 49.5 –1.7 54.1

Cu alloy 6.3 12.4 49.5 –1.7 50.1

Table 3 Test parameters used in the force measurements of 
cube samples with side length ℓ.

Material ℓ [mm] B [mT] α [T/m] σ [MS/m]

Al 6061  5.5 49.5 –2.3 25.1

Al 6061 11.3 49.5 –2.0 25.0

Brass  5.6 49.5 –2.3 12.8

Brass 11.7 49.5 –2.3 12.8

Copper  5.5 49.5 –2.3 54.0

Copper 11.5 49.5 –2.0 54.1

Table 4 Test parameters used in the force measurements of 
disk samples with radius r and height h.

Material r [mm] h [mm] B [mT] α [T/m] σ [MS/m]

Al 7075 4.5 1.7 49.5 –1.5 18.2

Copper 5.0 1.7 49.5 –1.3 54.1

Brass 4.7 1.9 49.5 –1.9 12.8
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Applicability of Probabilistic Nucleation Modelling  
for the Analysis of Microfluidics Data †
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Abstract
Microfluidics tools have been developing rapidly over the past decade, as they offer unparalleled ability for 
controlling nucleation and tracking crystallisation events inside very large numbers of individual nanolitre-size 
droplets. They have demonstrated a significant potential for screening protein crystallization conditions and for 
the direct determination of inorganic products solubility curves. The accepted basis for analysing microfluidics 
data is the probabilistic nucleation model originally proposed by Pound and La Mer (1952). Given the significance 
of this model for the purpose of analysing microfluidics data, the paper conducts a review of its hypotheses, usage 
and applicability. A step-by-step derivation of the model equations confirms that the time variation of the 
proportion of empty droplets which microfluidics experiments can provide with high accuracy is indeed the 
recommended method for estimation of nucleation kinetic parameters from microfluidics experiments. The paper 
shows that, depending on its implementation, the model predicts different rates of appearance of crystals 
inside individual droplets. The paper focuses on two distinct implementation modes, referred to as constant 
supersaturation and single nucleation event modes. By confronting model prediction with microfluidics 
measurements for eflucimibe in octanol, the paper finds that both modes yield different model predictions, 
shedding light on the potential and limits of the probabilistic nucleation model for the analysis of microfluidics 
data.

Keywords: microfluidics, nucleation, modelling

1. Introduction

Microfluidics devices have become key research tools 
in recent years for the screening of the crystallization 
conditions of proteins (Selimović et al., 2009), the deter-
mination of crystallization kinetics (Laval et al., 2009; 
Teychené and Biscans, 2012) and precipitation kinetics 
(Vitry et al., 2015). The principle of this method is to di-
vide the volume of the studied solution into a large number 
of small, independent droplets in an inert oil. These drop-
lets can be produced in specific microfluidics geometries 
and their volume and chemical composition can be fixed 
in a controlled way. In addition, microfluidics devices al-
low a rapid mixing of the different compounds, help pre-
vent hydrodynamic dispersion and cross-contamination, 
and the droplets can be stored in microchannels.

For nucleation studies, this experimental technique 
generates a great deal of data that permit reliable access 

to the kinetics of nucleation. Typically, the frequency of 
nucleation events is obtained by counting over time the 
number of drops without crystals (Laval et al., 2009). 
When the number of droplets is larger than the number of 
impurities initially present in the solution, one can ob-
serve homogeneous nucleation in some droplets. More-
over, when all the droplets have the same volume V and 
for a small enough V, it is in principle possible to relate 
the probability that a droplet contains a crystal to the 
nucleation rate (Kashchiev et al., 1994). Measurements of 
the temporal evolution of the fraction of droplets that con-
tain crystals thus permit an estimation of the nucleation 
kinetics.

The processing of the data generated by such tech-
niques remains limited, however. Indeed, because of the 
presence of a surfactant, an interface as well as some dust 
or impurities, the majority of published experimental 
studies show that the appearance of crystal nucleation in 
these systems is due to two concomitant mechanisms, 
namely heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation. In 
general, nucleation data that originate from such experi-
ments are treated either by neglecting the first instance of 
nucleation (Dombrowski et al., 2010), by treating the 
nucleation process in a comprehensive manner without 
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differentiating between possible nucleation mechanisms 
(Goh et al., 2010) or by averaging the influence of impu-
rities on the crystallization process (Laval et al., 2009; 
Teychené and Biscans, 2011). In addition to the models 
developed by Goh et al. (2010) in the case of protein crys-
tallization by evaporation, we propose a probabilistic 
model of the nucleation process that allows us to have ac-
cess to the different nucleation kinetics that are observed 
experimentally, to deduce the temporal evolution of the 
number of crystals within the droplets, and also to trace 
the influence of “active sites” on nucleation.

2. Probabilistic nucleation model for analysis 
of microfluidics experiments

2.1 Nucleation model derivation

The nucleation process inside individual droplets can 
be analysed using a probabilistic nucleation model. Such 
an approach appears in a number of published studies in 
the context of microfluidics systems, albeit through differ-
ent forms and uses. It is revisited here in some detail with 
the objective of establishing a sound basis for its applica-
bility and usage in the context of microfluidics nucleation 
analysis.

The model first considers two distinct types of droplets, 
namely droplets with active nucleation sites and droplets 
without any nucleation site. Only homogeneous nucleation 
events can occur inside droplets devoid of nucleation 
sites, whereas both homogeneous and heterogeneous nu-
cleation events can possibly take place inside droplets that 
bear active nucleation sites.

The nucleation model that results, whereby the first ac-
count of the probabilistic nucleation model is credited to 
Pound and La Mer (1952), uses only 3 macroscopic pa-
rameters, all of which have solid theoretical bases.

The first model parameter m is the mean number of 
active nucleation sites inside the system’s droplets. Con-
sidering that active nucleation sites are identical in all re-
spects and that they nucleate independently of each other 
inside a droplet, the probabilistic model considers that ac-
tive nucleation sites have the same nucleation kinetic rate 
k (time–1), the model’s second parameter. The third model 
parameter is the homogeneous nucleation kinetic rate k0 
(time–1), which applies to all droplets devoid of nucleation 
sites, and also to droplets with active nucleation sites if 
they undergo homogeneous nucleation.

To avoid any ambiguity, the term “homogeneous nucle-
ation” that is used throughout this paper was chosen to 
keep consistent with the original definition by Pound and 
La Mer (1952). It refers to nucleation that occurs in the 
volume of the droplet, as opposed to “heterogeneous nu-
cleation” which is understood to take place on the surface 

of nucleation sites. The nucleation mechanism associated 
with the term k0 is therefore not to be mistaken for the ho-
mogeneous nucleation rate defined in Classic Nucleation 
Theory (CNT). This point, which has already been 
pointed out by several authors (Laval et al., 2009; Akella 
et al., 2014) in relation to probabilistic nucleation model-
ling, will be further discussed in section 3 of the paper.

Since we have no reason to expect interdependence of 
the droplets inside our microfluidics system – the system 
is designed so that two droplets have no interaction with 
each other – then a Poisson process is a suitable candidate 
for describing the statistics of nucleation events that occur 
within individual droplets. This simple statement justifies 
application of the Poisson statistics, as initially proposed 
by Pound and La Mer (1952) to model the nucleation pro-
cess in microfluidics systems.

Considering a system with NT droplets in total, the 
number Np of droplets with p active nucleation sites is 
predicted by the Poisson distribution with mean m such 
that:

 T ( , ) where 0,pN N dpois p m p     (1)

where dpois() denotes the probability density function of 

the Poisson distribution. Since ( , ) e
!

p
mmdpois p m

p
 , the 

expected fraction of droplets without active nucleation 
sites is therefore e–m and the number of droplets with ac-
tive sites is 1 – e–m. Sear (2014) indicates that m should lie 
in the range 0.1 to 1. This means that the maximum num-
ber of active nucleation sites per droplet that can be ex-
pected, with a confidence level of 99 %, is in the range 1 
to 4. These values correspond to the 99 % quantiles of the 
Poisson distribution with mean m = 0.1 and m = 1, respec-
tively. Given that k0t is the mean number of nucleation 
events to occur inside a droplet without active nucleation 
sites during time period t, the probability that r nucleation 
events take place inside such a droplet during time period 
t is:

 0( , ) where 0,dpois r k t r   (2)

Such a droplet may produce any number r of nuclei. 
Thus, the number of droplets without nucleation sites that 
contain r crystals at time t is:

 
0 T 0( , ) (0, ) ( , )
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N r t N dpois m dpois r k t
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The nucleation event that takes place inside a droplet that 
carries p active nucleation sites is a Bernoulli random 

variable with probability 0
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 for homogeneous 

nucleation and 
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1 pkq
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 for heterogeneous nucle-

ation.
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The probability of homogeneous nucleation is expected 
to be significantly lower than that of heterogeneous nucle-
ation, typically one or two orders of magnitude lower. 
This explains why Pound and La Mer (1952) neglected the 
possibility that a droplet with active nucleation sites may 
nucleate homogeneously. Akella et al. (2014) corrected 
this assumption and justly accounted for this possibility 
in their work. Finally, the probability that r nucleation 
events take place inside such a droplet during time period 
t is:

 

0
0

0 0
( , ) ( , )

where 0,

k pkdpois r k t dpois r pkt
k pk k pk

r

          
 

 (4)

The second Poisson density distribution dpois(r, pkt) 
could be upper truncated at p, if one assumes that one ac-
tive nucleation site can produce one nucleus only. The au-
thors chose not to truncate this distribution, assuming that 
a nucleation site can produce any number of nuclei. The 
number of droplets with p nucleation sites that contain r 
crystals at time t is therefore:
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Finally, the total number of droplets with r crystals at 
time t is given by:
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and the number fraction fr(t) of droplets that bear r crys-
tals at time t is:
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This equation is the main equation for predicting the 
state of the microfluidics system at any time t. For all 
practical uses, there is no need to use the analytical ex-
pression of the probability density function (PDF) of the 
Poisson distribution since it is easily computed by numer-

ical software programs.
However, in order to relate this expression to the ana-

lytical expressions that can be found in the literature, 
some of which are referred to in the following section, 
equation (8) gives the analytical equivalent for the number 
fraction fr(t) of droplets that bear r crystals at time t.
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2.2 The case of empty droplets

The time variation of the fraction of empty droplets is 
well accepted as a means of estimating nucleation param-
eters m, k0 and k from microfluidics experimental data. 
This section reviews this important practical issue.

From equation (7), the number fraction f0(t) of empty 
droplets (r = 0) at time t is:

 0 0
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Or, from equation (8): 
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This expression appears different from those published 
by Pound and La Mer (1952), and later by Akella et al. 
(2014). The differences are clarified in the following text.

First of all, let us suppose that the droplets are either 
without or with active nucleation sites, as was assumed by 
Pound and La Mer (1952). Equation (10) becomes:
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Besides the case where k >> k0, which hails back to 
Pound and La Mer’s assumption, there is no simplification 
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to equations (9) and (10), recalling that they apply to the 
situation where droplets with nucleation sites can nucleate 
homogeneously or heterogeneously. Akella and Fraden 
(2014), however, published the following equation under 
these assumptions:

   00 e e exp em k t ktf t m      (12)

It can be shown that this expression is the analytical 
expression for f0(t) that corresponds to the following nu-
cleation model:
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This equation assigns a nucleation rate (k0 + pk) to the 
probability of nucleation of droplets with active sites, 
when in actual fact, the probabilities of nucleation are 
different depending on whether these droplets nucleate 
homogeneously or heterogeneously. This oversight is of 
no consequence when predicting the time variation of 
fr(t) in the case k >> k0. However, it becomes increasingly 
significant when the difference between homogeneous 
and heterogeneous nucleation rates decreases, leading to 
incorrect estimates of nucleation parameters from the 
measured variation f0(t).

While providing the reader with a step-by-step deriva-
tion of the probabilistic nucleation model, this section has 
highlighted that one must be careful and use the model 
that precisely matches the assumptions.

This simplifies to the expression derived by Pound and 
La Mer (1952):

    00 e e exp e 1m k t ktf t m       (14)

whose equivalent in terms of Poisson distribution is:
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This is particularly critical when using the model to esti-
mate nucleation model parameters from which phenomeno-
logical analysis of the nucleation process can be inferred.

2.3 Analysis of probabilistic nucleation model 
usage

In addition to differences that may arise from model 
assumptions on the final form of the probabilistic nucle-
ation model, differences will also occur depending on 
how it is implemented.

Assuming that droplets with active sites can nucleate 
homogeneously or heterogeneously, and that nucleation 

events can yield any number of nuclei, equations (7) and 
(8) give the time variation of droplets with r crystals 
given nucleation parameters m, k0 and k.

For the sake of clarity, the behaviour and possible uses 
of this model are discussed below through numerical ex-
amples. The mean number of active nucleation sites per 
droplet is set to m = –ln(0.5), which corresponds to an 
equal proportion of droplets with and droplets without ac-
tive nucleation sites. The values of the nucleation rates for 
homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation, noted k0 and 
k, respectively, will be varied in the examples that follow.

For the sake of readability, only predictions of f0(t) 
through f4(t) are plotted, that is the fractions of droplets 
that bear up to 4 crystals. This is deemed sufficient to re-
veal the pattern of the models. Fig. 1 shows the nucleation 
model behaviour for a decreasing ratio between homoge-
neous and nucleation kinetic constants k0/k.

What these curves all have in common is that the pro-
portion of droplets with a given number of crystals in-
creases, goes through a maximum (or two), and then drops 
back to zero. When the ratio between homogeneous and 
heterogeneous kinetic constants k0/k is low, the curves ex-
hibit 2 modes. Theses modes relate to the occurrence of 
homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation events, and 
the more different their nucleation rates the more separate 
and distinct the 2 modes. These curves evolve gradually 
towards single mode curves as the ratio k0/k increases; 
this is the behaviour that is most often portrayed in the 
literature (Dombrowski et al., 2010; Goh et al., 2010). The 
limiting case for this ratio corresponds to k = 0, which is 
that of purely homogeneous nucleation. Fig. 2 shows the 
result of the model for k = 0.

The underlying assumption behind all the model pre-
dictions presented above is that droplets which have un-
dergone a nucleation event at time t can sustain other 
nucleation events at a later time, with the same nucleation 
kinetics. This is equivalent to saying that the state of 
supersaturation inside individual droplets remains con-
stant as time advances (i.e. the crystal growth rate is 
zero). We shall refer to this use of the nucleation model as 
constant supersaturation mode.

Another way of using the nucleation model consists of 
allowing droplets to undergo only one nucleation event, 
with the outcome in terms of number of crystals deter-
mined by the Poisson statistics of the model. This mode 
may offer a better representation of reality in microfluid-
ics experiments where the constant supersaturation mode 
does not apply. We shall refer to this mode as the single 
nucleation event mode. In this case, model predictions 
can no longer be made analytically as they require using a 
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation scheme that predicts the 
nucleation of every single droplet in the system. Fig. 3 
explains implementation of the nucleation model by 
Monte Carlo.
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Fig. 4 shows the output of the probabilistic nucleation 
model, used in single nucleation event mode, for Fig. 1, 
Case a (mixed homogeneous/heterogeneous nucleation), 
and Fig. 2 (homogeneous nucleation only), recalling that 
they were obtained using the model in constant supersat-
uration mode.

Predictions using the single nucleation event mode or 

the constant supersaturation mode are totally different, as 
one would expect. Where the model with constant super-
saturation predicts any number of crystals inside the 
droplets, the single nucleation event mode rarely predicts 
more than 1 crystal per droplet with the nucleation pa-
rameters used.

It is important to recognise that f0(t) is the same regard-
less of the model used, i.e. whether it is used in single nu-
cleation event mode or in constant supersaturation mode. 
This can be demonstrated analytically, and comes from 
the fact that the nucleation rate of droplets is independent 
of the path followed by the nucleation events that follow. 
This is confirmed in the previous figures, which show that 
the prediction for f0(t) using analytical equation (9) is in-
distinguishable from that calculated by the MC simulation 
scheme. This result fully endorses using the variation of 
empty droplets to estimate the nucleation parameters 
from microfluidics experiments.

3. Application of the probabilistic nucleation 
model to the analysis of microfluidics 
nucleation data

As discussed in section 2, the probabilistic nucleation 
model can be used to estimate nucleation parameters m, 
k0 and k, directly from the measured variation of f0(t). 
Once the nucleation parameters have been estimated, the 
model can then be applied to predict the variation of fr(t) 
for any value of the number r of crystals. This section re-
views application of the model to both endeavours, and 
discusses the behaviour and validity of the probabilistic 
nucleation model through the prism of actual microfluid-
ics experimental data sets.

3.1 Experimental data

The applicability of the probabilistic nucleation model, 
which includes estimation of nucleation parameters and 

Fig. 1 Illustration of the probabilistic nucleation model be-
haviour. Cases a, b and c show the effect of a decreas-
ing ratio between homogeneous and heterogeneous 
nucleation kinetic constants k0/k. Inserts are used to 
zoom on the heterogeneous nucleation period.

 Case a: Mixed homogeneous/heterogeneous nucleation 
with k0/k = 0.01 (m = –ln(0.5), k0 = 10–6 s–1, k = 10–4 s–1)

 Case b: Mixed homogeneous/heterogeneous nucleation 
with k0/k = 0.1 (m = –ln(0.5), k0 = 10–5 s–1, k = 10–4 s–1)

 Case c: Mixed homogeneous/heterogeneous nucleation 
with k0/k = 1 (m = –ln(0.5), k0 = k = 10–4 s–1)

Fig. 2 Model prediction with homogeneous nucleation only 
(m = –ln(0.5), k0 = 10–6 s–1, k = 0).
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prediction of nucleation events inside individual droplets, 
was tested using 4 data sets from the authors (see Teychené 
and Biscans, 2011), and two additional data sets from 
Akella et al., Figs. 25 and 29 (Akella et al., 2014). The lat-
ter are used in section 5. Table 1 summarises the experi-
mental conditions used to generate the microfluidics data. 
The experimental protocol is summarised below, how-
ever, the reader is invited to refer to Teychené et al. (2011) 
for details. The data were generated using a glass micro-
fluidics platform in the context of a study about the nucle-
ation of eflucimibe crystals in octanol. Undersaturated 
droplets of eflucimibe dissolved in octanol were generated 
with water as the carrier fluid. These droplets were gener-
ated using a flow-focusing geometry that generates highly 
monodispersed droplets. In these experiments, the varia-
tion of volume between droplets is less than 0.1 nL.

Glass syringes, equipped with patterned filters (Milli-
pores, pore diameter < 0.2 μm), are used to inject the flu-
ids into the devices. The temperature of the syringe and 
the tubing that contain the organic solution are controlled 
to avoid crystallization by means of a small flexible 
heater. Flow rates are controlled by syringe pumps (PhD 

2000, Harvard apparatus). The temperature of the micro-
fluidic platform is precisely controlled using Peltier ele-
ments. Platinum temperature sensors, which are embedded 
in the microfluidics chip, provide precise temperature 
monitoring. Owing to this temperature control, the drop-
lets are generated at a temperature 5 °C above the satura-
tion temperature (denoted as T* in Table 1) for all the 
experiments. As soon as the desired amount of droplets is 
obtained on the microfluidics chip, typically 600 to 800, 
the flow is stopped and the system is rapidly cooled (i.e. 
in less than 1 minute) down to the desired temperature in 
order to induce supersaturation (denoted as Tnucleation in 
Table 1).

Digital images of the whole microfluidics chip were ac-
quired using an inverted light microscope (Zeiss AXIO 
observer) equipped with a CCD colour camera (PCO Sen-
sicam QE) at a frame rate ranging from 5 to 30 minutes. 
The optical resolution of the system is 1 μm/pixel with the 
10´ objective, and the particle detection threshold is 
around 5 μm.

As unfrozen droplets can be identified without ambigu-
ity, their number was determined automatically by image 

Fig. 3 Principle of the MC simulation scheme implementing equation (7), for one set of nucleation parameters (m, k0, k).
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analysis. The number of crystals in frozen droplets, how-
ever, was counted by visual inspection. With each experi-
ment, the time at which the first visible crystallization 
event occurred was recorded. It varied between 25 and 70 
minutes. This value was ultimately used to rescale the ex-
perimental time.

3.2 Estimation of nucleation kinetic parameters

Under the assumption of normality of experimental er-
rors, the model parameters m, k0 and k are estimated by 
non-linear least squares minimization. Given the large 
amount of data points obtained at the end of a microfluid-
ics experiment, the more so for empty droplets, the exper-
imental data can confidently be bootstrapped in order to 
provide an estimate of the confidence intervals of nucle-

ation model parameters, as well as the model confidence 
and prediction intervals. Fig. 5 illustrates one bootstrap 
iteration of the parameter estimation scheme applied to 
data set D. Typically, 1000 bootstrap iterations are carried 
out for a data set that comprises over one hundred data 
points.

Each bootstrap iteration gives a set of model parame-
ters (m, k0, k), and the combined bootstrap estimations 
yield the model confidence and prediction intervals. Fig. 6 
gives the estimated 95 % prediction intervals for data sets 
A through D, using 1000 bootstrap estimates in each case.

The bootstrap estimations yield the distribution of indi-
vidual model parameters from which their confidence in-
tervals can also be obtained. Table 2 gives the results that 
were obtained from the 4 selected data sets.

For all data sets, the relative standard deviation (RSD) 
of the estimated parameter k0, defined by Pound and La 
Mer (1954) as the rate of volume nucleation (i.e. k0 = JvV, 
cf. Eqn. 15), is small. This means that the experimental 
sampling frequency was high enough to capture the es-
sential features of the homogeneous nucleation kinetic 
component of the nucleation model.

Parameters m and k relate to the heterogeneous nucle-
ation kinetic component of the nucleation model. Table 2 
shows that parameter k is not estimated with the same 

Fig. 4 Model prediction using single nucleation event mode. 
The dotted lines represent the analytical prediction of 
f0(t) from model equations (9) or (10).

 Case a: Simulation run output for the mixed homo-
geneous/heterogeneous nucleation case. m = –ln(0.5), 
k0 = 10–6 s–1, k = 10–4 s–1, NT = 10000 droplets, 
∆t = 100 s. At t = 106 seconds, the model predicts 
18.29 % empty droplets, 81.67 % droplets with 1 crys-
tal, 0.15 % droplets with 2 crystals, 0 % with 3 crystals.

 Case b: Simulation run output for the pure homoge-
neous case. m = –ln(0.5), k0 = 10–6 s–1, k = 0 s–1, 
NT = 10000 droplets, ∆t = 100 s. At t = 106 seconds, the 
model predicts 36.1 % empty droplets, 63.9 % droplets 
with 1 crystal, 0 % droplets with 2 crystals.

Table 1 Experimental conditions used to produce the micro-
fluidics experimental data. The average droplet vol-
ume is 11.5 ± 0.1 nL.

Data 
sets

T* 
(°C)

Tnucleation 
(°C) 103 × x° 103 × x* Sx

A 47 20 4.202 1.870 2.25

B 40 5 2.847 1.411 2.02

C 50 5 5.536 1.411 3.92

D 60 5 8.088 1.411 5.73

Fig. 5 Example of a bootstrap estimation of the nucleation 
model parameters. The blue symbols are the experi-
mental data points, the red symbols the bootstrap sam-
ple, and the solid line is the model regression for the 
bootstrap sample.
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precision as parameter k0. Heterogeneous nucleation is a 
process that proceeds very fast at the beginning of the 
experiment because the energy barrier to form a critical 
nucleus is lower with surface nucleation than it is with 
volume nucleation. Moreover, the lower the number of 
impurities per drop, the rarer the occurrence of nucleation 
events. Sampling frequency at the start of an experiment 
is therefore critical for capturing the salient features of 
heterogeneous nucleation. The frame rate used to conduct 
the microfluidics experiments was not always sufficient 
and sometimes yielded only a handful of experimental 
points inside the heterogeneous nucleation period. This 
observation, which can be readily observed in Fig. 6, ex-
plains that the lower the mean number of impurities per 
droplet, the broader the confidence interval associated 
with estimation of parameter k. The worst case occurred 

with data sets A and B. This result is exacerbated by sam-
pling statistics. Indeed, the fact that data set B contains 
Nact. = 0.8 % of droplets with active nucleation sites means 
that in a microfluidics experiment that uses 600 to 800 
droplets, the number of droplets with active nucleation 
sites is on average no more than 7. Such a number is 
clearly too low to expect precise estimates of heteroge-
neous nucleation rate parameters k and m. When the 
amount of impurities is high enough, as with data sets C 
and D, the sampling frame rate is sufficient and nucleation 
rate parameter k and m are estimated with good precision.

Notwithstanding the difficulty with estimation of k at 
low levels of impurities, Fig. 7 shows that the heteroge-
neous nucleation parameters m and k are negatively cor-
related. The interpretation of the correlation between the 
estimated values of k and m, where the latter increases 
with supersaturation as one would expect, is unclear. It is 
emphasised that the variation of k between experiments 
does not contradict the model assumption that k is the 
same for all active nucleation sites; it just indicates that 
the nature of active nucleation sites differs between ex-
periments.

Although the purpose of this paper was not to venture 
into nucleation theory, it seemed justified to give some in-
terpretation of the values of the estimated nucleation 
model parameters that were obtained.

In the framework of CNT, the homogeneous nucleation 
rate is related to the parameter of the nucleation model by 
the following equation (Kashchiev, 2000):
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According to equation (16), k0 is the product of the vol-
ume of the solution V where nucleation occurs and the 
rate of nucleation J (number of particles per unit time and 
unit volume). So, CNT for homogeneous nucleation im-
plies that nucleation kinetics parameters are related to 
the volume of the droplets, and therefore the size, or size 
distribution of the droplets. In the context of this study, 

Fig. 6 Nucleation model 95 % prediction interval estimated 
for data sets A through D.

Fig. 7 Illustration of the strong correlation between heteroge-
neous nucleation rate parameters m and k. The correla-
tion plotted is: log10k = –3.82 – 0.48log10m.

Table 2 Estimated nucleation model parameters (m, k0, k) for 
data sets A through D, and number fraction Nact. = 1–
e–m of droplets with active nucleation sites. The table 
indicates the estimated mean and relative standard 
deviation (RSD).

Data sets A B C D

k0 × 106 
(s–1)

mean 1.26 0.26 7.05 8.78

RSD 0.9 % 5.5 % 1.6 % 3.0 %

k × 104 
(s–1)

mean 4.55 9.61 2.24 1.71

RSD 17.9 % 91.5 % 16.5 % 14.7 %

m
mean 0.16 0.01 0.28 0.85

RSD 1.0 % 70.7 % 3.5 % 4.0 %

Nact.

mean 0.147 0.008 0.248 0.573

RSD 0.9 % 66.7 % 3.1 % 2.5 %
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droplets are monodisperse and their volume is invariant 
during any given microfluidics experiment.

A0 is the nucleation rate prefactor which can be written 
as (Kashchiev, 2000):
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monomer is added to the critical cluster, ρ is the number 
density of a monomer in the solution, D the diffusion co-
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is the probability of effective collision between a cluster 
and a monomer, and ρN is the number density of nucleation 
sites. As with homogeneous nucleation, every monomer 
can be a nucleation site ρ = ρN.

Similarly, the heterogeneous surface nucleation rate is 
written as (Kashchiev, 2000):
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As the main assumption of CNT is that the properties 
(shape, surface tension, etc.) of the pre-critical nuclei are 
the same as those of the post-critical nuclei and of the 
crystal, the pre-exponential factor has the same expres-
sion. However, in that case, the number density of nucle-
ation site is directly related to the number density of 
impurities and is much smaller than the number density 
of monomers.

The evolution of the nucleation rate (k0) as a function of 
temperature and supersaturation is given in Fig. 8. As 
predicted by CNT, it is found that ln(k0) varies linearly 
with the term T –3ln–2S. The crystal solution interfacial 
tension is calculated from the slope of the line, giving a 
value of 3 mJ·m–2 that is consistent with the data already 
published (Teychené and Biscans, 2008). From the inter-
cept, the pre-exponential factor of the nucleation rate was 
found to be in the range of 107, which is very low for a 
purely homogeneous nucleation rate. Estimation of this 
factor from CNT in the case of a purely homogeneous nu-
cleation yields values in the range 1010 to 1013 s–1. Because 
the number of nucleation sites is smaller than the number 
of monomers in solution, the discrepancy can be attributed 
either to heterogeneous nucleation (with static heteroge-
neities present in the solution from the start of the experi-
ment, but with a lower activity than the impurities 
responsible for the fast nucleation rate), or to the inability 
of CNT to capture the complexity of crystal nucleation 
from solution (i.e. nucleation is catalysed by dynamic het-
erogeneities, which are formed during the nucleation pro-
cess, for instance). The limits of CNT have already been 
pointed out by a number of authors, including Vekilov 
(2010) for protein nucleation, Jawor-Baczynska et al. (2015) 

for organic molecules and Gebauer et al. (2014) for salts.
Fig. 8 also displays the variation of the heterogeneous 

surface nucleation rate k as a function of T–3ln–2S. Be-
cause m and k are strongly correlated, and because of the 
large uncertainty associated with data set B in particular, 
it is difficult to interpret the measured trend of the hetero-
geneous nucleation rate k. Nevertheless, the upward trend 
of ln(k) vs T–3ln–2S (which is directly related to the energy 
barrier of the nucleation process) is lower than the one ob-
tained in the case of volume nucleation. As the nucleation 
process is fast, it can be inferred that the energy barrier 
for heterogeneous nucleation is very low.

For the same reasons, it is difficult to interpret the evo-
lution of the mean number of impurities m. Based on 
Pound and La Mer’s original paper (1954), this number 
depends both on temperature and concentration. For data 
sets A through D, it appears that m is proportional to the 
concentration of solute, which implies that the impurities 
come with the solute molecules. They are probably asso-
ciated with molecules with a molecular structure that re-
semble the solute molecules and cannot be purified.

This section has confirmed that provided the sampling 
frame rate is commensurate with the heterogeneous nu-
cleation rate and that the number of observed droplets is 
high enough to eliminate sampling statistics issues, the 
measured variation of unfrozen droplets can yield good 
estimates of nucleation parameters. Discussion about the 
parameter estimates led to the assertion that nucleation 
microfluidics experiments should be performed at the 
same initial concentration but with a different final tem-
perature in order to decorrelate the heterogeneous nucle-
ation parameters m and k, and to study conclusively the 
influence of supersaturation and temperature on nucle-
ation kinetics.

Fig. 8 Evolution of the nucleation rates k and k0 as a function 
of supersaturation S and temperature T.
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4. Prediction of the appearance of crystals

Model predictions of fr(t) were obtained using the prob-
abilistic model employed in single event nucleation mode 
and using the MC simulation scheme presented earlier for 
the selected experimental data sets. The output of the MC 
scheme is dependent on the time step ∆t used as well as 
the total number NT of droplets. The MC simulation re-
quires using as small a time step ∆t as possible, which 
impacts computation time. The choice of time step ∆t used 
in the simulations is such that it is no greater than 1/k, the 
heterogeneous nucleation giving the fastest kinetics.

Fig. 9 shows the prediction of the fraction of empty 
droplets output by the MC simulation against the experi-
mental microfluidics data. The prediction is good, as one 
would expect since the nucleation model parameters were 
estimated from the measured fraction of empty droplets. 
However, the point here is to recognise that the predic-
tions are obtained by the MC simulation scheme, not from 
the analytical expressions for f0(t), which confirms the 
correctness of the Monte-Carlo simulation code devel-
oped by the authors to simulate the probabilistic nucle-
ation model.

Fig. 9 also shows the predicted prediction intervals for 
data set D for two different total numbers NT of droplets. 
The prediction intervals obtained for the simulation per-
formed using 700 droplets (which correspond to the num-
ber of the droplets analysed during the experiment) 
captures nicely the spread of the experimental data. As 
expected, the model predicts that had a lower number of 
droplets been observed, the spread of the experimental 
data would have been higher. This expected trend shows 
that the model can also be used to guide the experimenta-

tion in terms of setting the number of droplets to be ob-
served. This is an important issue as the spread of the 
data controls the precision of the estimates of the nucle-
ation model parameters.

The point was made in section 2.3 that the prediction of 
the number of crystals inside a droplet depends on the 
mode chosen to implement the nucleation model. The fol-
lowing text analyses the capacity of the nucleation model 
to predict the appearance of crystals. It is worthy of note 
that, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, application of 
the probabilistic nucleation model to predict the appear-
ance of crystals in microfluidics experiments has not yet 
been reported.

Experimentally, it was observed that for experiments 
performed at relatively low supersaturation, most of the 
droplets contained 1 crystal and very few droplets con-
tained two crystals. This is the case for data set A, which 
produced 33 % of droplets with 1 crystal, 2 % with 2 
crystals and 65 % without crystals. With experiment B, 
droplets that had nucleated contained only 1 crystal. Sim-
ulation results of the probabilistic nucleation model used 
in single nucleation event mode are given in Fig. 10 for 
data sets A and B. It is emphasised here that the predic-
tions use the parameters (k0, k, m) that were estimated in 
section 3 from the time variation of empty droplets. The 
agreement between simulations and measurements is 
good, confirming that the single nucleation event mode 
gives a good account of the nucleation events that took 
place in experiments A and B. One explanation is that as 
supersaturation is low, when one crystal appears, it starts 
growing and consumes all the supersaturation. The deple-
tion of solute induces a decrease in nucleation probability 
such that no new nucleation event can occur inside the 
droplet. Such a situation will prevail when crystal growth 
kinetics are very fast, or when the ratio between the crys-
tal nucleation rate and the crystal growth rate is small.

It can be noticed in Fig. 10 that the measured fraction 
of droplets which bear one crystal is mainly inside the up-
per portion of the model’s prediction interval, and that it 
is the opposite for the droplets with 2 crystals. One may 
recall that crystal number counting was done by visual 
inspection, and it is believed that the visual counting bi-
ased the data by overestimating the number of droplets 
with 1 crystal at the expense of those with 2 crystals. Vi-
sual counting of the number of crystals inside a droplet is 
difficult, and this nucleation-model-based analysis 
stressed the importance of this issue for analysis of mi-
crofluidics experiments.

When the crystal nucleation rate to crystal growth rate 
ratio is high (with the limiting case of no crystal growth), 
not all the supersaturation is consumed by a single crys-
tal, and successive nucleation events may occur over time. 
Let us consider data set D for which the initial supersatu-
ration was twice that of data sets A and B. Fig. 11 shows 

Fig. 9 Prediction of the fraction of empty droplets as a func-
tion of time using MC simulation for two representa-
tive experiments and two total numbers of droplets.
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the predictions of the probabilistic nucleation model used 
in both single nucleation event mode and constant super-
saturation mode.

The variation of the number fraction of droplets that 
contain one crystal bears no resemblance with data sets A 
and B. Indeed, it shows a rapid increase at the beginning 
of the experiment to a maximum value, then a slow de-
crease. The measured number fraction of droplets with 2 
crystals or more shows a continuous increase over time. 
The upper plot in Fig. 11 shows the nucleation model pre-
diction in single nucleation event mode. It is clear that this 
implementation mode of the nucleation model does not 
capture at all the nucleation events of data set D. The 
lower plot in Fig. 11 gives the prediction of the nucleation 
model in constant supersaturation mode. Notwithstanding 
the counting bias between droplets with one or more crys-

tals, it is clearly apparent that the constant supersaturation 
mode gives a much closer match to the measured data. 
With data set D, given its higher state of supersaturation 
and its higher k0/k ratio, which is more than 1 order of 
magnitude higher than that of data sets A and B as seen 
in Table 3, it is not surprising to find that the hypotheses 
of the constant supersaturation mode give a better account 
of the measured microfluidics data.

Even though the single nucleation event mode can be a 

Fig. 10 Predicted and measured temporal evolution of the 
fraction droplets containing one or two crystals in the 
droplets for data set A (upper) and data set B (lower).

Fig. 11 Predicted and measured temporal evolution of the 
number fractions of droplets containing one or more 
crystals for data set D. Upper figure: single nucleation 
event mode. Lower figure: constant supersaturation 
mode.

Table 3 Values of the k0/k ratio for data sets A through D.

Data sets A B C D

k0/k 0.0028 0.0003 0.0314 0.0515
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close match to microfluidics data, as found with data sets 
A and B, both the single nucleation event and the constant 
supersaturation modes are limited in their ability to pre-
dict nucleation in that they do not account for the crystal 
growth that follows nucleation. To further improve our 
ability to model microfluidics systems and gain even more 
value out of the valuable data produced by such systems, 
it is necessary to couple the probabilistic nucleation model 
with a crystal growth model that accounts for the con-
sumption of supersaturation inside individual droplets. 
The Monte-Carlo simulation scheme, in which droplets 
are individualised, provides just the right environment for 
such a development. This requires both accurate measure-
ments of crystal growth inside droplets, and a valid ther-
modynamic model of the liquid phase.

5. Application to microfluidics data from 
literature

For the sake of rounding off the paper, it was deemed 
relevant to apply the probabilistic nucleation model to 
high-quality data published by researchers other than the 
present authors. The data selected was that of Figs. 25 and 
29 from Akella et al. (2014). The estimated nucleation 
parameters, using the non-linear parameter estimation 
scheme presented earlier, are given in Table 4. The values 
are close to those published by Akella et al., however, 
they differ due to the difference between equation (10), 
proposed by the authors and equation (14) used by Akella 
et al.

Figs. 12 and 13 show the corresponding 95 % predic-
tion intervals for the number fraction f0 of empty droplets. 
The prediction intervals are narrower compared to those 
of data sets A through D. This is due to Akella et al. using 
a high number of droplets, typically 1200 to 4000 in each 
of their experiments, so that their raw measurements of f0 
are extremely smooth.

Figs. 14 and 15 show the predictions made using both 
single nucleation event mode (NT = 1000 drops) and con-
stant supersaturation mode for the production of crystals.

The results show that the single nucleation event mode 
predicts that after 15 hours, most droplets contain 1 crys-
tal, with no more than 0.24 % and 0.62 % of droplets con-
taining 2 crystals for the data from Figs. 25 and 29, 
respectively. The constant supersaturation mode predicts 
a significant proportion of droplets that bear 2 or more 
crystals.

It is anyone’s guess as to the actual number of crystals 
observed by Akella and co-workers (2014), as they did not 
report this information. The predictions are so distinct 
that it should be rather simple for them to decide whether 
their system behaves more like one mode or the other. By 
examining the images and movie frames provided in their 

paper, and considering that their experiment is carried out 
at a low level of supersaturation, it is probable that their 
system follows the single nucleation event mode and pro-
duced no more than 1 crystal per droplet.

Fig. 12 Nucleation model 95 % prediction interval for the 
number fraction of empty drops using Akella et al.’s 
data (Akella et al., 2014, Fig. 25, p. 4500).

Fig. 13 Nucleation model 95 % prediction interval for the 
number fraction of empty drops using Akella et al.’s 
data (Akella et al., 2014, Fig. 29, p. 4502).

Table 4 Estimated nucleation model parameters (m, k0, k) for 
Akella et al’s data sets (Akella et al., 2014, Figs. 25 
and 29), and number fraction of droplets with active 
nucleation sites.

Data sets Fig. 25 Fig. 29

k0 × 106 (s–1)
mean 6.93 10.2

RSD 1.7 % 1.1 %

k × 104 (s–1)
mean 0.66 3.55

RSD 5.7 % 38.4 %

m
mean 0.48 0.20

RSD 3.4 % 2.4 %

Nact.

mean 0.383 0.181

RSD 2.7 % 2.2 %
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6. Conclusions

The probabilistic nucleation model originally proposed 
by Pound and La Mer (1952) was revisited with the objec-
tive of clarifying its underlying hypotheses and associated 
behaviour. The nucleation model considers two types of 
droplets, i.e. droplets without nucleation sites which can 
only undergo homogeneous nucleation events, and drop-

lets with active nucleation sites which can undergo homo-
geneous and heterogeneous nucleation events. Analytical 
expressions were derived for predicting the variation of 
the fraction of droplets that contain a given number of 
crystals, both in terms of Poisson distribution functions 
and exponential functions.

The paper emphasises that the same model can be im-
plemented in different ways which yield different out-
comes. The model was applied in constant supersaturation 
and single nucleation event modes. The first mode, which 
is often portrayed in the literature, corresponds to the 
droplets with no crystal growth, whereas the second one 
corresponds to droplets having a supersaturation that is just 
sufficient for one nucleation event and associated crystal 
growth.

Regardless of the implementation mode, the model pre-
diction for the time variation of the fraction of empty or 
unfrozen droplets is the same, confirming that nucleation 
kinetic parameters m, k0 and k should indeed be estimated 
using the experimental measurements of the fraction of 
empty droplets. This is a particularly favourable situation 
given that this is the fraction that is most accurately mea-
sured in practice. Indeed, identifying droplets that contain 
1 or more crystals is obviously more prone to measurement 
errors than identifying empty droplets. The estimation of 
nucleation model parameters showed the importance of 
frame rate and number of droplets as they impact the pre-
cision of the parameter estimates.

In the context of microfluidics studies, it was confirmed 
that both modes of implementation of the nucleation 
model are applicable. The probabilistic nucleation model 
was used, possibly for the first time, to predict the rate of 
appearance of crystals for microfluidics systems. Experi-
mental results with low supersaturation levels were well 
predicted by the single nucleation event mode. The single 
nucleation event mode was shown to yield droplets with 
no more than one or two crystals, a desirable situation from 
an industrial perspective. The constant supersaturation 
mode accounted better for the nucleation events observed 
for data sets with excess supersaturation. Comparison be-
tween predicted and measured number fractions of drop-
lets with one or more crystals indicated the possibility of 
bias in the number counting of crystals inside individual 
droplets, emphasising the need to develop reliable crystal 
counting methods for harvesting the full benefit of micro-
fluidics systems.

The analysis confirmed the value and applicability of the 
probabilistic nucleation model for analysis of microfluid-
ics data, particularly for estimation of nucleation parame-
ters. The model showed limitations in its applicability for 
predicting the appearance of crystals inside droplets, al-
though it gave reasonable predictions at low supersatura-
tion levels. As the probabilistic nucleation model alone 
cannot account for the consumption of the supersaturation 

Fig. 14 Prediction of crystal formation for Akella et al.’s data 
from Fig. 25. (top: single nucleation event mode; bot-
tom: constant supersaturation mode)

Fig. 15 Prediction of crystal formation for Akella et al.’s data 
from Fig. 29. (top: single nucleation event mode; bot-
tom: constant supersaturation mode)
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inside droplets, the nucleation model cannot predict the 
number of crystals inside droplets. As the real situation is 
somewhere between the single nucleation event and the 
constant supersaturation modes, it is necessary for predic-
tion of the rate of appearance of crystals inside individual 
droplets to merge the probabilistic nucleation model with 
a crystal growth model.

Nomenclature

dpois(k,λ) Probability density function of the Poisson distribu-
tion with mean λ

D Diffusion coefficient (m2·s–1)

fr(t) Number fraction of droplets containing r crystals at 
time t

k Nucleation rate constant of an active nucleation site 
(s–1)

kB Boltzmann constant kB = 1.38064852 × 10–23 m2 

kg·s–2·K–1

k0 Homogeneous nucleation rate constant (s–1)

j Droplet index used in Monte-Carlo simulation (s)

Js Heterogeneous surface nucleation rate (s–1)

Jv Homogeneous nucleation rate (s–1·m–3)

m Mean number of active nucleation sites per droplet

Nact. Number fraction of droplets that contain active 
nucleation sites at the start of a microfluidics 
experiment

Np Number of droplets with p active nucleation sites

NT Total number of droplets counted in a microfluidics 
experiment

p Number of active nucleation sites in a droplet

r Number of nucleation events inside a droplet

r* Radius of the critical nuclei (m)

Sx Supersaturation defined as Sx = x°/x*

t Time (s)

T Temperature (K)

T* Saturation temperature (°C)

Tnucleation Final quench temperature (°C)

V Droplet volume (m3)

x° Initial molar fraction of eflucimibe in octanol or 
solubility molar fraction at T*

x* Solubility molar fraction at Tnucleation

Z Zeldovich factor

Δt Time increment used in the Monte-Carlo simulation 
(s)

ΔG* Free energy barrier of nucleation (J)

ρ Number density of monomers per unit of volume 
(m–3)

ρN Number density of nucleation sites (m–3)

σ Crystal solution interfacial tension (mJ·m–2)
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The Friction Stress Distribution of Loose Materials  
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Abstract
Referring to the classification of vertical silos, the classification rules for deep silos and shallow silos on 
pyramidal silos and conical silos have been established. Based on the basic assumptions of Janssen Formula, the 
friction stress distribution of loose materials to silo walls was discussed in detail on deep pyramidal silos. An 
analytic equation was established used the slice method. Finite element model was developed to simulate the 
friction stress distribution. The analytic result was almost the same with the simulation result. However, the 
equation yielded a minor error mainly because there were some differences between the assumptions presented in 
the equation and the real state of materials. Based on the simulation results, the analytic equation was revised. 
The results showed that the friction stress distribution of loose materials to silo walls in deep pyramidal silos was 
related to the material characteristics and design parameters of silo walls, as well as the material powder attribute. 
The revised equation precisely indicated the contact friction stress behaviors of loose materials and provided a 
shortcut method of calculation for related research.

Key words: loose material, pyramidal silos, friction stress, contact, finite element

1. Introduction

As a special industry thin-shell structure, silos have 
many advantages, ranging from having a simple structure 
that is low cost, space efficient, and stable, having an easy 
loading and unloading process that can be conveniently 
managed. Silos are widely used in many fields to stock-
pile loose materials, such as mineral, grain, foodstuff, 
coal, chemical fertilizer, and concrete. In the state of 
stockpiling loose materials, the mechanics behavior of 
the silos and the loose materials are all very complex 
(Jansseune A. et al., 2016a,b; Park H.W. et al., 2016; 
Jagtap P. et al., 2015; Colonnello C. et al., 2014). However, 
with the mature development of the finite element method 
and discrete element method, the numerical simulation 
method managed to contribute greatly to the silo research 
(Ding S. et al., 2015; Wang Y. et al., 2014; Gallego E. et 
al., 2010) and the loose materials or the solid particle be-
havior, including the powder friction angles, forces, 
stresses and so on (Hua X. et al., 2013; 2015). Basing on 
relevant literature, many scholars are interested in study-

ing the lateral pressure of stored loose material in silos. 
Although the famous static deep-silo lateral pressure for-
mula has already been put forward by JANSSEN over 100 
years ago (Janssen, H.A. 1895), the JANSSEN formula is 
still being widely cited, used and discussed (Matchett A.J. 
et al., 2015; LI Z.F. et al., 2014). In the meantime, many 
new research results on lateral pressure have been put 
forward (Wang Y. et al., 2014; Couto A. et al., 2013; 
Nascimento J.W.B.d. et al., 2013).

In general, these research works are mainly concerned 
with cylindrical silos (Iwicki P. et al., 2016; Jansseune A. 
et al., 2016a,b; Sadowski A.J. et al., 2014), particularly on 
the pressure (Wang Y. et al., 2014; Couto A. et al., 2013; 
Nascimento J.W.B.d. et al., 2013), stability (Sondej M. et 
al., 2016; Iwicki P. et al., 2015; Lozano C. et al., 2015), 
and fluidity effect or discharge flow (Ding S.et al., 2015; 
Gallego E. et al., 2015; Benyamine M. et al., 2014) of the 
loose material on the silos. The square platform silos have 
already been studied by some scholars (Goodey R.J. et al., 
2006; Guines D. et al., 2001; Brown C.J. et al., 2000). 
However, there are only a few studies so far which ana-
lyze the mechanical behavior of loose materials in pyra-
midal silos. Comparing with the general cylindrical silos, 
the structure of the pyramidal silos is special. It has been 
applied in some engineering fields because of its simple 
structure and easy manufacture. The friction stress distri-
bution of loose materials in these silos is helpful to study 
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the force obtained in storing and unloading, optimize the 
design structure and cut down the manufacturing cost.

In this paper, an analytic equation of loose material 
friction stress distribution was established used the slice 
method in deep pyramidal silos with reasonable assump-
tions and simplifications. The friction stress was solved by 
a finite element contact analytic method, and the contact- 
friction state was discussed in deep pyramidal silos. 
Lastly, a more reasonable equation was published after 
verification and modifying to provide foundation for the 
deep pyramidal silos’ structure design and storage effi-
ciency.

2. The analytic formula of friction stress 
distribution

2.1 The silo structure

“EN 1991-4. Eurocode 1: actions on structures, Part 4: 
silos and tanks” (CEN, 2004) prescribed that a deep cylin-
drical silo was the one with aspect ratios (the ratio of h to 
D) greater than or equal to 2.0; a shallow cylindrical silo 
was the ratio of h to D greater than or equal to 0.4 and 
less than 1.0; otherwise, it was a medium deep silo [see 
Fig. 1(a)]. However, there was no rule for conical silos 
and pyramidal silos. Here, such a rule was prescribed for 
them with reference to “EN 1991-4. Eurocode 1: actions 
on structures, Part 4: silos and tanks” (CEN, 2004), as 

shown in Fig. 1.
(1) As far as the conical silo was concerned, it was a 

deep conical silo when h/(D/2) ≥ 2.0; it was a shallow 
conical silo when h/(D/2) < 2.0 [see Fig. 1(b)]. It was a 
deep conical silo when α ≤ 0.462 rad (α was the obliquity 
of the conical silo, cotangent 0.462 rad ≈ 2.0); otherwise, 
it was a shallow conical silo [see Fig. 1(b)].

(2) As far as the pyramidal silo was concerned, it was a 
deep pyramidal silo when h/[min(A,B)/2] ≥ 2.0; it was a 
shallow pyramidal silo when h/[min(A,B)/2] < 2.0 [see 
Fig. 1(c)]; It was a deep pyramidal silo when min (ϕ1, 
ϕ2) ≤ 0.462 rad; otherwise, it was a shallow pyramidal silo 
[see Fig. 1(c)].

A pyramidal silo has some features as follows: (1) it has 
a simple structure (see Fig. 2) and is easy to manufacture; 
(2) the friction stress of the materials varies with the 
obliquity of silo walls; (3) the contact friction behaviors of 
loose materials in deep silos as presented in this paper is 
different from those of the shallow silos.

In this paper, the friction stress distribution of loose 
materials to silo walls was investigated for the case of the 
deep pyramidal silos.

2.2 The friction stress distribution

In 1895, according to two basic assumptions, the Ger-
man civil engineer JANSSEN gave the famous calculation 
formula of the static pressure in a cylindrical silo, namely, 
the JANSSEN Formula (Janssen H.A., 1895). The two as-

Fig. 1 The diagram of deep silo and shallow silo.
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sumptions were expressed in the following: (1) the verti-
cal pressures were equally distributed in the same depth; 
(2) the ratio of horizontal pressure to vertical pressure 
was a constant k, which was the lateral pressure coeffi-
cient.

Below are some of the assumptions in this paper based 
on above:

(1) Loose materials are in an ultimate stress state. Be-
fore or after the state, the external force on the loose ma-
terials approached a limiting value and the loose materials 
will suddenly collapse. At this moment, the lateral pres-
sure coefficient k reflects the force exerted from another 
direction when the force is acted upon by the loose mate-
rials either horizontally or vertically.

(2) Particles are minute (the diameter is less than 
1 mm), indicating that the loose materials are homoge-
neous.

(3) The loose materials must have unified physical 
properties and be in a uniformly filling state to assure a 
constant internal friction factor.

(4) The vertical pressure is equal on the same plane.
As shown in Fig. 2, we supposed that the horizontal 

cross section was rectangular, the height was h, the obliq-

uities of the four walls to the axis vertical curve were ϕ1, 
ϕ2, ϕ3 and ϕ4, respectively, and the bulk density of loose 
materials was ρ. Starting at the lowermost peak, a thin 
layer unit with vertical thickness dy was the research ob-
ject. The thin layer unit was approximated as a cuboid.

Let the areas of the four walls of the thin layer unit be 
dA1, dA2, dA3, and dA4, and the friction forces of the loose 
materials in walls be fdA1, fdA2, fdA3 and fdA4. Thus, along 
the vertical direction, the force balance of the loose mate-
rials in the thin layer unit could be expressed in the fol-
lowing:
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Upon combining Eq. (1), (2), and (3), a relationship re-
lating dp to dy could be expressed in the form of Eq. (4):
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Note that p = p0 if y = h from Fig. 2. By solving the 
differential Eq. (4), the vertical pressure p of the loose 
materials in deep pyramidal silos could be determined in 
Eq. (5):
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In most cases, λ ≠ 1.
If there were no loose materials or other pressures at 

the top of the silos, p0 = 0.
In the engineering practice, most pyramidal silos were 

symmetrically designed, namely ϕ1 = ϕ3, and ϕ2 = ϕ4. 
Thus, the λ might be simplified in Eq. (6) in the following:
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In some cases, the design parameters of the pyramidal 
silos were the length A and B of silo top opening as Fig. 2 

Fig. 2 The diagram of the vertical pressure distribution of 
loose materials in deep pyramidal silo.
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showed rather than the dip angle of the silo walls. If the 
pyramidal silos were symmetrically designed, namely 
ϕ1 = ϕ3 and ϕ2 = ϕ4, the λ might be expressed as Eq. (7) in 
the following:

   1 3 2 4    ,
2

k A B μλ A B
h

   
    (7)

The vertical pressure shown in Eq. (5) must be disas-
sembled to study the friction stress between loose materi-
als and silo walls. In the current study, the lateral pressure 
coefficient k was an important constant when the vertical 
force was changed into the horizontal force. Furthermore, 
the lateral pressure coefficient k could be sampled with 
different methods prescribed by the code for the design of 
silos in different countries (SAG, 2001; ACI, 1997; Jaky J., 
1948; CEN, 1995; DIN 1055, 1987). In this paper, the lat-
eral pressure coefficient k was prescribed in Eq. (8) ac-
cording to Rankine’s earth pressure theory (SAG, 2001).

f2tan 45
2

k
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In Eq. (8), ϕf is the internal friction angle of loose ma-
terials.

Taking a piece of triangular prism as an object for in-
vestigation (Fig. 3). We supposed that plane A was an in-
ternal wall, ϕi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) was the dip angle of plane A 
to the vertical plane, p was the vertical pressure, pAi was 
the pressure of p to Ai, and pAi sin ϕi was the disassembled 
pressure perpendicular to plane A. Similarly, the lateral 
pressure kp might be disassembled. The disassembled 
pressure of the perpendicular pressure to surface A was 
kpAj cos ϕi. Therefore, the friction force on plane A was 
Eq. (9):
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Thus, the friction stress distribution on plane A could 
be indicated as Eq. (10):

 2 2
f sin cosi ip μp k     (10)

3. Contact Analysis and Verification

Eq. (10) could be verified numerically using finite ele-
ment contact analysis.

3.1 Contact conditions and iterative processes

Contact conditions established when two separated 
surfaces touched at normal direction while maintaining 
tangential relative movement. In general physical mean-
ing, the surfaces in contact status had the following char-
acteristics:
(1) No penetration between each other.
(2) The normal pressure and tangent friction force might 

be transferred during contact.
(3) Generally the normal pulling force could not be trans-

ferred when surface separation occurred.
All the above three characteristics introduced signifi-

cant physical variations of silo-loose material system in 
terms of normal and tangential stiffness. In fact, this 
highly nonlinear contact mechanics between silo and 
loose materials formed a major concern of silo engineers 
or civil engineers. This paper studied the contact friction 
stress.

Nonlinear contact problems could be solved through a 
series of repetitive iterative processes to accomplish accu-
rate contact analysis. The procedure could be divided into 
four steps: (1) a particular contact status type was initially 
presumed; (2) finding out the contact stresses and dis-
placement of contact point based on the presumed contact 
status; (3) checking if the contact condition could be met 
for all contact points; (4) if the contact condition was not 
satisfied, then the contact status was modified and another 
iteration started until all contact conditions could be met 
at all contacting points.

3.2 Contact analysis

Due to the symmetric property of silo structures, simpli-
fied two-dimensional contacting simulations were carried 
out in this paper, nonlinear finite element software ANSYS 
was used and the contacting surfaces between loose 
materials and silos were defined with rigid-to-flexible 
surface-to-surface contact pair. Target surfaces of silos 
were modeled with TARGE169 element and the contact 
surfaces of loose materials were modeled with CONTA171 
element.

The ANSYS TARGE169 element could be used to rep-Fig. 3 The diagram of the vertical pressure disassembling.
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resent various 2-D “target” surfaces together with the 
associated contact elements (CONTA171). The contact 
elements, CONTA171, were overlaid on top of the relevant 
solid elements in order to describe deformable loose mate-
rial boundary and possible contact silo surface with target 
elements, TARGE169. This target surface was discretised 
by a set of target segment elements (TARGE169) and was 
paired with its associated contact surface via a shared real 
constant set. Any translational or rotational displacement 
or even temperature could be imposed on the target seg-
ment element. Moments and Forces could also be applied 
on target elements.

CONTA171 was used to represent contact and sliding 
between 2-D “target” surfaces (TARGE169) and a de-
formable surface, defined by this element. The element 
was applicable to 2-D structural and coupled field contact 
analyses. This element was located on the surfaces of 2-D 
solid, shell, or beam elements without midside nodes (such 
as PLANE42). It had the same geometric characteristics 
as the attached solid, shell, or beam element. In ANSYS 
numerical model, contact occurred when surface elements 
penetrated into target segment elements (TARGE169) at 
allowable normal distance. Coulomb and shear stress fric-
tion could be used to simulate the tangential contact be-
havior.

Although no penetration occurred in real silos, numeri-
cal technique only allowed a stiffness-penetration law to 
simulate the contacting physics (see Fig. 4). Hence, pene-
tration Δ must be small enough so that high accuracy 
could be obtained, which meant larger contact stiffness 
must be used. But large contact stiffness added simulation 
cost and convergence difficulties. To overcome this, con-
tact stiffness in this paper was defined as the silo element 
stiffness multiplied by a normal contact stiffness factor. It 
was found that accurate results could be obtained when 

the normal contact stiffness factor was set to 1.0. It should 
be noted that this factor also indicated the contact stiff-
ness equaled to the silo element stiffness. The maximum 
penetration was only δ = 0.001 m (see Table 1) when the 
normal contact stiffness factor was set to 1.0. Since only a 
brief summary of analysis method was given here, more 
detailed discussions and method could be found elsewhere 
(Wang X.W. et al., 2015).

During FE analysis, silos and loose materials were 
meshed with 2D solid element, PLANE42. Such element 
could be used either in 2D plane model (plane stress or 
plane strain) or axi-symmetric model. The element was 
defined by four corner nodes, each had two degrees of 
freedom: translations in the nodal x or y directions. The 
element could simulate plasticity, creep, swelling, stress 
stiffening behavior with large deflection and large strain 
capabilities.

The full Newton-Raphson solver was used in this 
study, due to its improved convergence efficiency for 
highly nonlinear problems, especially to the contact be-
tween granulate materials and silo surfaces. Moreover, 
ANSYS Newton-Raphson solver could automatically im-
prove. Its convergence efficiency by tracing back system 
residual errors.

In FE contact analysis, correlation parameters on the 
loose materials and the silo were indicated in Table 2.

Fig. 4 The penetration tolerance δ and the penetration Δ
 (a) In non-contact state; (b) In contact state.

Table 1 The contact parameters.

The item The parameters

The mesh element Plane42

The contact elements Targe169 and conta171

The contact form Rigid-to-flexible surface- 
to-surface contact

The normal contact rigid factor 1

The maximum penetration depth 0.001 m

Table 2 Applied parameters of a pyramidal silo.

1) bulk density: ρ = 700 kgm–3, cohesion: Pn = 10000 Pa;

2) gravity acceleration: g = 9.8 ms–2;

3) the dip angles of the silo walls: ϕ1 = ϕ3 = 0.227 rad;

4) friction factor: μ = 0.5;

5) internal friction angle: ϕf = 0.349 rad;

6) silo roof pressure: p0 = 6432 Pa;

7) vertical height: h = 11.0 m;

8) calculation ranges: y = 0.3–11 m.

Then, k = 0.49; 
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3.3 The results

Taking an engineering silo as an example (Fig. 5), the 
contact analysis were carried out. The analysis object is 
the narrow-wall of the engineering silo (Fig. 5).

Correlation parameters on the narrow-wall and the 
loose materials in the engineering silo were indicated in 
Table 2. The k and λ were determined by these parame-
ters, where k = 0.49, λ = 1.49. The results were shown in 
Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Table 3. In Fig. 6, different width rep-

resents different friction zone (sliding and sticking). The 
curves of Fig. 7 shown the contact friction stress value 
and its location.

3.4 Modification

Fig. 6 indicated that the contact friction zone could be 
divided into two parts: sliding contact friction zone and 
sticking contact friction zone. The interval dividing point 
between the sliding zone and sticking zone was approxi-
mately in the middle. The location varied with different 
parameters. In Fig. 6, the location is located in the middle 
of node 103 and node 104. The contact friction stress 
reached the minimum (near 0) at the top of the pyramidal 
silo, and the stress gradually increased from the sliding 
contact friction zone to the interval dividing point 
(Fig. 7). The contact friction stress was at the max in the 
interval dividing point, and it gradually decreased from 
the interval dividing point to the bottom.

Comparing the FEA results value with the analytic 
value of the 11 nodes in Table 3 (node location shown in 
Fig. 6), it showed that above the interval dividing point, 
the FEA results was a little greater than the analytic solu-
tion for most of the nodes. The FEA results were about 1.1 
times that of the analytic solution. However, the FEA re-
sults below the interval dividing point were about 0.95 

Fig. 5 An engineering silo.

Fig. 6 The contact friction zone and the node location. Fig. 7 The contact friction stress (Pa).

Table 3 Results comparison.

Node number 96 98 100 102 103 104 107 110 114 115 116

Vertical height  
coordinate: y (m) 11 9.93 8.86 7.79 7.255 6.72 5.115 3.51 1.37 0.835 0.3

FEA results: m (Pa) 1573.4 3803.6 5322.8 6291.9 6923.7 6912.4 6650.9 6177.6 3523.9 2492.1 1822.0

Analytic results: n (Pa) 1658.8 3331.2 4709.7 5776.0 6185.4 6508.2 6917.6 6379.9 3761.8 2631.5 1181.7

(m/n) 0.95 1.14 1.13 1.09 1.12 1.06 0.96 0.97 0.94 0.95 1.54
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times or less that of the analytic solution. Near the dis-
charge opening (node No. 116), the FEA results were a lit-
tle greater because of the dynamic discharge pressure. For 
dynamic discharge, more complex phenomena, such as 
material sticking or blocking in the form of a rat hole, 
arching and bridging were likely to happen. This paper 
did not discuss the complex phenomena near the dis-
charge opening.

As a whole, the analytic results roughly conformed to 
the FE contact calculation results. It had been pointed out 
that the analytic method was still reasonable. The error 
was in 10 % or less, because there were some differences 
between the assumptions and the real state.

Moreover, different states in the sliding contact friction 
zone and sticking contact friction zone had not been fully 
taken into account in the assumptions. In the sliding con-
tact friction zone, the friction was introduced by external 
forces. The energy dissipation by friction was mainly due 
to the relative movement between the loose materials and 

the silo at the contact surfaces. In the sticking contact 
friction zone, the friction was internal friction. The fric-
tion energy dissipation was mainly due to the elastic de-
formation because of the contact. In general, the impact 
of external forces was a little greater than internal fric-
tion.

Taking the wide-wall of the engineering silo as analysis 
object, and changing attribute parameters of the loose 
materials, a similar contact friction stress curve and simi-
lar conclusion were obtained (Fig. 9). Thus, Eq. (10) 
might be modified. Based on Table 3 and Fig. 6, taking 
the discharge opening as a starting point, supposing the 
height of pyramidal silo was h, the modified formula of 
the combination of Eq. (5) and Eq. (10) were as follows:
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Here, y = hmax when p is at the max, and ϕi is the obliq-
uity (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).

In addition, the force of loose materials in the discharge 
opening could not be regarded as the static force. In here, 
dynamic pressure would be acted upon during the un-
loading process of the loose materials. Eq. (11) would not 
be applied in the discharge opening where the friction 
stress distribution was more complex. Hence, further re-
search would be needed, or the values near the discharge 
opening would increase by 1.5–2 times that of the results 
obtained by Eq. (11) in the practical engineering calcula-
tions.

The modified distribution curve (shown in Fig. 8: after 
modifying) was drawn according to Eq. (11). In fact, there 
was a mutation near hmax. The curve in Fig. 8 was made a 
smooth processing.

4. Discussions and prospects

(1) For the purpose of engineering application, this 
study focused on the pyramidal silos which other re-
searchers paid less attention. The lateral pressure coeffi-
cient k and the assumptions based on Janssen formula 
were also applied during the calculation to provide a con-
venient way for structure calculation of pyramidal silos 
and improve the design efficiency of field application en-
gineers. Obviously, the stress conditions of pyramidal si-
los could have been some different from the cylindrical 
silo that Janssen formula applied on, and the mechanical 

Fig. 8 The friction stress distribution curve.

Fig. 9 The contact friction stress curve (on wide-wall).
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properties of loose materials were complex at the edge 
and corner part. Therefore, this study only did the approx-
imate research on silo walls. More precise behavior and 
mechanism research of loose materials, and the friction 
stress distribution around the edges of the pyramid silos 
were beyond the scope of this study.

(2) Pyramidal silos are mainly used on the field of stor-
ing industrial bulk material (such as coal, gravel, con-
crete). According to the data obtained from field 
engineers, the main problems of this kind of silo were the 
poor flow during the unloading process and the wear of 
walls. To solve these problems, this study mainly re-
searched on the friction stress distribution and the contact 
state between the loose materials and silo walls. For the 
normal pressure (or stress) distribution and the behavior 
study, the related papers were recommended (Goodey R.J. 
et al., 2017; Li Z.F., et al., 2014; Rotter J.M. et al., 2002; 
Brown C.J. et al., 2000).

(3) The slice method, based on the limit equilibrium 
theory, took the loose materials as the rigid body. When 
establishing equilibrium equations, some acceptable as-
sumptions were used to increase the known conditions 
and transformed the statically indeterminate problem into 
the static problem. The complex boundary conditions of 
non-continuous, heterogeneity, anisotropy and external 
load of loose materials could be conveniently processed 
and finally derived the quantitative calculation model for 
field applications.

However, the slice method ignored the deformation and 
strength of the material itself and the complex behavior 
was simplified which would inevitably cause some error. 
In addition, the slice method could not provide accurate 
friction stress distribution graphics and images. The finite 
element analysis and software technology could make up 
for this defect and validate and correct the quantitative 
model. The combination of them could correct the calcu-
lation error to a certain extent.

(4) The finite element method was used in this study to 
simulate the contact and friction between the bulk mate-
rial and the pyramidal silo. The discrete element method 
could be applied combining test researches to study the 
discrete characteristic of material, particle behavior and 
the influence mechanism of material on the silo in the fu-
ture.

5. Conclusions

(1) The analytic equation of loose material friction 
stress distribution was established in deep pyramidal silos 
with reference to the basic assumptions of the JANSSEN 
Formula.

(2) The friction stress distribution of loose materials in 
deep pyramidal silos was studied with the finite element 

contact analysis. We concluded that the friction behaviors 
included sliding contact friction and sticking contact fric-
tion, and that the friction stress was maximum at the in-
terval dividing point between the sliding zone and 
sticking zone. The friction stress decreased gradually to 
the roof and the bottom separately.

(3) The FEA results and the analytic result were com-
pared and analyzed. The error was 10 % or less. The main 
reason was that some differences existed between the as-
sumptions and the real state. Moreover, the different 
states in the sliding contact friction zone and sticking 
contact friction zone had not been fully taken into ac-
count in the assumptions.

(4) The analytic equation had been modified by com-
paring the results. It showed that the friction stress distri-
bution of loose materials in deep pyramidal silos was 
related to the material and design parameters of silos, as 
well as the powder attribute of the loose material. The 
modified equation reflected precisely the contact-friction 
behaviors of loose materials in deep pyramidal silos and 
provided a shortcut method for calculation in related re-
search.
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Nomenclature

A, B internal side length of silo top opening (see 
Fig. 1)

D internal diameter of silo top opening (see Fig. 1)

g gravity acceleration, g = 9.8 ms–2

h vertical height of the conical silo or the pyrami-
dal silo (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2)

k lateral pressure coefficient [see Eq. (2)]

p vertical pressure [see Eq. (5)]

p0 silo roof pressure (see Fig. 2)

pf, p’f friction stress [see Eq. (10) and Eq. (11)]

Pn cohesion of loose material

α obliquity of the conical silo (see Fig. 1)

ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, ϕ4 obliquity of the pyramidal silo walls (see Fig. 1 
and Fig. 2)
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ρ bulk density of loose material

μ friction factor

ϕf internal friction angle

λ a coefficient
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[see Eq. (11)]
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Symposium Reports
The 51st Symposium on Powder Technology

The 51st Symposium on Powder Technology was held at Senri Hankyu Hotel, Osaka, Japan on Wednesday, 
September 13, 2017. It was organized by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation with the sponsorship of Hosokawa 
Micron Corporation. Over 160 people from the industries and universities attended this symposium. The theme of 
the symposium this year was “Powder Technology Required for Creation of Advanced Materials”. There were six 
lectures with questions and answers followed by a get-acquainted party for further free discussions.

The first lecture was given by Prof. Adschiri, who was presented the KONA Award last year, on his lifework 
research in the field of production and applications of nanoparticles prepared by the Supercritical Hydrothermal 
Synthesis method. The further three lectures were carried out by the professors with the diversity of the fields 
including solid-liquid separation of colloids, particle packing of the particles in the coated film during drying and 
preparation of materials for all-solid-state batteries via a mechanochemical process.

The other two lectures were from the industries and concerned about the development of engineered smart parti-
cles for the functional pharmaceutical products by use of a granulation technology and the introduction of new 
machines for the wide range of powder processing including grinding mills, air classifies, driers and so on.

The contents of the symposium are shown in the followings.

The 51st Symposium on Powder Technology

Theme: Powder Technology Required for Creation of Advanced Materials

Opening address Mr. Yoshio Hosokawa (President of Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation)

Session 1 Chaired by Prof. emeritus Ko Higashitani (Kyoto University)

• Lecture 1
“Continuous Production of Nanoparticles by Supercritical Hydrothermal Synthesis
—Nanoparticles Synthesis, Nanohybrid Materials, and Surface Controlled Nanocatalysts—”

Prof. Tadafumi Adschiri (WPI-AIMR, Tohoku University)

• Lecture 2
“Developments on Solid-Liquid Separation of Colloids”

Prof. Eiji Iritani (Graduate School of Engineering, Nagoya University)

Session 2 Chaired by Prof. Hirofumi Takeuchi (Gifu Pharmaceutical University)

• Lecture 3
“Particle Packing Process in the Coated Film of Particle Dispersions during Drying”

Assoc. Prof. Yoshiyuki Komoda (Graduate School of Engineering, Kobe University)

• Lecture 4
“Smart Particle Design for Advanced Functional Formulations
—Creation and Evaluation of Opusgran®—”

Mr. Yasushi Ochiai (CMC based Drug Development, Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma Co., Ltd.)
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2nd International Hosokawa Powder Technology Symposium

As a part of special events to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the establishment of Hosokawa Powder Technol-
ogy Foundation, the 2nd Hosokawa Powder Technology Symposium was held at Hosokawa Micron Powder Systems 
in Summit, New Jersey, USA on Wednesday, October 4, 2017. This symposium was the second overseas conference 
on powder and particle technology organized by Hosokawa Foundation and supported by Hosokawa Micron Corpo-
ration as well as Hosokawa Micron Powder Systems, which is a division of Hosokawa Micron International, Inc. 
The number of attendees was nearly 100 including more than 10 people from the universities. Most attendees came 
from various locations in USA and also included some from Mexico as well as Japan. 

The main subject of this symposium was “Challenges & Opportunities in Particle Characterization & Process-
ing” and there were four lectures by the speakers from both academic and industrial fields after the welcome ad-
dress from Mr.Yoshio Hosokawa, the President of Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation and Hosokawa Micron 
Corporation, with the closing remarks from Mr. Rob Voorhees, President of Hosokawa Micron International, Inc. 

The symposium consisted of lectures of different aspects from bio and nano particle technology, grinding pro-
cessing, particle characterization and application to the dry powder inhalation as seen in the program below. Addi-
tionally the history and activities of Hosokawa Foundation were introduced using poster panels together with 
the KONA Powder and Particle Journal exhibited. During the lunch time, discussions were also made among the 
attendees in front of the actual powder processing machines and characterization devices.

Session 3 Chaired by Prof. Satoshi Watano (Osaka Prefecture University)

• Lecture 5
“Preparation of Materials for All-Solid-State Batteries via a Mechanochemical Process”

Prof. Akitoshi Hayashi (Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka Prefecture University)

• Lecture 6
“The Latest Trend of Development of Powder Equipment”

Dr. Akira Watanabe (Technology Research Institute, Hosokawa Micron Corporation) 

Closing remarks Prof. emeritus Fumiyoshi Saito (Tohoku University)

Symposium on Powder Technology Get-acquainted Party
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2nd International Hosokawa Powder Technology Symposium

Theme: Challenges & Opportunities in Particle Characterization & Processing

Welcome address Mr. Yoshio Hosokawa (President of Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation)

◆1 Leveraging Particle and Nano Bio Technologies for Product and Process Innovations
Dr. Brij M. Moudgil – Center for Particulate and Surfactant Systems (CPaSS), University of Florida 

◆2 Size Reduction Technologies for Efficient Powder Processing Systems
Mr. Bill Brown – Hosokawa Micron Powder Systems

◆3 Particle Shape Analysis – Sometimes It’s Very Important
Dr. Raymond S. Farinato – Solvay Technology Solutions

◆4 Particle Technology for Dry Powder Inhalers
Dr. Anthony J. Hickey – RTI International, Research Triangle Park

Closing remarks Mr. Rob Voorhees (President of Hosokawa Micron International, Inc.)

At a lecture Speakers and organizers
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The 24th KONA Award

Prof. Adschiri graduated from The University of Tokyo in 1981, and received his Doctorate in Engineering from 
the same institution in 1986. He worked as a Special Research Fellow at JSPS (Japan Society for the Promotion of 
Science), following which he was appointed as an Assistant Professor in The University of Tokyo in 1987. As a vis-
iting scholar, he has had the opportunity to carry out research work at the University of Waterloo (1991, Canada), 
University of Hawaii (1996, US), and University of Delaware (1997, US).

Prior to joining Tohoku University, the primary focus of his research was on coal conversion technology. In 1989, 
he moved to Tohoku University and began studying reactions in supercritical fluids for biomass conversion, chemi-
cal recycling of wastes, new organic reactions, and materials synthesis. He is the inventor of the “supercritical hy-
drothermal synthesis” method for nanoparticles (NPs). This method enables the in-situ organic modification of the 
surface of NPs, as well as the direct synthesis of NPs. He led a major national project (30 million USD) in Japan en-
titled “Super Hybrid Nanomaterials” for fabricating new composite materials of surface-controlled NPs and poly-
mers that simultaneously show properties of ceramics and polymers, based on his supercritical fluid method. This 
method enables the control of the morphology of NPs, and allows for the exposure of the most reactive surface for 
use as a nano-catalyst. The impact of his research is not just constrained to academia; it also has significant applica-
tion potential in industry. Some of his proposed processes have been commercialized in Japan and elsewhere. In 
particular, the first chemical recycling process of waste polymers and the synthesis of supercritical NPs have at-
tracted significant industrial attention.

He has published more than 250 papers, with more than 9000 citations, and has an h-index of over 50. He has 
been invited more than forty times to major international conferences in a variety of research fields as a plenary/
keynote/invited lecture. For his research excellence, he has been awarded many prizes, including awards from the 
Chemical Society Japan (Science Award), Society of Chemical Engineering of Japan (Best Research Award, and 
SCEJ Society Award), Japan Energy Society (Progress Award), etc. In addition to academic societies, he is the re-
cipient of the honorable Japan Invention Award from the Japanese government and three-time winner of the Minis-
ter’s awards of MEXT (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology) as well. Ten years ago, the Japanese 
government selected five (now nine) distinguished research teams 
as part of the World Premier Research Center Initiative (WPI), 
and he had the honor to be selected as a principal researcher for 
the Advanced Institute of Materials Research (WPI-AIMR) in 
Tohoku University.

Currently, Prof. Adschiri serves as the Vice President of ISHA 
(International Solvothermal Hydrothermal Association), Vice 
President of IASCF (International Society for Advancement of 
Supercritical Fluids), Chairman of the Asian Society of Supercrit-
ical Fluids, and Vice President of the Society of Chemical Engi-
neers, Japan. In 2014 he was assigned as a member of Science 
Council of Japan (six-year appointment followed by a conjunction 
membership for an additional twelve years). In 2016, he became a 
member of the Engineering Academy of Japan (life time).
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General Information

History of the Journal
In the history of KONA Powder and Particle Journal, two 

organizations have been playing an important role. The one is the 
Council of Powder Technology, Japan (CPT) and the other is the 
Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation (Hosokawa Foundation). 
The CPT was established in 1969 by Hosokawa Micron Corporation 
as a nonprofit organization to enhance the activities of research and 
development on powder science and technology. The Hosokawa 
Foundation was established in 1991 as a public-service corporation 
approved by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sport, Science and 
Technology of Japan. The issues from No.1 (1983) to No.12 (1994) 
of KONA were published by CPT and the issues from No.13 (1995) 
by the Hosokawa Foundation.

The aim of KONA in the early days was to introduce excellent 
Japanese papers to the world and thus KONA consisted of papers 
recommended by some Japanese academic societies and translated 
from Japanese to English. From the issue of No.8, the CPT changed 
its editorial policy to internationalize the KONA and to incorporate 
papers by authors throughout the world in addition to translated 
papers. In response to this change, three editorial blocks have been 
organized in the world; Asian-Oceanian, American and European. 
The policy and system have not changed even after the Hosokawa 
Foundation has taken over from the CPT. From the issue of No.27 
(2009), publication of translated papers has been terminated and 
only original papers have been published. The CPT is active still 
today and collaborates with the Hosokawa Foundation.

Aims and Scope
KONA publishes papers in a broad field of powder science and 

technology, ranging from fundamental principles to practical appli-
cations. The papers describing technological experiences and criti-
cal reviews of existing knowledge in special areas are also welcome.

The submitted papers are published only when they are judged 
by the Editor to contribute to the progress of powder science and 
technology, and approved by any of the three Editorial Committees.

The paper submitted to the Editorial Secretariat should not have 
been previously published.

Category of Papers
•  Invited articles
  Review papers and special articles invited by the KONA 

Editorial Committees.
• Contributed papers
  Original research and review papers submitted to the KONA 

Editorial Committees, and refereed by the reviewers and editors.

Submission of Papers
It is now possible to submit your paper online via Editorial 

Manager® for KONA Online Paper Submission and Peer Review 
System. For all further information, please go to the journal’s 
homepage on http://www.kona.or.jp/jp/journal/info.html. 

• Asian/Oceanian Editorial Secretariat
 Dr. T. Yokoyama or Dr. L. Cui
 Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation
 1-9, Shodaitajika, Hirakata-shi, Osaka, 573-1132 Japan
• European / African Editorial Secretariat
 Dr. S. Sander or Ms. L. Kneisl
 Hosokawa Alpine AG
 Peter-Dörfler-Straße 13-25, D - 86199 Augsburg, Germany
• American Editorial Secretariat
 Dr. C. C. Huang
 Hosokawa Micron Powder Systems
 10 Chatham Road, Summit NJ 07901 USA
Publication in KONA is free of charge.

Publication Schedule
KONA is published annually. The publication date is around 

January 10th.

Subscription
KONA is distributed free of charge to senior researchers at 

universities and laboratories as well as to institutions and libraries 
in the field throughout the world. The publisher is always glad to 
consider the addition of names of those, who want to obtain this 
journal regularly, to the mailing list.

Instructions to Authors
(1) Manuscript format

•  Electric files should be submitted to the Editorial Secretariat by 
online. Authors’ short biography with less than 100 words per 
person and color photographs of all the authors should be 
attached to the final version.

•  The structure of manuscripts should follow the following order; 
title, authors, affiliations, abstract, graphical abstract, keywords, 
main text, (acknowledgement), (appendix), (nomenclature), ref-
erences. The items with parentheses are not mandatory. 

•  Full postal addresses must be given for all the authors. Indicate 
the corresponding author by the mark“*” after the name. Tele-
phone and fax numbers and e-mail address should be provided 
for the corresponding author.

•  Abstract should not exceed 200 words.
•  Graphical abstract should be a concise, visual summary of the 

article which will be displayed in the contents list both online 
and print.

•  The appropriate number of keywords is 5 or 6.
•  The maximum pages printed in KONA are supposed to be:
 15 for an original paper and 25 for a review paper.
•  Symbols and units should be listed in alphabetical order with 

their definition and dimensions in SI units.
•  The color figures will appear in color both on the KONA 

Website (http://www.kona.or.jp) and also in the paper version.
•  Concerning references, the alphabetical system should be 

adopted. Please use reference management software such as 
Endnote to manage references as far as possible.
 List: References should be arranged first alphabetically and 
then further sorted chronologically if necessary. More than one 
reference from the same author(s) in the same year must be 
identified by the letters “a”, “b”, “c”, etc., placed after the year 
of publication.
Examples: 
- Reference to a book: 
 Strunk Jr. W., White E.B., The Elements of Style, fourth ed., 
Longman, New York, 2000. 
- Reference to a chapter in an edited book: 
 Mettam G.R., Adams L.B., How to prepare an electronic 
version of your article, in: Jones B.S., Smith R.Z. (Eds.), 
Introduction to the Electronic Age, E-Publishing Inc., New 
York, 2009, pp.281–304. 
- Reference to a journal publication: 
 Tsuji Y., Tanaka T., Ishida T., Lagrangian numerical simulation 
of plug flow of cohesionless particles in a horizontal pipe, 
Powder Technology, 71 (1992) 239–250.
Text: All citations in the text should refer to: 
 1. Single author: the author’s name (without initials, unless 
there is ambiguity) and the year of publication; 
2. Two authors: both authors’ names and the year of publication; 
 3. Three or more authors: first author’s name followed by “et 
al.” and the year of publication. 
 Citations may be made directly (or parenthetically). Groups of 
references should be listed first alphabetically, then chron-
ologically. 
 Examples: “as demonstrated (Hidaka J. et al., 1995; Tsuji Y., 
1992a, 1992b, 1993).  Mori Y. and Fukumoto Y. (2002) have 
recently shown ....”

(2) Copyright and permission
•  The original paper to be submitted to KONA has not been 

published before in any language or in any journal or media; it 
is not submitted and not under consideration for publication in 
whole or in part elsewhere. 

•  Authors are responsible for obtaining permission from the 
copyright holders to reproduce any figures, tables and photos 
for which copyright exists. 

•  The KONA Journal applies the Creative Commons Attribution 
License to all works published by the Journal. Copyright stays 
with the agreed copyright owner, and the Hosokawa Powder 
Technology Foundation is granted the exclusive right to publish 
and distribute the work, and to provide the work in all forms 
and media.

•  Users of the journal will be able to reuse the contents in any 
way they like, provided they are accurately attributed. No 
permission is required from either the authors or the publisher.

Free electronic publication of KONA is available at http://www.kona.or.jp
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